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ABSTRACI'

THEORY OF FROST FORMATION

by

Yat1sh T •.Shah

Submitted to the ,Department of Chemical Engineering on
December 30,1968, in partial fulfillment of the .
r~qtilrement~ for the degree of Doctor of Science.

The purpose of the present research was two fold. First,
the physical and thermal propert1es of water frost on a
liquid n1trogen-cooled surface were to be measured over a
wide range of deposition conditions. Secondly, the
experimental results were t~ be analyzed and interpreted
with several a~lytlcal models of' varying degree of
sophistication which considered processes occurring both
in the gas phase and·in the frost layer.

The time variation in frost density, thickness and
thermal conductivity and the heat and mass fluxes were
mea.sured for the water frost deposition from ahumldlf1ed
stream of air onto a short copper plate, mainta1ned a.t about
-)150 F. The plate formed part of the underside of a long
rectangular duct and was mounted a distance of 72 equiv
alent ductd1ameters from the entrance. The duct aspect
ratio was 25,1.

The experimental results were obtained for the values
of Reynolds numbers, between 3,770 an8 15,800'othe gas
humidities between dew BOint at ~4.3 F and 58 F, the gas
tempera.tures between 34 F and 93 F and the time elapsed
from the start of the frost1ng between 20 and 180 minutes.
In all the experiments, the gas pressure over the plate
was essentially atmospheric.

The experimental results for the time variation in
average frost density, frost thickness and the heat and
mass fluxes were successfully correlated by a simple
theoretical model. This model was based on the heat and
mass balances on a dlffe~ent1al element at the frost
surface. Water vapor was assumed to diffuse in the frost
interior by the vapor pressure gradient at the frost
surface. No consideration, however, was given to the
mechanism of water tra.nsport at every layerln the frost
interior. The frost density was_assumed to be uniform
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Robert C. Reid

In order to explain a complete physical picture of
the frost l.ng process, an improved model wa.s examined in
which the heat and mass balances were taken on a differen
tial element within the frost. The equilibrium conditions
between the ice and the interstitial gas were assumed
everywhere in the frost interior. This model indicated that
if the equilibrium conditions exist everywhere withlnthe
frost, then the frost layer will denslfy non-uniformly
across its depth as it accumulates on the cold surface.

For a typical set of experimental conditions,the
density distributions within the frost were measured by
s11c'lng the fro~t layers. These measurements indicated
that the density of the frost layer deposited on a liqUid.
nitrogen-cooled s·urface always stays uniform with depth.
Thus, the equilibrium conditions could not exist
everywhere in the frost interior.

Thesis Supervisor:

The cr1tlcal~vI3.1ue.t1onof theexper1mental results
on the density distribution within the frost lrid1cated th~t

the measured wa.ter flux within the frost ca.nnot be obtained
by moleoular diffusion under thenon-equl11br1um partial
pressure gradients without oausing nuclea.tion. Based on
th1soonclus1on,another 'non-equilibrium model' was
postulated to explain the pnenomenon ofunlform
dens1f1catlon of the frost e- This model assumed that water
tra.nsport in thefrostlnterior occurs by both molecular
d1ffus1onofwater vapor under a non-equilibrium partial
pressure gradient and the thermal diffusion of ice nuclei.
The model has been examined only qualitatively in the present
research.
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SUMMARY ~.

The formation of water frost on a liquid nitrogen

cooled surface from a flowing 'humid gas is a complex

phenomenon but one which ocours with sufficient frequency
(

in industrial practice to warrant both theoretical and

experimental studies. Although some research studies have

been reported on the water frosting process (J. 6, U, 2,

§.2, 2, 11·4). only one successful preliminary a.ttempt (l!!:)

has been made to explain the various aspects of the frosting

process by means of a quantitative theory. The present

research was 'undertaken to explore this theory in greater

detail.

parameters studied were the gas stream Reynolds number, the

sed and interpreted with various analytioal models which

properties of water frost were measured over a wide range

The independent system

The plate was a part of the

These results were then analy-of deposition conditions.

The present thesis first presents the results of an

exp~rlmental study wherein the physical and thermal

A. Experimental

In a similar study Braz1nsky (~) obtained experimental

data on the thickness, density and the"rmal conductivity of

water frost deposited rr~m flowing humid air onto a liquid

under-side· of a rectangular duct.

considered processes 'occurring both in the gas phase and

in th~ frost layer.

Slml1a~ Previous Studies

nitrogen-cooled copper plate.



humidity, and the time elapsed since the start of

frosting. The data were taken for a Reynolds number range

of 5,600 to 14, 500, a humid!ty rang,e correspo-ndlng to gas

dew points of 29°F to 40°F, and for the frosting times' as

The gas temperature was always ma1n-high as 120 minutes.

ta1ned at about ?5Op.

B. Theoretioal ('Simple Model')

Braz1nsky's experimental data were generally well

correlated by a rather simple theoretical model which was

based on the folloWing assumptions:

1. After a ~m90th layer of trost is deposited on the

liquid nitrogen cooled surface. the transport of heat and

ma.ss to the frost surface can be analysed using ordinary gas

phase eorrelations (i.e., no fogging is assumed to occur in

the gas phase).

2. Water vapo-r is transferred from the frost surface

to the interior of the frost by a diffusional mechanism

lnt-erlor.

at all times.

~ere obtained from heat and mass balances on a differential

The rate

The heat flux within the frost

resulting f-rom a water vap9r pressure gradient.

3. The'density of the f~ost stays uniform with depth

The mathematical equations applicable for this model

of transfer 1s proportional to the gradient at the surface.

At no time, ho.ev~r, 1s any consideration given to the

mechanism of water transport at every layer In the frost

layer at the frost surface.



~--:n

r(.~' rff,.~J

was a.ssumed to be unl-d1recttorral. The resulting equations

were solved numerically to obtain the time variation in

average frost density, frost thickness and heat and mass

tnansfer characteristics of the frost1ng process.

Experimental Apparatus of the Present Research

A schematic of the frosting system of the present

researchls shown in Figure 1. This system was very similar

to one used 'bY BrazlnskYe There were, ,however, two 1mprove-
f

menta 111 the present system. The gas temperature was varied

by means of a heat exchanger, and the ,frost surface was

malnta:lned flu·sh w1th the bo~tom of the .duct during frosting.

To aO~bmpllsh the latter, the copper plate and calorimeter

assem]J1Y~ "onto which tne frost deposlted~, was rested on a

T)h'u~, the plate- co.uld be lowered during an experiment

to keep ~h~ fr~st surface and the bottom of the rectangular

duct flush at all times.

Experimental and'Theoretioal ('Simple Model') Results and

Discus s i·on

and· the heat and mass transfer characterist1cs of the

In the present research,· the properties of water frost

The range of ·'the independent system var-

tables examined in the present thesis are shown in the

following table.

Br,.8.., z. lnsky (14).-

'frosting ppocess were studied under a considerably w1d'er

range of system variables than those investigated by
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Table 1

Ranges of System Variables

SYstem Var1abl~s

Reynolds number

Gas Humidity

Gas Temperature

Range

3.770 - 15,800

dew point at 14.3 to 5SoF

34°F - 930 F

Frosting Time . "
\

~
. 20 minutes to 180 minutes

The measurements carried out 111 ~r:1ch ff:r()~tlng experiment

were 14ent1cal to ones obtalnedby Brazlnsky, with the

exeept10n of heat flux measurements. In' the present

research, the latter· were determined in the tra.nsient as

well as ill the quasi-steady state of, the frosting process.

~he experimental results on the time variation in

a.ver~ge frostdens1ty, f,rost thickness and heat a.nd mass

transfer rates were found to correlate well with those

mass deposition slgnlf1ca.nt,ly.

Figures 2 and 3 show the t1me variation of average

predioted from simple theoretical model over the entire

range of system variables statE)dln Tablf3 1.

The effects of Reynolds number and gas humidity on the

frost properties and the rates of heat and mass transfer

o.btal.n~dln t.hepresent reses,rch were almost identical to

ones obtained by Brazlnsky (14). The Rey'nolds number was

found to have a significant effect on the thermal -resistance

The gas humld1ty was f.ound to affect theof the frost.

frost density, frost thickness and the rates of heat ~nd

mass transfer during tha~rrostlng process at various ~as



tamperatures (but at constant-Reynolds numb~r and gas

humidity) • These data indicate that a higher gas temper-
"

ature produces a frost of lower thermal resistance. As

shOlm in the f1gu-res, the predict ions of the •s lmple model'

were found to be in good agree~,ent with these measured

experimental facts.

If the baste assumption of the 'simple model' regarding

the heat and mass transfer processes occurring in the gas

during t'he frosting process is true. then experimentally

measured frost,1ng heat and mass transfer coefficients should

agree'we11 with ones predicted from a heat and mass transfer

analysis of the frosting system. This is verified in the

present research.as shown in Figures 4 'and 5.

The experimental heat and mass transfer coefficients

were obtained from the measurements of the gas temperature,

hU!Jl1ditYJ the' heat and mass fluxes and the frost surface

temperatu:re • The theoretioal heat transfer coefficients

were obtained from Slelcher and Trlbus's (105) theoretical

Equation 1 ,shown below.

LA~ exp (-~~ X,,)

constants An an~~ are functions of Reynolds

and Prandtl numbers and can be obtained from Reference 105.

The theoretical mass transfer coefficients were obtained

from the Lewis analogy'(12) for simulta.neous heat and mass

tra.nsfer, which can be mathematically described by the

following Equation 2.
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As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the arithmetic'mean of the

percentage dev~at1ons- (percentage dev1at ion = absolute value

of ( Exper1mentalValue.- Theoret1ealValue) x 100) between
Experimental Value

the experimental and theoretical values of both heat and mass

transfer coefficients under the frosting oonditions was

found to be appro~.lmately 10,%. Heat transfer coefficients

were also measured under non-frosting conditions. They

agreed within 3% of theoretical values. It 1s believed

that experimental errors in the frost surface temperature

measurement. errors result1ng from uneven transition between

the duct floor and the frost surfaoe, and errors due to the

slight roughness of the frost surface were the major causes

for the observed deviation between experimental and theor

etical v~lues of: the hestand mass transfer coefficients.

These results prove, however, that the first assumption of

the simple model, as mentioned above 1s reasonably valid.

The mathematical solution of the equations for the

simple model requires the knowledge of initial values of

these values for an arbitrary set ~f system conditions, ,the

following 'empirical correlations were deve,lopedfrom the

expe~lmentaldataof the present research at the time of

forty minutes from the start of the frosting process.

Hence, in order 'to obtain

These values

may not be alway~ available.

average frost density and frost thickness.
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The above correlations were obtained at the time of

forty minutes because it was the earliest time common to all'

the experimentally studied system oonditions f~r which the

measurement~ of average frost density and frost thickness

'were carried out. It should bent:ft;edthat; Equations 3 and

4 are ap~11~able ~nly to the f~ost deposited on ~ liquid

nltrogen-oooled metal surface fromflowlng humid air. The

aceuracy of the predictions of average frost density and

frost thickness from Equations ) and 4 is estimated to be

within! 8%.
'Improved Model' of the Frosting Process

Even though the simple model correlates well, the exper

imentally measured effects of the env1ronmentalcond1t1ons

on'the frost properties and the. heat and mass fluxes, it

does not give the complete p1cture of the frosting process.

Specifioally, it neglects the mechanism by which e~ery layer

theoretloal study was carried out to develop a more improved

nrodel which oould ta.ke into Elc~ountthe phys 1cal processes

occurring lnthe frost interior along with those oocurring

in the gas phase.

in the frost interior densifies with time. Hence a further
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The 'simple model' assumed~that water vapor is

transported in to the frost interior due to a vapor

pressure gradient atthefrosts~,urface• This vapor pressure
\. '-

gradient 1.s caused by the temperature gradient. S1nceth1s

assumption leads to successful prediotions of the water

transport past. the frost surface, it appears logical to

assume that the same mechanism would cause the water

transport at every layer in the frost interior. Thus, the

first attempt towards the attainment of an improved model

was carried out with the help of this assumption. The

mathematical equations were obtained by taking the· heat

and mass balances on a differential element in the frost

interior. The transport processes occurring at the frost

surface were one set of boundary conditions for the

theoretical e.quatlons. The other set ofbo'undary conditt'ons

were taken at the cold wall. The final mathematical

equations with appropriate boundary conditions can be

summarized as follows. The schematio of the frosting

process as visualized by this model 1s shown in Figure 5-

(8)

(6)

:

Mass Balance

! (De (1- ~f I ~iGe)
C))C \: RT 1:".

a.lso,

~v., =, ~Y~ ~T
ax C1T ~x

from Cla~~lus-Clapeyronequation (SO)

.~'f:: tv, OH. Py~
. ~T RT2,



Heat Balance

At Cold Wall

T(o) ~ 'Tw

'J :: 0o

At the Frost Surface

(10)

(11)

dTf.t (Tft-Ts) + KaCPa - ps) -6H ~ Rf dX (12)
.J ;;J ..J x:~

(neglecting sensible cooling of condensible component)

_ dD + ~8 (1- ~{J ~ice.) d t;e I.
k9CP9- p~) - ~f.~ de 'RT ~' ~)C X:.6 (13)

With the knowledge of independent system parameters,

the initial values for ~+(x,O) and· ~(O) and the

correlat1onfor the frost thermal conductivity (which was

obtained experimentally as shown in Figure 7), the above

equations were solved numerically to obtain ~+(x,e ),
T ( x ,e ). and ~ ( e) •

The predictions of the above equations for ~f(x,e)

and ~(e) under a typ1ca1 set of system conditions of Be

= 5,600, humidity = gas dew point at 29l!2 of and T = 70 ofg

are shown in Figure 8. The initial values of density were

assumed to be constant everywhere in the frost interior.

As shown in the figure, the model predicts that if water

transport at every "layer in the frost interlorls caused

by the pr~va111ng vapor pressure gradient, then the entire

frost layer ,Will densify non-uniformly. The layer at the

~frost surface (where the ioe vapor pressure 1s high)

densifies at a conslder:ably higher rate than one near the



cold wall. As a .matter offact,- in eighteen minutes of the

frosting process the density of a thin" layer at the frost

surface attains a value three times larger than one near

the cold wall.

Exper1ment~l Measurement of a Density Gradient in the Frost

Interior

The validity of the pred.lctions of dens1tyd1strlbut1on

within. the frost by the above described improved theoretical

analysis wa.s investigated by means of exper1m~ntal

mea.s~rement~. The~e m~,~~ure~~:nt~d!1E9re made on frost

deposited at Re=15,800, a huml~1ty corresponding to a dew

point at 30°F, and with Tg = 71°F.

The frost was sampled with a polystyrene tube which

was made by gluelngO.0625 inch thick equal diameter rings.

Frost samples were then cut with a cold razor. Several

slices could be obtained. The sllcing process was carr1ed

out in a cold room (temperature = -20~F ). The density of

eaoh slice waS then calculated from the measurements of

mass and volume.

Figure· 9 shows the results of these measurements for

the various frosting experiments. These results indicate

that the density of the bottom ,0.0625 inch thick layer

was at all times almost the 'same as that of the entire

frost layer, whose thickness varied from 0.091 inch at 26

minutes to 0.256 inch at -144 minutes. The density values

shown in Figure 9 a.re estimated to be accurate within +12%.

Thus, it was concluded from all these results that, unlike

~c;. :-)
r"':;·~,;..· (}.. po"



the predictions of the improved theoretical analysis,

the density of the frost deposited on aliqu1d n1trogen

cooled surface always stays uniform with depth.

Discussion on the Above Described Experimental and

Theoretical Results

The experimental faot that the density of the frost

1s a.1ways uniform with depth indicates that the assumption

of equilibrium oondit1ons between the interstitial gas

and ice everywhere 1n the frost interior 1s not valid.

Further proof for the invalidity of the existence

of equilibrium conditions in the frost1nterlor can.be

shown-by compar~ng the predictions of the improved and

simple models for the time variatipn in average frost

density, frost thickness and heat flux. This 1s shown

in Figure 10. For a short duration of the frosting process.

the agreement between their predictions is found to be

fairly good. However, as shown in the figure, the deviation

between the predictions increases with t1me. This ehould

be expected because as the lmproved model predicts a

h1gher and h1gher density gradient, the temperature

distribution in the frost interior predicted by both the

models would differ more andmQ:re (see Figure 11). Hence

the predictions of the improved model·will not agree

with tho~e of the s1mpl~ model over a long period. Since

the pred1ctions of the simple model agree well with the

experimental results, the improved theoretical analysis

will fa.il to explain a~y observed effect in the frosting



process for a long period.

It should be noted that the predictions of the improved

and the simple models also lnd1catethat even though the

experimentally observed rate of mass transport in the frost
I~~' .

interior oannotbe explained with ~~'le assumption that at

every layer water vapor 1s in equ1librium with ice at the

prevailing temperat'ure. there could be only a very slight

deviation from equil1b.r1um between the gas and ice at the

frost surface. Otherwise, the non-equilibr1um partial

pressure gradient and the vapor pressure gradient would

.just have to 'coincide with each other at the frost surfac.e

in the frost 1nterior may be moleeulardlffus1on of water

frost, the true meohanism of water transport at every layer

This

(14)=~)'
dX

under all diverse gas phase conditions.

In the absence of equilibrium conditions within the

analysis of the exper1ment~1 results of F1gure 9.

analysis is briefly described below.

Integrating the above equation for the uniform (with

depth) rate of frost dens1flcat1on and subst1tuting the

boundary condition that at x=O, ~O, one obtains

vapor l~nder a non-euq111br1umpart1al. pressure gradient.

The va~1dlty of this hypothes1s ean br examined from an

If the water transport at every layer 1nthe frost

.interior ocours by the diffusional mechanism under a non

equilibrium partial pressure gradient. one can wrl·te
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The above Equation 15 can be integrated to obtain

the partial pressure at x=O.0625 lnoh by either setting

the boundary condition for p at x=O (at the cold wall)

Both of these eases

Assuming Px=O =Pvp x=O (vapor pressure of ice at

-J20oF), using the data of Figures 9 and 12 at a time of

79 m1ns. and taking the values of"and D from the following.
8

(18)

(17)

7= = 1.10

Equations 18.and 19.

can be examined as ~ollows.

If the boundary condition for partial pressure is
F~

taken at x=O, one can wr~te.
~. K:l. '

~!d ': Ix d~t ?: ,RT . ax ( 6)
~,P )("0 d8 (1- ef/~"u) DB . 1

)(='0

where DB is 1n ft 2 /hr and T 1s 1n oR, the 1ntegral on the

right hand side of Equation 17 for' the bottom 0.0625 inch

thick frost layer can be oalculated to be 1.485 Mm. of Hg.

Hence, Px=O.0625" = 1.485 mm. of Hg.

It should be noted that the assumption of p . =0x=o
makes the above calculated value of Px=O.0625 1t the most

conservative one. Also, at time of 79 mins. Pvp,x=O.0625"



= 5.2 x 10-4 Mm. of Hg. Hence, the required partial

(/70
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pressure at x=O.0625 1nch indicate the existence of super-

saturation ratio of 1.485 4'-~ 2.86 x 103• Such a high
5.2 x 10- .

value of supersaturat ion rat 10, "of course, indicates a

strong possibility for occurrence of nucleation.

The strong possibility for nucleation indioates that

Equation 14 may not be a valid representa~lon of the true

physical processes occurring in the frost interior. This

indication ca.n be verified by examlng the realistic nature

of the partial pressure value at the frost surface oalculated

from Equation 16. By setting the upper limits on the

integrals of Equation 16 at X=~J and using the d~ta of Figures

9 and 12 and Equations 18 and 19, the pa"rtlal pressure at

the frost surface -can be calculated to "be 16.86 mm. of Hg.

S 1nee the· experimental results of Figures 9 and 12 were

,obtained with the partial pressure of water vapor in the

bulk gas at the value of 4.14 mm. of ~g.t the above calcul-

ated value 'of partial pressure at the frost surface is very

unreal,1st lc • Hence, Equation 14 could not be the true

(20)

(note that this

representation of the frost dens1f1catlon process.

It should be obvious to note that if the boundary

condition for- p in Equation 15 is set at the frost surface,

then the partial pressure at x=O.0625 inch can be calcula.ted

from the fol'lowing Equat ion 20
- )(~,

, . h - - S· d~f ~ 'RT ell'b -r -)l-
r. X:040b~5" de ('-~fj~'·ce)"])a

X:6 . )(-.: 0.0"45)0

Assuming b -: ~~I _~1."3Z. hl"':'. of '"'9-
r X=6 r X"'S



a.ssumption is quite realistic as lndlcat~d by simple model)

and calculating the right hand side of above Equat10n 20

from the data of Figures 9/'and 12 and Equation 18 and 19

p !x=O.0625" was found to be" -13.65 mm. of Hg. This

absurd value of part1al pressure at x=O.0625 inch indicates,

once again, that Equation 14 does not represent the true

physics of the frost densif1eat1on process.

Dens1ficatlon of Frost under Non-Equilibrium Conditions

( Non-Equilibrium" Model I )

Based on the results described above, a new model was

postulated to represent the true mechanism of water

transport in the frost interior. This model has only been

exa.mined qualitatively in the present research. It can be

briefly described as follows.

The model .postulates that the frost interior can be

divided into three sections on the basis of state of water

existing in the bulk interstitial gas. Near the frost

surface (region 1 ), where the vapor pressures of ice are

high, all the va.por exists in the vapor form. Nea.r the cold

wall (region 1 ), where the vapor pressures of ice are

extremely small, all the water exists in the form of ice

nuclei. In between these two regions, there 1s a so-called

transition regl~n (region 2 ), where the water exists both

in the form of lee nuclei as well as vapor.

As water vapor-reaches the frost surface from the bulk

gas by diffusional mechanisms. it penetrates in the frost

~, '7
~~;.. "j';~



interior due to a partial pressure gr~dlent caused by a

temperature gradient at the frost surface. Since the 'simple
)

model' has been found to predict' the water vapor transport

pa~t the frost surface fairly successfully, it can be

assu~ed that at the frost surface water vapor 1s almost

in equ1librium w1th ice at the existing temperature. The

postulation regarding the state of water implies that the

supersaturation of water vapor (p/Pvp ) in the interstitial

bulk gas should be cons1derably high at the interface of

regions 1 and £. so that nucleat io.n can occur. Thus, as

water vapor diffuses f:ro.M the frost surface to the interior,

the supersaturation ratio increases from the value of

approximately 1 at the frost surface to a considerably high

va.lue at the interface of regions 1 and £.
The ice crystals in region 1 grow by the oondensation

of water vapor. Hence, .the crystal growth in this region

is controlled by the rate at which wa.ter vapor arrives at

the crystal surfacefromthe bulk interstitial gas. The ','

present model visualizes the uniform growth of the ice

crystal·s over the entire region 1 as a result of counter

balancing effects of increase in driving force (p-Pvp )

for the .mass trans.fer between lnter~tltla:L ga.s and the

crystal surface and the decrease in the molecular

dlffus1vlty of water vapor in air <. due to decrease in

temperatur~ ) wlththe increase in ~epth from the frost

surface.

As wa.ter continues to move deeper in the reglon 2,



water vapor is now not only lIsed up due to the~growth of

ice crystals by va.por,condensation but a.lso by the

generation of ice nuclei. At every layer, the generated,

iee nuclei are klekedtollsrds the cold wall by.a .thermal

force catised by the existing temperature gradient. While

mov·1ng, some of these nuolei are impinged (or trapped )

on the existing crystals. Thus,the crystals in this region

grow by deposition of' ice nuclei on the eXisting crystals

as well as by v~por condensat1on. The model visualizes the

uniform growth of iee crystals in region ~as a result

of a complex combination of these two separate mechan1sms

of the growth.

The continuous depletion of the water vapor will result

1n the ex·1stenee of water only in the form of lee nuclei

at the interface of regions ~ and 1. Thus, water 1s

transported in region .:1 only-in the form of1ce nuclei.

Since the temp~rature decreases w1thdepth in this region,

nuclei will remain in the so11d form as they move towards

the cold wa.ll.

The lce crystals 1n region 1 can be expeeted to grow

uniformly due to a oonstant rate of trapp1ng of the nuclei

on the existing orystals at every la.yer as the nuclei move

towards the cold wall. This 1s because for a given frost

structure the' probability for the rate of nuclei impingement

can b~ visualized as a direct function of nuclei

eonce'ntratlon and the momentum of each nuclei. Brock's

equation (li) for thermal diffusive velocity indicate that



this velocity for the ice nuolei of a g1ven size 1n the

frost ~nter1orwould'varyapproximately l1nearly with

temperature grad~erit. Since the'temperature gradient

1ncrease~ with depth (see Figure 12), the thermal.diffusive

velocity would also lncreasew1th depth. Thus, the constant
. ( .....,

rate of trapp1ng at every layer in region 1 could be caused

by the counterbalancing effect of increase in veloc1ty

of the nucleI but decrease in nuclei concentration with

increase in depth from the frost surface.

The mathematical formulation of this 'non-equilibrium'

model is possible. However, due to extreme difficulty

involved in the accurate predictions of the nucleation rate

and thetrapplng rate of ice nuclei, the solution of the

mathematical equ~tlons is, at present, not possible.

Conclusions

F~om the results of th~ present research the following

conclusions are made regarding the deposition of water

frost on a cryogenically cQoled surface •.

1. The 'sl~ple model' can be sucoessf~lly used for the

design of cryogenically cooled equipment under a wide range

of frosting oonditions.

2. At every layer 1n the frost interior, the bulk

interstitial ga.s and the ice crystals do not exist under

equilibrium conditions at the prevailing temperatures.
(

Thus, even-though the water transport past th~ frost-gas

1nt~rface can be" succe~sfully pred1cted with the "assumption

of an equilibrium between ice and gas at the frost surface,

~7····~·
fL_.:~:· ~~



the complete picture of the frosting process can only be

su.ccessfully modelled with the a.ssumption that water

transport at every layer in the frost interior occurs by

diffusional mechanism under a-non-equilibrium partial

pressure gradient 8.S well as by··;the tra.nsfer of lee nuclei •
.I

3. The density of the frost deposited on a liquid nitrogen

-cooled surface stays always unlformwlth depth. The

3non-equ111brlum model' appears to explain the true

mechanism for un1f"orm densif1catlon of the frost.
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SE C T ION I

INTRODUCTION

Summa.ry

Although there are some data reported in the literature

on the structure and properties of water frost as well as

for the heat t~ansfer underfrostfng conditions, there 1s

as yet no' completely sat"lsfactory quantitative theory for

the frosting process.

The frosting process with both small and large wall-gas

temperature differences have been investigated. Th~ frosting

heat transfer studies have dealt with both natura.l and forced

convection. In all the studies heat flux through the frost

has been found to reach a nearly steady value after a short

duration of frosting.

For small wall-gas temperature differences diffusional

mechanisms control the transport of water vapor from gas to

cold surface. For the frost deposition on a surface at

cryogenic temperatures", diffusional mechanisms control the

water vapor transport after a smooth layer of frost 1s formed.

The formation of a smooth frost layer on a surface cooled

by liquid nitrogen appears to occur in a very complex manner.

It seems that at first, frost deposits are formed in the forms

of clumps and then very soon these clumps are "f1lled in" •

.Dueto the fluffy nature c"r the frost, a small deposl t of it

creates significant insulation on the cold surface; and

hence a smooth thin layer of this frost raises the surface



temperature to the extent that fogglngln the gas phase

boundary layer becomes highlY improba.ble.· The time for the

formation of a smooth frost layer ha.s been found' to depend

upon the gas phase turbulence.

The quasi-steady state heat flux during the frosting

process is achieved by simultaneous increase in frost

conductivity and thickness such that the thermal resistance

of the frost remains almost constant. The frost conduot1vity

1s 1ncreas~d by increase 1n density. The density of the

frost inoreases by the diffusion of water vapor 1n the frost

interior wh1ch is caused by the vapor pressure grad1ent at

the frost surface.

It is the objective of this research to obtain a quant

itat1ve model of the frosting process whioh could enable

one to expla1n the experimentally observed effects of the

various system variables on the frost properties. Both

experimental as well as theoretioal studies are planned.

Some light will also be shed upon ·the physical processes

occurring in the frost interior.

I-A Practioal ApplIcation of the Frosting Phenomenon

Process in whioh heat is transferred to a refrigera.ted

surface w1th the s lmultaneous depos 1t 10·n of a frost layer

are important in gas· coole.rs, refrigeration, regenerators,

freeze-out purification of gases, eryopumplng and the

storage of cryogenio liquids. In these processes, frost

deposition may be required for successful operation of a

process or it may be an undesirable side effect.



The practical application of the frosting process can

be well illustrated by its effect on the aerospace industry.

In this industry frost deposits are found to be of mixed

blessings. Frost accumulates on the walls of un1nsulated

missile fuel tanks. These frost layers partially insulate

the Oxygen supply from external heat leak, thus reducing

the amount of liquid required for 'topping' before firing.

However, the accumulated frost adds an undesirable ( and

unknown ) weight to the missile. These effects of frost

depositions on the aerospace industry are typical examples

of the industrial occurrences of the frosting phenomenon.

Even though there has been research work in each of the

'above mentioned industries, the data, when available, are

widely sca.ttered through out the 11~erature. Most of the

published work 1s directed toward refrigeration and freeze-

out purification. Frosting process under natural convection

has been studied somewhat extensively by missile 1ndustries.

Forced convection frosting has also been reported recently

by several investigators (7,14,23,24,26,50,51,58,86,89,90,-----------
114). The final results of all these investigations. are,

however, correlated empirically andere applied specifically

to the system conditions taken under examination. For these

reasons, a generalized theory for the frosting process 1s

of significant practical interest.

'1-8 Description 6f the Frosting Process

Frost deposits form when a gas mixture comes' in contact



with a surface whose temperature 18 below the dew point of

the gas and the freezing point of the vapor. As the mixture

flows over the cold surface a concentratlongradlent 1s

established normal to the .surface, resul t1ng in a mass flux

towards the cold wall. S1multaneously, a temperature gradient

is established causing a heat flux which cools the gas.

For small te~perature differences between the bulk gas

and the cold surface, the condensible component in the gas

phase will move towards the wall by molecular and turbulent

diffusional processes. If these temperatures are known, the
\

heat and mass fluxes can be predicted with the usual heat

and mass transfer correlations.

As the cold surface temperature is decrea.sed and the

temperature difference between the surface and the gas 1s

increased, the diffusion mass flux at first increases rapidly

and then levels off because t<he equilibrium concentration

of the condensible component at the surface 1s approximately

an exponential functiop of the surface temperature as shown

in Equation I-Bl.

r: .. ' --- :~

In p
w = + b (I-El)

The heat flux, however, continues to increase almost

linearly according to Equation I-B2

<l. = (I-B2)

Thus," the· gas stream may be cooled below the dew po1nt

for low surface temperatures~ Th~s may cause sufficient

--"'-"""!l~~ ~--,-'-,'-, .
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supersaturation in the gas phase thermal boundary layer to

form fog particles or ice nuclei. Particle impingement or

trapping of the particles on the surface then becomes the

dominant mechanism of frost deposition. Therefore, the

difference in deposition mechanism for large and small

temperaturedlfferences depends on the formation of fog in'

the gas stream.

The limits for fog formationw1thin the gas film adjacent

to·a cold surface have been derived by-Johnstone and

co-workers <.2Z)". The derivation ~ssumed that a gas vapor

mixture flowed in fully developed pipe flow. It was also

assume·d that the film theory adequately described the flow

( l~e. a turbulent core without concentration and temperature

variation normal to the surface, and a stagnant film where

heat and mass transfer resistances are concentrated). Bulk

temperatures and humidities were found for which the film

remained everywhere unsaturated. A plot of fog formation

limits for the water-air system is shown in Figure I-Bl.

The plot shows waterva,or concentration as a function of

gas phase dry bulb temperature at varloussurface temperatures.

For any surface isotherm, operating points below this curve

show regions where no fogging can occur anywhere in the gas

phase. Fog may form for all bulk gas conditions lying above

the curve for a particular surface temperature. The plot shows

that, for a given bulk gas temperature, the maximum humidity

without fog formation is a strong function of the surface

temperature. Thus, this plot 1n~1cates approximately the

~., ., .. )
oL:({.";



regions of high and low temperature differences·. The theories

for fog formation limits in various other systems are described

by Amel1n (~).

The deposition of the frost on a very cold surface (about:

-]lSoF ) with a large temperature difference between the

cold surface and the gas appears to be a very complex process.

Initially, fog or ice nuclei are formed in the ·gas phase (92,

116). These nuclei probably grow by diffusion of water vapor

and by collisional processes. The nuc~eated particles are

quite small and most likely follow the motion of the flutuatlng
~-_..

eddies in the turbulent gas stream. Some particles deposit

on the cold wall; others are apparently swept away from the

cold surface" and sublime. The initial deposit is an irregular

patchy frost and could be resulted from the formation of a

few micro-islands of frost which acted as traps for additional

ice particles. A good discussion of phenomenon of particle

transfer from th~ gas phase is given by Weber (114), During

this initial phase, temperatures in the frost are probably

hot significantly different from the cold surface temperat~re.

However, as the clumps of frost grow and the space between

these clumps.is filled in, a layer of frost, which now has

signlflc~nt.insulat1veeffect, builds up. This type of

deposition is usually of short duration, and the time depends

upon the c,?ndltlons of the system variables such as Reynolds

number, humidity and gas temperature (14). Thus, after a

short while, a smooth layer of frost insulates the cold

surface and, in effect, imposes ~ thermal resistance which
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results in asufflc1ent increase in the frost surface

temperature so that diffusional mechanisms of frost

formation predominates.

Since the formation of fog in the gas boundary layer

1s usually of short duration for the frost depo~ltlon by

forced conveotion, these mechanisms are neglected in the

theoretical study of the present research.

I-C Previous Studies

The key original ideas for the development of those

theoretical models studied in the present research evolved

from the logical explanation of the ,experimentally observed

phenomena by previous investigators. Hence, in this section

the 1ncre.ase may be viewed as due to the fin effect of the

A. NATURAL CONVECTION I

This

Alternatively,

The true reason, however. 1s

present research area is made.

to a st.eady value, smaller thanthe1n1tlal value.

increased roughness of the frost deposit.

increase of about 20% lsbel1eved to be c~used by the

not known as yet.

1nd1vidualfrost elements.

a brief survey of the important previous studies in the

a. Frosting with Small Temperature.Differences:

Experimental data for natural convection on horizontal

cylinders with a small temperature difference" between the

gas and the cold su:rface (18, 41, 102) show that the total'

heat flux through the frost at first increased, then decreased



r Frost formation in natural convect1on over a vertical

t-- .........

~)~)

plate two feet high has been investigated by Whitehurst

(115, 117). His measurements· showed that the total heat

flux for the pla.te decreased fairly rapidly at first and

then reached a steady value. Higher gas humidities gave

a .. higher lnitialheat flux and a lower steady state heat

flux than the lower humidity. The initial heat flux value

was found to be higher at lower plate temperatures but the

slmul·taneous increase in frost dens 1ty and thermal

. 'who have fO'\;1nd that frost or snow thermal conductiv1ty

Since the thermal resistance

Schropp (19£) found that the average

He found ,that both frost density and

increased thickness.

thermal conductivity increased as frosting proceeded. This

conductivity agrees with the work of other investigators

of the frost layer must remain constant after the steady

heat flux had been reached.

steady state value of heat flux was found to be independent

of plate temperature.

Wh1tehurst(115, 117) as well as Stoeckel- (~) "found

that the" frost thickness increased even after the asymptotic

frost thermal conductlvitylncreased to compensate for the

frost accumulation.

frost conductivity increased right. from the beginning of

increases 'with density (25. ~." 120). Schropp. (102) and

Stoecker (~) found th~t for natural convection with small

temperature differences frost density values ranged from

.state heat flux has been reached, they concluded that the
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about 0.091 gms./cc. tonearlY 0.917 gms./cc. depending

upon the system conditions.

b. Frosting with Large Temperature Differences:

Natural convection frosting with temperat~re differences

greater than lOQoF have been studied fo~ various g~ometries

such as vertical cylinders (92), vertical plates (117) and

spheres (:2.). In these studies, a constant heat flux

.through the frost was reached after a short time of frosting.

The rate of frost accumulation on the cold'surface~ at first

increased slightly, then decreased and levelled off, while

the density increased from a very small value to within 5

per cent of that of solid ice. The mass of frost adherln~

to the cold surface was only 10 to )'0 per cent of that

predicted by the Lewis relation or the Chilton and Colburn

analogy. Ruccla and Mohr (~) obtained the frosting heat

flux correlation based on the data for a cylindrical' liquid

that higher humidities yield lower steady state over-all

and on the inner surf,sce of an a.nnulus in a double pipe

This correlation predicts

The reason for this

The data of Holten (52),

Frosts weredeposlted inside tubes (23. 51, 90)geometries.

however, show no humidity effect.

oxygen tank 18 inches in diameter.

heat transfer coefficients.

discrepancy is not known.

B. FORCED CONVECTION

a. Smal1
c

Temperature Differences:

FO,reed convection has been investigated in a number of
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exchanger '(59) for counter current flow of coolant and

air. Frosts were also formed on a flat plate in a wind

tunnel (26) and on the inner surface of an annulus (1)

with constant surface temperature. Single cylinders in

cross flow (~) as well as staggered <iQ, 86) and in-line

(50) tube banks have been used. In all the cases the total

heat flux and the convective heat flux for the frosted

surface attained a st~ady state- value lower than the unfrosted

flux. For internal frosting (1.e. inside tubes and annular

passages) the over-all heat transfer coefficient increased

atflrst and then decreased, -'as in natural convection.

T11e effect of frost roughness was investigated by Coles and

Ruggieri (26). The l"r frost layers were formed by diffus ion

and convection from a high velocity gas stream.

Chen (~)·was the first to propose a mechan1s~ for

frost growth. He postulated a two step mechanism; the

layer first grows towards a stable roughness height and.thetl.

as deposition proceeds, it remains at the stable height.

The stable roughness height is reached when the rate of mass

transfer to the t9P of the element equals that to the "valleys"

between rough height decreases as Reynolds number increases

to accumulate, t"he 1nsulation effect takes over and the heat

and that, as deposition proceeds, the stable roughness height

flux decreases. The pressure drop increases rapidly as

The net effect of these

However, as frost continuesthus the over-all coefficient.

decreases due to area blockage.

two steps is to raise the" gas sldecoefflcients (78) and



the roughness builds up to its stable value, then

increases more slowly as frost accumulation blocks the

flow area. Fair agreement was obtained between Chen's

data and the prediction of this theory. However. he did

not account for the increased temperature difference in the

unfrosted portions of the exchanger, and frost thermal

conductivity and density were taken as adjustable constants.

Chung and Algren (~), Hardy, et ale (~) and"Prins (~)

found that frost continued to accumulate after the steady

state heat flux had been reached. Rlsche (22) measured the

density of ben1ene f~osts formed inside a tube over a range

of Reynolds number. His data show that the density increased

with time and approached that of solid benzene for long times

and high gas velocities (Reynolds numbers). Higher velocities

yielded higher density at any given time. Extrapolation of

his density time curve back to zero time indicated that

higher velocity ,formed denser layers initially.

b. Large Temperature Differences:

Very few investigations have been done on the formation

of the frost on liquid nitrogen cooled surfaces in forced

convection. Richards et ale (89) studied the frost deposited- - ..-....

outside of the liwu1d nitrogen cooled cylinder. Liquid

nitrogen was continually clrculatedthroughthe cylinder by

natural cohvection due to -the heat flow to the cylinder.

The vapor was separated from the liquid and measured to

determine the total heat flux. In these tests-the heat



flux attained a steady state value which was a function

of the velocity and humidity of the air stream. For water

contents greater than about one percent by volume the steady

state heat flux was greater than the initial flux. For

humidities about 2 mole per cent water the heat flux

fluctuated around the steady value. This flu'ctuation was

believed to be due to the condensation of liquid water on

the frost surface. This water soaked' into the frost causing

it to shrink and pack together forming a layer of ice at

the frost surface. Snow-like frost was· then deposited on

the. layer of ice until the surface again ·reached 32°F and

water droplets formed. The cycle was then repeated. The

heat flux decreaseddurlng frost deposition but increased

when the layer froze.

Figure I-Cl shows typical yalues of the heat flux from

Reference 89 for a Reynolds Number of 132,000 (velocity of

80 ft/sec.), gas temperature lOQOF and three humidities.

No fluctuations appeared for the lowest humidities, but they

were very pronounced for the highest water vapor content.

Frost layer thermal conductivities also showed fluctuations

as shown in Figure I-C2.

Weber (114) studied the heat transfer and the frost

accumulation rates for flow through a tUbe when the tUbe was

cooled externally by 11q~1d nitrogen. He found that as

frosting began the frictional pressure drop increased and

the over all heat transfer coefficient decreased. After

_._-.'0_:_":._... _~--.-.~._._.;--.-.



all heat transfer coefficient decreased.

(I-C)
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Weber explained his results by saying that during the

A typical plot of the apparent overall heat transfer

changes occurred more rapidly and t.he steady state over-

the constant overall"heat transfer coefficients. He postulated

the higher inlet humidities because less time was available

that the lncrea,se in frost density was caused by the

diffusion of water vapor towards the cold wall due to

by the following Equation I-C).

coefficient versus time for a given Reynolds number at

inlet humidity increased ( at a given flow rate ) these

steady state heat transfer both frost density and thermal

conductivity increased when morefrost~QcuDlulatedtoyleld

three different humidities as obtained by Weber (114) Is.

shown in Figure I-C). The effect of Reynolds number at a

The steady state heat transfer coeffic1ent~ were lower for

even though frost thickness contlnu~d to increase. As the

some time, however. the heat flux reached a constant value

given humidity on the apparent overall heat transfer

co~ff1clent versus time profile 1s shown in Figure I-c4.

The apparent overall heat transfer coefficient was defined
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for frost,densiflcation by diffusion. Therefore, at the

heat transfer steady state the higher humidities gave

frosts with lower densities and thus lower therma.l

conductivities. Weber's postulation for the internal

diffusion 1s the basis for the first two theoretical models

studied in the present thesis. It 1s de~cribed in more

detail in Section I-D.

Initially Weber (114), and later Brazinsky (~),

determined the thermalconduct1vlty of the frost deposited

on a liquid nitrogen cooled surface. Frosts were formed

on"a liquid nitrogen cooled copper plate which was part

of the underside of a rectangular duct. Their system was

very similar to the one used in the present thesis. Their

results showed that the thermal conductivity of the low

temperature frosts increased with density. However, for

a given frost density the thermal conductivity was lo~er

for the lower frost surface temperature.

Braz1nsky (~) also found that frost density increased

with time and a~ any time density increased with the Reynolds

number. The steady state value of heat flux was found to

be increased with Reynolds number and decreased with increase

in humidity. These results are shown in Figure I-C5. In

quasi~steady state heat transf"er region, the frost surface

temperat~re was found to remain constant and almost

independent of system conditions. The values of the frost

surface temperatures for typical experimental conditions



are shown in Table I-Cl. B~azrinsky (14) also obt'ained

thermal conductivity of frost as a function o~ density

and temperature from the measur~mentof temperature

distribution in the frost interior. A typi'c.al temperature

profile in the frost interior 1s shown in Figure .I-c6 •. .

c. Heat and 'Mass Transfer Analo51~~,.for Frosting

The applicability of the heat and mass transfer allalog1es

to the pr~cess of frost formation has been tested

experimen~al1y by Chung and Algren (24) and Coles and

Ruggieri (26). Two s~mple analog1esare the Chilton and

Colburn analogy and the LewiS analogy. The Chilton-Colburn

analogy 1s

= (I-C4)

. For small vapor concentration the analogy becomes

h
c G

P

( Pr )2/3 = '¥- (Se )2/
3

(I-C5)

The Lewis analogy for small vapor concentration may

be written as 104 )

=
2/3

( Le ) (I-c6)

Hence, from definition. of the j-factors, the Lewis

analogy in terms of j-factors 1s
2/3 ·2/3

jH / jD = ( PriSe ) = (Le ) (I-C7)

The j-factors for frosted surface from the experimental

data of References 24 and 26 were ·calculated. The results
~



are summarized in the following Table I~C2.

Table

Verification of Heat and Mass Transfer Analogies

'Geometry

Mass Transfer By

Reynolds number

j / j.
H D

Coles (2Q)

plate

sublimation
6'

0.8-4 10

1.25

Chung (24)

cylinder

deposition
4

0.2-1 10

1.18

The data of TableI-C2 are within 12% of the simple

Lewis relation (Equation I-C7). The Chilton and Colburn

a.nalogy was well verified when the frost surface temperature

reached 32°F and liquid wa.ter condell~e4 (59) •.--.

D. Properties of Cryogenic Frosts

The ~ensity of the cryogenic frost has been found to

be much lower than those of the frost deposits formed a.t

high temperatures (1l±). Until now, the variables which

significantly affect the frost ,dens1ty are found to be

Reynolds number (or gas velocity), humidity and time

elapsed since the start of frosting (14).

The thermal conductivity of the frost deposited on

a cryogenically cooled surface has been studied by few

lrivestlg~tors (~,14.~.114,115). Holten (52) obtained

·the average thermal conductivity from the calculated

temperature differences across the frost, and measured



values of the heat flux a'nd frost thlc1<rl~~s. He observed

that average frost ~ayer thermal conductivity was a strong

function of the average frost temperature. Barron (.2.) and

Whitehurst (115) also calculated thermal conductivity of

the frost from the measurements of heat flux, frost thickness

and temperature difference across'~ -the frost. Their frostihg

system was a vertical flat plate. Although, their conductivity

values show considerable scatter, the trend of their data

showed that the frost thermal conductivity increased with

increasing density and temperature. All these investigators

have indicated that there' is a large temperature gra.dient

existing in the frost interior (104 to 105 OF/ft.).

The measurements or point· thermal conducti.v1ty" as a

function of density and the temperature in the frost interior

were first reported by Weber and Braz1risky (114). They

measured the temperattire distribution in the frost interior

along with heat' flux, dens 1ty and thickness mea.surements.

A correlation between point thermal cond'llC1;1,,1ty, density

and temperature obtained by Braz1nsky (14) 1sshown in

Figure I-C7. Both Weber and Braz1nsky concluded from their

measurements that point thermal conductivity of the frost

in,creases w1thdensity and temperature.

As yet, the microstructure of the .cryogenic frosts

has not been studied extensively.' Weber (114) and

Braz1nsky (14) correlated their point thermal conductivity- ,

data by modelling the frost microstructure. Their models
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predicted the variation of thermal oonductivity with

tance which results in a marked 1ncrease in the frost sur-

of the theoretical models of the present thesis were first

on a liquid n1trogen cooled surface1mposes a thermal resls-

These

In this

Howev~r, as descrlb~d in Section I-C,surface decreases.

density and temperature in falragreement w1th the data.

Brazln~ky (14) has also reported some data on the mocro

scopic observat1ons of the frost structure.

suggested by Prof. P.L.T. Brian and Prof. R.C. Reid.

ideas were logioally deduoed from the Weber's, (114)

postulation for the explanation of the quasi-steady state

numerous investigators obse~ed.(1,6,~,£1.~,22,2Z,~,

114,115) that after an initial transient period (in which

heat flux deereas~s). the heat flux levels off and becomes

essentially constant with time.

face te~perature. Hence, after a smooth ~ayer of frost 1s

formed, the rate of frost deposition·1s governed by the dif

fusional mechanisms in the gas phase thermal bound.sry layer.

As addit10nal frost deposits upon this cold surface,

the rate of heat transfer from the warm gas to the cold

heat transfer condition in the. frosting prooess.

section, they are brle~ly descr1bed.

As' described previously, a smooth layer of frost formed

'I-D Background of this Thesis

The original phys 10al ideas 'involved in the development



Weber (114) expl~1ned'~~this "steady state " heat transfer

rate by postulating that the frost layer upon the cold

surfa.ce dens1fies with time. During dens1fication, the

frost thermal conductivity increases very substantially,

presumably becQ":lse of greater inter-particle contact. This

density increase was visualized as occurring by the diffusion

of water va.por within the frost layer. This diffusion 1s

produced by the ····ice vapor pressure gradient perpendicular

to the cold surface. Mathematically, the rate of diffusion

within the frost may be written as,

J = dY
dx

(I-Dl)

where the term (1- ~f' ~iCe.) is the void fraction in the frost

interior and 'r 1s the tortu.ollty. The partial pressure

gradient is produced in the frost when heat is transferred

across the layer. Bader et al. (2) have found that a

snow layer is saturated with water at local temperature.

Assuming this would be also the case ·for cry6genic frost,

the temperature gradient through the frost would produce

an ice vapor pressure gradient. Therefore, the

concentration gradient in Equation I-Dl can be replaced by

where the superscript ~ ~enotes a satu~at1on value.

Therefore, as heat is tr8;,p-sferred _to the ·wall, wa.ter vapor

dY
dx =

dY
S

dx = =--L dP,7P ..91.
P dT- dx

(I-D2)



diffuses in the same direction, 1~creasing the density

of the frost layer.

From Equations I-Dl and I-D2 and using the ideal gas

law and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (~) gives

l_·yt! (I-D))

Examination of Equation I-D) shows that the rate of

vapor diffusion within the frost is a function of the

local temperature gradient in the frost. Therefore, the

amo.unt of water vapor that has diffused an,d thus the "ageing"

of the frost layer depends on the time lapse since the

start of deposition, the temperature level within the frost

and the temperature gradient ( or heat flux).

The above described mathemat;lca+explanat1on for the

frost densif1catlon 1s used in the mathematical formulation

of the several models for the frost~ng process studied in the

present thesis.

After postulating this mechanism for the frost

densifl'~at1on, Weber (111+) concluded that this frost

dens1flcatlon resulted 1n~n1nc~ea~e lp ~he~~al conductivity

of the frost laye~ which just balanced the increasing mass

of frost layer as frost continued to depos'it and thus

stabilized the heat transfer rate at a steady value.

Compensating effects such as this are often observed

in nature, but the existence of a steady state heat transfer

rate even while frost continues to deposit on a cold surface
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'1s a wide-spread observation common to all investigation~

of the sUbject. It seems highly improbable, considering

such a diversity of experimental situations, that the

incnease in frost t~ermalconductlvlty due to f,rost

densif1cat1on would just happen by chance to counterbalance

the increasing frost accumulationEl,ndkeep the heat transfer

rate constant.

Brazlnsky (14) shed cons,-derable light upon this

phenomenon. He condueted fI!Qsting heat transfer studies

in a wind tunnel with a cryog1nically cooled copper plate.

Along-with the heat transfer ~~tes, he also measured the

temperature profiles w~th1n,the depositing frost layer

and thus the thermal conductivity of the frost deposit

and the frost surface. ,temperature were mont tored through

out the run.

Furthermore the increase of frost layer density with

time was measured. These results confirmed the postulate

that the frost layer does denslfy and thatthls denslf1cat1on

does inde'ed result in an increase in the thermal

conductiv1.ty of the frost layer which -just compensates

of gas phase Reynolds number and'the humidity of the bulk

for the increased mass of frost to k~ep the heat transfer

~urthermore.

The results also show, as would be expected,

the frost surface temperature 1s essent1allYlndependent

that the frost surface temperature 1s essentially constant

rate steady.

during this steady state heat transfer phase.



gas stream.

The fact that the frost surface temperature varied

only slightly over a wide range of experimental conditions

suggested the presence of a high-gain feed~ack effect

tending to keep it constant and confirms the suspicion that

the compensatlrig effects which result in a steady state

heat transfer rate. are by no means compensat1ng simply by

chance. The rate of internal diffusion of water vapor

within the frost layer 1s a strong function of frost

temperature. The partial gradient which forces the· water

vapor diffusion can be thought of as ~he product of a

temperature gradient and the slope of the curve of water

vapor pressure versus temperature. This latter quantity

increases exponentially as the frost temperature increases,

and thus the importance of water vapor diffusion in the.

frost layer is strongly dependent upon temperature level.

As the insulating frost layer builds up on the cold

plate, the heat flux dec~eases and the frost surface

more, causing a further increase in the frost surface

accumlates and the frost layer gets thicker, there is a

As more frost

Finally, however, the frost surface

But because of~the very high sensitivitytemperature.

temperature reaches a value at which internal 'water vapor

temperature rises.

tendency for the frost layer to insulate the surface even

diffusion within the frost layer becomes very substantial,

and the frost layer begins to densify.



of 1nternal diffusion to the frost surface temperature,

a very. small increase in the surface temperature results

in a sufficiently great increase in the rate of diffusion

of water vapor that the thermal conductivity and density

of the frost layer arelncreased to the point where the

heat flux falls off only very slightly and the surface

temperature rises only very slightly as additional frost

isdeposlted. Thus the frost surface temperature and the

heat transfer rate are stabilized by a very high-gain

negative feed-back effect of frost surface temperature upon

the rate of dens1f1catlon of the frost layer. Since the

frost surface temperature will vary but little, the thermal

resistance of the frost layerls automatically adjusted

to be in a given ratio with the thermal resistance of the

gas phase boundary layer. For example, increasing the gas

phase Reynolds number will decrease the thermal.res1stance

of the gas phase and thus will force the frost to become

denser in order that it too will have a decreased thermal

density would vary substantially with the bulk gas phase

Reynolds number upon frost density found by Brazinsky (11').

The concept of the high-gain feed-back effect regulating

the frost density leads to the conclusion that the frost

resistance.

temperature.

This 1s exactly the effect of gas phase

For example-, 1fthe gas phase temperature

were increased the rate of heat tra~sfer through the gas



phase boundary layer to the frost could 'be increased.

Therefore, either the frost surface temperature would

rise substantially or the thermal resistance of the frost

layer would be decreased. The above physical ideas indicate

that a rather small increase in frost surface temperature

would result and that thl~ would be sufficient to increase

greatly the rate of internal water" vapor transfer so as to

increase the frost density and decrease the thermal

resistance of the frost layer sufficiently. Therefore

the concept in these physical ideas Is that of a f~ost

layer responding to thermal forces upon it and to the

invariant.

described in Sections II-A and II-B.

The experimental,transfer r-ates in the frosting process.

The physical l~eas described above are used to obtain

themselves and k'eep the frost surface temperature almost

various system variables on the frost properties such as

high-gain feed-back ef~eet of internal diffusion so that

ltsdenslty and, therefore, its thermal conductivity a.djust

water frost will be deposite~~~y forced convection over a

density and thermal conductivity and on' the heat and mass

I-E Scope of this Thesis

It is the purpose of this thesis to obtain a theoretical

model or models to explain quantitatively the effect of

quantitative theoretical models of the frosting process as

as well as theoretical studies,' will be carried out. The.
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liquid nitrogen cooled surface. Some specific Qomments

and recommendations will also be made for the application

of the results of the present thesis to other system

geometries and the formation of other kinds of frost.

Experimental,work is undertaken for a system in which

!'

humid air 1s flown through infinitely parallel plates.

The frost will be deposited on a liquid nitrogen cooled

copper section which will form part of the lower plate.

The following significant studies will be carried out.

A. The frost density, thickness, heat flux through the

frost and the temperature distribution in the entire frost

layer as a function of time will be measured for the various

. ranges of .the system variables. The system variables that

will be considered in the present research are Reynolds

number, gas temperature and humidity.

B. The density gradient in the frost interior 1s to be

measured for several frosting experiments.

Theoretical models will be developed to correlate all

of heat transfer coefficient in non-frosting conditions

as described in Section ~-E.

The first one 1s undertaken to verify the

the frosting process.

Two other short experimental progra.ms Will also be

The second one 1nvolves the experimental measurements

undertaken.

the experimental facts and to understand the mechanisms of

validity of the postulated mechanism of 111ternaldlffusion

when the cold surface temperature is kept at about -lSoF.
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These data will be used to evaluate the theoretical-models.

The details of these experimental programs are shown in

Section III-B and III-D.

I-F Possible Contribution of this Thesis

It is hoped to make the following contributions with

this thesis.

I. Obtain a theoretical model for the frosting process

which could be used for the quantltatlvepred1ctlon of the

frost proper~ies and the heat and mass transfe-r characterist1cs

of the water frosting process under a given set of envlromental

cond1 ti'ons.
".

II. Some qualitative or quantitative, if possible, evidences

showing the applicability of the theoretical results of the

present thesis to a wide variety of system geometries and

to other kinds of frost (e.g. carbon dioxide frost).

III. Discuss microscopic process occuring inside the frost

to account for densif1cat1on.



Table I-Cl

Experimentally Measured Surface Temp~ratures in

Quasi-steady State Heat Transfer Region

As a Function of Reynolds Number

and Humidity (~)

\,-" .7
)'j;::.

14,500 40.0 +24

9,300 40.1 .~. +25

5,600 39.9 +20

9.300 28.7 +12

5,600 29.1 +12

Reynolds

Number

Humidity

(dew point OF)

Steady Value of

Frost Surface

Temperature (OF)
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II

Development of Theoretical Models for the Frostlng Process

Several models, of varying sophistication, are examined

crit1cally in this section to interpret the complex

phenomena of frosting.

II-A. S1~ple.Model of the Frosting Process

Postulations and Assumpt10ns of<S1mple Model

1. After a smooth layer of frost is formed, tbe transport

of heat and mass to the frost surface c:an l:>e~~lyzed using

ordinary gas phase correlations.

transfer in the frost interior 1s assumed t.o be one

frost.

Th1sheat

The rate of transfer 1s

transport of water vapor.

3. Heat is transferred through the frost by a oombined

mechanism of conduction in the solid and gas phase and

proportional to the gradient at the surface. No

oons1derat1o~ is given to the water transport within the

frost- exoept to assume that the ent1r.e frot3t layer denslf1es

un1formly ••••• there 1s no density grad1ent present in.the

vapor pressuregradlent.

of water vapor occurs anywhere in the gas phase.

2. , Water vapor 1s transferred from the frost su~face to

the interior bY' ad1rfus1onalmechEl.l\1~JJlresu.:l.~111g from a

dimensional only.

4. The point thermal condp.Qtly1tY' of the frost assumed



to be a function of temperature and frost dens1ty. The

average frost layer thermal conductivity, on the other

hand, assumed to be onl~ a function of average frost

density.

Qualitative Description of the Model

As postulated before, for the frost deposition on a

liquid nitrogen cooled ~urface, t~ls model 1s applied

only after a smooth la~er of frost 1s formed.
, . The schematic

of the frosting process as visualized by this model 1s

shown in Figure II-AC.

Qualitatively, a.ccording to this model, one visualizes

the frosting proce.ss as one in which water vapor from the

proportional to the vapor pressure gradient existing at

gas phase is transferred to the frost surface by a

Once

Thus it

The model

Thus both frost

Althoug~ this model postulates th~ internal diffusion

of it increases the frost thickness.

of frost surfa6e·temperature.

interior, after it leaves the frost surface.

the frost surface and hence it 1s a very strong function

density and thickness increase with time.

simultaneous heat and mas~ transfer processes.

note that it ignores the expl~nation for the mechanism

by which diffused water vapor spreads itself in the frost

water vapor deposits on the existing frost, part of it

resubllmes and diffuses in the frost interior and the rest

assumes that the internal diffusion of water vapor 1s

as the cause for frost densificatlbn, it 1s important to



considers only a differential element at. the frost

surface for explanation of the effects of various

independent system parameters on the frosting process and

on the variation of the frost properties with time.

Previous experimental studies (14,23,25,114,116) have
--... - -.-.- -

indicated that after an initial short duration of the

frosting process, the rate of heat transfer through the

frost ~ttalns a quasi-steady state, even though the frost

continues to accumulate on the cold surface. The simple

model explains this phenomenon on the basis of a high gain

negative feed-back effect of- the frost surface temperature

on the internal diffusion.•

In the quasi-steady state heat transfer condition,

as fro~t accumulates and as frpst layer gets thicker, there

is a tendency for· the frost layer to insulate the surface,

causing an increase in the frost surface temperature. But,

because of the very high sensitivity of interna.l diffusion

to the frost surface temperature, a very small increase

increase in the rate of diffusion of water vapor that the

in the surface temperature results in a sufficiently great

this high gain negative feed back effect of frost surface

Thus

increased to the po~nt where the heat flux falls off only

thermal conductivity a.nd d~nsity of the frost layer are

very slightly as additional frost 1s deposited.

temperature on internal diffusion causes the frost surface

temperature and hence the heat transfer through the frost

to remain almost constant. One can also deduce from the
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above discussion that the model predicts that frost

responses to the thermal forces acting upon 1t, because at

constant frost surface t~mperature, the thermal resistance

of the frost is adjusted to be in a given ratio with the

thermal resistance of the gas phase boundary layer.

The basic mathematical equations of this model predict

the varlet ion of frost dens 1ty, thickness, m.ass depos 1t ion

and heat transfer rate through the frost with them. The

knowledge of the independent system variables such as

Reynolds number. humidity, gas temperature and cold wall

temperature are required to obtain these predictions.

For a well defined system (i.e., one in which heat

and mass transfer coefficients can be characterized), if

one knows thermal conductivity of frost as a function of

density and temperature (note that this can be obtained

experimentally or can be obtained from a frost structure

model as shown in Appendix F), one can predict the frost

surface temperature from the mathematical formulation of

the model. Knowledge of frost surface temperature 'then

allows qne to predict the variation in frostdens1ty·,

thickness, ra.te of 'frost formation and heat trar:i.sfer

through the frost as it deposits on the cold surface.

Mathematical Formulation of- Simple Model

The average frost density, thickness, surface

temperature of the frost, and heat transfer through the

frost are obtained from heat and mass balance at the

frost surface.
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The principal equa.tlom resulting from the heat and

mass balancesat the frost surface can be obtained as follows.

Heat Transfer from the Gas to Frost Surface

Heat is tran~~erred from the gas to the frost both

by convection and by ,material transport of the condensible

'component. This rate of heat, ,t"1'~ansfer may be written as,

(II-AI)

The sensible cooling of the condensible component in

Equation II-AI is usually small and can be safely neglected.

, Equation II-AI, hence, can be rewritten as,

(II-A2)

At the frost surface, there 1s energy transfer to, the

frost layer by two mechanisms. First there is the usual

conduction process. Secondly, there is an internal mass

flux caused by the temperature gradient ,in the frost layer.

Both are proportional to the surface temperature \grad1ent.

Thus, one may write,

dT
q = k~s ( <IX )s = (k • + k ) (dT)

ft excess S dx s (II-A)

wherek~SiS an effectiv~ conductivity including both the

intrinsic conductivity, kfi.' and the excess conductivity

due to evaporative mass transport, kexcess' 1s evaluated

at t'he frost surface temperature and density. The

detaileddescr1ptlon of ~excess 1s given in Appendix F.

Mass Balance over Frost Layer

The total mass of frost at some specified.time is,



(II-A4)

6

mf= A Iff dx
o

The frost thickness 1'5 'time dependent. The

variation of mf with time 1s abtained by differentiating

Equation II-A4, 1.e.,

N = dmf = d ~ dx
s A de de j ~f

o

,
= ~~f dx

J'dB
o

+ ~ dS
f,s as- (II-A5)

Also the mass' flux, Ns ' can be expressed by a. gas

phase mass transfer coefficient and partial pressure

driving force as,

(II-A6)

where Kg is presumable determined by the gas phase fluid

dynamics, Pg by the concentration of condensible component

in the gas phase a.nd psby the frost surface temperature.

Returning to Equation II-A5, the rate of increase in

frost mass has been broken down into two parts. The first

represents the rate of denslflcation of the existing layer

while the second allow's for an increase in frost thickness

with time. The densification results from internal

-----------~---------~~~-----'---~----"_._--_... _--"._--

a function of x.

(II-A7)

The term

dNS) dx
dx s=( d'f)· dx

de

gradient within the frost layer.

N . - 1s assumed to be I1mi ted by ordinary diffus1.onal
81

is equal to the mass flux from the frost surface, Ns~

It should be noted that in Equation II-A?, (dd~ is notx s '

diffusion of the condensible as there'1s a temperature



processes.
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(II-A8)
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D' 1s related to the usual diffusion coefficient as,
eff I :::DeE (P 1- \

Deff = 't' p- ~p )( RT) (II-A9)

in which ~ 1s the tortuosity and E 1s the vold fraot1on

1. e .,' E = (1 - ~f f ~i(:e )

The vapor pressure gradient can also be wr11ten as

C1rvr) = (~p) (jI) . (II-A10)
Using Clausius-Clapeyron equation (~) one can write,

df''if ... (My. AM Pvp\ ( .. dT) (II-All)
~ RT 2

/ ~
Comb1ning Equations II-A9and II-All, and assuming

P
vp

to be small so that (P-Pvp ) is approximately equal to

the system pressure P, then Equation II-A9 becomes

Nsi = -F(~)( ~)( ~)s (II-A12)

(II-AI)

Hence,

. ~~ :: ... ~ (TS). (1- ~~ ~I·ce) (~~5 (II-A14)

The function f<T s > has the units of mass/length-time

temperature and 1s a strong function of Ts •

From Equations II-A5.II-A6. II-A8, and II-All

Ns : ~ (~9- Ps):: qf~ - r (Ts) (~) (~)s (II-A15)

and heat balance equation can be written as

'1 = hC~-~s) +K3(P~-~)'6H l; Rfi5(~\

_ R' (~) :: ~./ '\ ciT) .
- fJ. a.X of x 6

~
(II-A16)
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Computer Solution of Ma.thematical Equations

The equations derived above were solved by numerical

methods. A computer program ~as written to obtain frost

density, thickness, and heat tran~fer ~hrough the frost

ver~us tlm~ profiles from numerical solution of the equations.

The functional relation ~= f (~f' T) was obtained by an

empirical correlation of the experimental data of Brazinsky

(14). The details of the computer program ~s described

in Appendix D.

Computer Results

The computer solution was used to study the following

aspects of the simple model.

1. Comparison between the predictions of the model and

experimental results for time variation of the frost density

a.nd t.hlckness as well a.s the rate of heat transfer through

the frost.

frost versus time profiles for ten different experimental

in the environmental conditions on the frost density,

thickness 'and heat transfer through the frost.

In all the

3. Predictions of the model for the effect of step changes

conditions studied in the present ~esearch.

Figures II-AI to IIAIO compare the predictions of the

simple model for the frost density, thickness, heat

transfer through the frost and mass deposition of the

2. The effect of the initial values (os frost density

and thickness) on the model's predictions for the frost

density and thickness as a function of time.



cases,the first experimental data points of the frost

d~ns1ty and thickness were taken as the starting values

for the theoretical predictions. The heat transfer

,coefficients used in the model were' obtained from the

Sleicher and Tr1bus's (105) theoretical heat transfer

analysis (see Appendix L) of the present system under

non frosting conditions.

The results of the Figures II-Al to II-AlO show

surprisingly good agreement between the exp~rlmental facts

and the ·predictions of the model. The maximum deviation

between the theoretical and experimental frost density

values was a.bout 8% and that for the frost thickness values

1ilas approximately within 10%. The m~an ave!age

deviations' for all the results wa,s less than 3% both for

frost density and thickness values. The slightly poor

agreement between the experimental and" theoretical heat

fluxes in some of the cases (Figure II-AS, II-A9, and II-AID)

was due to the difference in the values of the theoretical

and e~perimental heat transfer coefficients~

Figures II-All and II-A12 show the 'comparison bet~Teen

the predict ion.s of the simple mode]_ an,d the experimental

data of Brazinsky (1J..,,). ...~lthough the starting values

were once again chosen to 1le the ~first ,experimental data.

points of the frost density and thickness, the theoretical

calc~1.at1?n.s wer~ carried out 11sing the experimentally

determined heat transfer coefficients. It can be seen

from these figur~s tha~ the agree~ent between the predictions



of the mod_el and the eXjJerimental facts 'tAras quite good.

In order to-obtain frost density and thickness

verSllS time profiles from the sollltion of the mathematical

equations of the simple model, initial frost density and

th·ickness values have to be knoltm. In most real

siluations, these values at any arbitrary time may not be

. known. In order to increase the range of application of

the theoretical model, it is important to study the effect

of the starting values on the predictions of the model for

the time variation of the frost density and thickness.

Figure II-AI) shows the theoretical results (for a

set of experimental conditions) of the time variation of

the frost density and thickness obtained from the various

assumed starting values. Two different starting values

of the thickness (0.0015 inch and 0.015 inch) and three

different starting frost density values (0.026 gms./cc.,

0.035 gms./cc., 0'.046 gms./cc.) were examined. The

starting time was assumed to be one minute (from the

start of frosting) for the lower initial thicknes'g a.nd

two minutes for the higher initial thickness. The

results indicate that the time variation of the frost

density in the quasi-steady state region is slightly

dependent on the initial values. The time variation of

the frost thickness in the quasi-s~eady state heat transfer

region is ," however, .almost independent of the intt ial

values. It should be noted, that the theoretical

predictions for the comparison of the Figures II-AI to II-A12
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were carried out with the first experimental data points

of the frost density and thickness as the starting values

because erroneously assumed initial values will introduce

,ad.di t ional de"riat ion between the experimental facts and

the theoretical predictions.

It can also be observed from the results of the

Figures II-A13 and II-A14 that assumed initial values of

the frost density and thickness affect the frost densification

rate only in the transient .heat transfer state.

As postulated before, the simple model can be applied

to the process of frost formation ana liquid nitrogen

cooled surface only after a. smooth layer of frost 1s

formed (i. e. when no fogging occurs)~. It has b.een

experimentally foun~ in the present research as well as in

the investigation of Bra&insky l1+) that time for the.......
formation of a smooth layer of frost is a strang function

of Reynolds' number (t.e. heat a.nd mass transfer coeff1clents)

a.nd a weak fllnct10n of gas temperature and humidity.

Table II-AI shows the experimentally observed relationship

between the time for the formation of a smooth layer'of

frost and the heat transfer coefficient.

The results of Figures II-AI) and II-A14 and of

Table II-AI indicate that if the initial values for the

frost density and thicknes~ are taken at the time for

the formation of a smooth .layer of frost, any reasonable

values of the frost density and tllickness (see discussion

of the results in this section) will be



sufficient for the good,p,redictions of the time variation

of the frost density and thickness in a quasi-steady

state region.

Since in the real frosting process the chances for

a step change in the environmental conditions are quite
,/

high, the predictions of the simple model for the effects

of· the step changes in the environmental conditions on

the frosting process and frost prope~ties are of practical

significance.

heat and mass fluxes and the time variation of the frost

One can deduce from the above-mentioned results that

The frost densiflcatlon rate will be increased and the

Hence, it predicted

The resl11 ts of

increase from about 9°F to a.bout' 32°F.

temperature with the increase in the cold 1~al1 temperatl1re.

Figure II-A15 shows the model's predictions for.a

erroneous results for the time variation of the frost

model predicted th~t the fros~ surface temperature would

in general, the model predicts increase in frost surface"

,For a set of' experimental conditions (Re=5,600, humidity

= dew point at 29.2 oF. Tg=5300R and Tw=144°R). at time

of seventy five minutes from the start of frosting, when

the cold wall, temperature inc'reased from abol1t 1440R to

350 0 R (keeping all 'other system conditio~s unchanged), the

density and the thickness.at Tw=350oR.

this"test is shown in Table II-A2.

thickness"~ill be decreased by this increase in the frost

surface temperature.



step change in Reynolds l}Jlmber on the frost properties

and heat transfer through the frost. The step variation

in Reynolds number was carried out at eighty five minutes

from the start of frosting (all other system conditions

were kept unchanged). The model predicted that the stoep

increase in Reynolds number (from' 8,000 to 15,800), would

cause faster rate of cDange of density, slower rate of

change of thickness a.ndf~lsoter rat~ of m~ss deposition

with time. The step increase in Reynolds number would
\

cause the heat flux and the frost surfac~ -tempera.ture to

be increased initially sharply, but heat flux levels out,

later, at another (but higher) and the frost surface

temperature at another (but lower) quasi-steady state

values. The step decrease in Reynolds number (from 8,000

to 5,600) would have an opposite effect on the frost

properties, surface temperature and the heat transfer

through the frost.

The predictions of the model for the effects of a

step change of gas temperature on the frost properties

and heat transfer through the frost are described in

similar effects of the frost density, thickness, surface

Figure II-A17shows th~ predictions of the simple

The step increase (from 7SoF -to 110°F)

temperature and heat transfer through the frost as those

obt~ined for the step variation in Reynolds number.

and step decrease (from 75°F to JOOp) in gas temperature

(at all other .system conditions u.nchanged) would have the

Figure II-A16.



model regarding the .effect,.s....J.of a step change in humidity

on the frost properties and~heat transfer through the

frost (all other system conditions were kept unchanged).

The step variation in humidity (from dew point of 33.2 oF

to dew point of 40.3 0 F and to dew point of 14.3QF) will

change the rate of frost denslfi'cation only slightly

but significantly change the frost surface temperature

~J~' .-... ,":r-
~~:;" .. ~t:_

and the time variation of frost thickness. Both frost

thickness and the surface temperature wil~l increa.se with

a step increase in humidity. The heat transfer through

the frost will be only slightly affected by a step

variation in humidity.
\

Discussion of Computer Results

The results ofFlgures II-AI to II-A12 reveals the

surprising success of the simple model~ln representing the

complex frosting proces's. Even though the simple model

ignores the explanatio~ for a mechanism by which water

vapor penetrates the interior of the frost, its significant

contribution lies in: a simple quantitative explanation

for the time variation of the fro~t density, thickness

and heat transfer through the frost for the wide variety

of the system conditions.

In general, all the experimental data on the frost

density, thickness and heat transfer through the frost

agree well with the predi.ctions of the simple model. The

large deviation between the experimental and the predicted

values for the heat tran.sfer through the frost for



certain expe~imental cond.itions (F,igure II-AS, II-A10)

")
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are mainly dtle to the 1-arge dlfferen,ce in the vB.lues of

the experimental and the theoretical heat t~ansfer

coefficients. Some deviation between the experimental

and the theoretical values of the frost density in Figure

~,
"

!

II-A7 and of the frost thickness in Figure II-A9 can be

accounted by the difference in the theoretical and

experimental values of the mass deposition at a l.ater time.

Qualitative explanation for the occurrences of the

experimental facts and the effects of various independent

system para.meters su.ch as Reynolds number , humidity and

gas temperature on the frostpropert1es and the frosting

process predicted by the model can be given as follows.

Physically, the process of frost formation essentially

involves the transfer of heat and mass of a condensible

component from the gas to the cold surface. This occurs

because as soon, as warm gas comes into contact with the

cold surface, temperature and the concentration gradients

are established in the gas boundary layer. Thus, the

condensible component is transported towards the cold

1AThich control the rate of mass and heat transfer at the

given driving forces are, -of course, the usual mass and

heat 1s transferred from gas to the cold surfape by the

The intrinsic constants

heat transfer coefficients respectively.

If the cold sllrface temperature 1s very lo~T (for

temperature driving force.

surface by the concentration driving force, and similarly



example, 1iqu1d nitrogen temperature), then as seen

previously ( see Section I ), the above described

surface.

It should be noted that the various 1~dependent'

system parameters involve in the fro.sting process should

affect either the various dr1~lng forces' or the intrins1c

constants described previously_ In fact, bulk gas

humidity and temperature will affect the drlV'1ng forces

for the mass and heat transfer (i.e., 6P = P _.p '-"
g S

and AT == T g - Ts ) respect lvel1 and ReynOlds number

will affect the intrinsie constants for the heat and

mass transfer ( 1. e., hand K ) •.
g

If Reynolds number (or gas velocity) is increased,

the gas phase turbul~nce will be increased. This will

increase the thermal and mass momentum· 1n the gas

partioles and as'a result the heat and mass transfer

coefficients w1ll be lncreas·ed. The phys1cs of the

frosting prooess indicate that an lncraese ,in Reynolds

number ( at oonstant Gas temperature and humidity ) will

increa.se the heat and mass transfer rates due to increase

lnheat and mass transfer coefficients. Also, a higher

thermal momentum will' oaus'e the l"ee part1cles to pack

more tightly so·that the :frost of a h1gher density-and

henoe of a higher thermal conductivity will be formed.



Thus, the key concepts of the simple model that the

frost responses to the thermal forces acting upon it and

that the effeet of Reynold number 1s to increase the

thermal and mass momentum are in agreement with the

physios of thefrostlng process. The results shown in

the Figures II-A. II-A?, and II-A10 substantiate the

above d1scussionquant1tatlvely with the help of

experimental facts and thet~eoret1c~1 predictions.

It should be noted that 'in several lnV"e~t1g8.tlons

( §.2. 114 )" in whioh the', fog particles were formed in the
. .

gas phase, 1:he density varlat1'on with Reynolds number

was expla,~ned by saying thats lnce, the fluctuating

velocity oomponent'normal to the ma1n gas flow increases

with Reynolds nUlDber, tn.e impact velocity or the f~g

particles w1t~ the frost layer lsgraeter 'at, the higher

Reynolds number. Greater lmpa'ct veloc1tles cause the

particles, to pack more tightly and' hence a fros't layer

of higher density results.

The above explanat10n 1s erroneous for three reasons.

First, the statement that higher particle 1mpact velooities

lead to more tightly packed a~rays has not been proven so

'far. Secon41Y'., the· explanation for the frost dens1ty beha

vior based on the particle impact velocities is not applicable

for the C8$eS where fog particles do not form in the gas

phase (i.e. frost formation at .h1gh temperatures). Lastly,

1t does not explain ,the experimental facts regarding the'

effects of Reynolds number on the heat and mass ,transfer
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processesdurlng ~he frost deposition.

'rhe increase 1~ humidity will, of course, increase

the mass transfer rate from gas to the cold surface due

to an increase in the concen~ration driving force (op ~

Pg-ps ). Since the thermal forces imposed on the frost

are not changed by varying the hllmid,i ty, the d.ens i ty of

the frost will not be significantly affected by the

variation in humidity, Frost thickness, however, will

'irtcrease.slgnificantly with increase in humidity because

of increase in mass flux. Thicker frost at a higher humidity

will insulate the cold surface batter. Hence, the frost
'I

surface temperature will be a 11ttle higher and the ql1as i-

steady state heat flux from ga~ to ,the frost surface will

be lower a.-t a. higher humid1ty. All these effects of the

~ariation in humidity, as dictated from the physics of the

frosting process, are in agree~ent with the experimental

facts and the theoretical predl~tions of the Figures

II-A2, II-AS and II-Al,II-A3.

The increase in gas temperatu-re 't-lil,l increase the

driving force for the heat transfer (~T=Tg-Ts). This

will, of ' course increase the heat flux from gas to the

frost surface. In order to achieve the thermal balance

on the system, increase in the gas "temperature should also

incre~s~ the heat flui through the frost. This can

occur either by increase in the frost surface temperature

or by increase in the frost density. Increase in the

frost surface temperature, however, will decrease the mass
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flux. Hence, the tendency of the frost layer will be to

decrease its thermal resistance SllCh that the thermal

balance 1s regained. The experimental. facts and the

theoretical predictions of the Figures II-AS, II-A6 and

II-A?, II-A9 are in agreement with these physical

expectations.

The initial values of the frost density and thickness

for the theoretical calculations of the Figures II-AI to

II-A12 were taken to be the first experimental data points.

In order to expand the range of application 6f the model

and to eliminate the need for the experimenta~ "data points

for the theoretical calculations, a study was made to

determine a judicious choice of the initial values for

a wide variety of the system conditions. The importa.nt

, results of this ~study are shown in Figures II-AI). II-A14

and in rrable'II-Al.

There are three parameters to be fixed at the initial

conditions; frost density, thickness and the starting time.

from the data of Table II-AI.

~~lue of this for given system conditions can be obtained

It has been found experimentally in the present

The ,approximate

resee..1~ch as vTel_l as in th.e study of Brasinsky (14) that

the density of the frost cl~mps formed in the initial

phase of the. frosting process at the low temperature lies

between 0802 gms,/cc. to 0.0) gms./co. for all experimental

frost should be taken as the starting time.

Since the model applies only after a smooth layer of fros~

is formed, the time for 'formation of a smooth layer of

'.~.'~ ~>······'--="'~":"'::--""--"--':;"':-'_--;"'_:--""~"""'~._:~~_'---Jo•.r......~.~_....~_.~.......



conditions. Hence, 0.025 gms/cc. lJould be a reasonable

value for the frost density at the time when smooth layer

of frost is just formed.

The results of the Figure II-A13 indicate that the

time variation of the frost thickness in the quasi-steady

state heat transfer region is very weakly dependent upon

its initial values. However, since thickness is a

continuously increasing function of time,'the initial

value of the frost thirikn~ss should be lower than a true

value at a little later time. A very approximate bpt

. (II-A17)

reaSonable guess for the frost thickness value at th~ time

when a smooth layer of frost 1s just formed can be obtained

as follows.

A very approxim.ate value for the mass d.epositlon on the

cold. S11rface at the time for the formation of a smooth thin

frost layer can be given by the 'following Equation II-P~17.

t
~l ~ : j k'Si. Cp~- ~I) cia

o

Neglecting p (since the frost suiface te~perature is
s

extremel~ low during this time), one can write

(II-A18)

In Equation II-A18, K and p are the known
gi g

experimental variables. An approximate v~lue of 't' can

be obtained from the data of Ta#ble II-AI. F"tnally, ~f can

be obtained from the following exp~rimentally measured

correlation between average frost d.ensi ty and. the heat

transfer coefficient



~f = a.oas (';5) (II-A19)

Thus, an approximate value of the frost thickness at the

time when a smooth layer of frost is just formed can be

calculated from Equation II-AlB.

Just to demonstrate the usefulness of the" above-

mentioned procedure, theoretical pred_ictions for the, system

conditions of the Figure II-AI) will be obtained with the

starting values dictated by it. Thus, the starting time

will be 12.5 minutes (from the data o"f Table II-AI) and
, I

the initial frost density will be 0.025 g~s./cc. The

initial" value of the frost thickness can be calculated

= O.04tt inches

The theoretical predictions for the time variation of

judicious choice for the initial values at an arbitrary time.

It can be seen

0.090 gms./cc.

o.o16x6.34x12x12.j
o.o9x62.)x60

~f =
r
o =

using Eq11ation (II-~4.18) as follo~Ts.

Kg! = 0.016 1bm/hr ft2 mm.Hg.

Pg = 6.34 mm.Hg .

t = 12.5 minutes (from Table II-AI)·

minutes, are shown in the Figure II-AI).

the frost density and thickness with the starting values of

9f = 0.025 gms./cc. and ~= 0.044 inches at the time of 12.5

that the theoretical predictions with these starting values

"agree well with the expertmental results.

There are two other attempts made to obtain a
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In, the first attempt, available frost density and

thickness versus time profiles in the quast-steady state

heat transfer region are extrapolated backwards by using

the computer solution with negative time increment. The

results of this attempt is shown in Table II-A2'. The

results show that this method for obtaining the frost

density and thickness at an'earlier time is not successful

because of the erroneous ca]~ulation of the frost surface.

tem,peratureduring backward extrapolation. The frost

surface temperature 1s fO'Llnd. to be increased a.,stlme is

moved backwards.

It appears, from the results, that a slight error in

the calculati6n of the frost surface 'temperature (by Newton

Raphson's method) at the starting time is propagated and

expanded at a subsequent time. If, however, the

transcendental equation for the surface temperature is

solved by an analytical method, it will be possible to

avoid this error in the calculation tif the frost surface

to obtains correct solution for the frost surface

density, thickness and the system variables i~obtained.

Further efforts

Unfortunately, a .closed, form analytical

In the second. attempt to obtain a judicious chocie

temperature.

because it contains fifth~nd the higher order terms in

temperature are not carried out.

solution of the transriendental equation is not possible

11nkno'tATn Ts (according to Abbel's law).

for the initial values, a correlation between the frost
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The correlation is obtained. forty m.1nutes from the sta~rt

of frost.ing. The experimental data of the present

research are used foi this purpose. The following" results

are· obtained.

(II-A20)

(II-A21)

All the nomenclatures of Equations II-A20 and II-A21

are described in Appendix R.

The details of the correlation prbcedure is described

in Append.ix G.

In the rea.l frosting process, constant environmental

co~ditions are rare. Hence the effect of a step change in

environm.ental conditions on the frosting process is of

cons id.erable pract ieal s ignif icance. The predictions of

the model in ~his regard are described in Figures II-A15

then 6T across the frost .1s decreased and the heat flux

that the heat transfer through the. frost is equalled to

frost surface temperature will increase up to the point

In order to achieve

The results are in qualitative agreement withto II-AI?

the physics of the frosting process •

.If the coJ~d wall temperature is suddenly incre8~sed

through the frost will be decreased.

a thermal balance on the system, heat fll1X from the gas

to the fros~ surface should also go down and hence the



that from, gas to the fros~~ surface.- Thus physics of

h.a're a similar effect on the heat flux and_ frost thermal

resistance as obtained for a step change in Reynolds

Variation in the gas temperature because 'of the variation

in the frost s~rface temperature. These deductions which

are based 'on the physics of the frosting process are in

qualitative agreement with the results of Figure II-A16.

the frosting"process dictates the increase in the frost

surface temperature with a step increase in the cold wall

temperatu_re •

. Figure II-Al.' shows that the step 1ncrea.se in Reynolds

numb~r will cause an initial sharp increase in the heat

flux through the frost followed by the frost g~owth under

the transient heat transfer situation and finally

attainme~t of a new quasi-steady state heat transfer

condition. . The' re.s·ul ts of the Figure II-Al-5 also indicate

that the d_ecr-ease in Reynolds number will have the converse

effects on the frost propertie);. Since, phys ics of the

frosting process indtcat~s that the frost will respond to

the thermal. forces ~ acting 11pon it, the behavior of the

frosting process under .a step change in the Reynolds number

will be'in qualitative agreement with the re$ults of

Figtlre II-A15.

A step variation in the gas temperature also changes

Hence , it wi]_l

The mass' flllX 11\Till also be affected by a step

the therm,al force acting upon the frost.

number.



moOre significantly than the frost density and the heat

in qualitativ~ agreement with these physical expectations.

variation in humidity will also have a similar effect on

It is expected that a step

The results of Figure II-AI? are"

transf'erthrough the frost.

>~ ,,'" or;')
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the frosting process.

It has been found experimentally that a step

variation in humidity affects the frost thickness much

"Conclus ions

As a result of the theoretical analysis of the simple

model, the following conclusions can be made.

I. The model predicts frost density, thickness and heat

2. The theoretical calculations for time variation of

for,ty minu,tes from the start of frosting on a liql1id

by forced convection on a cryogenically cooled surface.

The frost

The initial values calculated infor the c.alculation.s·.

ni trogen cooled surface by forced cOTlvection can be obtained

in agreement with the experlm~ntal facts for a wide range

3- "The values of the frost density and thickness at

of experimental conditions.

density of 0.0"25 gms./cc. and the thickness calCll1ated

from the Eql1ation I,I-A18 can be used as the initial values

when a smooth layer of~rost i~ just formed.

this manner can be used only when the frost is deposited

the frost density and thickness can be started at the time

transfer through the frost versus time profiles which are

fro~ the Equations II-A~O and II-A2~.



4. The mod.e'l predicts the effects of a step variation

tn en'\Ti.rol1mental conditions on frost properties in

agre~ment with the physics of the frosting p~ocess.

-II-B ,Speculations of Processes rOCcllring 1N'ithin the Frost

As seen in Sectio~ II~A, the simple model correlates

the effects of various independent system parameters

on the frost properties and the frosting process. ' This

correlation 1s obtained by c~nsidering the energy and

mass balances on a differential element at the frost

surface. ,The simple model, however, ignores the explanation

for the mechanisms by which water vapor sprea~s itself in

the frost iriterlor on.ce it leaves the fra-st sllrface. In

order to understand, th,e mechanism by which eyery layer of

the frost tnterior d,en8-i_~j,es ~r.Tith time, 'an '-improved model'

,..,
,_ ", r .iL:)

.( or 'sophisticated
I

model) of th,e frosting process .was

mad.e. This section describes in detail this first attempt

to lJnderstand the microscopicphenomen.a in the frost interior.

'rhe basic postlllation.s and the as-sumptions -of the new

model considered here are as follows:

1. 1'he partial press'11re of water vapor a.t every point in

the frost interior is aSS11med to be the eq.llilibrium ~lapor

pressure at existing temperatures.

2. Every layer of the frost interior densifies with time

because of" the water vapor transport in the frost interior •

. The vapor pressure -grs,dient d-lle to temperatl..lre gradien.t

causes this transport of water vapor.
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3. The thermal cond.uctivity of "t'ne frost c.an be

represented as a function of the frost density~ temperature

and frost structuie.

4. Heat cond.u.ct ion in the frost 'interior is one d-imens ional

only.

5. On the gas side of the gaS-frost int~rfac~, the heat

and- mass tra.nsfer characteristics of the btJl1ndarY,layer

control the frosting process.

Qtlalitative "Sophisticated" Model

.I.Jtke the "simple model" this rp.odel is applied only

after a smooth laye~ of frost is formed.' The schematic

of the frosting process as visualized by this model is

shown inF~gure II~BO.

Qualitatively, this model is based on the same

physical ideas as those used in the simple model.
-1

some of the physical ideas are extended to ~~plaln the

microscopic occurrences in the frost interior.

It was assumed in the s 1.mple l'n;odel that water vapor

densifies llnd.er the pr~y.~iling eq.uilibrlum conditions.

with the ice at the prevailing temperature and thus there

diffuses in the fro~t interlot by vapor pressure gradient

-During

It assumes that at every

The "sophisticated" modelexisting at the frost surface.

extends this physical idea 'to explain the processes

occuring in the frost interior.

is a vapor pressure gradient exist at every point.

layer in the frostinterio~ the bulk gas is -in equilibrium

a frosting process, each layer of the frost tnte~ior

I ......~_... _ .. -_,........._" ,



The mathematical formulation of thi~ model is obtained

by writing the heat and mass balances on a differential

elemen-t·~, of tl1(-:; frost. The frost surfA.ce conditions, v,Thich

1ATere the basis fOT the complete mathematical formulation of

the 'simple model', are taken as only one set of boundary

conditions. The other set of boundary conditions is taken

at the cold vIall. This model describes the de\Telopment of

the density distribution within the frost on the basis of

the mechanism of water transport in the frost interior

postulated above. Thus, it attempts to seek an explanatlon

for the mechanism by which water vapor "can diffuse through

every layer o,f the frost intertor.The principal mathematical

equations of this model can be obtained as follows.

Mass Balance

Mass balance on a differential element of the frost

can be written as

A J IX+AX = A ~x a\'f
as (II-Bl)

are described. in Appen_dix R.

All the nomenclatures of Equations II-B2" and II-B]

SUbstituting'Equations II-B2 and II-B) into II-BI, one

DB (1- ~~I ~ it!.

'l:
D =
eff

The mass flux, J, by the vapor pressure gradient can

be written as
D

eff
1· d Pvp

,J '= (II-B2)
RT (l-Pvp/P) ()x

If\rhere,
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obtains,

DB (1- ~tl~lce) '()~I·_ :DB (.-ftl!iCe) dl;rl
RT 7: (1- fqlp) 1X ,,+~)( RT "( (,- P.t;>/P) a)C x_ a('.f

~x ae
(II-B4)

or,

1>6 (I - ~f I~l·te.)

RT 1: (I - Pyp I p)
= (II-B5)

AJ.so,

Using Clausil1s-Clapeyron equation (80), one can write

(II-B7)

J
~) -

Heat Balance

One dimensional steady state heat ~onduction in the

( II-BIG)

(II-BII)

(II-B9)k d1.'
f dxq =

k = k + k
f f1 excess

Combining Eql1ations II-B5 and II-B7, one can write

i-. [~~~-(~;:;~~ (fV'~ P, :~ : ~4 (II-BB)

The excess thermal conductivity, k , can be
excess

Phy~ically, k is the additional component of
excess"

represented as (see Appendix F)

2 2
k = DB b~ P)lP'__M_

excess R2 T J

frost interior can be written as,

,where,

\

-~._-~~~- !IIlI~~l'I'" ~ "'.' ~ ~ ..~ y.!!,,,~



the COndlJ.ctivity caused. by evaporative mass transport in

the frost interior.

Boundary Conditions

1. At Cold \iall

The schematic of. the boundary cond.i tions at the cold

wall is shown in rigure II-Bl.

T I = T'x=O ~1

= a

Figllre II-Bl Schematic of the boundary conditions

at t,he cold. 1'Jall

A. Heat Boundary Condition

Temperature at the cold wall remains cortstant at all

(II-B13)

(II-B12)

=0

~=O

T
w=

~T
Heat FIlIX =: ~..~ .

Mass Flux :0 S@,',· ~t'f,Ce) ,Ev,'
RT1'" - Po/pIp) ~x

Schematic of the conditions at the frost w:5
s11rface

T Ix=o

II-B2

Gas Flow 2 fI.Heat Flux=.~(1i-Tsl+k:I("~-P~'6H
... UVIass Flux:: K9(P~-~)

Mass allocated to_ ..........~ .__"_. ........,;,.;._.•..._.... _..._._._._ - ~~~.5~ce

increase the frost thickness
_ ~ eI&
- -t,s J9

The schematic of the boundary condi.tions at the frost

There is no ma,ss flux past the cold wall. Hence,

time. Hence,

B. Mass Boun~rx Condition

2. At the Fr6st Surface

surface is shown in Figure II-B2.

F' ·19ure



reqUired for the sensible cooling of the cond.ensible

>~ . ~- ..::-)
,;~: )

(II-B17)

(II-B15)

(II-B16)

(II-B14)

= k (dT)
f,s dx s

J =s

q - k (dT)
- f,s dx

s

q = h (T -T s) + K (p -p ) 6. H
g g g S

h (T - T ) + K (p - p ) 6H
g S g g s

rhe total mass that comes to the frost surface is given

Thus, the heat balance at the frost surface can, be"

On the frost side (at the frost surface), there is

Heat is transferred from-the gas to the frost both

Part of this mass diffuses in the frost interior due

It should be noted that in above equation, the heat

energy transfer through the fros~ layer by two mechanisms.

component is neglected.

component. This rate of heat transfer can be written as

gradient. Both are proportional to the surface temperature

A. Heat Boundary Condition

First, there is the usual condl1ction process. Secon'dly,

by convection and by material transport of the cond.ensible

wl"'titten as

there 1s an internal· mass flux caused by the temperature

gradient. Thus, one may write

by Equation II-B17.

B. Mass Boundary Condition



to vapor pressure gradient existing at the frost surface.

The rest of it increases the frost thickness.

The mass flux which diffuses in th~ frost interioT

can be written as

J
si =

DB (l-~+/~,·t2 )

RT ''t (1 - Pvp/P )

dP
vp

dX
x=6

(II-BIB)

and. the mass allocated. to increase the frost thickness can

be written as

ds
= ~f.S Je (II-B19)

Combining Equations II-B17.II-B18 and II-B19, the

mass boundary condition at the frost surface can be written

as

J = J + J
s 51 so

(II-B20)

or,

(II-B21)
x=&

or,

~M ':T~ P~t~~) (II-B22 )

1(=.6

The equ.ations descr·lbed. above can be dedimensionlized_

Dimensionless Form of the Equations

as follows.

Let z = x/&

the~.

(II-B23)



.
therefore,. ~tJ I ~ ~o I

~+ "''''-f - i£ ~ .If
~e : ae .z.. & cU 9

Hence, Equation II-B8 can ,be written in the

1"
l

Since,

then

1f.There

&,

d\, = ~fl de + dt'f t dol
t- ClB· (ll e

z

~ = ~fi I aefl ~- +-as .Clt3 Cl~ aaBz

z = xis

(II-B24)

(II-,B25)

(II-E26)

(II-B2'7)

(II-B28)

dimensionless form as

III

6 ~~F

- 2S' -al (II-B29)

z e

Similarly, Equation 11-B9 can be written in the

dimensionless form as
'Il ~T

i : i+- »
Dimensionless Form of the Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions can take the following

dimensionless form

1. At Cold Wall

A. Heat Boundary Condition

(II-B30)

B. Mass Boundary Condition

1)6 (1- ('f I ~I,e) _
RT L (1- p.,pl p) SJl =

~=O

Tlz=o == T
TfT

at all time

= 0

~=o

(II-B)l )

(II'-B32)
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At the Frost Surface

A. Heat Boundary Condition

qIZ=:l= h ('rg-~Z=l) + Kg<Pg-\=l) oR
= k f -aT

S 02 2=1
(II-B 33)

B. Mass Boundary CQn~1tion

..T = K (p .-u ) :'~fs dd-t + DB (1- flo I ~l~e) dP..1" ( 11-B34)
s g g .&.12=1 f v RTt(t-PvrlP)& ~~ z=1

2=1

The finite difference solution of the above equations

was obtained with the heJ_p of a computer-. The S0111t lon

involves the following. steps.'

1. Starting with an initial value of uniform ,(with depth)

frost density and thickness, Equation II-B30 along with

boundary conditions Equations ,II-B31 and II-B]3 are used

to obtain the temperature distribution in the frost interior

at the starting time.' rrhe' fourth ord_er Rl1nga-Kutta method.

is used to solve Equation II-B)O.

2. . Equations. II-B29 along with the boundary conditions

Equations II-BJ2 and II-B34 are then solved by a six point

finite difference techni~ue to obtain the density distribution

within the frost. and the frost thickness at new time.

3- Step 1. 1s repeated to obtain the temperature

d,istribution 1f1i thin the frost at new time, and thus the

calCl11ation process is iterated.

'The d.etails of the cornptlter sollltion is described. in

Append_ix E.

Computer Reslll ts

The computer solution of the mathematical equations

." ....- ..- . "'--'-'-'---



....
of the 'sophisticated model' gives a density and a

temperature distribution within the frost and the frost

thickness as a function of time. Figures II-B) to II-B6

show the results of this soJ.l.ltion for t1JI0 typical sets of

system conditions. Figure ·II-B) describes the predictions

of the density distribution in the frost interior when it

is deposited under the syst~m conditions of Reynolds number

= _5,600, humidity = gas d.ew point at 29.2 o
F and ·gas

o
temperature = 70 F. The predictions for the variation in

temperature distribution" within the frost with time for

the same experimental conditions (in the transient state

of heat transfer) is shown in Figure II-B4. The theoretical

curves sho't'-Tn in Fig1.1reS II-B3 and. II-B4 are obtained with

an assumed starting value of frost density= 0.026 gms./cc~.

uniform with depth and a thickness of 0.023 inches. The

initial values are taken ·at the time of 2 minutes from the

start of the frosting process.

Figure II-B5 d~escribes the similar results for another

set of experimental conditions (Re=14,700, humidity= dew

o 0point at 40 F, Tg= 70 F) in which the starting values are

taken in the qu_asi-steady state -heat transfer re'gion (at

the time of 30 minutes from the start of the frosting

process)~ The values of the initial uniform (with depth)

frost density and frost thickness in this case are O.07~

gms./cc. and O.l44 inches.respectively. The predictions

for the variation in temperature distribution within the

frost with time in this quasi-steady state heat transfer

,t_1·.~

-.~ .... -..iL rI:!._: ..1



region is shown in Figure II-B6.-

The reSll1ts sho~Jn in Figures II-B) and II-B4 indica·te-

tha,t the mode]. predicts a large difference in the rate of

-frost densification at various points in the frost interior.

The rate being the highest at the frost surface (where the

vapor pressl1res of ice are the highest). Figure II'-B4 Sh01\1S

that the .temperature distribution in, the frost interior

changes significa.ntly in the transient heat transfer state

of the frosting process. On the other hand, as shown in

Figure II~B6, the variat10n in the tempera~11re distribution

within the frost with time is very slowln the quas i-stead.y

state of heat transfer in the frosting process.

Sincemathematlcal.formulations of both 'simple' and

'sophistic~ted' models are based on the very similar physical

ideas, one would expect a good agreement between the values

of the average frost density ( average frost density = lfl.~)")J
frost thickness and heat transfer through the frost as a

function of time predicted by the them for the identical

system cond.itions. The comparison between the average frost

dens i ty, frost thickness and. heat tra.nsfer tl1r011gh the frost

predicted by the models at various times is described in

Figures II-B7 and II-B8 for two different sets of system

conditions. Figure II-B7 shows the comparison for a case

in which the initial values of frost density and frost

thickness·are taken in the transient state of' heat transfer.

Figure II-B8, on the other hand, shows the comparison for

a case in which the starting values of frost density and



and thickness are taken in th€ quasi-steady state of heat

transfer. The results of Figures II-B7 and II-B8 indicate

that even though there is r~asonably good agreement between

the results predicted by both the models, the deviation

between their predictions increases with time. Since, as

seen in Section II-A, the predictions of 'simple model'

agree well wi th the experimental results, the above dOes crtbed

results also indicate that the predictions of 'sophisticated

model' (for the time variation in ~verage frost density,
t

frost thickness and heat transfer through the frost) will

not agree with the experimental results for a long period

of the frosti~g pro6ess.

The predictions of the 'sophisticated model' for the

density distribution in the frost interior are not agreement

with the experimental resultss~own 1:11 Figure II-B9. Fig·ure

I I-B9 shows the experimental data for the, density of the

~arlous frost slices at different depths and at different

times deposited under a. typical set of system conditions.

.., :-.:"~ ,.";

._...L .. ~~._

One can conclude from these results that the frqst density

remains essentially uniform (w~th depth) at all time. The

theoretical predi~tions shown in F~gures II-B) and II-B5,

on the other hand, indicates the existence of a large d.ensity

gradient in the frost interior after a short duration

from the start of frosting. Thus, it can be concluded that

the 'sophisticated model 1- does not speculate well, the

microscopic occurrenc~s in the frost interior.

Discussion of Computer Results

------.-.--_.. " I.'! ='.-~._~" -"_'J'-~ Ii' 0:- -.-..-..-_"-_._ .••



The comp~ter results of Figures II-B) a.nd II-BS

1nd1eate that the soph1sticated model shows that the

.assumpt1on of equilibrium condit1ons between interstitial

gas and iee within the frost is not valid.

The predlQted density gradient can be explained on

the basis of the '~rtvlng force whl~h oauses it. The

development of a large ~enslty gradient indicates that the

. driving force tor the rate of frost ,dens1f1cat1on. namely

:x (~et~ ;~vp) varies significantly across the frost layer.

Since an empirical correlation between. molecular diffu

s1~1ty and teinperature( see Figure II-Bl0) shows ,that
O! (Td.~r\

Da/T ls" approximately- proportional to T, it is in faot ())( \ dX )

that varies signifioantly aeross the frost lay'er.

The reason for a significant variation of ~ (Td~r) indX 0)(

the frost 1nterior is the extremely sharp drop of vapor

pressure of ioe at low temperatures. The vapor pressure

proflie in the frost interior tor a typical set of

experimental conditions. is shown 1nFlgure II-C3.

The deviation between the predict10ns of th~ simple

and Boph1stlcat~d models for the time ~~r1at1on1n aver~ge

I

frpstdenslty, frost thickness and heat tran~fer rate (see

Figures II-B7 and II-B8) should be expected to increase

with t~meelapsed from the start of the calculations. This

is because. as sophisticated model predicts higher and

higher density gradient in the frost interior, the temp-

·er~t~redlstr1but1onwithin the fro~t pred1cted by both the

models would differ more and more. This is ~how:n in Figures n..6Jt.



and II-B6. This inc'reasing deviation bet1/,reen. the pred~icted

temperatl1re distribtltions WOllJ..d ob'TiollSly cause the oth.er

predictions (see Figures II-B7 and II-B8) of ,the models

to de\Tiate more and more. This, of course, means that the

,predictions of the ~oph1sticated model for the time variation
, . ~

in average frost density, frost thickness and the rate of

heat and mass transfer would not agree with the experimental

results for a long period.

Conclus ions,

Two importa~t concll1sions can be drawn from the

analysis of thesop~isticated theoreti?slmodel.

1.' The sophisticated model will not predict the time

variat ion in average frost dens"i ty, frost thickness and

,heat transfe'r through the fro'st TRell .1nagreement with

the expe~imental results -over a long period.

2. The dr1v~ng force for the rate of frost densification

~.. (DQif dPvr)assumed in. the sophisticated mode'l, namely ax T 0)(

varies 'signiflcantlyacross the frost layer and this causes

~ significant bUild-up of d~nsity gradient within the frost-

as it accl1mlllates on the cold s1Jrface. S trice the experimental

fact,S indicate that the density of the frost stays uniform

(l~ith .depth), at all time, the sophisticated model does not'

,sJ?eculate the true physical processesoccurrln.g in the

frost interior.

II-C Critical Evall1ation of the Speculated Physical Processes

(by i'S ophistfc.aterlrtModel )O~9pJ~~r.ing in the Frost Interior

The resuls or the' sophisticated model indicated. that if



a.t e~!ery layer in the frost lnterior, an equ.ilibrillm

between the gas and ice exists then the frost rtensifies

n.on .llniformly (TfTtth depth) with time. rrhe non tlYl.iform

frost .densification i~~caused by the significant

. variation in the driving force fx[~~tf ;;p] for it. The

experimental data in Figure.II-~9, on the other hand,

indicate that the frost density stays almost 1.lniform

(with depth) at all time. This experimentaJ_ f.act d.emands

a critical evaluation .of the speculated physical processes

occurring in the frost interior.

The sophisticated model asslJ.med that the partial

Frost Inte.rior

element of the frost can be written as

(II-Cl)

Since this assumption governs theprevailing there~

Assuming (l-p/P)Zl.O, Equation II-Cl can be written as

If every layer of the frost interior densifies uniformly

(i.e. frost density remainr uniform with depth at all tim.e) ,

the mass balance Equation II-B4 on the differerttial

mechanism under which every layer in the frost interior

pressure ~fwater vapor at every point in the frost interior

was the 1,apor pr·ess11r~ at that point i. e. at the tempera.ture

section, with the help of some experimental data as follows.

dens1fies with time, it is examined critically, in this

Sllantitative Verificat·ion of Equilibrium Situation in the



and

(II-C7)

(II-C5)

(II-C.))

(II-C2)

It should be noted thatslmilar results

N = 1)e (1- ".' ~lte) 'Ot' =
11 RT' L" 'd)(

From Figure II-Cl of ~f versus time prof lIe at

~f = 0.111 gros./ceo

The molecular diffusivity of water vapor in nitrogen

can be correl~l~-~·ed with temperatl1re by t.he followin.g

correlation (9+).

integrating Equation II-C2, one obtains

d~ 319' = 2.925 Ibm./ft hr. (II-c6)
r.J= 0 .. 111

substituting the values of the Equation II-C5 and II-C6

into the Eql1ation· II-c4, one obtains

~ _ T)( C;l·q~S) X 'is,9b-)Co I-Ill ~

(lX - llB O.B7'

can be obtained from the experimental data of the present

A typical experimental c.ondition of Brazinsky (~) 1s

used to obtain p(x) curve in the frost interior from

research.

substituting Boundary Condition at x = a, Nx=O in Eq.l1atlon.

II-C), one obtains that cl = 0 hence Equation II-C) becomes

~G ~. ~ X ~. R 1: "
-l 9 ( 0 I 0 ~ ( I I - C~· )T d )( ~ I - ,~ "CQ..)

Eqllatiqn II-G4.



-6 2.0087= 3.30 J{ 10 T (II-C8)

o 2/ .where T 1s in 'R and DB is in ft . hr

The d_etaiJ_s of this correlation are 9hown in Figtlre

II-BIG.

Subst1tl1ting the Equation II-C8 into II-C? and,

integra.ting,

)(:Jt

fdP
)(::0

r I '
"¥.~O

""JC.~}L

7 f '1- J~
1" q .5J.J ~ to' ;:r:oc>V1

x:o

(n- (10)

where p is in rom. Hg.

Assuming partial pressure of the water vapor at the

cold wall 1s an equil'ibriumvapor pressure at the cold wall

temperature and 11sing the experimental data for the

The results, of Table II-Cl are plotted in Figures

the super§aturation ratio in Table II-CI I

The deviation

can be seen from the listed values of vapor pressure and

results of Table II-Cl can be obtained.

temperature versus x profile in the frost interior the

II-C) and II-c4.

from the equilibrium at every point in the frost interior

_._-~~_..,.._.~ ......- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. -...-.-:- .-.....':"-.--.__.-._.--



Discussion of Results ~-

The results of the above analysis, as described in

the Figures II-C) and. II-C4, show tha.t there is ~ large

deviation from the equilibrium at every point in the frost

interior. If no nucleation 1s assumed then the true

water vapor pressure exceeds the local vapor pressure by

a large amount. Hence, a realistic model of the

physic~l processes occurring in the frost interior should

take into account a possibility of nucleation and should

consider the transport of water vapor under a true partial

pressure gradient.

It should be noted that since the theoretical results

of the sophisticated model Section'II-B indicate that

ice particles can not grow und.er their own vapor preSS1.lre

atcryogentc temperatures, the resl-Il ts ofF19ure II-B9,

ror the uniform denslfication of the frost can "be

expl.ained only if the ice particles near the cold, wall

(at liquid nitrogen temperature) grow in non-equilibrium

situation. The strong possibility of "nucleation in the

frost interior as ShOl~Yl by the theoretical analys is of this

section ind,icatethat ice at that teID.perature't~ill grow

by both impingement of ice nuclei on the existing crystals

a.nd by the rnoleclllar diffusional mechanisms ll.nd.er

non-eq,uilibriurn situation.

Conclusions

The principal conclusions of the above calculations

can be stated as follows.



I. If no nucleation 1s assurne~, the calculated water

vapor pressure exce~ds the local vapor pressure by a large

amOl1nt.

2. In the colder region of the frost, ice crystals will

grow by the impingement of the ice nuclei on the already

existing crystal as well as by the molecular diffusional

mechanisms under non-equilibrium situation.

II-D S1.lmmary of the A"\r8ilable Lite:ratu.re Information. on

the Possibl~·Phy':gical Proces.ses Occurrln&;; in the Frost

Interior

The results described in Sections II-B and II-C Ind.icate

that in or~er to obtain a model which can explain the

uniform densification of the entire frost layer, a critical

evaluation of the possible physical proce~ses occur~ing in

the frost interior is needed. This sectiqn briefly summarizes

t h.e s 19nif i. cant and usefu]_ avai·labl e 1 it ~.rature infcTma.t ion

on the various possible physical processes which might be

taking place within the frost.

1'J11merous physical processes can take place in the

11.eterogeneo11s strtlc.ture of the frost lnterior~·· In the

'sophisticated model' it wasass11me9 that at every layer in

the frost interior, the interstitial. gas is in equ.11ibrll~m

wtth ice at the prevailin.g temperat·ure·.. However, the anA.lysls

described .in Section II-C indicat~ that in actual fact there

~Ti11. be a large devia.. tton from eqllilibrl1.lm at ev·ery layer in

the frost interior. lJnrl.er the non-eq~i11.briu.m conditions,

the s igniflcan.t phy~ :'-c9.1 processes "t'Thich could OCC11r 1f-,Ti thin



the frost are as follows.

1. Nucleation of liquid or solid particles of water

from the vapor phase.

2. Non-equilibrium growth of ice crystals from the

vapor phase.

J. Thermal diffusion of fog or ice nuclei in the

interstitial gas.

Several effects or occurrences which assumed to have

negligible effect on the densif1cation of the frost are

stated below.

1. Gravitational effect.

2. Electrostatic forces on ice nuclei.

3. Thermal diffusion of water vapor in air.

All the above stated occurrences are neglected for

the following reasons.

1. Gravitational Effect

The bottom layer of the frost could denslfy by the

gravitational force exerted by the top layer. This

gravitational force, however, could not be i~portant when

the frost 1s deposited in a vertical tube. Also, it varies

from layer to layer. Thus, the significance of gravitational

force for the explanation of the uniform densificatlon of

·th,e frost (wi th depth) depos i ted. on a surface with an

arbitrary geometrical shape d,oes not appear very promis ing.

For the present purpose, -there~ore, . this effect 1s neglected.

2. Electrostatic Forces' on Ice Nuclei

If nucleation occurs predominantly in the frost interior,



then the possible electrostatic charges on these nuclei

C0111d calIse the transfer of these particles from layer

to layer. At present, however, it is difficult to conceive

the cause for the development of the possible electrostatic

charg'e's on the nuclei. Hence, this effect is neglected in

the present thesis •

.3. Thermal Dtffusion of Water Vapor in Air .

Since there 1s a large temperature gradient existing

negligible compare to the diffustol1- of water vapor. under

both thermal and concentration gradient can be given by

diffusion of water vapor in air within the frost is

(II-Dl)~ dT
T dx

+(~
dx

represents the mass flux of

C C
W A

represents the water flux due to

d.C~1

dx

=

;0 Aw- ,.
cwcA

dx

to ordinary concentration grad.ient ~::tnd_ the

dT

= total flux of
"ITa t er vapor

Nw

The total flu~ of water 'vapor within the fro2t due to

lArater vapor d.ue

term
D

W
_

A ~
cwcA T

the following Equation II-DI.

Dw~A

within the frost (see Section IV-A), one would expect that

"VIrhere, the term

concentration gradient.

Comparison of Mass Fluxes under Concentr8~tion (Vapor Pressur~)

and Temperature Gradient

the d.iffus ion of water vapor by the thermal gradient COll1d.

be equally important as one due to the concentration (or

vapor pressur~ ) gradient. Contrary to the expectations,

'ho,rever, the foll.owing calculations indicate that the thermaJ_



thermal diffusion.

Grei'l and ibbs (49) define k
T

, the thermal diffusion

coefficient, to be equal to 0( nl n2 , . where 0<. denotes the

thermal d.iffllsion factor. Various method_s for evaluating

0( are presented in. Reference .~. In the present calclllation

maximum value of 0( is chosen, in order to obta.in the value

gradient. Hence, the effects of thermal diffusion on the

From Equation II-DI, it is obvious, that contribution

should be made.

and so a comparison between

dClf,T

d.T
or between

for maximum mass flux by thermal diffusion. From the g~aph

on page 29 of Reference 49 , it can be found th.at 0(2 0.180

for very lOl'T water vapor concentrat ions of ai.r-water vapor

positions in the frost interior.
(

is small compared with the flux due to concentration

mixture. ThiS value is assumed to be applicable at all

of thermal diffusion to the total mass flux can be evaluated

dcw ~ dT
by comparing the values of dx and. T dx. at various

points in the frost interior.

de dC"T dTAlso, _W == --~~!
dx dT 'dx

dC~T
Values of --- and .0.18 Cw c

A
IT at different

d.T

temperatures are shown in Table II-DI. At any given

t "dcr,.r
tempera~ure --- can be obtained from the slope of the vapor

d'r
pressure curve. At all temperatures b~tw~~p -JOOOF and

and

+20
oF the value of 0.18 cwcA/T fou~. to be less than 1.32~

of dcw • It can be therefore concluded that at all positions
dT

within the frost' the mass-flux due to thermal diffusion

."



frost densification can be ignored for the present purpose.

Available Literature Information on the Physical Processes

Occurring within the Frost

1. Nucleation from the Vapor Phase

There are three kinds of nucleation that can occur in

the frost interior; homogeneous, heterogeneous and secondary.

The ~econdary nucleation. is, at present, a very poorly

unde~stood phenomenon. It·can either occur ~y shearing off

the dendrites of the existing crystal by thermal forces or

due to mere presence of i~e crystals. Both of these'are

pos~ible tp.occur ~in the frost interior. The occurrence of

this phenomenon may not' required a considerably high

supersaturation. There are, as yet, no significant

experimental as w~ll as theoretical' studies done in this

area.

The heterogeneous nucleation is a very comp1.ex process

because of its diverse relationships to the amount, size

and nature of the impurit1es present in the gas. For the

pllrpose of fin~ing an explanation for the uniform

densif1cation of the frost 11nder an arbitrary set of system

conditions, however, this phenomenon could not playa
\

significant role for the following reason.

It appears highly'probable that uniform d~nsification

, of tn,e' en~ ire frost 1.ayer l~lill be obs ervecl if frost is

deposited f~om a mixture of ultra pure air and water vapor.

Both Brazinsky (14) and. Weber (~14) lJ.sed purified Nitrogen

from N't t'rogen Bottle ( purity of over 99%) as a c8~rrier
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gas for water vapor in the frosting expe~1ments, and they

still observed the 'same amount of frost densifleat10n as

observed in the present research. In the present studies

data are obtained 1n Wilson Chamber or in Bonnie nozzles.

ordinary air is used as a carrier gas which 1s expected to

homogeneonsnueleat1on requires a signifioant amount of

If seoondary

The occurrence of

These results indicate that heterogeneous,

Hence, 1t is neglected for th~ present purpose.'ions.

phenomenon 1s descrlbe4 1n Appendix ·H.

have a little higher amount or 1mpu'rlty than nitrogen from

nitrogen bottle.

supersaturation of water vapor in the gas.

nucleation can not be used to explain the un1form denslf1ca

t10n of the frost under an s'rb1trary set of system oond1t-

The homogeneous nucleation has been studied somewhat

extensively both experimentally as well as theoretically.

The detailed survey of the available literature for this

1. The experimental data on homogeneous nucleation rate

are obtained only for temperatures above -73°C. , These

The data agree well with the theoretioal relationship of

Becker' and Dori1h. t.!).
2. Volmer (112). Becker and Dori-nl- (§) and Frankel

(-2, 40, 42) equations are the three most significant

,nucleat1on 1s not a predominant mechanism, then'1t is

possible, as seen in Section II-C,'to achieve a SUfficiently

high sU,persaturatlon in the gas for. homo'geneous nucleation.

The important stud1e~ done for this process can ge summar-

ized as follows.



theoretical relationships fQr'the homogeneous nucleation

ra~te. The. pred.ictions of nu'cleation rate by Becker and,

Doring ~) and by Frankel (2.,40,42) equations have been

fOltn,d to agree well wi t!l the experimental data (12',43, Ill) •
.--.. -' -

2.' Non-Equilibrium Growth of Ice Crystals from the Vapor

Phase

The frost densification is essentially a result of

growth of ice crystals net'tqork. Th'e ice crY'st'als can grow

either by particle impingement ,of ice nuclei which are

formed either in buik 1nterstitialgas or rtear th~ crystal

surfaces, or by'condensation of the water vapor which 1s

transported from the bulk gas to the crystal surface. The

detailed survey of ~vailabl~ literatgre for the latter kind

of growth 1s described in Appendix J.

The study of cristal growth by particle impingement

is an extremelydifficl11t task, particularly for the .ice

network in the frost 1nterio~. It requires the'knowledge

of frost .structure, the position of the particles in the

bulk interstitial gas and the possible for6es acting upon

the particles. There is, as·yet, no significant study

done to be able'to predict all thesereq~irernents.

Usually, the phenomenon of particle impingement can

be handled by assuming a vall:te for so ,~alled I sticlcing

·coefficient'. If no ice ,particles 'stick to the eXisting

crystal then sticking coefficient has a zero value. On

'the other hand, if all the ice nuclei formed in the gas

stick to the existing crystal, then sticking coefficient



w111 have a 1Talue of un,tty. There 15, as yet t no "syst:ema.t ic

guidelines developed to obta~n a value of sticking

coefficient under a given set of system conditions.

The research work that has been done to study the

crystla growth from vapor phase by diffusional mechanisms

can be summarized as follows.

A. The experimental data for the growth of ice crystals

from vapor p~ase have been obtained only at temperatures
o

above -30 C. In initial pa~t of the growth these data found

to agree well with a model (68) which assumed. that growth

process 1s controlled by simultaneou? heat and mass transfer

from bulk to:the cry~tal surface. After an initial short

duration, the growth process has been found to occur in

the dendrltic manner.

B. The growth studies have been made with the crystals

of various shapes.

c. So far, no significant theoretical as well as

experimental studies of dendritic crystal growth process

have been carried out.

3- Thermal Diffusion of Aerosols in Air

The existence of a large ternperatllre gradiertt (see

Section IV-A) and the possibility for an existence of a

large "number of water or ice nuclei indicate the probability

for a significant fl'tlX of water or. ice by thermal. diffu.sion

of these ~erosols. in the" colder region of. the fiost. There

has been a significant amount of theoretical as well as

experimental work done in this ~rea. None of these studies



(·i.e. on the value of ratio

phenome.non is d.escribed.in' Appendix K. The im.portant

stud ied. The experimental d'ata have been fOl1nd ~o be in

however. h~ve been dealt with ice particles or with low

temperature conditions (below room tempe~ature). The

detailed available literature informati6n for this

information can be summarized as follows.

...
equatlons'~for ,this process depend upon the flow regimes

of the process for Air ~ 1.0 (transition regime) 1s
p

extremely .difficult taskandc no quantitative theoretical

A. The thermal force on a solid particle of size greater

than 4 microns is' usually very small in 'magnitude.

B. The guidelines for the develG'pment of theoretical

)../r «1.0
p

and A/rp~ 1.0 have'been reported extensively by several

investigators (15,16,22,35,95,113). The theoretical analysis-----_ ..~-

relatlpnships. have been obtained safar. For t11e present

purpose, Brock's equation for the thermal force (15) is

used for the calculation of thermal diffusive velocity> of

ice ~r wate~ nuclei i~ the interstitial gas wit~in the

frost (see Section II-E), The details of Brock's equation

as well as the brief descript1ons~of_~11 other theoretical

relat ionshlps. are shown" in Append"ix K.

c. The experlm~ntal measurements of the thermal force

on the aerosol particles of wide range of thermal. conductivity
-4 0 0

(10 cal./em. sec. C to 0.1 cal./sec. em. C) have been

A/r i where ~ is mean free
p

path of molecules and r 1s the radius of liquid or solid
P ,

·particles ). The theoretical equations for both



fair agreement with the theoretical p~ed1ctlons. As yet,

no experimental data for thermal force on aerosols have

been taken a.t low ,temperatures· (l.e. below room temperature).

II-E Model for Fros~?~:r1~,~~~<?~~~9n. ( 'N()n..~gul11"br1um Model')

As seen in Section II-B, the~mproved?mode~' (or

'sophlstlcated-model~for the frosting prooess predicts

that if every layer of the frost dens1fles under the

preva111ngequl11brlum conditions then the frost will dens1fy

non-uniformly across its depth. The experimental

measurements on the density gradient within the frost, on

the other hand, indicated that the frost density remains

uniform (with depth) at all t1mes.

The disorepanoy between the ~xper1mental facts and

the theoretioal predictions for the uniformity of the

frost density was examined theoretica.lly in Section II-C •

.It was concluded that the unlformfi~~slf1catlonof the

frost could be obtained if t~e 1ee erystals grew in a

non-equilibrium situation. The ealculatlons also ind1oat

ed that in the colder_region of the frost (near the cold

wall) a significant __ount of water could exist only in

the form o"f ioe nncl.e1.

With the results of Seot1onII-B and.II-C along with

the available literature information on the possible

phenomena occurring in the frost 1~terlor (as described

1n Section II-D), a new model for the frost dens1fioatlon

was developed. In this section, the new model is describ

ed in detail and discussed qualitatively as an explanation

- l' iii ~",-~_. •



for the uniformity of the frost denslfloation.

The basic postulations and the assumptions of the new

model are as follows.

1. At the frost surface, water vapor 1s in equilibrium

with toe at the prevailing temperature. The partial

pressure gradient due to the temperature gradient at.the

frost surface ca~ses the t:r~l1Bport of water vapor within

the frost. (It should be noted that the 'simple model'

was also based on this assumption).

2. The interior of the frost 1s divided into three regions

for convenience of discussion and calculation. Near the

frost surface, where the vapor pressure of' ioe is large

(probably above _40°F), all the water is transported as

vapor. Near the oold wall, on the oth~r hand, where the

vapor 'pressure of water is extremely small, water is

transported through the frost only in the form of iee

nuolei. In between these two regions, there is a so called

'transition' region in whioh water is transported in the

form of both ice nucle1 and vapor.

:3. The transport of water near the frost.-gas lnterfa,oe

(region 1 .) 1s believed to be caused by the partial .~ '.

pressure gradient due to a tempe'rature gradient. Near the

oold wall (region.) ) w~ter is transpo~ted through every

layer by thermal diffusion of ice nuclei. Both thermal

diffus10n of ice nuclei and molecular diffusion of Water

vapor contribute to the water transport .in the 'transition'

region (region 2 ).
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4. Thermal diffusion of water vapor is assumed to be

negligible compared to d1ff~slon by ooncentration gradient.

5. At each layer in regions ~ and 3 the mass the mass

of the10e nuclei present is small compare to the mass of

the exist1ng crystalline phase.

6. The nuclei concentration at each layer in the reglons

2 and 3 remains oonsta.nt with time.

7. In regions 2 and J the thermal diffusive velocity of

an lee nuclei' is sufficiently high, so that the ntlolel will

impinge (or, be trapped ) on the eXisting 'orystals before

they can grow appreciably.

8. In region. I, ice crystals grow by condensation of

water vapor. In region 3 , ice crystals grow by the-
impingement (or trapping ) of ice nuclei as they are driven

towards the c'old wall by a thermal force. Both particle

trapp1ng and vapor condensation oontr1bute to the lee

orystal growth1n reg~on ~.

Qua,litative Description of the

As water reaches the frost surface from the bUl~ gas,

it diffuses into the frostlnter1or due to partial pressure

gradient caused by the temperature gradient. Since the

simple model pred1etsthe water transport past the frost

surface well in agreement w1ththe experimental facts, it

can be assume,d that at th~ frost surf~ce. ice and the gas

are in equilibrium with each other.

The postulations regarding the state of water imply

that the supersaturation of water vapor (pIP ) in the
vp



interstitial bulk gas should be high at the interface

'1

a.s water vapor moves from the\frost surf~ce to the inter-

ior, the sllpersaturation ratio increases from the value

of about 1 at the frost surfae~ to a considerably higher

value at the 1nterfaoeof region l'and 2.

The ice orystals in region 1 grow by the condensation-

Thus,of regions ! and 2 so that nucleation can occur.

of water vapor. Hence, the crystal growth in this region

is controlled by the rate at which water vapor arrives at

the crystal surface from the bulk interstitial gas. The

present model visualizes ~ uniform growth of an·1ee

crystal over the entire region as the result of counter-

balancing effects of an increase in driving force for the

mass transfer (p!P -1) and the decrease in molecular
vp

dlffus1vlty of water vapor in air with increase in depth

from th~ frost surface.

As water penetrates.deeper into region 2 water vapor

is now not only used up due to the growth of ice orystals

by diffusional mechanisms but also by the generation of ice

described above.

region will be controlled by the same mechanisms as

The ice nuclei generated at every .layer in the region

While

The crystal growth by vapor condensation in thisnuclei.

moving, some of these nuclei are impinged (or trapped) on the

existing crystals. Thus, the crystals in this region also

2 are directed towards the cold wall by a thermal force.

The force results from the temperature grad1ent.



prev1ously, growth by vapor condensation 1s oontrolled by

interface of reglon 2 and 3. Thus, water 1s transported in- -

As seen

Since the

As shown in Sect-

It can also b~ expeoted.that

Thus, Just like c~ystal growth

p(x) and T(x) d1stributions.

with temperature gradient.

ion II-E~lt it has been found that the thermal d1ffusive

valoolty in the frost interior varies approximately linearly

in region 2 as a result of t~e complex combinat1on of the

two separate mechanisms of growth (growth by vapor conden-

nuole1 and the momentum of each nuclei.

satlon and the growth by particle impingement).

the crystal growth by 1mpingement or- ~trapp1ng would be

governed by the concentration of nuclei a~d the valoclty at

which each nuole1 is moving towards the cold wall. This

1s because the probability for the rate of nu~lel impinge-

ment oan be visualized as a direct funetion of number of

grow by deposition of lce nuele1 on the eXisting crystals.

The model visualizes the uniform growth of ice crystals
:::t

by vapor condensation, the frost denslf1eatlon by impinge

ment of nuclei is also expected to be governed by water oont

ent (i.e. nuolei ·concentration) and temperature distribution.

The continuous depletion of water vapor w1ll result in

the existence of water only in the form of ice nuclei at the

temperature decreases with depth in this region, nuclei will.

remain in the solid form as they move towards the cold wall.

The lee crystals 1n region 3 will grow uniformly by

impingement of the nuclei on the existing crystals at a

the region 3 only in the form of ice nualel.



constant rate as the nuclei move towards the cold wall.

As discussed above, this growth will be controlled'by the

water content and the temperature distribution at each

layer in the region.

Mathematleal Formulation of the Model

Region 1

The' mass balanee on a differential element of frost

in region 1 can be given by the follQwlng equation.

~ (DB (I":~f/~l·ce.)~) =J~£ (II-El)
ax RT 'L ax -ae

All the terms in Equation II-El ~re ~ef1ned in

Appendix R.

It should be nQted that DB decreases as x decreases,

i.e., the depth from the frost surface increases. If N

1s the number of large ice crystals in each differential

element of .frost, then rate of frost dens1flcatlon oan also

.·-:!,n,:-·'"
_.<_.:.....;::~)

be written by Equation II-E2
\' d-m
~+ ~ N "T;\eaa' G\.a

where dm • growth rate of a .single ice crystal
9·

Mass Boundary Condlt'lons at the Frost Surface

(II-E2)

and,

(II-E4)

Reglon 2

The mass balance on a differential element of the



(II-E5)

(II-E6)

frost in th1s region can be"<·'glven by the following

equa.tion•

.!. [_ VB (1- ~fl~ite)'~ + ''',vJ :: -ap..
()x RT 't ~X J ae

Nuclei Balance

If nucle1 concentration remains constant with t1me,

the nuclei Qalance on a differential element of the frost

-can be given by the following equation.

1. (-nVt) + Nr - N..i :0'lC ~. .
where Nr 1s the rate of formation of nuclei ~ng Nd 1s the

depletion rate ofnuclel from the 1nterstitial gas. All

other terms 1n EqWlt10ns II-E5 and II-E6 are defined in

Append1x R.

It 1s easy to see that Equation II-E5 can be d1vided

into two parts as follows.

The frost denslf1catlon due to ;dlfrll_1olllJ,ldDl~()~nlsm

can be written as

·()e.....f.' 1.. :[:Re CI- fl~' ~i tc.) ..!f.J
~e :: ~·lf tt-r 'r' ~x

(II-E7)

(II-E8)

On the other he.~d, the f:rost dens1t1catlon by the

particle impingement can be wr1tten as

~.M = ~ (.,,~ ::: f (n,vJ
l& ax

Region i

In this region, water transpor.t occurs solely by

Also, from Equation II-E5
., II

dff = !!t- + ~~
de ~e (l.S

(II-E9)
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t,hermal diffusion of. lce nuclei. Thus,

(.II-EIO)

The nuclei balance can be written as

(II~Ell)

(note that this 1s the same as one used in the 'soph'lstlcated'

model)

2. At the cold wall

where, k} • intrinsic thermal conductivity of frost

kexcess • excess thermal conductivity due to water transport.

Heat BoundarY .C9nd~t'1ons

1. At the frost surface

(II..E12)

(II-E14)

(II.E15)

(II..E13)

T,(O) = Tw

Heat Balance

An energy balance in all threereglons at the quasl

steady state or heat transfer can b. written as

dT ('. )- c!!'l: k~ Ii = k f + Ke.cess dx

QualItative Discussion 9~t~~ ;~9d~'l

, Mass B9undar:yC9Qd.ltl9~~~.~.~'.,~.g.;~.,,~~±.:L

Since no mass passes the cold wall,



Due to the extreme dlfflell1~le.s~nvolved1nobtaining
• II I

the values of Nr and Nd ,' <the mathematical equations derived

above are not solved quantitatively in the present thesis.

However, in the dlseusslo~ t,pat follows the new model 1s

evaluated qualita.tively to examine whether it can explain

the phenomenon of uniform dens1f1cat1on of the frost. ,. For

the sake of clarity, each region (as shown 1n Figure II-El)

will be treated separately.

Since the '~1mple model of the frosting process (see

Section II-A) has been found to predict the effects of

the independent system pa~ameters on the frost, properties

fairly successfully, the heat and mass boundary conditions

at the f~ost surfa.ce in this model are t,~'lcento be ldent-

leal to those in the 'simple model'.

The mathematloalformulat1on of the 'simple model'

indicated that the amount of water vapor that diffuses

into the frost 1nter1orfrom the frost-gas interface can

be well predioted from the folloWing equation.

Cl- ~.f' €·,·ce.}
~

(II-E16)
x=£

It should be noted thElt, sinoe the equilibrium

conditions can not exist within the frost, the true mech

anism of water transport ~st the frost surface could be

molecular diffusion under a non-eqUilibrium partial

pressure gradient. Thus, -s general equation for the

internal diffusion of water vapor at the frost surfa.ce

can be written as,.



1\.11 -l2a.. (1- \I~ltce.)~ I ·DB (1- ~f' ~'t.iI.) dPvpl
'))(~b RT cor '-aX '= KT ,~ "aX. (II-E17)

x=s '. X=-~

Sinoe nucleation is assumed to be negligible in

region!. (note that this assumption is based on the
~-"'-,i

literature 1nforma:tlon on nucleation phenomenon as

desoribed in Section II-D and Appendix H), the lce o~ystals

in th1s reglon will grow by the oondensation of water vapor

which is transported from the bulk interstitial gas to

the crystal surfaoe. At the frost-gas interface equi11brium

is a.ssumed to exist between ice and gas. At the interfaoe

of regions!. and 2, on the other hand, nucleation first

OCellI'S. Thus, it is obvious that the postulations of the

model imply that the devia.tions from equ11ibr1umwould

be increased with depth (or distance from the frost

surface) in this region. The ice crystals in this region

will,- thus, grow under non-equilibrIum conditions.

The non-equilibrium heat and mass transfer controlled

growth of the crystals in the region 1 can be mathemat

ically correlated from the following equation. The

details for the derivation ofth1s equation is shown 1n

Appendix J

elm =ete 6l-I"M RT
l<S RTe + -t>-e-1'1----P"-,,--

f (T)

(II-E18)

(II-E19)



All the nomenclatures of ~quatlons II-E18 and II-E19

are d~serlbedlriAppendix R.

Since kg and DBdeereases with temperature, r(T). in

EquatlonII-E19. woulddecreasewlth1ncrease in

temperature. The rela.tion between f(T) and temperature

is shown in Table II-El.

Table II-El

f(T) of Temperature

T (oR) f(T} (ft-hr )lbm

460 2.474 x 10
4

450
4

4.114 x 10

440 7.069
4

x 10

430 1.27.5 x 105

420 2~274 x 105

400 9.066 x 10
5

J~O 2.165 x 107

Sinoe, both (p/Pvp-1) and"f(T) increases with depth
. ...,

from the fr·ost surffi.ce, the model, V1S11s11zes that uniform

denslf1~at1on of the frost in regio?! could be aohieved·

,by the proper adj tistmen~ bet~een water vapor oontent

(partial pressure) and the temperature at every layer

suoh that the ratio of (p/P~p-1) and reT) remains constant

over the entire region.

In order to illustrate the above discussed point more



clearly,'a sample calculation was carried out. For a

typical set of experlmenta.lcondltlons (Run number 29). a

p(x) distribution in reg10n ! was obta1ned with the

assumpt10n that .(p/Pvp-1)/f(T) rema1ns constant at all xes

(note that f(T)'s at various x's can be, calculated from

experimentally measured T(x) profile). Table II-E2 shows

the calculated p(x) d1stribution.

Table II-E2

Partial pressure as a function ot x

0.202 1.080

0.200 0.984

0.184 0.569

0.173 0.330

0.163 0.174

0.153 0.100

x (inches) Pvp (x)

mm. ot Hg.
Calculated

p(x) mm. or Hg.
T(OR) r(T)

(tt-hr)
Ibm

4462 2.12%10 1.080,.
460 2.474x10 1.046

450 4,114x104 O.610~
"

440 7.0695X104 0.358/' ,

430" 1.275:1:105 0.2115-

420 2.274x105 0.134

From the values or p(x) distribution shown 1n Table

II-E2J~f of the frost slice between x-0.15S 1nch and

%=0.2010 inch 1s calculated using Equation D-El. Thus,

~ (1- fr/~ice) ~I_·., ._ ~._.- ~,B (l-9f/~lce) ... a~1
et~f = n'l" tt" 'aX ..:x_Q ,201'" RT 'r.. 'I'XIx=0.15S"
de . 0.04j/12



The experimentally measured jlf under the same conditions

of the system has been found to be O.95h;b'tJ (see F1gure

·IV-Al). It should be noted that the data shown in Table

II-E2 indicate that the value of C in Equation Il"E2,~ for

the lnvestlgat.ed experlm~ntal conditions would be 1,'7 microns.

This value is comparable with 2,0 microns wh1ch 1s calculateq.

from the assumed dtmenslons of an lee needle.

ot the frost at ever7 layer in region ~ by the heat and

,The abov'e calculations indicate that there exists a p(x)

d1str1butlon(tor a typ1cal set of~exper1mental conditions)

which could cansethe experimental,lY measured dens1f1cat1on

As postu~ated previouslY, the transfer of water in

region 3. occurs due to thermal diffusion of ice nuclei.

The valid1ty of this pQstulatlon can'be ~xlllD.1neci as follows.

For ·t7pical experimental BUlBS flux of 0.05 lbm/hr ft2 ,

assuming nucleus diameter of 500 A (see.Appendix H) and

taking. the value of thermal dlffus'lve velocity of 93.10

rt/hr ·from Brock's equation (see Section II-E-1) at

temperature' of -13SOp, the nuolei conoentrat1on required

for the mass flux of 0.05 lbm/hr ft2 would be,

The calculated

p(x) dlstrlbutlQn8.

~.'"

mass transfer controlled gro~h process.



n1
- . ~N. ",. 0.05x454 20 _4.07X1018 molszgules
- VX~icex jwrpJ 93.10x6xl0- - cu. ft.

_ 1.432X1014 Molecules
sa.

Iflt 1s assumed that there~1d(!nce time for thC!se

nuclei is 10-3 sees. (note that there is no basic ground
. .-\.

for this assumption except that it might give a
•conservatiye vf1,luefQr l'1ucl~Sl.t~on ra.te), then lIr requ1red

for this much nuclei concentration at all time would be

1.432x1017 mo1eeu1es/cc. sec.

The partial pressure at the frost surface typical17

to be impinged (or trapped) in the ex1sting structure.

Thus, mathematically, frost dens1f1oat1on process can be

partial pressure at the temperature level ot -lJSOF

compared to one at the frost surface indicate that the

postulation that mass fluxln region i oocurs by t.hermal

diffusion of·ice nuclei appears physically realistic.

At every layer in region 3 some nuclei are expected
'- _.

(n-EZO)

Thus, the magnltude ofvaries between 1 to J Mm. of Hg.

def1ned by the following equation.

d~f = L(n,)
de dX

If homogeneous nucleation 1s a predominant mechanism

for nuclei generation (it should be noted that this 1s the

worst kind of. nuoleation m~chan1sm). then partial pressure

required for the NY'- 1.432xl017 'mo1eou1es at temperature
. co. sec.

·'od' -135'? would'be 250%.00001=.0025 mm. Hg. (from Figure

H-4) •

\
~-------..-- . ~ I·" -- -~ _..~'->-~--:--'..~_
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There are three posslbi~e foroes that could cause the

mo'Vement of lce nuclei in the colder reg1on. They are

thermal, gravitational and the force due to electrostatic

charges on the 10e nuclei. The reasons tor possible

development ,of electrostatic charges on the lee nucle1 are.

st present, unknown and h,nce lnthe present thes1s possible

force due to elect:r()sttltlcc~rge1s neglected. The

'pre11mlnar7 calculations indicated that thermal force 1s

considerably higher, than graVitational force on the ice

nuclei. Thus., the ~ovement or ice nuclei mainly occurs

by thermal" force. As shown 1n Section II-E~t. the thermal -

diffusive velocity has been tounc1.to be an approximate

function of only the temperature gradient 1n the frost

1nter1or. In fact, the following apptoxlmate correlation

for thermal diffus1ve velocity in the frost 1nterior was

obtained from Brock's equation (see· Section II-E-~)

Vt = ttfi (II.E21)

where 0<. constant.

Since it has been found experimentally that ~ increases

with depth from thetrost surface, Vtwould be increased with

depth. Since the lceerystals in region 3 grow by

1mpingement (or trapp~ng) or ice nuclelon the existing

crystals, nuclei concentration or.water content has to

dec:res.sewlth j.~~rea~.~ ~n- 9-epth from the frost surface.

Thus, n decreases and Vt increases with depth from the

frost surface.



The ice crystals in reg10n J grow by the lmplngemen~

(or trapping) of nuclei on the crystal network as they

move towards the cold wall. 'lfl11s is an analogous

situation to one in whlch a bunch of ping pong palls are

thrown through a network. Atevez-.1 point (along its

dep~h). the ping pong balls mayor may not collide or get

trapped in the network. It can be 8$811y visualized that

the probabll1t7 for the ping pong balls to col11de on solid

wall 1~ th~ network ~oul~be higher at higher concentration

of balls and h1gher velocitYe Slml1ar17. the rate of

collision (or trapping) of lce nuclei on the lee crystals

1s expected to be higher at higher nucle1 concentration

arid the thermal diffusive ~eloclt1. Thus. in general·,

the rate of depletion of lee nuclei from the bulk interstitial

gas would be proportional to n, Vta~d 'a'. Where 'a'. 1s

the effective surface area to volume ratio for the collision•
•For constant· 'a', Nd would be an lncreas lng function of n

and vt. ~

It is an extremely d1fficult task to obtain an accurate
•

quant1tative relat10n between Nd , nand \\. However, .from

the qualitat1ve description shown above, it can be pred1cted

that the crystal growth by nuclei impingement 1n region l
would be constant at each layer because· continuous increase

in Vtbut decrease in n with increase in depth.

In summary,'lt can be said" that the model visualizes

that water content and temperature distr1bution would govern

the uniform dens1flcatlon of the frost in reg1o~ J.
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The evaluat10n or frost denslflcatlon process in

reglon 2 is quite difficult. The frost in th1s region will

densify by both vapor condensat1onas well as by impingement

of 10e nucle1 on the exist1ng cr7stal. Since, region

~ is thetranslt10nbetweell reglons·01. arid) and since
,:,~..

regions 1 and 3 are expeoted to denslf7 uniformly, it 1s- -
more than l1ke17 that region 2 would also density uniformly.- '

It should be noted that physically. region ~ 1s one in

which particle impingement takes over the control for

frost denslflcat10n trom the pr~cess ot vapor condensation.

II-E-l Dete'rm1nat1on or a Correlation for Thermal Diffusive

V§lQQltxlpthe Froat Interior

'As discussed 1nAppendlx, K, there are two significant

correlations tor evaluation ot thermal force exerted on an

aerosol particle in slip region ("/rp< 1.0', where >", mean

free path and r, radius or the particle)." Epstein (95)p

initially derived a correlation for thermal force by a

simple treatment or the process of thermal d_1ffuslon. The

predictions of thet'hermal.forcefromEpsteln equation,

however, found to agree well with the experimental facts

only for solid particles with low thermal conductiVity

(10-4 ca1/gm. cm.o,). For the particle of large thermal

conductivity. Epstein equation has been touncito pred1ct

much lower value of the~l force than the actual (experimental)

one. .This is because the thermal condu.ctl",lty of solld

has been believed to give undue importance in the correlation



for thermal force. It snouldb~~oted that the thermal

eonductlvltyof lee ls approximately 10-2 ca1/gm. cmoC at

low temperatures. Also thermal conductivity of ice 1ncreases'

with deereaas in temperature. Thus, 1t is expected that

Epstein equat10n would predict low thermal force on lee nuclei

than the actual ones.

Realiz1ng the shortso~1~s ot the Epstein equation,
1

'·t
Brock (!.2) carried out more rigorous first order s11p flow

contlnum ana17s1s of the thermal d1rfu~lon process. Brock's

correlation for the thermal force has been found to predict

the values of thermal forces well 1n agreement with the

experimental facts tor all. the values of thermaleonductlvlt1

of so11d particles. The value of ~/rp' however, has been

found to atfect the validity of Bro«;k'sequatlon. It 1s

found to be accurate for A/rp<0.25, but only approximately

valid forA/rp) 0.25 •. For ~/rp~ 0.25, Brock's equation

has been found topredlct thermal force as low as 50 to 100%

gradients at various po1~ were obtained from a typical

frost 1nterior are calculated us1ng both Epsteln~s and

of experimental ones. For the present purpose, since

~/rp ls as high as 0.50 at high temperature, it is expected

that the values or thermal forcfJ at high temperatures

calculated by Brock's equation could be as low as 30 to

50% of experimental ones.

In this short section, the thermal diffusive force

and the val.oc1ty for an ice nuclei' (of2SoA radius) in the
.-.

The required temperatureBrock's theoretical analysis.



previously, however, thes~e- pred1ctions may b,e erron"eous due

As seen

(II-E22)

(~~~ (II-E2tt)

I

F = -9111: (l) ( ., ) ($!:)
t . P!T 21f+&ice dx

B. Thermal Diffusive VeloCity

where',

A.

T(x) (experimental) profile in the frostlnter1or. The

res~lts of these ealoulat1oD&ll1re's:i101r!'llnTableII..EJ.

The equations used for the 'calculations are shown ,below.

Epstein equation (95)

A. Thermal Force

decrease 1n the temperature in the frost interior.

- g \. (lI-E2c;)1] = 0.499 V'l "

All the nomenclature lnEquat10n II-EZ2 to II-E2.6 are

described in Appendix R.

From the results of Table II-E:3 •.1t can be seen that

Epstein equation predicts that veloc1ty due to thermal

force would decrease (more sharply near the cold wall) with



to high thermal conductivity values of ice at low temp

eratures. Brock's equation, on the other hand, predicted

that thermal diffusive velocity would be increased with

depth in the frost interior and would be approximately

proportional to the prevailing temperature gradient. S'lnce

Brock's equation has been found to predict thermal force

and thermal" diffusive velocity well in agreement with t·he

experimental results of many other materials (whose thermal

conductivities are in the range of those of ice), its

prediotions are taken, to be more valid that the predictions

of Epstein's equations, for the present purpose. Thus, in

summa.ry, it is ooncluded that the thermal diffusive valoelty

in the frost interior would be increased with depth from the

frost surface and would approximately vary as dT/dx.



· Table

Correlation between Heat Transfer Coefficient and T1me

for the Formation of a Smooth Layer·or Frost

39

28

, 13·!

(minutes)
t

Time to Form Smooth
La:yer of 'Frost

Table II..-.A.2 .

5.(;2

7~25

11.08

rrhe ahovp. data fIts the equet 10n . ~~

ft
2

,
ror h ~ I) Btu/hr of

t = (13 - h)/O.19

e.nrl ,
~ ft 2 offor ·h 13 B~u/hr

t ~ 0

j

Heat Transfer Coefficient

(Btu/ hr ft 2
of )

h

Time
-,

FTO::;t Surfa~e F-rost Frost
(m1nutes) 1'emperature (OF) fJeT1sit.y Thickness

(gms ./cc.) ( inches)

75 13.0940 0.0685 0.176040
73 1 ).1?3~ 0.066947 0 •.174092
71 13.2842 0.0653462 0.172198
69 13.4285 0.06)6945 .O.17037t1
67 1J.6125 0.0619888 0.] 6A64l~
65 1). 8435 ~ 0.0602257 o.16702t1
63 '14.1311 0.0584016 0.16.'- 553
61 14.4841 0.0565129 0."164264
59 14.9148 0.0545561 0.163205
57 15.4)68 0.0525278 0.1624)8
55 16.0664 0.0-504250 0.162040
53 16.8213 0.0482455 . 0.162112
51 17.7209 0.0459885 0.162(8)
49 18.7844 0.04)6556 0.164221
47. 20.0)00 0.0412520 0.166645
45 21.4702 0.0)81878 0.170335
4) 2).1089 0.0)62807 0.175652
41 24.9333 0.0337574- 0.183044
39 26.9109 0.0312549 0.193055
37 28.9849 0.0288208 0.206)09
35 31.0806 0.0265090 0.22)467
33 33.1125 0.0243726 0.24 5158
31 35.0054 0.0224546 0.27188)
29 36.7048 0.0207798 0.303928
27 38.1838 0.0193517 0.)41332

System Conditions: Rp.ynolds number = 9.300' ,
Humidity = new point at 29.}oF ,
Gas temperatu~e = 700 F.
Wall temperature = -)15°F

~ffect of Negative Time Increment on. the Computer SolutIon

of 'Simple Morlel'
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P!Pvp

6.775

50.0

22.35

11.40·

1

1.980X10?3

. f.>.,t;lOx10 2J

6
1.115xlO

15,5RO

l,A72

1,045

116.20

TahJ e II -!Jl

the Frost

Table II-Cl

in the Fro~~ Interior

gra~1ent fo~ thermal diffusion.

Term proportional to the driving.force

for ordinary molecular diffusion

Comparison Between Molecula."" and Thermal Diffusion

Temperature (Op) dew/df1' 0.180 c"'CA'f

---- ---,.-
1.70xlO-4 -4

+20 .0111xlO '

-AD 7.6SxlO-7 .OJ52xI0-7

-145 2.27xlO-9 -9.01)8x10

2.61xlO
-12 -12

-?1.5 .0199xlO
-16, -16

-300 h.98xlO .0742xlO

tic." :. Term proportional to th~ cfr1vlng force grarllent
dT

Calculated Distribution of Supersaturation Ratio within

X (inches) P{mm Hg) p (mm Hg)vp
distance from partial pressure Ve.por pressure
coIn wall of weter vapor of wB.ter vapor

0 0 0

0.01 0.0711 3.S9Xl0-35

0.02 O.2t130
-25

).98xl0 ;

0.04 O.R275 -77.] £"x10

0.06 1.558 0.0001

0.08 <'.515 0.00134

0.10 3.670 0.00350

0.12 5.000 0.04)

0.]4 6.500 0.1)0

0.16 8.1400 0.364

o .1R 9.930 O.R70

0.20 11.850 1.750

0.22 1).900 ).10
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Table II-E)
Thermal Foree and Veloc-ltl at var10us Pos'ltlons 1n the Frost

Inter10r Calculated fr~m Epsteln(95) and.Brock(15) Equations

Temp., Position from (Ft ). (Ft)B (dT-) (Vt)E ('4)B (\{) (vt)
Cold Wall

(Ii err E B
(oF) (inches) (dT) -;(lI1'7 reB (ct'l) tfi ell) (ft)crx (di) n) (r~OR hr)(rt2oR hr) hr Fir

-14 ,4-11 ..5 ,-3
~270 0'.01 _ 9.:35%10 •948x10 5.0x10 3.'35x10 3.40x10 1.67:3 170.0

~13 -11 4 -5 -3
-214 0.025 2.?6xlO 1.29x10 4.02xlO 8.12xlO 3.78xlO 3.260 152.0

-12' -11 4 -4 ~. -3
-135 0.055 8.10x10 1.?11xlO 2 • 315xlO 'l.90x10 4.03xlO 4.395 93.10

-12 -11 4 ..4 -3
-80 0.095 1.326%10 1.92xlO 1.'585x10 2.72x10 4.035xlO 4.310 64.0

-12 -11 4 -4 -3
-30 0.145 1.999xlO 2.082x10 1.098xlO 3.847xlO 4.01xlO 4.220 43.9

r:;·,-~

C/r
~~\J
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SEC T ION III >

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

III-A Experimental Measurement of Effect of Independent

System Parameters on Frost Properties,

I. Appa.ratus

1. Flow Sheet

Ad1agram of flow system is shown in Figure" III-AI. The

most importa.nt feature of .the equipment was th~.<?old plate

onto which the frost was. deposited. As shown:, 1t is a small

circular copper plate, wn1ch formed 'part of the underside of

a long rectangular duct and was mounted at a dlstanee of 72

equivalent duct diameters trom'the duct' entrance. The ,air
~ "

from' a compressor was filtered and divided into two streams.

One was dried with 4-A molecular sieve while the other. was

saturated with ,water vapor by pass lng 1t'counter-eurrent to

,water in a humidifier packed- with one-inch raschlg rings.

The two streams when remixed p~oduced a gas with the deslreq

humidity_ The hum1d1f,1ed air was then metered with an orif1ce

passed through a heat exchanger to vary the ~~s temperatu!e

and then through a m1xer to obta,1n a well-mixed stream.

Before entering th~ duct; the air was passed through a

diverging ·noz,zle, an aluminum box containing 2 inch thick

honeyoomb and two 16 mesh screens and finallY through a oon-

verging nozzle. The purpose of this 1nlet section of the

duct lwas to obtain a uniform veloc'lty prof1le in the flowing

gas. The schemat1c'of this section 1s shown in Figure III-A3.

The gas which was now-at the desired temperature and



section was 2.235 inches in diameter.

A 0.02 inch thick epoxy ring separated the two sections of

humidity, flowed through five feet of duct (see Figure III-A))

before it passed over a cold circular.copper plate. The

purpose of this five feet duct length was to obtain fully

developed velocity profile in the gas before it passed ~yer

the cold plate. The air leaving the duct was purged out to

the atmosphere. The pipings of the system were made of one

inch diameter or smaller polyvinyl chloride, meta.l and rubber

tubings. The instrumentation used in this system 1s

described in Appendix A.

The three independent system parameters studied in the

present research work were Reynolds ·number (based on the

hydro11c diameter of the duct), gas temperature and humidity.

The Reynolds number was varied. by changing the flowrate of

air. The gas temperature was varied by submerging the heat

exchanger in an ice and brine cold bath for low gas temperature

experiments and by heating the gas by means of an electrical

heating tape would around the heat exchanger for high gas

temperature experiments. The gas humidity was varied by

adjust1ngthe air flow rate through the drier and the humidifier.

2. Copper Plate and Associated Boil-off Calorimeter.

The copper pl~te onto which the frost deposited was a

circular plate of 5.54 inch diameter and t of an inch thick.

The plate actually consisted of two sections; an inner section

which served as the heat transfer test section and an outer

The innerannular "ring" which served.as a guard section.



to reduce heat conduction from the outer annular section

sections of the plate together and supported the weight

of the" stainless steel liquid nitrogen calorimeter vessels,

the inner seotion of copper plate an~ the 17 copper

equilibrator rods silver soldered to the bottom of this
)

Ninety-one copper equilibrator

This ring also bonded the two

A deta1led sketch of the plate arrangement

The primary purpose of the epoxy ring was

inner section.

is shown in Figure III-A2.

into the inner section.

the plate.

rods were slIver soldered to the bottom o~ the outer annular

sect1on. (Before soldering the rods to' the plate, "each rod

was 1nsel"ted ina hole, t of an inch in diameter by 1/8 inch

deep). The rods provided a low thermal resistanoe path

between the copper plate and the liqUid nitrogen in the

calorimeter, thus maintaining the plate at a temperature
" I.

within several degrees of the normal boiling point of liquid

nitrogen.

An outer brass cylinder filled with liquid nitrogen,

served as a heat transfer guard chamber for the inner sta1n-

~ess steel test vessel. The outer annular section of the

desired.

calorimeter assembly could be jacked up-and-down whenever

The entire

All" t"he 91 rods were oontained

with1n the brass chamber (see F1gure III-A2).

was sealed by epoxy resin.

copper plate was f1tted into the brasschamber by means of a

1/8 inch deep groove, machined in the outer copper plate.

The oonnection between the copper plate and the brass ohamber



The two ends of the styroform plate were flush with the

to insulate the copper plate from the bottom of the aluminum

The copper plate was surrounded by ! inch thick

1$0

The purpose of the styroform plate was

This assembly 1s shown in Figure III-A4.

bottom of the duct.

styroform plate.

~7r

\'

I
1

I

I
I

duct. The frost growth during an experiment was viewed

through the Luclte "windows" which formed part of the sides

of the duct.

The brass chamber was insulated with four layers of

fiberglass aircraft insulation. Each layer was separated

by aluminum foil-to reduce radiation to the chamber.

Four lines were silver soldered to the brass cylinder

(see Figure III-A2). Line I provided continuous ventilation

of the liquid nitrogen boil-off. Ther~ocouples measuring

the temperature of the outer plate and temperature of the

vapor ~,~ce in the outer cylinder were inserted through Line

II. Line III served as the liquid inlet, and Line IV was

the liquid nitrogen overflow line. After each run the liquid

nitrogen was drained from the calorlmeterthrough Line III.

The rectangular duct was 7 feet long, 10.25 lncheswide

copper plate and surrounding styroform plate assembly to

Five feet of warm duct preceeded the cold

ensure that the turbulent velocity profile in the gas passing
I

over the cold plate was fully developed.

A large aspect ratio (width/height =25) was used in order

to simulate the case of flow between infinitely wide parallel

3. Rectangular Duct.

and 0.4 inch high.



plates. It should be noted that for this geometry, the

clearance between the parallel plates does not affect the,
Reynolds number (since He =~ ).

The top of the duct above the plate was made of 0.25

inch thick Luclte. .~h1s Luc1te s'eotian was easily removed,

allowing the frost to be sampled at the end of each run.

The movable thermocouple probe, which was used to measure the

frost surface temperature, was mounted in this Luclte section

(see Figure III-A2). The entire inside of the duct was

lined with aluminum foll in order to minimize radiant heat

transfer to the frost surface.

The duct was made of No. 14 guage aluminum. Before

each run, the copper plat~ was jacked up flush with the bottom

of the duct. During a run, as frost deposited on the copper

plate, the calorimeter "assembly was lowered almost continuously

such that the frost surface always remained flushed with the

floor of the duct.

4. Humidity Control System.

A drier with 4-A molecular sieves (see Section III-A5)

and a humidifier packed with one-inch Raschig rings (see

Section III-A6) arranged in parallel were used to control the

gas stream humidity (Figure III-A1). The desired humidity

was obta1ne~ by controlling gas flow through both the ~umldlfier

and drier, and subsequently remixing these separate streams.

The gas flowing through the humidifier could be saturated

at any temperature between 40°F and" 75°F depending upom the

temperature of the water circulating through the tower. The



drier was designed such that the completely dried and

fresh 4-A molecular sieve would lower the dew point of

flowing gas up to approximately -90°F. Thus, with this

arrangement, a very wide range of humidities could be obtained.

In the present thes is, however, th~· humid1 ty was varied f'rom

a dew point of about 14°F to a d~w point of about 330F except

for a few experiments in which flowing air was at dew point'

of approximately 580F. The water for the humidifier and

cooling coils in the drier was supplied from the building

high pressure main.

5. Drier.

The drier containing about 501bs. of 4-A molecular

sieve was made of No. 14 guage aluminum sheet. It was a

cylindrical tank 3 feet high and 14 inches in outside diameter.

The molecular, sieve was supported by a perforated plate

fastened to the walls. A filter cloth was laid on top of

the plate to filter the gas leaving the 'drier and a thin

layer of glass wool was placed on the top of the molecular

sieve to filter the gas before it came into contact with the

sieve.

The top of the drier was equipped with two circular

Eisenglass windows. If silica-gel were to be used for

drying water vapor. its color change due· to adsorption of

water could be visualized from these windows. Moist gas

entered the top and exited at the bottom of the drler~

For safety reasons, the drier was equipped with a safety

valve.



Heat 1s evolved when water vapor is adsorbed by

molecular sieve. In fact, l·f the temperature of the bed

1s allowed to rise s1gniflcantly~ water vapor adsorption

capacity is drastically reduced. The bed of molecular

sieve was therefore cooled with water flo~1ng through a col1

imbedded in the sieve. Four thermocouples were inserted

to measure the temperatures of the bed (see Figure III-A5).

The bed was kept essentially at room temperature.

When the dew point of the air coming out of the drier

exceeded 100F, the molecular sieve was regenerated. The

regeneration procedure consisted essentially of maintaining

the sieve at a temperature of about J500F for approximately

24 hours while dry nitrogen gas was being bled through the

bed. The sieve was maintained at this temperature by high

pressure steam which was pass~d through the tmbedded

stainless steel call and by an electrical hea'ter wrapped

around the outside of the drier. The drier was insulated

from its surroundings only during the regeneration period.

The insulation was removed before each experiment.

Figure III-A5 shows the schematic of the regeneration

process.

6. Humidifier.

The humidifier was a cylindrical tank made of No.14

guage aluminum. It was J! feet high and 14 inches in outside

diameter. . It was packed with 1 inch Raschig rings which

were supported by a i inch mesh aluminum screen attached to

the wall of the tank. water was sprayed onto the packing



from an aluminum coil whose end was closed off and which

contained holes on its underside. Water was supplied to

it from a high pressure main. The schematic of the

humidifier 1s shown in Figure III-A6.

As shown in the F1gureIII-A6, the gas entered at the

bottom and exited at the top of the humidifier. During

operation of the tower, a constant liquid seal of about 3i
inches was maintained over the liquid outlet in order to

prevent gas from escaping by this route. The water level

was vlewedthrough a sight glass.

At the gas ext t end, a baffle was placed 1 inch" in front

of the outlet to prevent the gas from jetting into the outlet

tube. Glass wool and a filter cloth trapped entrained water.

droplets and large dust particles which would have been

carried along with the exiting gas stream.

The humidifier was designed such that for a sufficiently

large ratio of liquid to gas flow rate, the gas stream

became saturated at all gas flow rates. For safety reasons,

the packed tower was equipped with a safety valve.

7. Gas Temperature Control.

The mixed gas stream from the humidifier-drier parallel

combination was heated (cooled) in a heat exchanger. The

heat exchanger was a 0.5 inch i.d. coiled copper tubing with

an equivalent straight length of ab6ut 20 feet. The coiled

heat exchanger had ten turns.

For experiments in which the gas temperature was below

room temperature, the copper coil heat exchanger was



immersed in an 1ceor1ce~ndbr1neba.th. The gas

temperature above room temperature was obtained by winding

an electrical heating tape around the heat exchanger. The

gas temperature for these experiments was controlled by

. adjusting the electrical power input to the heater. The

heated section in these experiments was sur~ounded by

tiberglass insulation in order to prevent significant heat

loss to the surroundings.

The gas temperature was measured at three locations in

the system, at the entrance of the duct, just above the

copper plate. and at the downstream end of, the duct.

8. Flow Control and Measurement.

The gas flow rate was controlled by the needle values

placed at various locations in the system as shown in Figure

III-Al.

The gas flow rate was measured with an orifice meter.

Details of the calibration and construction are presented in

Appendices B and A respectively.

9. Duct Inlet and Outlet Chambers.

Before the gas entered the duct, it flowed through a·

diverging nozzle, a rectangular box containing a 2 inches·

·thick honeycomb and two 16 mesh aluminMm ~creens, and

finally through a converging nozzle. All these sections

were ma.de of No. 14 gaug:·e aluminum sheet and were connected

by No.8 gauge aluminum flanges. The dimensions of each piece

are shown in Figure III~A3.



The purpose of the nozzles, honeycomb and the screens

was to provide the gas with a uniformveloelty profile at

the entrance to the duct. The five feet of warm duct

preceeding the copperplate was used (35, 1a ) to obtain

the fully develope~ velocity profile gas flow.

After leaving the cold pla~~ and surrounding styroform

assembly, the 'gas passed through a ten inch long duct and

t~en through a converging nozzle, before it was purged out

to the atmosphere'. The outlet end of the duct was made of

No. 14 gauge aluminum sheet. The detailed dimensions of

which are shown in Figure III-A).

II. Experimental Procedure

1. Preliminaries Before a Run

Before each run was started, it was necessary to

determine the appr~prlate settings for the flow control

1

I

(

valves 1n order ,that the gas entering the duct would have

the desired humidity, flow rate and temperature. The pre-run

pro.cedure for finding these appropriate valve settings 1s

described below.

The knowledge of the humidities of the gas which would

leave the drier and the humidifier was obtained by making

two experiments. In the first experiment, no gas was flown

through the humidifier and thehum1dlty of the gas leaving

the drier was measured by the method described in Appendix A.

In the second experiment, no gas was flown through the drier

and the humidity of the gas leaving. the humidifier was

measured by the same method. In the second experiment, the



maximum' atta1nable humidity of the exit gas was obtained

by measuring the temperature qf the water circulating

through the tower. From these information, the necessary

flow rates through the drier and the humidifier for the

required gas humidity wer~ calculated. A non-frosting run

at the desired gas flow rate was then made to adjust the

valvesett1ngs for the required humidity. Once the settings

of the flow control valves were detrm1ned during the

pre11mln~rles, it was generally not necessary to change them

during the actual run.

A second step in the preliminary procedure involved

adjusting the temperature of the gas entering the duct. For

low gas temperature experiments, this was accomplished by

adjusting the temperature of the ice and brine bath and the

length of tne heat exchanger immersed in the bath. For high

gas temperature experiments, the required temperature was

accomplished by changing the electrical power input to the

heater. The variac setting determined during the preliminary

procedure was then used for the actual run.

2. Sta.rt-up

Once the preliminaries described above were completed,

the over-all system was purged with dry nitrogen gas. After

about 5 to 10 minutes of purging, liquid nitrogen was supplied

to th'e calorimeter from a. 25 litre dewar. The liqUid filled
. -

the inner and outer cylinders of the calorimeter and the-n

flowed out through the overflow 11n~ (see Figure III-A2).

This overflow was collected in an empty dewar. During the-



run, the liquid overflow rate was maintained as constant

as possible). The frosting experiment was not st.arted, until

the temperature of the inner and outer sections of the copper

plate became constant at approximately -)20oF.

Before the run actually· started, (i.e. bef,ore the gas

was allowed to flow over the cold copper plate), the variac

in the heater circuit ~as set to the deslredvalues for hl.gh

temperature experiments and for low temperature experiments

the known heat transfer area of the heat exchanger was

immersed in the prepared ~ce or ice and brine bath. The·

thermocouples used to measure the temperature distribution

wi thin the frost were fastened to the copper plate by tW6~:-,

metal poles .003 inches thick and about 0.3 inches high.

The distances between the thermocouples and the copper plate

were measured by a depth micrometer. The calorimeter was,

rested on a jack, such that during a run it could be lowered.

The copper plate was flushed with the bottom of the duct and

the removable portion of the duct right above the plate was

sealed with the taps.

Finally the water was circulated in the humidifier and the'

gas flow was started using the regulating value on the

compressor. The opening of the regulating value· on the

compressor. corresp,onded to the actual start of the run and

hence to time zero.

3. Procedure During the Actual Exper1ment.

During an experiment the following measurements were

carried Ollt at various time intervals.



~. The liquid nitrogen boil-off rate from the inner cylinder

was measured with a calibrated rotameter. In some experiments

this reading was ohecked with a wet test meter connected in

series w1th the rotameter. The boil-off mea~urement was

used to calculate the heat flux into the heat transfer test

section (inner c.y11nder of the calorimeter; see Appendix H).

The boiled-off vapor was supe~heated as it flowed from the

calorimeter to the mea.suring rotameter.

B. The pressures in the inner and outer chamber of the

calorimeter and on the orifioe meters were mea.sured with the

water manometers.

c. The various thermocouple readings were measured period

ically. Thermocouple locations in the system were as follows:

a. Under the inner and outer copper plates.

b. In the inner and outer chamber of the calorimeter •.

c. In the frost~lnterlor.

d. In the gas flow passage, as shown in Figure III-A).

D. As frost was deposited, the calorimeter assembly was

slowly but almost continuously lowered so as to keep ·the frost

surf~ee flushed with th~ bottom of the duet. This was

necessary for maintaining the velocity profile in the gas

flowing over the oold plate well developed .and .to keep he~t

and mass transfer coefficients between gas and frost surface

floor of the duct and the frost surfaoe was verified by

visual' examination through the Luc1te "windows R. By this

method, the smooth transition could be obtained only within

The smooth transition between theoonstant during the run.



o.o~ inches.

E. In most of the experiments, it was necessary to

switch l1quid nitrogen supply dewars as the first dewar

was depleted. The switch was accomplished by shutting the

valve on the liquid 'nltrogen>1nlet line, lifting the liquid

transfer tube out of the first dewa.r by means. of a hot

blower and inserting it" into the second one. After the new

connection was made leak .tight, the valve on the liquid line

was· re-opened, allowing liquid nitrogen to flow again from

the supply dewar to the oalorimeter.

F. Towards the end of an experiment, the frost surface

temperature was measured with a tlmovable" thermocouple probe.

In making the measurement the probe assembly was lowered

towards the f'ros,t surface. The millivolt output of this

thermocouple was read on a potentromater. The output was

read and plotted as a function of dlstanoe from the centre

of the duct. Figure III-A? shows a typical' plot of this

output. The sharp change of the slope of the above plot

determines the position of the frost surface. The location

of the frost surface by this method can be obtained only

within 0.02 inches. The visual observation of the movement

of the the~ocouple was done through the Luclte windows.

In general, care had to be exe-rclsed to prevent the

thermocouple wire from causing any d"isturbances to the frost

surface when it was moved in and ou~ of the frost. If large

chunks were torn out of the frost layer while retracting the

thermocouple from the frost interior, the experiment was



by lowering the thermoc9uple wire slowly towards the frost

discontinued.

surface.

contact.

-This type of accident was generally prevented

The wire would therefore cool significantly before

When a warm wire contacts the frost, localized

melting results. The molten frost subsequently refreezes

and bonds other parts of the frost to the wire. Retraction

of the wire, of course, results in large chunks of frost

being ripped out.

4. Shutdow:Q.

At a predetermined time, the gas flow was stopped. The

following operations were performed just after the shutdown

in the cronolog1cal order.

A. The water flow rate through the humidifier was turned off.

B. The Luc1te section of the duct (i.e., the short section

just above the copper plate) was removed. Sever~l frost

samples at various locations on the copper plate were taken

with the glass vials of known cross section.

c. The frost thickness was measured with a depth micrometer

at various locations on the copper plate.

D. In some experiments, several samples of the frost were

taken with the polystyerene tubes (see Section III-C) to

determine thedens1ty gradient within the frost. These

---.......,.......

samples were immediately stored in a small closed container

which was kept in a. liquid nitrogen bath.

~. The frost was cleared away from the areas adjacent to

the thermocouples without disturbing the probes. The

heights of these thermocouples above the plate were then



measured with a depth micrometer.

F. If step (D) had been carried out then the samples of

the varlousfrost ~llces were obtained by the method

described in· Sect10n III-C.

G. The glass v1~ls containing the frost collected by

step (B) and (F) were weighed. (By the time the vials

were weighed, the frost had melted to liquid water). The

actual frost weight was determined by subtracting the weight

of the dry vials (1n case of step (B») or dry vial and

polystyrene ring (in case of step (F») from the tare weight.

Densities were calculated from the measured frost weights

and the volumes of the colleoted frost sample.s.

III-B Experimental Measurement of the Effeot of a Temperat

ure Gradient across the Frost on its Density.

1 • Apparatus

To determine the ef'fect of a temperature gradient· on

the frost density, an apparatus was constructed as shown in

Figure III-Bl.

Two hollow cylinders were mounted vertically end-to-end

and the frost under investiga.tion was plaoed in the measured

s.pace between the ends (see Figure III-Bl).o The sandwiched

frost was divided into several s11ces by inserting 200 mesh,

0.002 inch thick phos-bronze screens. The frost was

insulated from the surroundings by "two inch thick f1bre

glass insulation. During a run, the two ends of the cylind

ers were maintained at different but constant temperatures.

Experiments were made with .b.oth large and small temperature



set-up was placed in e cold room whose temperature can be

varied between +20oF to -200F.

differences across the:rrost. The complete experimental

In the experiments with a large temperature difference

across the frost, the copper plate of the lower hollow

cylinder was maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature

( -)100 F). In order to reduce the heat loss, this cylinder

~as 1nsulated with two inch thick asbestos. The top hollow

cy11nder, in these runs, was filled w1thNu~~ol (oil) and

an elec.trical heater was inserted Inthls oil bath. With

the help of this heat reservoir of 011 bath, the c.opper

plate of the top cylinder was mainta1ned at approx1mately

The temperatures of both the lower and the upper

copper plates were meAsured by copper-constantan thermb-

couples. The experimental set-up for these experiments

1s shown in Figure III-Bl •.

In the experiments with a small temperature differenoe

across ~hefrost. the upper copper plate was kept once again-

at approximately 150 P. The lower copper plate, however.

was kept at approxlmat~ly _4°F by blowing oold air under

the plate. The temperature of the cold room was maintained

at approximately _40F. The rest of the set-up was identical

to the previous one. Figure III-B2 shows the set-upf,or

2. . Prooedure.

these experiments.

The frost ,X8S sprinkled over the lower

The frost for these experiments was obtained from

natural snow.



copper plate. Durlngthls prooess of sprinkling, the phos

bronze screens were inserted in the frost as shown in Figure

:r:I~-Bl. In order to determine the uniformity of the laid

frost, the thickness and density of eaoh s11ce of the frost

were measur~d by the methods described in Section III-A.
I

The top oylinder was then adjusted such that the top copper

plate just touehed the frost surfaoe (see Figure III-Bl).

Thus, the frost was sandwiched between the plates. The

sandwiched frost was then 1nsulated on its sides by fibre

glass lnsulatlo-n.

During all the exper1mentalru~~ the t~mpera.ture of

both the copper plates was measured at intervals of ten

minutes and a good oontaot between the top copper plate

and the frost surface was assured by visual observation.

At the end of each experiment, density and thiokness

of each slice of the frost was again measured, taking a few

samples on each screen and on the lower oopper plate.

Experiment number R-7 was carried out to measure the

density grad1ent in the frost deposited by natural convection-

on liquid nitrogen cooled copper plate. Inthls exper1ment

liquid nitrogen was circulated in the lower cylinder. As

soon as 8 oertain thickness of fro~t was ~eposlted. a phos

bronze screen was placed over 1t. This phos bronze screen

was supported by four small wooden- supports such that the

screen touohed the frost without crushing it down. More

frost was then allowed to accumulate on this screen and then

the above process was repea'b-ed. Thus, several slices of



the frost were obtained_, The density and thickness of each

slice was then measured by the method,described previously.

III-C Experimental Measurement of Density Gradient Within

the Frost.

Apparatus and Procedure.
'-

To determine 1f the frost deposited early in a run was

6f a different density from that deposited at a later stage,

some frost cores were sliced horizontally to separate d1screte

portions identified by being formed a.t different times. This

sllcing was not easily done. After numerous attampts, a

simple technique was developed using a small polystyrene tube.

The tUbe was itself sliced into severa.l rings 0.0625 inch

thiok. These rings were glued together to form the original

tube. However they could be easily separated _lth a knife.

The tube was cooled in liquid nitrogen. The frost at the

end'of an e~perlment was then sampled with the cold poly

styrene tube and placed into a aold box at liquid nitrogen

tempe'rature. The whole assembly was then carried to the

-200 F cold room. The tube made of rings was cut with a

cold razor. The density of the frost contained ,in each

ring was measured by the method desoribed previously.

III-D Measurement of Heat Transfer Coefficient in Non-Frost

ing Conditions

As seen 1n Section II, a theoretical evaluation of the

frosting processrequlres an accurate knowledge of hea.t

transfer coefficient. Henoe, the heat transfer coefficients



under non-frosting conditions were measured in the experi

mental set-up of Figure III-AI.

In these experiments, the copper plate was maintained

at a temperature of approximately -12°F by c1rculating
'-

liquid Freon -12 through the calorimeter. A corrlgated

aluminum foll was oemented over the oopper plate in order to

obtain frost like ourface cond1tions. The measurements of

heat flux were oarried out in exactly the same manner as

done in the frosting experiments (see Seetlon'III-A). The

plate temperature was measured by imbedding a thermooouple

in the cement.

The dr'1ed air was· obtained by allowing all the air to

flow through a drier containing 4-A molecular sieve. The

dew point of the gas eoming out of the drier was sufficient

ly low so that no frost was depos1ted on the ·oold plate

during an experiment.

The heat transfer coefficients at various Reynolds·,

numbers were obtained in this manner. In all the .experiments

the temperature of air was mainta1ned at room temperature.
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SEC T I o-N IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results of this thesis are separated

into fOllr catagories as. follows.

A. The effect. of the independent system. parameters.

Reynolds number, humidity and gas te~perature on· the

average frost .dens i ty, frost thickness, ,thermal conduct i vi ty,

and rate of heat transfer through the frbst •.

B. The effect of a temperature gradient in the frost on

its density •.

C. The measurement of density gradients in the bulk bf

the frost.

D. The mea.sl1ret:nent of heat transfer ,coefficients. for

forced flow through a rectangular duct under the

non-frostlrig condlt19ns.

IV-A Effects of Various Independent Sys'tem Parameters on

Frost Properties

Sl1.mmary

Average frost ~ensltles (densities of the entire

frost layer), frost thicknesses and mass deposition rates

were measured onlyafte! ~ smooth ~ayer of frost was

formed on the cold pla.te. The heat fl,1X measurements

were made over most of the frosting time (except for about

the first" ten minutes).

The range of independ.ent ~ystem variables studied

were: Reynolds numb~r from 3,770 to 15,800, h~midity



from a dew point at 14.30 F to a dew point at 58oP: and

gas temperature from 34°F to 93°F.

The mo~t important measurements made in a]_l the

frosting experiments are shown in Tables IV-AI to IV-AS.

Average frost densit~es ranged from 0.053 gms./cc

to 0.163 gms./cc. Frost thickness varied from 0.08

inches to 0.40 inches. The total elapsed time for an

experiment was from 20 minutes to 180 minutes. The

quasi-steady state value o~ heat flu~~s ran from

338 Btu/hr ft2 to 830 Btu/hr ft 2 •

The calculations of average thermal ,conductivity

of the frost (defined by'Equa.tion IV-AI) indicate that

over the average frost density range of 0.055 gms/cc to

0.163 gms./cc, the conductivity value varied from

before a.significant amount of frost wa$ deposited, a

fo~ was observed in the gas space immediately adjacent

1. Initial Phases of a Frosting Experiment

In the initial stage of the frosting experiments,

Sho:Pi61y thereafter, islands of

The amount of fog" increased with humidity

0.0190 Btu/hr ftOF to 0.0534 Btu/hr ftOF. The point

thermal conductivity values ,of the frqst (defined by

Equation IV-A2) increased both ~1th den$lty and temperature

a.nd it ranged from approximately 0.01 Btu/hr ftOF to

0.1257 Btu/hr ftOF over the density range from 0.055

gms./cc to '0.163 gms./cc and temperature range from

~2150F to +10 oF.

to the plate.

and gas temperature.

,I
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frost began to form. !nitially, the heights of the

indlvidual,islands increased. Before long, however, the

spaces between them began to fill in and very soon a smooth,

thin ( = 0.05 inch ) layer of frost' was formed. The

formation of a smooth layer of frost occurred first at the

upstream part or the test plate. Once a smooth layer of

frost was formed, the gas over the frost appeared to be

clear of fog particles.

The time required for the frost on the entire cold

plate to become macroscopically smooth decreased. with an

increa.se in Reynolds number, but it was almost independent

of gas phase hu.mld1ty a.nd gas temperature. rrhe relationship

between time .required and the Reynolds number is shown in

Table IV-AI. This relationship 1s very similar to one

obtained by Brazinsky (~).

2. Frost Behavior as a Function of Time

The average frost density, frost thickness .and. the

total mass deposition of the frost are continuously increasing

functipns of time as shown for a typical set of experimental'

conditions in Figures IV-AI and IV-A2. The time dependence

of these parameters were, however, found to be strong

functions of the system conditions as described in Sections

IV-A) to IV-A5.

The heat flux through the frost decreased sharply in

the initial phase of an 'experiment, but later levelled out

to a quasi-steady state ve.lu,e. The time dependence of heat

flux through th~ frost for a typical set of experimental
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conditions 1s shown in Figure IV-A3. The frost surface

temperature increased with time in the initial transient

(heat transfer) state of the frosting process, but once

a quasl~steady state of heat transfer was reached, it

attained almost a constant value.

The average therma.l conductivity of the frost increased

with time, particularly in the quasi-steady state of heat

transfer. The temperature of any differential layer of

frost decreased with time, as the additional frost continued

to deposit on the cold plate. This can be seen from the

data of Table IV-A).

3. Effect'of Reynolds Number on Average Frost Density,

Frost Thickness, Mass Deposition and Heat Transfer through

the Frost

In the present study, three gas phase Reynolds numbers

(based on hydrollc diameter), namely, 5580, 8,000 and

15,800 were used. At a constant gas temperature of
o

approximately 73 F and a constant humidity of dew point

o
at 29.8 F, the effects of these three levels of Reynolds

numbers on average frost density (density of the entire

frost layer ), frost thickness and on the mass deposition

of the frost are described in Figures IV-AI and IV-A2.

It should be noted that each point in'the figures represent

the measurement of a separate run.

As shown in Figure IV-AI, the increase in Reynolds

number from 5,580 to 15,800 increased significantly both

the average frost density and the rate of frost densificatlon.



Increases in Reynolds number however, decreased the frost

thickness slightly at a given time. The total mass deposition,

as shown in Figure IV-A2, increased considerably with the

increase in Reynolds number.

The heat flux through the frost at various Reynolds

numbers are shown in Figures IV-A) to IV-A5. The reslllts of

these figures indicate tnat at all Reynolds numbers, the

heat flux through the frost decreased ~harply initially but

levelled out at a later time to (different) quasi-steady

state va.lues. The magnitude of quasl-stea.d_y state heat

flux value in,creased cons iderably with an increase in

2
Reynolds number (from 510 Btu/hr ft at Reynolds nl.lmber =

2
5.580, to,.830 Btu/hr ft at Reynolds number = 15,800).

These results are in qualitative agreement with the

observation that the frost of a lower thermal resistance

was deposited with increase in Reynolds number, as shown

in Figure IV-AI.

4. Effect of Humidity on Averagerr9~~"p~B~;~r~!r9~~

Thickness, Mass Deposition and Heat Transfer through the

Frost

The effects of varying the gas phase humidity on

the average frost density, frost thickness, and mass

deposi"tio,n at two different sets of Reynolds number and

gas temperature, two levels of humidities were studied.

Figure IV-A6 shows the effect of variation in humidity

from gas dew point at 18°F to dew' point at 33.2 0F (at

Reynolds number of apPI:Dximately 5,800 and gas temperature
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of 48°F) on average frost !iensity and thickness. For

this humidity range, it was found that at an equivalent

time, an increase in humidity increased the average frost

density slightly but frost thickness considerably. This, of

course, 1m.plies that the tota.l mass depos it ion of the frost

would be significantly increased Wi~h humidity. This is

shown in Figure IV-A? The slight effect of humidity on the

h.eat flux through the frost is demonstrate~ in Figures

IV-AID and IV-All.

Figures IV-AS, IV-A9, IV-A12 and I'V-A4 describe the

results similar to the ones descrioed abqve for two other

humidities and at Reynolds number of ~?:.pproximately 8,050

and at gas temperature of 75°F, Once, aga1n~ as ·shown in

Figures IV-A8 and IV-A9, a slight increa.se 1naverage frost

density and a considerable infrost thickness and mass

deposition rates were observed with an increa.se, in humidity.

The slight decrease 'in the quasi-steady state value of heat

flux with increase in humidity for the same experimental

conditions can be seen from the results of Figures IV-A12

and IV-A4.

In summary, even though the effects of humidity on the

time variation in frost thickness, m~ss deposition and heat

flux found in the present thesis were very similar to ones

obtained by Brazinsky (~), the present research indicate

that the average frost density would be increased slightly

wi th humidity for the range of gas d.ew point at 14.30F to
o

dew point at 33.2 F.
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<5. Effect of Gas Temperattrre on Average Frost Densi ties,

Frost Th1cknesse~, Mass Deposition Rates and Heat Fluxes'

through the Frost

The effects of ga~ temperature on the frost properties

were examined for two different sets of Reynolds numbers

and humidities. In both the ca.ses, two gas temperatures

were studied.

As shown in Figure IV-AI), at a Reynolds number of
. 0

approximately 5,500 and a gas dew point at 27.2 F,when the

4 0 0
gas temperature was increased from 3 F to 93 F, the average

frost density increa.sed but frost thickness decreased so that

the total mass deposition of the frost at ~ny time was

.fourd to be almost unaffected (see Figure IV-A14). Thus,

a frost· of a considerably lower thermal resistance deposited

at a hi'gher gas temperature. It shou.ld be noted, however,

that the gas tempera.ture affects the frost properties

significantly only in the quasi-steady state heat flux

region. The density and the thickness of the frost at a very

earlier time of the frosting process (in the transient heat

transfer state) are nearly independent of the gas temperature

as shown in Figure IV-AI).

Figures IV-A15 and IV-A16 show similar results for

another set of gas temperatures. The r~sults of these figures

were obtained at a Reynolds number of approximately 8,200,
. ·0

a gas dew point o,r about 30 F and at the gas temperatures of
o . 0

52 F and 76 F.

As shown in Figures I\[:-A17 and IV-AlB, for Reynolds



o
number of approximatel~5,500and a gas dew point at 27.2 F,

a 0
when the gas temperature was increased from 34 F to 93 F,

the quasi-steady state heat flux increased from 334 Btu/hr ft2

2
to 535 Btu/hr ft • Similarly, the heat flux through the

frost versus time data for Reynolds number = 8,200, humidity

= dew point at 29.So
p and for the two values of gas

o 0
temperatures (52 F and 76 F) are described in Figures IV-A19

and IV-A4 respe'ctively, As ,shown in the figures, the increase

in gas temperature (at constant Reynolds number and humidity)

00
from 52 F to 76 F increased the quasi-steady state heat

flux from 460 Btu/hr ft
2

to 560 Btu/hr ft
2

•

6. Frost Thermal Conductivity

a. Average Conductivity of the Frost Layer

The average conductivity of the frost layer was

calculated from Equation IV-AI ~elow, usipg measured values

of the heat flux, the frost surface temperature thickness

and the temperature of the copper plate. All the thermal

conductivity values were measured in the quasi-steady

state of heat transfer region.

q = (IV-AI)

Condu.ctlvity values ca.lculated :from Eq~atlon IV-AI

average frost conductivity is plotted as a function of

are tabulated in Table IV-A2.

frost density.

In Figure IV-A20, the

(The straight line shown in thl~ diagram

'tATaS obtained such th~t the total sum of the sq,uare of the

deviation between the experimental values and the values



I:"Jredicted by line 1QaS minimumr; Figure IV -A20 also shows

the experimental data of average frost thermal conductivity

as a function of dens~ty obtained by Brazinsky(14). It

can be concluded from these results that there is a close

agreement between the average thermal conductivity data

of the present research and those obtained by Brazinsky

with average frost density.

density implied a given frost structure, and therefore

that the average thermal conductivity of the frost layer

temperatu.res of these frosts ranged from -20°F to +18 oF.

This is equivalent

The measured surface

The data of both the research works indicate that( 14) •

over the density range of 0.055 gms./cc. to 0.163 gms/cc.

the average thermal conductivity increases about linearly

The various points in Figure IV-A20 correspond to

humidities and gas temperatures.

only, it was·lmplicitely assumed that a given value of

frosts which were formed at different Reynolds numbers,

In plotting thermal conductivity as a function of density

was a unique function of density.

I
I

I

I
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to assuming tha.t the frosts of the same densitym formed

at different Reynolds numbers, humidities and gas

of the scatter in the data, shown in Figure IV-A20,

A-ctually, s orne

No definite trend, however,

(it should be noted that the scatter may

temperatures have the same structure.

may indeed be caused by structural differences of the

frosts of the same density.

was observed.

also be partly due to the d1J:ferent surface temperatures).



The measurements of average thermal conductivity by this

method are accurate approximately within t 7%. The

detailed error analysis is described in Appendix N.

It should be noted that Equation IV-AI 1s rigorously

valid only for a true steady state situation. So, the

results of Figure IV-A20 can be' used to predict th"ermal

conductivity of the frost only in the quasi-steadY state

heat transfer period.

b. "-'_ Local or Point Thermal Conduct i v1 tx

In order to obtain frost thermal conduct1~ity as a

ftl!1ction of density)over Br· wide temperature range,
_.~. • I ~

t~~peratu~es ~ithin the frost as well as at the frost

. lnt"'e;faces were measured,. More specifically, temperatures

within the fro~t were measured at two differentvartical

po1~tions (in most·~f the experiments) with 0.003 inch

dia~eter copper-constantan thermocouples. The measuring

junctions of these probes were located at known heights

m,easured frost" interface temperatures (l .• e. f frost-gas

and. frost~plate interfaces) were used to obtain.a temperature

Figure IV-A21 shows the temperature distribution within

the frost at time of 79 minutes from the" start -of frosilrig

process, (Bun number 35) deposited at a Reynolds number

of 15, 800, humidity of dew point at approximately 30°F

The stationary probe readings and the

In particular,

A typicalprofile at the end of each experiment.

temperature profile 1s shown in Figure IV-A21.

from the plate.



and. gas temperature O,r 73°F. r_'~';'-'--The data on tempera.ture

distribution within the frost for the frosting experiments

are listed in Table IV-A).

The temperature gradient, (dT/dx), was obtained at

any particular location by graphical differentiation

(i.e., by eye) of the frost temperature profile.

vaJ.ues of the gradient and the measured heat fl:u,xes were

used to calculate the local (or point

from the following Equation IV-A2.

q = k ( dT
f dx

thermal conductivity

(IV-A2)

Just as Equation IV-AI, above equation can be used only

during the quasi-steady state period.

The frost thermal conductivities were generated over a
o 0

temperature range of -215 F to +10 F and a density range of

0.055 gms./cc. to 0.163 gms./cc. Their values, as shown in

Figllr~~ IV-A22, lie between 0.01 Btu/hr ft of to 0.126 Btu/

hr ft oP. The straight lines ~hrough the data were calculated

by the same method as used for the achievement of the line

shown in Figure IV-A20 (by the method of least squares). At

any given density, the thermal conductivity showed a marked

increase with temperature. For a given temperature, the

thermal conductivity increased with denpitYi the rate of

this increase being greater at higher temperatures. In

qalculating point thermal conductivity data from Equation

IV-A2, once again, it was lmplicite-ly assumed that at any

given temperature a part1cu~lar f~ost structure was implied



by a given value of frost~~en1sty.

Figure IV-A22 shows the experimental data of Brazinsky

(14) for thermal conductivities. It can be seen from the

figure that the data of Brazinsky (14) as well as of the

present research gave an almost identical correlation

for thermal conductivity as a function of density and

temperature.

The model of the frost structure as one in which a

symmetrical matrix of ice cubes are inrerconnected by ice

rods (14) is found to predict thermal conductivity

correlation well in agteement with one obtained from

experimental data. The dotted lines in Figure IV-A22

show these correlations for various temperatures. It can

I

I
I
l
I,

be seen from the results of this figure that the theoretical

predictions agree quite well with the experimental results.

'rhe details of the theoreti.cal model 1s described in

Section V-A.'

Table IV-A4 lists the values of point thermal

conductivity as a fuction of density ar five different

temperatures (-21S0F, -145°F, -80°F, OOF, and +lOOF), as

described in Figure IV-A22. These values are estimated

to be accurate within approximately ±lO%. The details

~
(

i

of the error analysis is shown in Appendix N.

IV-B Experimental Measurements of the Effects of a Temperature

Gradient Across the Frost on its Density

As shown in Sect ion IV-,A. i t ~ra's found' experimentally



I

that there existed a larg~temperature gradient in the

frost interior. In order to evaluate the effect of this

temperature gradient on the frost d~nsity, an experiment

program was undertaken. Since', the experimental -study ·wa.s

essentially divided into two parts based on the magnitude

of the temperature difference across the frost, the results

are also separated on the same basis as described below.

1. Effect of a Large Temperature Difference across the

Frost on its Density

In this study, a frost layer was exposed to a large

temperature gradient which was very similar to one obtained

in the frosting experiments of Section IV-A (i.e. bottom

end at -315°p and top surface at about 15°F ).

Several experiments were made for various times,

(lens it les "and thicknesses of the fro~t. The temperature

difference across the frost was almost identical in all

the experiments. The ranges of the independent system

variables considered were as follows:

a. The length of time for an experiment varying from 2.5

hours to 7.0 hours.

b. The initial average frost density varying from 0.148

gros./cc. to 0.314 gms./cc.

c. The inttial frost thickness .varying from O. )82 inch

to 0.582 inC}l.

In three tests, the frost layer was divided into two

slices and in the remaining one it was divided into three

slices (see Section III-B). The results of these experiments

,.': '1 l'~-,f

i'-.: •. iJ~. 17"
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are-described in Table IV-Bl.

The uniformity of the laid frost in each experiment

was deter~ined by measuring the densities at various

positions on the copper plate. A typical set of results

for this kind of measurements are shown in Table IV-B2.'

From these results it can be conclud~4 tYll3.t th.eaverage

frost density values at various positions on the plate

were approximately within 5% of each other.

The density values'reported in'Table IV-Bl are

accurate w1thi-n + 8.5%. The results of Tabl'e IV-Bl indicate

that the density values of the frost slices are changed

by the temperature gradient only within the accuracy of

their meaStlrements. The details of the error a.nalysis

of the dens1t~ measfirements is shown in Appendix N.

The experimental results ind1c~te that there was no

sl~nificant-effect of the length of an experiment and of

the initial values of the frost d~ns1ty and the thickness

on the density of the frost slices.- An average of the

differences in the intial and the final values of all the

frost slices was 0.008 gms./cc. or less than 4% of the

average initial frost density values for all the experiments.

Thus, it can be concluded from these, results that within

the accuracy of this kind of measurements, a large

temperature difference across the frost layer did not change

the density significantly.

2. Effector a Small Temperature Difference across the

Frost on its Density~

~ ,1 ':-~

i ','.J •• }~ _ <'~)



Two experiments were p-erformed with a sma11_

temperatllre difference aCI"OSS a. frost (bottom surface

at -4°F and top stlrface at +23 0P; - see Section rV-B).

The lengths of time for the two experiments were six and

twelve hours. In each experiment, the frost under
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are shown in Table IV-B4. In-:~th1s experiment the

deposited frost was divided tnto threes~ices by the

method described in Section III-B. The measured density

values of each slice of the frost (of varying thickness)

after 6.5 hours of the experiment was found to be identical

'with a 'deviation of approximately ±4% from the mean value.

The average density value was approximately 0.035 gms./ce.

The surrounding temperature in this experiment was lSoF.

Thus it cari be concluded from the results of Table

IV-B4 that there 1s no significant density gradient in the

f·rost depos i ted by natural convect ion on a surface at

cryogenic temperature.

The measurements of density in all the experiments

described Above ·were, once ~gain accurate within ±8% of

its value. The details of error analysis 1s shown in

Appendix N.

!.Y.:..9 Measurement of Density Gradient in the Frost Deposited

by Forced Convection on a Llguid .NitrogerlCoC?le~Pl~.. te.

frost was found to increas'e almostldentically as the

the figure, the density of the bottom 0.0625 inch thick

density of the entire frost layer b~tween the time of 26

min to 144 min from the start of .. the frosting process.

As shown -in

The results of these

measurements are described in Figure IV-Cl.

described in Section III-C.

For a typica~ set of exper1m~ntal conditions,(~e

15,800; Ii dew point at 30°F; Tg = 73 0 P), the density

gradtentwith1n the frost wa~ measured by the method





of the frosting. process, ~. experimental program was

carried out to measure the heat transfer coefficients

1Inder non-frosting condi t10ns in the system of Figure

III-AI. Dry air ~Tas blo"t'ln over the copper plate which

was covered with a slightly corrigated aluminum foil,

.Ih'~.. order'.; to obtain a frost like surface over the ,copper

plate. The te~perature of the aluminum foil was maintained

at approximately -120F by circulating liquid Freon-12 in

the calorimeter.

The results of this experimental program are shown

in Figure IV-Dl~ The figure shows the heat transfer

coefficient a.s a.. function of Reynolds number for the gas

temperature of approximately 82°F. The experimen.tal

data were obtained with the Reynolds number range from

3,380 to 15,720. The heat transfer coefficient varied

from 3.12 Btu!hr ft 20F to 11.08 Btu/hr ft 20F over this

range of Reynolds number.

A solid line in Figure IV-Dl shows the correlation

between heat transfer coefficient and Reynolds number as

obtained 'from the Sleicher and Tribus's theoretical

analysis at the conditions of the expe~iments (i.e.
. .

One can see from the figure that

the tE1~oretical correlation agree 1Jlel1 with the experimental

experimental and theoretidal v~luesof heat transfer

data are estimated to be accurate within ±4%. The

The maximum absolute deviation between

The experim.ental

reSlllts •

coefficient is found to be within 5%.
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details of the error ana.lys is of the experimental data

is shown in Appendix N.

The experimental data shown in Figure IV-Dl are also

listed in Table IV-DI.

,',r')'_?
I ", ~.~ ,~,,~./ L)



Table IV-AI

,. -; r;:;; 7'

,;.....~/*:t·cf~..:

Effect-2.f Reynold_s Number on Length of Time Required ~

Form a Smooth Frost Layer

Reynold.s Number Time to Form Smooth Frost

j (minlltes)
!

5, .500 ~39

8,000 ""28

15,800 ,vlO



T.ble IV-AI

- --- ------ ----- -- ---

Run

No.

Tille
Prom

Start
(mine. )

Re11lo1ds

Number

Hu.ldlt1 G.II Pro8t Thicknes8
(""'a.ge)

(de. point Op') Temp. i>en.l~7 ot Prost
(Op) (9!'J (inch)

Mass Quasi-ste.dy Average Thermal Surrace
State Conductivity of Temp.

Depo81t~on Heat P1ux
2

Prost, (Of)
(1b';f"t) (Btu!hr tt) (~)

hr tt -I'"

2 64.0

3 36.5

4 20.0

5 66.1

6 98.0

7 141.0

8 73.0

9 68.0

10 43.0

11 69·0

12 61.0

13 123.0

14 95.0

15 51.0

16 1)2.S

11 61.0

18 91.5

20 61.5

21 99.9

22 160.0

2) 71.4

24 62.6

25 98.2

26 )6.2

27 122.5

28 60.0

29 16.)

)0 104.4

)1 45.1

32 68.2

33 180.2

)4 152.5

J5 79.1

)6 26.5

31 58.2

)8 144.8

39 106.9

),800

),140

3.740

6,140

6.100

6,090

5,490

5.500

5.590

5,820

5.710

5.790

5,790

5.090

5,090

5,090

5,1)0

8,110

8.110

8,110

8.395

8,4)0

8,465

7,970

7,995

8,050

5,510

5,600

5,570

5.570

8.465

5.530

15.800

15,150

15.680

15,850

15.800

58.1

51.9

58.0

16.7

19.0

11.5

)2.5

)J.)

33.1

21.5

26.8

28.0

26.1

27.1

25.9

25.9

28.0

14.2

14.6

14.4

)0.1

29.5

)0.2

)0.0

)0.4

)0.9

29.8

29.0

28.6

JO.7

33.2

27.)

28.0

15 0.064

,6 0.056

75 0.054

41 0.054

47 0.056

48 0.06)

47 0.056

48 0.06)

48 0.058

JJ 0.064

J4

)4 0.065

)4 0.062

9J 0.059

93 0.018

93 0.058

93 0.074

12 0.060

11 0.071

730.090

52 0.066

50 0.068

52 0.074

76 0.058

75 0.089

11 0.070

14 0.064

72 0.075.-

72 0.061

16 0.068

51 0.095

48 0.08)

7:3.3 0.126

1).5 0.090

10.00.12'"

69.0 0.16)

70.0 0.1)6

0.344

0.217

0.129

0.119

0.195

0.258

0.220

0.219

0.1)1

0.12S

0.218

0.181

0.070

0.181

0.086

0.168

0.098

0.112

0.15?

0.162

0.160

0.258

0 •.125

0.2"'8

0.155

0.203

0.225

0.144

0.187

0.400

0.:375

0.119

0'.091

0.156

0.256

0.20)

0.1140

0.0665

0.0)64

0.0)64

0.0568

0.0847

0.06)4

0.0109

0.0417

0.0411

0.0141

0.0606

0.0215

0.016)

0.0262

0.0646

0.0)0)

0.01&49

0.0736

0.0550

0.0566

0.0995

0.0,,65

0.1145

0.0561

0.0670

0.0880

0.0461

0.0658

0.200)

0.1625

0.1170

0.0426

0.1011

0,.2208

0.1440

)68

368

J68

)48

)48

J)O

))4

539

539

640

645

485

560

510

510

510

415

)50

871

1,031

864

8)0

8)5

0.0)16

0.0190

0.0251

0.0198

0.0236

0.0190

0.0171

0.0219

0.02)0

0.02)0

0.0358

0.0270

0.0298

0.0249

0.0))8

0.0376

0.0265

0.0)48

0.05)4

0.0440

+18

+1

+)

+7

+1

+2 .

-1

+15

+1)

+1

+1

+)

+5

+8

+6

+4

+6

+4

+1.1

+7

-20

+7

+lQ.5

+10.0



Tempemture n.s a Function of Position 1n Frost

Copper Pla.te

Tempe re. t ll:-e

-131

-151
-52

-AD

":111
-53

-157
-53

-20)
-69

-253
-120

-116."6

-225

-16tS
-60

-181.5

-ItSl
-97

-119
-56

-109
-65

-76

-205
-159

-14)

-77

-216
-160

-214

-1f13.S

-117
-33

-76

-221
-37

-236
-100

IV-AJ

0.101

0.057
0.10.1

0.046

0.056

0.044
0.070

0.069

0.02)
0.093

0.040
0.109

0.054
0.085

0.062
0.090

0.040
O.Oh2

0.078

O.OJ4,

0.069
0.125

D.CA5
0.164

0.02)
0.102

0.0)2
0.0?1

0.074

0.086

0.046
0.073

0.023
0.077

0.078

0.023

0.0112
0.125

(~nches)

i.e. , 11lstancp. from

P~sltlon in Frost,

Table

39

)6

3'7

)8

33

34

35

)0

28

25

29

22

27

2)

24

21

20

lR

17

10

14

13

Run

11

15

16

Number



Ta.ble IV-A4

Calculated Point Conductivities as a Function of Temperature

and Densitx

Rlln number

Temperature = -2150F

qf
(gms. Icc. )

k f
(Btu/hr ft 2oF/ft)

10 0.058 0.0140
11 0.064 0.0122
I) 0.066 0.0105
14 0.062 0.0107
15 0.059 0.0128
16 0.078 0.0185
17 0.058 0.013.3
18 0.074 0.0166
20 0.060 0.0150
21 0.077 O.DIII
22 0.090 0.0151
2) 0.066 0.01)4
24· 0.068 0.0164
25 0.074 0.0198
27 0.089 0.0155
28 0.070 0.0146
29 0.064 0.0184
30 0.075 0.0197
33 0.095 0.0222
JI~ 0.083 0.Q162
35 0.126 0.0190
36 0.090 0.0164
37 0.124 0.015:
38 0.163 0.0321
39 0.136 0.0278

Temperature = -145°F

Rlln number Qr (gms./cc) k f (Btu/hr ftOF~

]~O 0.058 0.0175
13 0.066 0.0139
14 0.062 0.0155
16 0.-078 0.0242
18 0.074 0.0249
2·0 0.060 0.0228
21 0.077 0.0230
22 0.090 0.0224
2.3 0.066 0.0168



Ta.ble IV-A4 (cOfltd. )

Rl1n number ~f (gms.!cc.) k f (Btu/hr ftOF)

2L~ 0.068 0.0214
25 0.074 0.0255
27 0.089 0.026 J
28 0.070 0.0188
29 0.064 0.02]6
30 0.075 0.028)
33 0.095 0.0330
34 0.083 O. 0278
35 0.126 0.OJ02
36 0.090 0.0204

37 0.124 0.0216
38 0.163 0.0451
39 0.136 0.0354

Temperature = -80°F

Ru.n number f?f (gms./cc.) k f (Btu/hr ftOF)

10 0.058 0.0251
1J 0.066 0.0232
14 0.062 0.0278
16 0.078 0.0299
18 0.074 0.0)21
20 0.060 0.0)17
21 0.077 0.0267
22 0.090 0.0336
2). 0.066 0.0287
24 0.068 0.0294
25 0.074 0.0)17
27 0.089 0.0)43
28 0.070 0.0258
29 0.0641 0.0)0)
30 0.075 0.0354
33 0 •.095 0.0495
34 0.083 0.0366
35 0.126 o.0.384
36 0.090 0.0444
37 0.124 0.0459
38 0.163 0.0629

39 0.136 0.0494

~·'.:A"i· ':"'.~

r"-.;~"lt'~:..\.':.J
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Table IV-A4 (contd.)

Temperature = OOF

Run number ~f (gms./cc.) k f (Btll/hr ftOF)
_.,

13 0.066 0.0557
14- 0.062 0.0507
16 0.078 0.0531
18 0.074 0.0535
21 0.077 0.0594
22 0.090 0.0672
2J 0.066 0.0577
25 0.074 0.0660
28 0.070 0.0652
29 0.0641 0.0532
30 0.075 0.0567
33· 0.09.5 0.0720
.34 0.083 0.0649
35 0.126 0.0980
37 0.124 0.0865
)8 0.163 0.1152
39 0.136 0.0988

Tempera.ture = 10°F

Run number ~f (gms./cc.) kf (Btu/hr ftOF)

16 0.078 0.0749
18 0.074 0.0720
38 0.163 0.1257
39 0.136 0.1152
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Table IV-Bl

Measurements for the Effects of a large 'f'emnerature Difference across the Frost on its Density

Bun Length rPotal Initial Density Final Density Initial Frost 1Frost colri
No. of 'rl"ne rl' h 1C V:YJ e s s of frost of frost Thlcknes~ of Thickness of Surface ".,ral1

for of Frost (gms./cc.) (gns./cc.) Frost (inches) Frost (lnche~) ... rremr Temp
run (inches) Top Middle J:jottom Top :fe'Ilrtdle Eottom Top Middle Battor:lOP41'1tdrt Ie J:jott011 0!1"\ or"'
(hours) Slice Slice Slice Slice Slice Slice Slice Slice Slice ic Slice Slice

H-J 2.5' 0.531 0.)14 - 0.277 o. )27 - O.2n7 0.187 - O.)4h 0.18? .. - 0.J48 15 -305

B-4 7.0 0.586 O.24~ - '0.243 0.237 - 0.268 0.219 - 0.367 0.219 - 0.3h7 1) -305

H-5 6.0 0.500 0.217 0.2)8 (,.220 0.21.6 0.2)4 0.218 0.187 0.187 0.125 0.187 0.187 Q1?5 15 -)05

B-6 3.5 O.;R2 O.lh? - 1).]11.5 r. J 38 - 0.155 0.195 - 0.187 OJ.A? - 0.187 13 -305

IT'able I~.r -t32

Ueterminatlon of Un! formi ty of the La 11 Frost 1n l)~ns tty Measllrements nf the

E~perlrrent~ ~)escrthed·1n ~e~t1on IV-B

.. lJens 1 ty at Post tton liens 1 t~, .qt Pas 1t 1on uensit? at P()~tt:ion

1 on the PIR.te 2 on th~ Plate 3 on the FJ1.te

O.4f;1 gms./,-.,c. 0.448 gms./ce. O.46Q g-ms./r-c.

Positions l,~ and;' are random positions on the Copper Plate.

t-,J
C;J
r:"'\
"' ......J



:I .:'..w"~ ""'"'='."~- ."'.-"":C~-:7'''''",", O":,:C:"'.C',· ~",'.- .•,. 'C"~~,;~; ;.;; . "'i
'i1~~ _·lOt ~ \ii ~ ."""-M" Ai

MIIIPtfllnt' p( It( ~,ct. 9' • 5,,11 T"ptratul'
IV.I, ttl OlMitz.

• acros,D1C(.repc __- __

Bun Lenath Prost Thlclmesl Initial Mass Pinal Mass Inltlal Density Pinal Top Botto.or (Initial) of Prost ot Prost Densit, Surface Surfao,No. Run
Teap. Tet::Top Botto. Total T"op Botto. Top Botto. Top Botto. " Top Bottom oPe(honn) (Inches) (lnoh.s) ( inches) Sllce S110e Slloe S11ce S11ce Sllce S11ce Sllce( Z'" . ) ( I!! ) (~) (~> . (81.) (,.) (all> (ftI)·ca" ot frost o;;:ot frost o. oc cc oc

Cross .eotlon Cros8 .ection

1 B-8 6.0 0.1328 0.25 0.)828 0.044 0.0909 0.03?7 0.0978 0.1305 0.141 0.111 0 .. 1&;0 -2~ --'&.

B-9 12.0 0.1641 0.2031 0.)672 0.0664 0.089) 0.0560 0.0986 0.1592 0.173 0.1)6 0.192 -2) ,..;,.4

Tahle IV-Rh

Density Gradient Measurements in Frost ~~:eros1te1 by Natural Convection on A

Ll~uirt-Nitro~en Cooled Surface

Run Length Total Finel Thickness of Pros.t Final uens1ty of Frost Cold Surro-
Number of Thickness Plate unoir:g

Run of Top Middle BottoJ!l Top Middle Bottom 'rem'!'""_ Temn.
. (hours) Frost Slice Slice Slice Slice Slice .jl1~e

. (inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)
(g~§: ) (~:) (g~~: )

(OF) (OF)

---

R-7 6.5 0.414 o.?26 0.117 0.070 0.01?- 0.034 0.036 -305 20

(\)
CJ
f"Zo~
I
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Table IV-Dl

Experimental Heat Transfer Coefficients in Non-Frosting Conditions

Run Gas Plate Reynolds Heat Heat
Number Tem8erature Tel9peratllre Number Transfer Transfer

( F) ( F) Rate 2 Coefficie~t

(Btu/hr ft ) (Btu/hr ft OF)

H-l 82.6 -11.5 12,280 870 9.25

H-2 82.6 -11.5 1.5,720 1,087 11.08

H-3 82.6 -11.5 13,·650 931 9.90

H-4 82.6 -11.3 12,300 886 9.45

H-5 82.6 -11.3 11,080 779 8.30

H-6 82.6 ~15.3 8,110 698 7.12

H-7 82.6 -11.5 13,410 900 9.55

H-8 82.6 -11.5 15,28'0 1,087 11,08

H-9 82,"6 -11.85 3,380 296 3.14

(C~ ~ .

t~J



Plgure IV-A2

Efrect .r a.ynOldS Nuaber on MaSII Deposition

Tl.e (mIM. )
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At the very start orwas attained was observed v1sual17.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The disoussion of results is divided into four main

Fogging 1s a common oocurrence 1n oondensers in those·
t

a run, ~he heat flux was quite high and a snowstorm of

small ice particles was observed in the gas phase. This

snowstorm "disappeared en~lrel:r when the plate was covered

by an even frost layer.

eatagorles as follows,

A. The eff~ctof various independent system pSTsmeters on

frost properties.

B. The results or a temperature, gradient across the frost

.layer on its denslty.

'C. The discuss10n on experimentally measured density

gradient. across the frost layer.

D. The experimentallY' measured heat transfer coefficient

under the non-frosting conditions •.

'V-A ,Measured Effects of Various Independent SYstem Parameters

on Frost Properties

. 1. Initial Phases otFrost Format1on

No data were taken during the verY' initial stages ot

frost formation other than the heat flux (except in a few

cases, an approximate value of the. density was determined).

However, this period prior to the time when a smooth frost

r

r
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oases where an appreciable traction of the gas is cooled

below the saturation temperature. In the experiments

carr1ed out here. the small cold surface affected the 'bulk

gas temperature but only slightly and one hypothesizes that

the format1on of the snow 1n the vapor was due to rapid

coo11ng of thebonndary layer. This hypothes1s may be

the formation if fog in the gas phase boundary layer should

be expected.

Once a smooth thin layer or frost 1s deposited on the

cold surtace, due to highly 1nsulatlve nature of the frost,

probability of the formation of fog diminishes significantly.

The criter1a ot Johnstone and co-workers (51), as shown

in F1gure.I-Bl. indicate that between the experimental

humidity range of dew point at 14.3Op to 33.2oF and bulk

gas temperature range of"'j'40p to 93Op, the range of the

frost surface temperature for wh1ch no fog is formed in the

shown reasonable from. the results shown in F1gure I-Bl.

In this figure, the limits of tog formation in the gas phase

boundary layer 1n the system sim1lar to one used in the

present study.are shown as a function ot bulk gas humidity,

temperature' and the cold wall temperature. The results of

this figure indicate that tor the cold wall (or the frost

surface,) temperatures below -:30OF. the fog torm~tlon 1n

the gas phase boundar7 layer 1s qUite possible for 'all the

experimentally stud1ed condit1ons or bulk gashumidlty and

Hence, the

Thus in the initial phases of an experiment,

its surface temperature rises significantly.

temperature.



ideas. have been advanced,e.g. transfer of fog particles by

grav1ty, thermal or electrostat1c force etc., but the most

reasonable one appears to be that turbulent fluctuating

eddy components normal to the cold- wall· actually drive ice

part1cles against the sur·face. . On the bas 1s of this idea

the higher intensity of turbu1ence will cause the faster

rate of mass transfer in the -initial phase of a run. This

gas phase boundary layer 1s -5°F t9 +SOP. The required

frost surface temperature for no fog formation in the gas

phase boundary layer increases with humidity and the gas

temperature. In the present study the values of the frost

Burfac'e temperature in the quasi-steady sta'te of heat transfer

were found to be between -2Op to +?OF. Since quasi-steady

state of heat transfer 1s found to be attained a very short

time after the formation ot a smooth frost lS7er it, could

be ~xpected' that the frost surface temperature at this time

1n all the experiments would be very close to the above

stated range of _2 0P to +7Op. Thus, the results or Figure

I-Bl indicate that almost no fog·should be observed 1n the

exper1ments ot the present thesis after a smooth layer of

frost 1s formed. This is in agree~ent with the experimen

tal observation.

The fact that the initial portion of a run resulted

in the formation of ioe particles in the gas phase rather

than lee on the cold wall introduces the question - how

Severaldid the init1al frost layer form on the wall?
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Initially. the heights of the individual clumps 1ncrease

as more particles are thrown onto them. Before long,

however, the valleys between the clumps f1ll in and a

smGoth layer of frost 1s formed. -Even though, at present

some research work is being carried out at Lehl.gh Univers1ty

(New York) to understand the mechanisms for clump formation

and valley 'filling' process, as yet no conclusive results

have been reported.

For certain experimental conditions, the density of

the clumps were measured. Even though, these experiments

are not reported In thIs thesis, density values 1n most

oases were observed to 11e between 0.02 to 0.03 gms ./0.0.

It should be noted that from the knowledge of time tor

the formation ot a smooth frost layer, an approximate value

of frost densitY' at that t1me can· b'e obtained from an

extrapolation back in time of the measured average frost

density.

2. Frost Behavior as a Function or Time

As shown in Section IV, both the average frost density

(dens1tyof the entire frost layer) and the trost thickness

have been found to be a oont1nuously1ncreaslng function of

t1me. In all the cases mass deposited continuousl7 onto the

oold plate throughout the experiment.

Based solely on the experimental taot that frost

densities oontinuousl7 through out an experiment. it can be

ooncluded that a conoentration drlvll1gforce between the gas



phase and the frost surfa·c....e was alwaY'S present. Thus, the

frost surface temperature always had to be lower than the

gas phase dew point. This was verified experimentally.

When the gas phase dew point was varied from 14.3 to 3).2

OFt. the measured values of the surfaoetemperature during

the quasi-steady state period of heat transfer varied from

~2 to +7oF respectively. As discussed in Section II, it

is the mechanism of internal diffusion which causes the

frost surface temperature to remain constant during quasl-..

steady state period of heat transfer and .which. prevents it

from ever reaching either J20p or the gas phase dew polnt,

whichever 1s lower.

The internal d1f'fusion at the frost surface causes the

frost density to increase cont1nuously with time. This

internal diffusion also by its very high galnnegat1ve feed

ba'ck relation with the surface temperature causes the frost

surface temperature to .be cons~ant in the quasi-steady state

he~t transfer period. The details of this feed-back effect

to increase with time in initial phases' of the frosting

decrease and the frost surface temperature have been found

1s described in Sect10n I~D and II-A.

The heat flux through the frost have been fottnd to

Very shortly,

As more and more frost deposits, the cold plateexperiment.

however, f'rost surfaoe temperature reaches a value at which

internal water vapor diffusion becomes quite slgnlf.1cant;

with the result that frosLdenslty increases s1gnificantly_

'1s insulated and the heat flux decreases.



Frost thickness st1ll continues to increase during this

period because of the continuous deposition of mass.

A very high sensitivity of internal diffusion to the

frost surface temperature caus~s the thermal res1stance,

frost surface temperature and the heat flux to attain a

constant val~e•. A very small inorease in the surface tempe

rature results in a large increase in the internal water

vapor dlrtuslon rate. The density (and hence the thermal

~onductlvlty of the frost). ther~fore. increases to a point'

where the heat flux falls off only very slightlY'. and the

surface tempe~ture rises' only very slightly as additional

frost 1s deposlted~

DurIng the constant heat transfer period, the frost

thermal resistance remains eS,sentlally constant as the

increasing thickness 1s b~lanced -by the increasing thermal

oond~ctlvlt7. It 1s h1ghly unlikely that these two effects

(1.e. increase 1n density and thickness) ,balanced ,each other

merely by c.hance. It is believed that· the heat .flux and the

frost sUrface -temperature are stabilized by a very hlgh

gain negat~ve feed-back effect. The details of th1s'mech

anis., are d.escribed in Section I-D and II-A.

J. Effect of ReYnolds Number on the Average Frost Density,

Frost Thickness. Mass Deposition and Heat Transfer through

the Frost

The results of FIgure IV-AI, indicate thllt an increase

1n Reynolds number (at constant hum1dity and gas temperature

) causes the formation of the frost with higher density at



the time when a smooth layer or frost is (~ust formed. T.hia

1s to be expected, because both the thermal momentum (l.e.

momentum imparted on each molecule for the transfer of the

thermal energy) as well as the veloc.1ty component normal

to the cold plate are higher at higher Reynolds number. It

is expected that the higher velocity component of the fog

particles normal to the c~ld plate ~111 lead to higher rates

. of mass transfer. In order to ach1eve the heat balance on

.' the frost Ing process, the frost of lower thermal res1stance

. (and hel1ceof higher density ) should be preduc$d at the

hlgh~r thermal foroes existing in the gas phase boundary

layer.

As seen before (see Sections I-B aneill-A.), once a

smooth layer of frost 1s formed, diffusional mechanism

control the ~ransrer of water vapor from gas to the frost

surface. The results shown in Figure IV-A2 indicate that an

1nerease in -Reynolds number cau~es the hlgher" rate ot mass

transfer. This 1s in agreement with thetheoret1eal

prediction- that an increase in Reynold~ number will 1ncrease

the mass transfe~ eoefflc1~nt. QuantItatively, it has been

reported by Sherwood and Pigford (10~) that mass transfer

coefficients for flow through a rectangular duct vary as

approximately 0.8 power to the Reynolds number. Thus,

(V-A2)

(V-AI)
0.8

ReKg ~

the mass flux = N • K (p - p )
S g g s

Also,

hence,



The mass transfer coefficients calculated from above

equations for the three d1fferent system'oond1tions, as

shown 1n Figure IV-A2, are listed 1nTable V-AI.

,Table V-AI

Experimental Mass Transfer Coeff1elents as a Function of

Reynolds Number

Experlmeptal C9ndltlonEl' Humldlt7=Gaa dew point at 29.90 F.

Mass Transfer Coefficient
(rt/hr)

Reynolds Number

T
g

o
= 73 F

surface. The experimentally measured correlation between

heat transfer coefficient and the Reynolds number 1s shown

From the data of Table V-AI, comparing the values of

Kg at Re7Doldsnumber of 5,580 and 15,800, it can be seen

that I varies as 0.796 power of Reynolds number between
g

this range of R,e7nolds number. Thus, the experimentally

measured dependence of the mass transfer coefficient on the

Reynolds number is in excellent agreement w1th the reported

correlat ion by Sherwood and P.l·gford (104). '

The increase in ReY1)olds numb'er also increases the

heat transfer ooeff101ent between the gas and the frost

332

402

762

5,580

. 8,000

15,800



The inoreased heat transfer rate would tend to overheat the

beoause of an increase in the heat transfer coefficient.

(V-A4)q_ h (T - T ) ,. k (T - T )/&g s avg s w

increase the-heat flux trom the gas to the frost surface

In the frosting process, the surface temperature of the

frost varies with time. An increa.se in Reynolds number would

in Figure V-A'. From the figure, it ean be seen that the

experlmen~ally measured relation between the heat transfer

coefficient and the Reynolds number agrees well with one

obtained trom the t.b.eoret leal ana17s1s of the system by

Sle1eher and Trlbus (105,106).

The heat balance on the frosting process can be

approximately written as

frost. surface. However, as dlscusse~ in Section I-C, the

h1ghe,r surface temperature would result in l;L greater

denslt1catlon rate beoause of the very high-gain negative

feed-back. effect of the. frost surface temperature on inter

nal d1ffus1o~. Thus,' the frost deposited at higher Reynolds

number would be or great.er density and hen~e increased

oonductivity. Thelncreased conductivity will maintain the

surfac.e tempera'ture nearly constant at various Reynolds

numbers.' The expe:r1mental results of the present studies

(see Table IV-A2) borne out these expeotations.

Asd1sQussed above, 'the experimental data of Figure

IV-Al indicate that the frost or lower thermal resistance

1s deposited at higher ~eynolds number. At comparable t1mes,



the average frostdenslty increases and the frost thickness

decreases with 1!l()reasf! InReynolds number., The frost

dens1f1catlon 1s, obviously, expected to be higher at higher

Reynolds number. This expectation 1s in agreement with the

results of.Figure V-~.

It should be noted that, onoe a smooth layer of frost

is formed, the behavior of frost with respect to Reynolds

number can not beexplalned in terms offluld lDechanlcs,

because at that stage the transfer ot tog particles 1s not

a significant mechanism of frost deposition. A.smooth layer

of frost insulates theeol<i surfacesufflc1.ently so that

. th~ frost surfaoe temperature 1s increased to the point

where the 'frost depos1t1on ocours only by diffusional

m.echanlsms. Thus, the intrinsic constants for heat and

mass transfer ( hand K ) control the frost,behavior.g

The 'experimentally measured effects of 'Reynolds number

on the average frost density. frost thickness, mass

deposition and heat transfer through the frost are in

agreement with-the reporte~ data of the prev10us invest

19ators ,( 3,14,25,89.114). Cole (25) obtained the frosts
-~-... ---- --..

of h1gher densities ath1gher ReYll01ds number. Richards .!1

Al. (89) also obta1ned' low thermal res1stanc~ frosts at
~ ,

higher Reynolds number. Bothe Richards (89) and Kamel (58)
. --

observed that the'thickness of the frost increased with

decrease in Reynolds number. They explained this phenomenon

'by saying that a greater shearing aotion at the higher

velocity streams causes the higher Reynolds number frosts



Hence, due to this complex geometry for heat transfer,

higher density trosts, whioh' are formed at higher Reynolds

See page 5-19 of

WFi11e it ls, true that the

Braz,lnsky (14) obtained the s 1ml1ar

However in h1ssJstem, as frost

Based on the data .presented in Beference~

Thus, the magnitude of above two shear strengths

frosts, it 1s implied in Ref'erence ~ that the greater

shearing action of the higher velocity gas stream.overr.1des

this consideration.

numbers, have greater shear strengths than lower density

qual1tative effects of Reynolds number on average frost

density. frost thickness, mass deposition and heat transfer

through the' frost as obtained in the pres·ent ~tudy. Based

on the same prelim1nary calculations, he concluded, however,

that the lower thickness ot' the frost at higher Reynolds

number cannot be explained on ~he basis of shearing act10n

to have smaller thicknesses.

estimates over the frosted surface.

Reference §.2).

deposited, it created a "hump 1n the flow pa~h of air.

as descrlbedabove.

5 and 20, ",1t was estimated- that the frost with a surface

temperature of lOOp has a shear strength of approximately

-39x10 psi.



indicate that the shearing action on the frost would be

negl1s1ble in the present experimental conditions.

It can be expected that 1n earl1erphases of a frosting

process when the frost deposits in the cltuups, some frost

1s sheared off athlgher Reynolds number because in th1s

situation, the surface temperature of the frost is quite

low and the corresponding shear strength of the frost

would also be small. The experimental" values of frost

th10kness at time of 26 minutes, as shown in :F1gure IV..Al,

however, indicate that this 1s really not the case and

frosts ot almost identical thicknesses are deposl~ed during

this stage of the frosting process. Thus, it 1s believed

that after a smooth layer of frost is formed a frost of

lower thiokness 1s depos1ted at higher Reynolds numbers

in response to the thermal force acting upon the surface.

4. Effect of Humidity onAv~rage Frost, Density. Frost

Thickness. Mass Deposition and Heat Transfer through the Frost

The results of Figures IV-A6 and IV-AS indicate that

for the humidity range of d~w points at 14.30, to 33.2SOp

both the' average frost density and frost thickness increase

wlt'h humidity (-at constant Reynolds number and gas temper

ature) at eqUivalent time. Thus, the increase in

humidity causes the higher rate of mass transfer as shown

in ~lgures IV-A? and IV-A9.

, The inorease in mass, flux with humidity 1s caused by

the increase in driving force between the gas and th~

cold surface of the frost. The driVing force for the

mass transfer rate is Pg-Ps' where Pg is the partial pressure



of water vapor in the bulk ga~ phase and Ps 1s the

equilibrium vapor pressure of ice at the frost surface.

It1s observed exper1mental1~ that, even though the frost

surface temperature with Pg (see Table IV-A2), the difference

between Pg and Ps continues to increase with Pg •

The mass flux betwe·en the gas ~nd the frost surface

can be mathematically obtained from Equation V-A2 •.

From the results otF1gure IV-A?, the validity of the

representation of Equation V-A2 can be examined as follows.

For Reynolds number = 5,800 and gas temperature 480F t

at dew point ()f 33.250F', mass flux. 0.0608 1bm/hr ft2

~ 2and, at dew point of 18.02~,tr, mass flux = 0.·0354 Ibm/hr rt •
The ooncentration driVing foroe (Pg-ps ) for the two

experimental conditions are as follows,

at a humidity = gas'dew potnt, at 3JOp,Pg-Pa=1;72BilO"'4

1bm/cu ft. (V-A5)
-4at a humidity. gas dew point at 18OF, Pg-ps=O,904x10

lbm/eu ft.
t (v-A6)

It should be noted that in the above calculations p 'ss

are obtained as equilibrium vapor pressures at the measured

frost surface ~emperatures, whose values are listed in Table

IV-A2 •

Thus, the mass transfer coefficients for the two sets

of experimental cond1tlonsare

at a dew point of 3:3.-2oF. K =N I(p -p ) = 352 tt/hrg s g S

sim~larlY, at a dew point .of 18Op, Kg= 392 ft/hr.

Thus, the values of K at two different humiditiesg

·agree w1th each other within approximately 10%. Considering



the experimental errors involved, partleularly in the

~easurC!mentof Ts (see Appendix A), it can be said that

Equation V-A2 is qUite good mathematical representation
r

of the mass flux f~om gas to the frost surface.

As shown in Table IV~42, an· increase in humidity

increases slightly the quast-steady state value of frost

surface temperature. On the bas1s of theoretical models

examlned1n Section II-A,< the mass<of water vapor diffusing

in the 'frost interior increases with an increase ,in the

\ frost surface tempera~ure. The lncrea~e 1n,humid1ty,
, I

however, a180 increases t~e' ~rost thickness (at eql~~l~nt

t1me, Reynolds number and gas temperature). So, the
,

increase, 1n humid1ty mayor may, not give the higher average

frost.density•. For the humidity range.considered' 1n the

present thesis, the results' qt,F1gure IV-A6 and IV-A8 show

that ~t equivalent times, the average frost density is

slightly large'r at a hlgherhUmldlt7.,

It should be noted, that in thelnlt1~1 phases of the

fros~1~g process when the partl~le transfer'is a

significant mechanism for the frostr·denslf1oatlon. the

humidity would have a verY' little effect' of the frost. ,

denslflcatlon because the frost de~slty responses only to

the ,thermal force exerted by the gas phas'e boundary layer.

The extrapolation of the average fr~st dens·1ty' versus time

data of Figure' IV-A6 and IV-A8 to a very low t1me lnd'lcate

thiS to be the case_,

As seen above. the slight effect of hum1dity on the
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average frost density, as described in Figure IV-A6 and

IV-AS may not hold true outside the humidity range

considered in the present study. Actually, Braz lnsky (].4)

found that for theh11JDld~ty range of dew point at 290p

to dew point at 400 F t the average frost density is

essentially independent of humldlty. Richards et a1.(89),

on the other hand, obtained the frosts consisting of

alternate layers of ice and porous r~osts for humidity

h1gher than that correspond1ng to a dew ,po1nt of 69Op.

The surfaoe temperature in this kind of frost exceeded

320p (the melting point of ice)" whioh caused the 'melting

at the frost surface. Such frosts have much higher ~

densities than frosts formed at the lower gas phase

humidities and equivalent Reynolds number and 'gas temperature.

'As mentioned above, the lower humidities result in

lower frost surface temperature l3. In most 'eases, the

energy transfer due to water deposition contributes onlY'

a very small portion or the total heat flux from gas to

the frost surface. Since, the heat transfer coefficient

is not affected bY' the gas phase humidity, it would be

expected that the quasi-steady state heat flux would

lner.ease as the humidity 1s1owered (at constant gas

temperature and Reynolds number). Thls is indeed found

to be the case as seen in Figures IV-AlG, IV-All, IV-A12

and IV-A4.

Alternatively, the ~arlatlon of heat transfer rates

with gas phase hum1d1t1es may be explained by focusing



attention on thefrost.'· For the humid1ty range considered

in this study, the frost surface temperature was changed

approximately within 7°F (increases in humidity increase

fr'ost surface temperatures). This increase in the frost

surface temperature increase the 6T across the fr~st only

by 2.%. However. at an equivalent time, the thickness of

the frost increased as much as 50% and the average frost

dens1ty Increas~d as mych as 15% with increase in humidity.

It is expected that due to the s1gnificant increase of frost

thickness compared to the increase lnthe average frost

density, the frost thermal resistance will increase with

increase 1n humidity. Thus, despite the slightly lower

temperature driving force across the lower humidity frost,

the smaller ·thermal resistance of- the frost formed at lower

humid1ty resulted in higher heat fluxes.

5. Effect of Gas Temperature on the Average Frost Density,

Frost Thiokness·and Rates 9f Mass and Heat Transfer

The variation in gas temperature changes the driv1ng

force for the heat transfer between gas and the frost sur-

face. This would either tend to heat the frost surface or

frost of lower thermal res1stanoe wl11be deposited to

achieve the heat balance on the frosting process.

The experimental results shown in Figures IV-AI3 a~4

IV-A15 indicate that at equ1valent times (and at oonstant

Reynolds number and humidity) an. increase in gas temper

ature results in frost of higher density and lower thickness.

Thus. the frost responses to the thermal forces acting upon
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its surface. The data of Table IV-A2 indicate that the

frost surface temperature 1nc~eases only by few degrees

with increase in gas temperature of as muoh as 50op.

It is expected that the gas temperature would have

a significant effect on the average frost density and the

frost thiokness only after a smooth layer of frost is formed.

In initial phases of the frosting experiment, when tpe

transfer of fog particles is a dominant mechanism for the

frost deposition, the gas temperature should have a very

little effect on the average frost density. trost thickness

and the, rate of mass transfer. The e%per1mental data shown

in Figures IV-A1) and IV-A15 bear out these expectations.

As shown 1n these figures, both the average frost dens1ty

and frost thickness at different gas temperatures have'

almost identioal values at' the time of approxlmatel~ 40

'minutes from the start of the frosting process.

Since the frostsurfaoe temperature remains essentially

independent of the gas temperature, it is expected that the

mass flux' f·rom gas to the cold sllrface remains essentially

unchanged w1th variation in gas temperature. The gas temp

erature affeots the, mass transfer coefficient only very

sllght~y because of its effect on the gas properties. These

expectations are borne out by the results shown in Figures

IV-A14 and IV-A16. As sh~Wn in ,the figures, the mass flux

from gas.to the frost surface Is essentially independent

of varia.tion ··in gas temperature ( ~t eonstant huml¢llty and

Reynolds number).
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S1nce. the thermal resistanee of the frost decreases

and" AT across the frost inoreases slightly with an

increase in gas temperature, the quasi-steady state heat

flux would increase w1th increase in the gas temperature.

The results, shown 1n Figures IV-Al'7, IV-AlB, IV-A19 and

IV-A4are in agreement with these expectations.

It should be no,ted that the concept of the frost

responding 'to the thermal forces acting upon it 1s very

significant in explaining the frosting prQoess. The

theoretical models studied in the present thesis which are

based on this physical idea are described in Sections I-D

and II.

6. Thermal Conduotivity of Fro~t

Frost 1s a heterogeneous material. It consists of a

matrix of interconnected ioe particles with interst1tial

gas. It 1s believed that the frost thermal conductivity is

dependent upon the local frost density, temperature and the

frost structure. Since· frost density does not necessar1ly

imply a particular struoture, frosts at the same temperature

and density oan have significantly different values of

thermal conductivity. For the purpose of the presept thesis,

however, it was assumed, despite any shortcomings of this

assumption, that a given value of frost density implied a

pa.rticular structure regs'rdless of the conditions under

which the frost was form~d. Thisls tantamount to assuming

tha.t a property such as thermal eo:nduetlvlty of frost

depends solely on temperature and density. Experimental
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values ot po1nt or looal frost tnermal conductivity were

therefore plotted as a function of loeal fr~st density with

temperature as a parameter (see Figure IV~A22). The seatter

in data may possibly due to small struotural differences of

frosts of the same density.

The average thermal conductivities o~ the frost layer

(F1gure IV-A20) were obtained usl~ the measur~d temperature

dlf-ferences across the _layer. (see Equation IV-AI). The

te~perature differences across the frost samples, whose

conductivities are shown in Figure IV-A20, are substantially

the same. However, it should be noted that, as previously

ind1oated, that the measured surfaoe temperatures of the

frost varies from _1°F to +lSoF. The seatter in the data

may be partly due to the different surface temperatures.

However, the more plausible explanat10n 1s that structural

differences of frosts having equivalent densIties are

primarily responsible for the scatter.

It-should be noted that heat also flows through the

frost by mechanisms other than oonduct1on through the solid

-gas network. Thus, the values of thermal condnctivity shown

in Figures IV-A20 and IV..A22 1nolude contr1bution made by

other mechan1sms. These meohanisms are:

A. Radiation between the ice particles in the frost.

B,. Enthalpy transport by the diffusion of water through

the frost~ This diffusion- may be due either to the eoneen-

tratlon gradient, result1ng from the temperature grad1ent,

or to the thermal diffusion of water vapor or of nucleated



ioe particles.

A. Effect of Rad1ation

Radiation from the warmer frost particles to the colder

ones constitutes a component of the total or overall frost

thermal conductivity, the contr1bution 'made by interparticle

radiation was calculated using Equat10n V-A? which was

presented by Damkohler (30) (see Appendix p)

T
i

i
I '

I

~Tkr =~ E Dp < 100 (V-A?)

( In'experiments involving heat transfer through a packed

bed. Polack (82) found that oontribution of rad1at·1on to

the bed condu.ot1vltY' was in fair agreement with the

predict10ns of Damkohler equation).

For the experiments of present thesis, it was oa1-

'culated from the Damkohler equation that the component of

thermal conductivity due to radiation was less than 1.3%

of the l.owest measur~d value of the point thermal conduct1v

ity (see Appendix pl. It should be noted that values sUb

stituted 1nto Equation V-A? made' the computed values of the

c'ontributlon to the thermal conductivity bY' inter-particle

rad1ation a maximum. Since this maximum contribut1on to the

over-all thermal conduct1vity Was small, it was 19nored.

It s.honld be' noted that using reasonable values of T. E ,

ea and D in Equation V-A?, the contr1bution of radiationp

can be reduced to well un4~r 1%•

.The above described results regarding the internal

radiant heat· transfer 1s in agreement with the conclusion

of Van der Held. who demonstrated that for particulate

_.. -."---~.- '~~-



insulators the radiation heat ~ransfer under atmospheric

conditions becomes significant only at temperatures above

212°F and is neglig1ble below 32°F. Braz1nsky (14) arrived

at the same conclusions for ~ls experimental data from the

calculat10ns sim1lar to one described above.

B. Diffusion of Water through the Frost

As discussed in ,Section II, there are several mech

anisms by whieh water oan diffuse in the frost interior.

These can be stated as follows.

1. Diffusion of water vapor by the vapor pressure gra~

d1ent.

2. Thermal diffusion of water vapor.

3. Thermal diffusion of ice nucle1.

1. Diffusion ,of wate;v~por bY the vapor pressure gradient

The diffusion of water vapor under vapor pressure

gradient would add the additional component of thermal oon

ductivity added to the ordinary thermal conductlvityof air.

This additional component oan be designated as k •
" excess

Thus. the total or erfe"ctlve value of gas thermal conduet1v-

lty 1s equal to the sum of k and k , where k 1s the
excess g g

gas thermal condnctivity. Thus, 1n calculating the thermal

oonduotlvlty of frost "from different assumed structural

models, the total thermal oonductivity of the gas phase

{kg+kexeess> should be used.

An expression for k· 'can be obtained by cons1d-excess
erl'ng the total heat flux through the pore phase at some

point in the frost. Thus,

.r-!l' ,~, ,j

~;.~ ~~
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dT

= kg • e dx =
dT

k- +
g dx

dPvp
dx (V-AS)

~r",~ _,
/~,>- ~'J" t-·.·.·.~.~

A more detailed explanation of Equation V-A8 is

presented in Appendix F. From Equation V-A8 and the- defini-

tion o,rk' ,
excess

k = k - kexcess g,e g

Equation V-AlO can be derived ~s,

k .-1. (
dPvp ·

Mv~= dT lexoess RT

(V-A9)

(V-A10)

Conb1n1ng Equation V-AlO with Claus1us-Clapey,ron

equation (80)

dP
-vp
dT = (V-All)

i
j .

the final expression for k- oan be obtained-exoess·

k ~{D AH
2

P lM
v
2

/ R
2

T
3

{V-A12 lexoe$S' B vp

~he·oomputed values of kexcess as a funotion of

temperature are shown in Table V-AI. At pos1t1ons within

the frost, where the temperature 1s lower than -10°F,

k makes' a small oontribution to the total gas. phase
e~oess

thermal conduct1v1ty and hence the point thermal conduct1v~

tty of-the frost. However, k becomes-significant at. - excess
higher te~peratures. For example, at 200 F t the contribution

1s about 37% of the total gas phase condllctivity. Obviously',

k increases the over~al1 conductivity of the frost
excess

s1n~e it increases the tot~+ gas phase conductivity. It can
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be ea:sily seen that the exact contribution made by excess

'thermal conductivity to the, over-all thermal conductivity

of the frost is dependeht on the real frost struoture. This'

contribution oannot be calculated exaetly as the true frost

structure generally cannot be mathematically charaet·er1zed.

Thus,' in order to calculate the fractional contr1bution

made by k , a particular strueturehas to be assumed.
excess .

As an 111ust,ratlon, suppo~e' the tr,ostconslsts of a series

of parallel slabs of lce with heat flow parallel to these

slabs. Then for a 20°F frost having a density of 0.09 gms./

·cc. thermal conductivity with k 1s equal to 0.145exoess
Btu/hr ft of (14), whereas without k " the conductivity

--- " ) excess
is 0-.138 Btu/hr ft of. Thus t for this particular model.

k ,a4ds 5.1% to the point conductivity. However, if
excess "

, the frost struoture is 1dealized to consist of parallel

array or siabs with heat flow normal to the array, then

the conductivity including kexcess is 0.024 Btu/hr ft of

(14). Without k the thermal conductivity 1s 0.015
- ,e%ee~s' ,

Btu/hr' ft Op. Thus. in this case k" inoreases pointexcess
conduct1~1ty by 60%.

As deserlbed above~ since the oontr1bution of kexcess
1s sign1ficant only for the temperature above _10°F, it

is expeoted that the average thermal conductivity of the

frost will not be significantly affected by'k • This.', 'excess

ean be seen more clearly from the results shown in Figure

V-Ai. In this figure, the t~et'DJ111 conductivity of the frost

(based on the Woodside model of the frost structure, wh1ch
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1s a model, as shown in Appendix F, consisting of a cubic

array of lee sphere) is plotted as a function of temperature

for the density of 0.09 gms./oc. The ourve ABC shows the'

'e~nduetlv1ty correlat11n which takes into account the excess

thermal conductivitY' of the frost. The curve ABC', on the

(V-A13)k' . =
avg.f·

other hand,' does not take into account the excess thermal

conductivity of the frost. The average thermal conductivity

of the (ros't can be obtained from these correlations us lng

Equation V-Al:3

Thus, the average conductivity calculated from curve

ABC was found to be equal to 0.0214 Btu/hr ft of, whereas

average thermal oonductivity ealoulated from curve ABC' was

found to be 0.0209 Btu/hr ft of. The value of the average

conduotivity of 'a f~ost layer having a surface temperature

of 20°F. was 'thus affected by 4.42% due to exoess thermal

conductivity_

B. Thermal Diffusion of Water Vapor

The existence of a large temperature gradient (see

Seotion IV:) 1~ the fro~t interior 1ndicate that t'her.e Qould

be a significant enthalpy transport due to thermal diffusion

of water vapor. This, ~owever, 1s not the case. As shown in

Section II-D, it has been to~d that the water vapor flux

c~used by thermal d:lffus1on 1s negligible c,ompared with the

flux d~ to concentration gradient (vapor pressure gradient)

at all levelswlthln the ~roBt. The e~thalpy transport due
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to thermal diffusion of water vapor 1s therefore ignored

in the present thesis.

c. Thermal Diffusion of Ice Nuclei

As discussed in Section II, it is believed that thermal

dlffusl0.n of ice nuclei plays significant role in the

densif1eatlon of the frost, pa.rt1cularly in the colder

region of the frost. This transport of ice". nuolei will also

oause the ~nthalpy transport. Mathemat1cally, this kind of

enthalpy transport can be written as,

• k'excess '.(V-A14)

From above equation it can be seen that k' varies
'excess

with the position in the frost interior. For a typical set

0.0125 lbm/hr
ft

2
•

of experimental con~1tlons (Re=15,800, Humidity. Gas dew

point at 30°F, T = 70oF)it was estiD16lted that at Qf.=0.133
g .

gms./eo. _~and T= ~1330F, (s'e.e Sect1onV-C)

4
~ = 2.52 x 10 °F/~t
dx •

and c • 1.008 Btu/lbm of (80)p , ..

l

the value elf k~xcess = (0.0125 % 4 •.032 %25 % 10-
4

)/252
-1. "

= 4.8 x 10 Btu/hr ft Op

From Fig~re IV-A22, kr at ~i = 0.133 gms./cc. and

T .= -133~F has the value of 0.037 Btu/hr rt Op.
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calcula.tions were such that the dens1flcation of the frost

and hence the mass flux in the frost interior were the

maximum for the present study, it was oon~luded that the

enthalpY' contrlbut ion due to mass ~.ransfer was negligible'

for the present -purpose.

7. Experimental Error in Thermal C911d~ot1v1tl Measurements

Due to experimental errors 1nvolved in the measurements

of .va.r1ou~, quantities, it 1s bel1eved that the average

thermal co~duct1v~ty values reported in this 'thesis are

accura~e within 'approximately ± 7%. The details of the error

analysis'is shown in Appendix N.

The calculation of point thermal conductivity from

Equation IV-A2 could be inaccurate due to errors in the

measurements of slope of a T(x) curve or in heat flux

measurements.

The slope of the temperature, versus x prof1le at

various points were measured by graphical differentiation

with the help of a 'mirror. For a typical T(x), curve, value

of the slope obtained by this' method was compared with one

obtained by analyt1eal differentiation. As 'shown lnAppend1x

N, the va·lues obtained by these two different methods agreed

qUite well. It W&,S estimated that the error in temperature

gradient ~easurement was approximatelywithln ± 4%. The

error in heat fluxmeas~rement w~~ \f11;h"~ approxlmate.ly ±2,%.

Thus, the point thermal conduotivity values were estimated

to be accurate w1thin ± 10%. The details of the error

analysis 1,8 shown in ,Append1x N.



8. Variation of Conductivl~l-w1thDensity

A. Average Frost Laler Con~uct1v1ty

The average frost layer conductivity is plotted as 8

funotlon of density is shown in Figure IV-A20. S1nce 1t has

been shown that radiation and exoess thermal conductivities

do not affect the average thermal conductivity of the frost

layer significantly, it can be concluded that the major

contr1butor to the average frost thermal conductivity 1s

conduct1on through the solid gas matrix.

The, thermal conductivity increases with increasing

frost density beeause at the higher densities larger areas

of low thermal resistance paths are present. The larger

contaot areas are a consequence of the increased solid

fraction. In addition, higher de_ns,1ty frosts may have strue-

"~~ tures wh1ch are significantly different than lower density

fr,osts. These dlfferentstruotural cha.racteristics may also

be partly responsible for the increased oonductivities at

the higher densities.

B. Point Thermal Conductivity

Point thermal conductivity at different density value

and with temperature as a parameter are plotted in Figure

IV-A22. As was true for average frost layer conductivities, ,

higher dens1t1~s result in larger values of point conductiv

ities because of the larger areas of low thermal resistance

paths. These large areas ~re a consequenoe of the 1ncreased

peroentages of solid present at the h1gher frost densities.

In addition, possible struotural dlffere:p.ces implied by the

higher densities may-be partl~respons1ble for the 1ncreased

, ,:1~
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conductivities.

9. Variation of Thermal Conductivity with Tempera.ture

'As shown in Figure IV-A22, at equivalent densities,

. higher frost temperatures lead to increased thermal oon~

duct1vlty values for three reasons. First, the contribut1on

of k to the over-all thermal conduotivity increases
excess

with temperature. Secondly, it 1s believed that the contact

areas between the varlouslce partioles 1ncrease with

increasing temperature. 'At the higher temperatures the

processes of constructive anddestruct1ve metamorphism (~,

~) are more active, and it seems likely that additional

water vapor is transferred to" the contact areas between the

particles. Thirdly, the oonductivity of the gas phase

increases with increas1ng temperature and, at the high frost

porosities encountered in this thesis •. the gas conductivity

1s very important in determin1ng the over-all conductivity

of the frost. Thus, despite. the-faot that ice thermal con

ductivity decreases with increasing temperature, the 1ntr1n

,sle conductivity of the lee-gas matrix increases with

tempera.tures •.

10. Comparison of Experimental Data of Thermal Conductiv

ity with thosePredlcted from a Frost Structure Model

Frost' 1s a heterogeneous structure cans1'st1ng of an

array of lrregularpart1cles. In order to obtain a mathemat

ical relation between frost thermal conductivity, density

and temperature, it is important to model the frost struc

ture. It 1s obvious, considering the irregularit1es 1nvolved
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in the frost structure, that Q\tnlque mathematical

representation of frost structures is almost 1mpossible.

Usually the frost structure 1s vlsua11zeq, by a s1mple model

which would not only fairly well represent the true struc

ture but which can be mathe_tloli.l1y defined such that a

oorrel~tlon between ther:tns,:l conductivity. denslt.y and

t:emperature can be obtained.

The previous investigators (2,14,.25,47) of this area

have analyzed· various idealized models or the frost struc

ture. The detailed descriptions of these models are given

in References 14 and ~.

As shown 1n F1gure IV-A22, the thermal oonduct1v1ty

data of the present thesis are 1n qu1te good agreement with

those obtained 'by Braz1nsky (~). A model which was found

to be successful in oorrelat1~g the experimental data of

Brazlnsky (~) for thermal conduotivity is, therefore, also

used in the present study.

A. Model or the Frost Struoturel Cubes arlee Connected

by Ice Rods

. The assumed model 1s a symmetrical matrix of, ioe oubes

lnterconnected by ice rods. The rods are square prisms (see

Figure V-AI ). As is the case for other struct~ral models,

this struoture only very approximately models the true

physical situation. However, a des1rable oharacteristics or
this model is that the dimens10ns of the rods may be taken

as a measure of the actual contact between the ice particles.

An equation for ,calculating frost thermal eonductivity

.~""'.-.,. ,:,. ,It ~'_''''''
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volume of a unit cell
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(V-A18 )

(V-AI?)

(V-A16)

=

=

1 - E

1 - E

1 - E z x 3 + 3 z2 (I-x)

Thus.,

1 - ~ = x 3 + 6 ( (1-x/2) z2 )

~i'~ - ~,'3

Equation for Frost' Thermal Cond~etlv1tl

= volume fraotion ot solid lce in frost

or,

1s derived by .considering" a typica.l unit cell of hetero

geneous structure (see Figure V-A3) •. % is the linear dimen

sion of the lce cube, and Z is the width of the square ice

rod. Actually x and z are dimensionless as they repr~sent.

the ratio or the ice cube length to unity and the ratio of

rod width to unity, respectivelYe It should be noted that

the actual size of the un1t oell does not affeot the

fraction, 1s given by

volume of solid in a unit cell

The three dimensional and planar views of the frost

struoture are shown in Figures V-Aa andV-A3 respectively.

A representative unit cell of the homogeneous structure is

shown 1n Figure V-A~. Only the case of infinite sidewise

thermal oonductivity·will be considered. Thus the equivalent

.computed value of the frost thermal conductivity.

From F1gure V-AI it can be seen that (l-E ), the solid
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thermal resistanee of the un1t~cel1 1s obtained by consid

ering the resistances of zones 1,2.3,4 and 5 to be in series.

,The length of the lee cube is x. The rods are square

prisms with cross sectional area equal to z2. It should be

noted that the resistances or zones 1 and 5 are identical

and so are the resistances of zones 2 and 4. The combined

thermal resistanoe'of zones 1 and 5 1s

1 ~ x
•

2 2k (l-~ ) + k 1· zg,e

(V-A19)

The combined'thermal resistance of zones 2 and 4 is

(V-A20)
(x - z)

R =2-4
k (1 - x

2
) + k x2

g.e 1

For zone 3 the thermal resistance 1s

z• (V-A21)
2k1z (l-x) + k 1X

2
+k (1-x2-2z(1-x», g,e

The combined therma'l res1stanee is. obtained by adding

Equat'lons V-A19. V-A20 and V~A21 as these resistances are

in series.

Total resistance of

.unit cell
=

=1.
(V-A22 )

Thus~



+ (x-z)
(V-A23)

Equation V-A23 can be used to calculate frost thermal

conductivities with the knowledge of adjustable constants,

namely the ratio of oube length to the width" of the iee rod.

This is because there are two equations (V-AI7 and V-A23)

and three unknowns (kf , x and z). The x/z ratio isa func

tion or temperature. In the present thesis a oorrelation

(14) between x/z and temperature described 1nF1gure V-AS..... .

is used to obtain the point thermal oonductivity values
, ",

shown in Figure IV-A22. In general, however, apart1cular

value 'of ad .justable constant can be obtained by matching

the thermal con~uctlv1ty calculated from Equation V.A23

with a value onexperlmental ourve. The specific procedure

is described in Reference 14•......
.The result~ s'hown. in Figure IV-A22 1ndlcate that at

all temperatures there is a fair agreement between theoret

1cal values and the experimental data. This agreement tends

to ind1cate that over the dens1ty range involved, the

contacts between the ice part1cles in the frost are reas

onably well represented by the dimensions of the 1nter

conn~otlng ice rods. In addltlo~. it should be noted that

,the ratio _(x/z) lncreas'es with increasing temperature, thus

1nd1cat"lng ,that contact areas between particles are greater

in the hlghertemperatureseet1ons'of the frost than In the

lower temperature sect 1Q,ps. This conelus ion seems reasonable



(V-A24)

since higher "temperature results 1n increased rates of the

metamorphio processes (~, 62). These increased rates cause

additional mass to be deposited in the particle contact

areas hence results in a greater degree of bonding'. The

various types of metamorph1c processes are discussed in

Reference 14.

11. Applicability of an AnalogI for Simultaneous Heat and

Mass Transfer for the Frosting Process

As discussed in Section II-A, the formation of frost

on a liquid n1trogen cooled surfaoe 1s governed by the

s1multaneous heat and mass transfer from gas to the cold

surface, once a smooth layer of frost 1s deposited. It is

expected, .therefore, that an analogy for simultaneous heat

a.nd mass transfer can be applied to the frosting process.

For the purpose of evaluating the applicability of

such an analogy, the experimentally measured coeff1oients

of heat and mass transfer are compared with ones obtained

from the'~heoretlcal correlations. The experimental heat

transfer coeff1clentsare caloulated from the following

heat balance Equation V~A24 on the fr~stlng process.

q = h (T -T) + N AH
g s S

W1th the knowledge of experimentally measured quan~

titles q, T ,T and I1terat.ure value of AH (~), above
g s

equation ~an be used to oalculate heat tra.nsfer coefficients

for various system conditions.

The theoretical heat transfer coefficients are eal-

culated using the theoret,teal analys1s of Slelcher a.nd
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Trlbus(105, 106). A oo~parlson between the experimental

and theoretioal correlation between heat transfer eoeffl-

c lent a.nd Reynolds number at various 'gas temperatures 1s

shown 1n Figure v-A6. The details of the theoretical heat

transfer analysis are shown in Appendix L.

From the results of Figure V-A6, it can be seen that

for.all the experimental cond1tions studied 1n the present

research there l·s a good agreement between the values of

theoretical and experimental heat transfer coefficients •

. The maximum percentage de'V1atlon between the experimental

and the theoret1cal values (% deviation. absolute value

of «hexp-htheo)/hexp) x 100) is approximately within 17%

and the"average of the dev1ations for all the experimental

oonditions.is approximately within 10%. The experimental

heat transfer coefficients are estimated to be accurate

within approximately:!: 12.7%. The details of the error anal

ysis 1s shown in Appendix N.

As discussed previously, the experimental mass transfer

coerr1clents eanbe calculated from the mass balance

Equation V-A2 tor the frosting process. The theoretical

mass tra~srer coefficients are calculated using the theoret

ical heat transfer coeffioients and Lewis analogy (39, 72)

for the slmultaneousheat and mass transfer. For small vapor

oonoentration, the Lewis analogy oan be written as,

The details of Lewis analogy are shown in Appendix L.

(V-A25)2/3
Leh/K. g



A comparison between experimental and theoretical mass

transfer coefficients for the various experimental eond1~

t10ns is shown in 'Figure V-A? From the figure it can be

seen that the maximum peroentage deviation between the

experimental and ~heoret1eal values of mass transfer coeffi-

clent (% deviation = absolute value of «K - K )/gexp gtheo

K ) x 100) is approximately within 17% and the average
gexp

of deviations for all the experimental conditions is approx-

imately within 11%. As shownln:.Appendlx N. ,the experimental

mass transfer coefficients are accurate within approximately

.±7%. Thus, it can be said that the theoretical and the

experimental values of mass transfer coefficients agree well

for all the .~xper1mental conditions studied in the present

thesis.

Possible Reasons for Discrepancy

I
I
I
!

Theoretical Values of Hest andMassTransferCoeff1clents

There are several possible reasons for slight discrep

ancy between the experimental and theoretical heat and-' mass

transfer coefficients. The errors lie both in experimental

measurements as well as in theOretical predictions.

There are'two main possible errors involve in

experimental measurements. First, there. eo'uld be an error

involved in the m.easureJlient of frost surface temperature.

This is because a significant diffioulty involved in

locating ~he exact posltlbn of the frost.surface (see Sec

tion tIl). The error in this measurement causes the lnacc-

uraoy in the calculations of heat and mass transfer coeff-



1alents.

Secondly, there 1s a poss1bility of an error in the

determlna~1onof the exact value of-DR (hydrolle diameter'

of the duct). As frost deposits on the cold surface. dur1ng

a frosting experiment, the effective clearance of the duet

for the flow decreases. In present research, the duct elear-

ance is kept almost, constant during an experiment by low

ering the c~ld plate as frost deposits upon it such that

the frost surfaoe and bottom of the duct are always 'flushed.

This, is done .. however, by visual examination through Incite

side windows and the aecur~cy with which the frost surface

and bottom of the duct can be flushed together bY' this

method is approximately wi~hln 0.'03 to 0.04 1nch.

The'clearance of the, duct in the present frosting

system 1s 0.4 inoh. The reduction of this clearance by 0.04

inch causes··10.%-reduct1on in, clearance and hence at the

same Nusselt number the heat transfer coefficient 1ncreases

by the same amount. Thus, the reduct10n in clearance of the

duct gives higher value of'experlmental-heat transfer

coefficient than the expected one. The same statement can

be made for the mass transfer coefficient.

Levy (.22.) states that heat transfer character1stlc~

of tur~ulent flow in a rectangular duct varless1gn1f1cantly

with the nature of the boundary oonditions at the two walls

or the duct. This 1s particularly true for low Prandtl

number ( ( 1.0) when thermal boundary layer thickness oan

exceed velooity boundary layer thickness. Since Prandtl

.--)

,-~ ..~ .•' I:::r! )
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number of air 1s 0.73· and the~ natu~e of the boundary

conditions in the theoretical and exper1mental heat and mass

transfer analys 1s are dl-fferent, one should expect the

slight difference in the values of theoretical and

expe'r1mental heat and mass transfer coefficients. .

Finally, the roughness of the frost surface causes

the experimental heat and mass transfer ooeff1clents to be

higher than ones calculated from the theoret·1eal analys 1s.

This 1s beoause the· theoretlealanalysls assumes the duct

.wall to be completely smooth (l.e. no loss due to friction) •

.Considering·sll the possible sour~es of errors

described above it can be 'saldthat there is good agreement

between experimental and theoretical heat and mass transfe.r

coefficients.

The applicability of the Lewis analogy for the frosting

process has been studied by the various previous 1nvest

19ators (6, 14, 52, 89,92, 114). In low temperature natural------_. .

convection studies (§., 52, 92). it has been found that the

Lewis analogy was not successful'in predlct1ngthe

experimental mass transfer rates. Since Lewis analogy 1s

applicable to the case when heat and mass transfer rates

are controll~cl by d1ffusional mechanisms in the gas phase

thermal boundary layer, this discrepancy has been generally

attributed to the formation of ice part1cles in the boundary

layer.

In the foroed conveotion low temperature studies the

experimental results of Richards ~ ale (~) and of



Braz1nsky (~) for heat and mass transfer rates d1d not

agree well with ones~ predioted from Lewis relation. In

early phases of the experiments Braz1nsky's mass transfer

data (from mass versustlme curve ) were only 50% of those

predioted from Lewis relation. These results can be expialn~

eo. on tne oasis otll t·ormat1on 01· loe partlcles in the gas

phase'boundar7 la1'er.B~th:R1chards (89) and Braz1nsky (14)

could not correlate their data with Lewis relat10n even in

the later phases of the frosting experiments. It1s believed

that the reason for d1s~repancy was a complioated geometry

'of the frosting system which failed them to carry out

accurate theoretical heat and mass transfer. analysis.

In the high temperature, forced convectlo~ studies,

on the other hand,' Chung and Algren (~) evaluated theoret

ical'mass transfer rates using a 'oorrelation for mass

transfer coefficient applicable to flow past single

cY'l~nder. These investigators found that the mass transfer

rates predicted from, Lewis· analogy (39, ~) showed good

agreement with their· experimental values of frost accumul

ation rates. This would 'be expected as the studies were

conducted at relatively high temperature thus e~sur1ng

.that deposition occurred s~lelyby the molecular and

turbulent diffusion of· water vapor from the gas phase to

the frost surface. It 1s bellevedthat the better agreement

between the experlmental"and the theoretical mass transfer

rates in the present study as well as 1n the study of Chung

and Algren (~) are due to the better def1ned systems used



in the studies of Richards etal~(89) and Braz1nsky (14) •...-. ---' .- --.

In summary, the ~esults shown .in Figures V-A6 and

V-A7 indicate that 1f no fogging oocurs in the gas phase,

then the Lewis analogy can be used to study the simultan

eous heat and mass transfer phenomena during the fros.t1ng

process.

~ Effeot of a Temper~ture Gradient on the Frost Density

Frost is a heterogeneous material oonsisting of mainly

a solid and a gas.' phase. r·ts dens1ty'varies .from 0.02 gms./

co. (for a snow formed' at cryogenic temperatures) ·to almost

that of so11d ice (0.917 gms ."/cc.) for the high temperature

frosts deposited from humid air flowing at extremely h1gh

velocity.

The frost formed on a. liqu1d nitrogen oooled surface

is very fluffy and hence has a very low "density. Due to the

fluffy structure •., this frost has a very low thermal oon-"

duot1v1ty. Thus., a thin layer of this 'kind of frost creates

a considerable insulation on the cold surfaoe.

As seen1n Section IV-A, there exists a large temp~

erature gradient in the frost inter1or. It has also been

found that the density of the frost increases with time.

Thu~. th1s experimental program was undertaken to evaluate

a relation between above two experimentally observed oceurr-

ences.

A uniform layer of the frost in all the exper1ments

was obtained by sprink11ng the snow on the cold plate. The

_ ) ,...~
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data of Table IV-B2 1nd1cat-e '""that a uniform frost dens1ty

over the entire plate wi·th1n an accuracy of 4% of its value

can be obtained by this method. It should be noted that an

aeh1evement of a uniform layer of frost is important because

a representative sample for the frostdenslty can then be

obta1ned from a'ny posit1on on the plate.

The data of Table IV-Bl ind1cate that in general, there

was no significant mass transfer between two ad~1acent slices

of the frost when the entire frost layer was exposed to a

l~rge. temperature difference in the manner desoribed in

Section III~B. This was found to be' the ease tor various

values of frost densities. It was,however, qua11tativelY'

observed in all the experiments that the surface of t<he

frost at the end of an. t9xper1ment was quite hard. Thus, it

is possible that even-though there was no significant mass

transfer between two &d_1acent s11ces of the frost, there

was a significant ma.ss flux between the ad,iacent layers of

the top slice in each exper1ment and the density of a very

thin layer at the frost surface was inoreased significantly

by a temperature grad1ent.

In order to examine more oritioally the effect of a

temperature gradient on the top s11ces of the frost layers

1n the above discussed experiments, a few more experiments

were performed in wh1c~ a frost layer was exposed to a small

temperat~re difference at-the high temperature level (the

average temperature of the frost layer being approximately

l50 F). The results of these experiments are shown in Table



IV-B3.

As shown in the "table, when a frost layer of density

approximately 0.15 gms./oc. and thickness of 0.317 inch was

exposed to a temperature difference of about 27°F, there was

a noticeable amount of mass transfer from the top to the

bottom slice of the frost. This mass transfer also increased

with time". Thus. qualitatively it oan be said that the mass

transfer of water vapor due to a temperature gradient does

take place at the temperature level of ,approximately 15°F.

The quantltatlveexplanatlon of the results or "Table IV-B;

can be glven" as follows.

If it 1s assumed that at every layer in the frost

(1-Q4/ !U) ~vp

1: S
dPVP-
dx

interior, there was an equilibrium between the ice crystals

and the" interstitial bulk gas at the prevailing temperature,

then the temperature gradient causes a vapor pressure

gra~lent at every layer. The amount of water vapor that can

be transferred from the top to the bottom slice under this

situation can be ~pprox1mate17 oaloulated as follows (see.

F19ure V,-Bl).

DB (1 -!~I ! ic.& )
N=-

RT ~

x='/2,

(V-Bl)

It should be noted that above calculation for the mass

tra.nsfer rate is very approx1mate because vapor pressure

does not vary linearly with distance along the depth (x).

However, it 1s believed that the vapor pressure gradient

at x= 6/2, would be reasonably close to 6Pvp/5 (see Figure



For,

1- ~~ , ~ice

bPvp/S

• 1.10 (~)

= 1 - 0.15/0.917 .= 0.8365

=(J.013-0.776)x12/0.37 = 7.25
mm. of Hg.

ft.

from Equation V-Bl

N =
0.1965 x 0.8365 x 7.25 x 3,600 x 18 % 454

1.10 x 555.0 x 470 x (30.47)4

that the experimentally measured mass flux agrees well with

one oalculated by Equation V-Bl. Thus, if the magnitudes

of the vapor pressures are high, a temperature gradient does

cause the significant transfer of mass due to vapor pressure

•

by Equat10n V-Bl.

p
vp

• :3.013
___________--...........~_mm-.;.. _o.;;.f~H;;.;;;",w..~_----l!I'= 2 )OFt ~ssumed p~ Top Slice

" ..O..~ - - - - -'.-.. +N
!Actua1 P (x) ,11/.,,". iBottom Slice

Pvp = 0.77 Mm. of Hg.

Schematic of Physical Prooess Visualized

From the above described caloulation, 1t can be seen

F1g~re V~B~

The data. of Table IV-BJ indicate that experimental

mass flux from top to bottom slice was 9.50 x 10-4 ,.8.
em hr

I



driving force.

The results of both large and small temperature

differences across the frost indicate' that 1n the static

system conditions, as shown in F1gu~es IV-Bl and IV-B2. the

sandwiched frost layer probably acquires the eqUilibrium

conditions 1n1ts interior. This means that under such

system conditions, at every layer of the frost interior,

I
.\
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lee crystals and the interstitial gas are in eqUilibrium

a,t the prevailing temperature.

Under the equilibrium conditions, the mass transfer

of water vapor at every point 1n the frost ln~er1or w1l1

oecur.bythe prevailing vapor pressure gradient. Since the

vapor· pressure of ice 1s appreciable only for temperatures

above ~10oF. the mass transfer by the physical mechanism

d·esorlbed above wll1take place only for a temperature level

above ._lOoF. The experimental data w1th- a large and a small

temperature dlfferenGe across the frost ind1cate this to

be the case.

V-Bl Density Distribution within the Frost 'Deposited by

Natural Conyec~lon.

It is believed t~at. even though thetheoretlcal models

of the present thesis are verified only for the ocourrence

of the frosting process by forced conveotion, they can still

be applied to thefrost1ng process by natural convection.

So, in order to examine the density gradient 1n the frost

deposited by natural convection experiment number R-7 (see

Table IV-B4 ) was carried out.



The results of tb1s'experlment indicate that there was

n~ ~~gnlflcant density grad1ent in the frost depos1ted by

natural convection on a liquid nitrogen cooled surface.

Since, the density measurements in this experiment were

carr1ed out at time of 6.5 hours from the start of the

frosting process, one can expect the sim1lar kind of density

distribution in the frost interior at any earlier t1me.

Thus, just like density of the frost deposited by forced

convection, the ,natural convection frost 1s also of uniform

, density (with depth) at all time. The possible explanation

for the uniformity of the density is described in Section

II-E.

v-c Disoussion ()~B.~'~1.~~ of Measurements on Density

Gradient within the Frost

'- The results of Figure IV-Cl indioate that for a typioal

set of experimental conditions (Re=15,800, Humidity= Gas

dew point at :300F,T =710 F) the density of the bottom 0.0625g

inoh thiok layer of cryogenic frostlncreases essentially

at the same rate as the average density of the entire frost

over the period of 26 to 144 minutes from the start of the

frosting process. The thickness of the frost for the same

experimental conditions inoreased from 0.093 to 0.25' inch

over the same per10d of time. The dens1tygrad1ent J;neas-

urements were earrled out ~t varlQus positions on the he~t

tr~nsfer section of the copper plate. The results simIlar

to ones shown in Figure IV-Cl were obtained,

The maximum possible error in the density values of



Figure IV-Cl 1s within ±12%. The major errors were caused

in slicing and 1n thlokn4!ss iI1easurem~nts. The details of

the error analys1~ 1s shown in Appendix N.

Figure IV-C2 shows the var~atlon in temperature

distribution within the fl~ost 1·11th time for the same

experimental condit1ons as used for the results of Figure

IV-Cl. The results of th1s figure show that the tempera.t~re

of the frost layer, 0.0625 inch away from the aold wall

varied from -44°F to -17JoF over the period of 26 to 144

minutes. Thus, the &vera'ge temperature of that layer dur1ng

the frost dens1f1catlon process was -lOSOF.

The densif1Cat1onof the bottom 0.0625 'inch thick

frost from 0.085 gms./cc. to· 0.161 gms./ec. over a period

of 118 minutes required the transport of 0.0125 1bm/hr ft2

of water in that region, i.e., this amount of 'water has-

to pass the frost layer at x=0.0625 1nch from the cold wall •.

In the discussion-that follows, a feasible mechanism for

this transport of water will be developed.

If, 1t is assumed that there exists an equ.ilibrium

between bulk gas and·loe crystals at every point in the

frost interior then the prevai11ng -temperature gradient will

estab11sh a vapor pressure gradient at every point. Under

these circumstances, molecular diffusion of water vapor by

vapor pressure gradient will transport the water at every·

point in the frost interior. Mathemat1eall~, the water flux

by this mechanism can be wr1ttenas,
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N =

('1- ~f-I ~i.:e )

~

dP__Vp

dX
(V-el)

If Equation V~Cl represents truly the mechan1sm of

water transport in the frost interior, then it should sat..

1s.fY' the experimental results 'for mass flux at x-O.0625

inch. From the resul~s of Figure IV-C2 and with the help

o~ Equat10n V~Cl, the water vapor flux at x=O.0625 inch

oan be calculated as follows I

At x = 0.0625 1nch, and at time = 85 mine. (Ar1thmat10

mean time),

Compar1ng the above value of mass flux with the

experimental one, it can be seen that the experimental mass

flux is considerably higher than one caloulated from

Equat10n V-Cl. Thus, Equation V-Cl can not represent the

true process for water transport 1~ the frost inter1or.

If water vapor transport occurs by non-equil1brium

T = 342~ = 190~

oPvp -_ 6.25 Ibf ( I)from Figure V-C2
dX ell ft.

~ ~ 2.6795 % 10-6 T
2 ;00S7 = 0.0965 cm./sec. (from

Figure II-BIO)

= 0.133 gms./cc.

= 0,00189
2

lbm/hr :rt

0.0965 x 118 x 18 x (1~O.13J/O.917) x 6.25

342 x 1.544 x 103 x 1.10
N=

r
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partial pressure gradient, then as shown in Section II-C,

partial pressure at x=O.06,25 inch can be calculated from

the following Equat1onV-C2
)(:= OI(J'~5'H

5 RT 'e elx.
Px=0.0625"= . x 1>8 (1- ~f'~ice)

)(~O

(

Subst ituting "1'=1.10 (~), DB=3. 3 x 10-6 T2 •0087

(see Figure II-BI0), where, DB is in ft 2/hr and T is in OR

and using the data of Figures IV-Cl and IV-C2 at time of

85 minutes, PX=0.0625" can be calculated to be 1.485 mm.

of Hg. Hence, this calculated partial pressure indicates

that at x=0.0625", supersaturation ratio~ = 1.485 -4 =
vp 5.2xlO

2.86 xl03• . .

It should be noted that in the above calculation Px=O

was assumed to be zero. This assumption makes the above

calcula.ting the par,tial pressure at the frost surface -from

Equation V-C2 by setting upper limits on the integrals

ca~culated value of Px=O.0625" the most conservative one.

The st~ong possibility for nuelea~lon indicate that

wate~ transport at every layer could not occur by the

diffusional mechanism under the non-equilibrium partial

(
t

I
( pressure gradient. This ind1cation can be verified by

rom. of Hg.-whioh 1s higher. than even the bulk gas humidity

II-CI I does not represent the true mechanism of the frost

Figures IV-Cl and IV-C2), this value1s found to be 16.865

Thus, this re~ult shows that Equat10n

For the present experimental conditions (see

(4'.14 mm. of Hg.).

as x = 6.
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dens1f1cat1on process.

It should be obvious to note that if the boundary

condition for Equation II-C4 is ,set at the frost surface,

then the partial pressure at x = 0.0625 inch ean be

calculated from the following Equation V-C).

(V-C)

I

r
(

r

I:
{

Assum1ng

(Note that this assumption 1s quite realistic as indioated

by simple model) and c$lculat1ng the right hand side of

the above Equation V-C.) from the data. of Figures IV-Cl

andIV~C2, Px=O.0625" can be found to be -13.648 mm. of

Hg. This absurd value for partial pressure, once again,

indicates that Equation II-Cl does not represent the

true mehcanlsm of the frost dens1flcatlon process. The

formed by any of the three mecha.nisms o:f nucleation des-

the colder reglon of the frost, most of the water should

crlbed in Appendix H. The existence of a large temperature

These nuclei could beexist in the form of ice nuclei.

water transport past every layer in the frost interior

should occur by a>mechanism other than onlY molecular

diffusion of water vapor as assumed in Equation II-el.

So far, the critical evaluation of the experimental

results of Figures IV-Cl and IV-C2 have indicated that in
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The phenomenon of thermal diffusion of solid or liquid

partioles in air is dlscuBsedlndeta.11 111 Appendix K. A

l1terature survey has indicated that a theoretical oorrela

tion of Brock (12) is the best known, as yet, for the

calculation of the force aoting on asol1d particle 1n a

thermal unequ111br1um st$te. This correlation along with

Stoke-Cunningham equation (2Q) can be used to calculate a

diffusive velocity of a partiole under a thermal force.

Assuming that lee nuclei are 50 °A 1n d1&J!leter(See

Figure H-1) and calculating thermal diffusive velocity

to be 82 ft/hr fromEquatlonII-E32,the nuele1 concentra...

tlon needed for the required water flux will be

,c._-;: ;.r·-~ f.I;.'rl!'

; ..- ,.~~.)

, 0.0125 x 454
n == --------.....--- 24 -082.0 x 2.81 x 10 x6xlO

= 4 x 101 ) molecules
co •.

If 1t 1s assumed that the above calculated nuclei are

formed in 10-5 sec (note that there is no basic ground for

this assumed time except that it maY' give a maximum value

of nucleation rate), then requ1red nucteat10n rate at x=

0.0625 inch will be 4 x 10
18

nuclei/em) see.

Even'in the worst case of nuc'leat1on, when homogeneous

nucleation 1s a. predominant mechanism,the part1al pressure

required to form above calculated.:r:l~~:lE!1Qon.centrat;1onrate

can be obtained from .the theore.-t1oal relationshIp of Beeker



and Doring (~) as shown in Figure H-4.
o .

From Figure H-4, atT=190·K and for nucleation rate

of 4 x 1018 nuc1el/cm3 sec, p/Pvp = 282

o -4Since, at T=190 K P = 2.45 x 10 mm. of Hg.,
vp

partial pressure at x .0.0625 inch, necessary to form a

suffioient number of nuclei for the required water flux,

is .069 mm. Hg.

The magnitude of this partial pressure and its

comparison with the partial pressure ealculated from

Equat10n V-C2 indicate that the required water flux by the

mechanism of tl1ermal dlrf~s~on of lCE!tnllcle1 appears quite

feasible.

Thus, the above described discussion shows that the

quantitative explanation of the results of Figures IV-Cl

and IV-C2 demands a feasible explanation for the transport

of water in the colder region of the frost. The most

A stainless-steel screen was sandwiched between two

In order to examine the phenomenon of un1form densiflo

atlon more cr1tleBlly, an experiment" was performed in which

the transfer of water in the ~older reg10n was exam1ned

coneelvable physical process that could explain this

transport is the thermal d1f~uslon of lee or water nuclei.

The' detailed theoretical d1scussion for this experimentally

observ.ed phenomenon of uniform dens 1f1c&t;1on of th-e fro~t

1s described in Section II-B to II~E.

The set-up for this experiment was asqualitatively_

follows.
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glass wool plugs of total th1ekness or approximately 0.05

." ,I
.......... .Il

inches. The gl~ss wool screens were so designed that their

poro~ltles were almost thesa.m..eas that ofcryogenlc frost.

The total thiokness of this glass wool-screen assembly

was approximatelY' 0'.0625 1nch. The assembly was fastened

on to the copper plate and the surface of the top glass

wool was flushed with the bottom of the duct.

A regular frosting experiment was then performed with

this kind or experimental set-up. The experiment lasted

for about an hour. The frost deposition on the top glass

wool from flowing humid air was observed during this time.

After the experiment, the top glass wool screen and

the deposited frost were removed gently. Both the

stainless steel screen and the glass wool sereen near the

cold wall .were examined visually for the presence of frost

wool were filled with scattered collections of i:;lny frost

partlcles~(slze< 0.05 em.).

Compar1ng this experiment with the 1.l~1.l81frost1ng

experiment, it can be seen that is this experiment the

bottom 0.0625 inoh thick glass wool-stainless ste~l

(

I

I

I
!

particles. It was found that both soreen and lower glass

screen assembly was used as the replacement for the frost

layer. Thus,1fthe results of Figure IV..Cl are actual

faots then there should be water flux into t'hf! glass wool

screens in the present experiment. As described above,

the results of the experiment indicate qualitatively
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that there 1s indeed transfer of water flux in the colder

region of the glass wool screens. Thus, this additional

experimental fact supports the previous conclusion that

there is a transport of water in the colder region of the

frost.

As discussed previously, the thermal diffusion of iee

nuclei appears to be, at present, the most feasible

explanation tor the water flux in the col..der region of the

frost.

V-D Discussion of Results of Heat Tra~fer Coefficients

in Non-frosting Conditions

The data of Figure IV-Dl indioate that heat transfer

coefficients at various Reynolds numbers under non-frosting

condit1ons agree quite well with ones predioted bY' Sleloher

and Tr1bus's theoretical a~lysls (105). The cold wall

tempe.rature in these experiments were maintained at the

same temperature level as thatoffrol:l~,f:I~~fa,qe temperature

obtained (1n the quasi-steady state of heat flux) during

the frosting experiments. Thus, it 1s expeoted that the

he'at transfer characteristics of the non-frosting and the

frosting experiments are almost 1dentioal.

While comparing the experimental data with the

theoretical analysis of Sleicher and Trll>lls (105), it

should be -noted that the measurements of heat transfer

coef.f1c1ents were 0a.rr1ed out for gas flow over a rough

surface (i.e. surface of eorr1gated aluminum foil). The
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Slelcher and Tr1bus's theoretical analysis, on the other

hand, assumed that there was no loss of energy due to

frictional force between the flowing gas and the rough

"I -." .~......,

......:,-'!I..-.

cold surface. One would expeet, however, that for low

viscous fluid 11ke air the dissipation of energy due to

friction is neglig1ble. The following calculations

evaluate the importance of frictional force in the present

experimental cond1tions.

Dissipation due

(V-DI)

Force in the non-frostlng"Experlmentsl

The energy loss due to frictional force between the

flowing gas and the rough surface oan be oalculated from

Equation V-Dl shown below (page 5-19 of Reference 80)

J2 f L r/2

a go n.5H

At Reynolds number=lO,OOO, f::O.Ol (for the surface

roughness l1ke corrlgated aluminum trom Figure 5-25 in

Reference 80).-...

L = 0.23 ft. (radius of the copper plate)

q2= (42/60)2 = 0.49 ft2/seo2

n5= (0.8/12)2 ft2
H

S~bst1tut1ng all the values 1~ Equat10n V-Di t one

obtains

- 35.2 ft Ib force/lb of gas flowing

Thus, the rate of frictional loss of energy



-= 8.:37 Btu/hr

I
, i

The heat flux from gas to cold wall a.s measured

experimentally for Reynolds number of 10,000 is 184 Btu/hr

ft2 • If it is assumed that a constant heat transfer over

the entire plate, then the total heat transfer rate over

the entire rough surface

Q =784x(X/~(5.54/12)2 =131.5 Btu/hr

percentage contribution of the frictional t;!nergy to the

heat energy transport 1s (8.37x100)/131.5 = 6.:36%

It should be noted that 1naetual case. the heat

transfer rate .over .,the entire plate would be cons lderably

higher than the one calculat~d above because the heat

transfer coeffioient in the thermal entrance region would

be muehhlgher than one used above. Thus, in reality.

good agreement between the experimental and the theor

etical values of heat transfer coefficient as shown in

frictional energy loss 1s lnslg~1flcant and can be safely

neglected in the evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient

the peroentage contribution of frictional energy to the

heat energy would" be considerably lower than one computed

above. The application of Equation V-Dl for the present

calculation is·only approximately correct because it 1s

der1ved only for isothermal "conditions ot the system.

The above descr1bed oalculations indicate that

Thus, ameasurements under the non-frosting oonditions.
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Figure IV-DI t should be" expected.

It 1s assumed that Sle1cher and Tr1bus's theoretical

correlations between the heat transfer coefficients and

Reynolds number at other gas temperatures will be equally

close to the truth as it 1s for the gas temperature

studied in the present experimental studies.



Table V-Ai.

negligible

negligible

negligible

0.00)0

0.0078

Excess Thermal Conductivity as a

Temperature

-215

-145

-80

o
+20

Temperature
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S E .C T ION ~

CONCLUSIONS

VI

1. After a smooth layer of frost is formed on a liquid

nitrogen cooled 'surface, heat and mass transfer dur.lng the

frosting proeess are governed by diffusional mechanisms in

the gas phase boundary layer (i.e. no fogging occurs).

2. For all the system condit1ons,

A. Both frost density and th1ckness increase

cont1nuously with time.

B. The heat flux through the frost decreases at first,

but levels off and attains a'constant quasi-steady

state value.

C. The frost surface temperature 1ncreasesrapld11

at first. but attains a·~onstant value at a later time.

In the quasl~steady state of heat flux,. both surface

temperature and the thermal resistance of the frQst remain

constant due to a high gain negative feed-back effect of

1nternal diffusion of water vapor to the frost surface

temperature.

4. The frost thermal conductivity increases with frost

density and temperature.

5. Inorease in Reynolds number (at constanthumldlty

and gas temperature),

A. "Increases the frost density at equivalent time.

B. Deereases the frost thiokness at eqUivalent time.
..

c. Increases the quas1-steady state hea.t flux.



D. Slightly 1nc.reases tbe frost surfa.oe tempera:ture

t._ \1_':"

in the quasi-steady state of heat flux.

6. Increase in gas temperature (at constant humidity and

Reynolds' number ),

A. Increases the frost density at equivalent time.

B. Decreases the frost th10knessat equivalent time.

c. Increases the quasi-steady state of heat flux.

D. Slightly increases the frost surface temperature

in.the quasi-steady state of heat flux.

7. Increase in humidity (at constant gas temperature and

Reynolds number)

A. Slightly' Increases the frost density at equivalent

time for'the humid1ty range of gas dew point at 14.JoP

to gas dew point at 3J.2Op.

B. Increases the frost th1ckness ~t equivalent time.

C. Slightly decreases the quasi-steady state heat

flux.

D.. Inoreases the frost surface ~~mperature in the

quBs1.steady state of heat flux.

8. With the help of accurate knowledge or heat and mass

transfer ooefficients, the computer program of Appendix D

will suooessfully pred10tthe time variation of average

frost density, frost thickness, 'mass ~epos1tlon and heat

flux through the frost. The pred1c.tlons can be made for all

the practical "range of, system cond1tions, once a smooth

layer of frost 1s deposited from a flowing gas on the liquid

nitrogen oooled surface.



9. If an accurate -correlation oetween the frost thermal

conductivity. temperature and the frost density 1s known

for the range of interest of density and temperature, then

a computer program similar to one described in Append1x D

can be used to predict the frost behavior under an arbitrary

set of system conditions. Thus, 'simple model' can be used

for design of cryogenically cooled equipment under frosting

conditions.

10. A temperature difference imposed across the frost in

the static cond1tions (no transfer of heat and mass from 0

outside) causes the mass transfer solely due to temperature

gradient only at high temperature levels (where the vapor

pressures of lee are of sign1fioant magnitude) within the

frost.

11. Bleicher Bnd Tr1bus's theoretical analysis oan be well

used for the heat transfer calculations for the frosting

process in the systems similar to one used in the present

thesis.

12. The dens1f1catlon of the frost bY' the transport of 

water vapor under the driving force of vapor pressure

gradient- (caused b7 a ~emperature gradient) prevailing at

every layer in the frost interior will ca~se a significant

bu1ld-up of density gradient in the frost interior.

13. The dens1ty or the frost deposited on a liquid

nitrogen cooled plate stays always uniform w1th depth.

14. Even though the water transp~rt past the trost-gas

interface can be successfully predicted with the assumption

of an equilibr1um between ice and gas at the frost surface,
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the complete ploture o~ the fro'sting process can only be

successfully modelled with the assumption that water

trsnsp'ort at every layer in the frost interior ocou·rs under

non-equilibrium o.ondlt1ons. The uniform den~1r1catlon of the

frost appear~ to be explained. by 'Non-Equ1librium Model',
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S EC T ION 1~, VII

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. In order to expand the range of application of the

successful theoretical model ('simple model') of the present

thesis" the experimental studies of carbon dioxide frosting

process should be oarried out 'in the system similar to one

used 1n the present study_

2. As seen in Section II. the quantitative theoretical

explanation tor, the un1form (with depth) dens1f1catlon of

the frost d~~nds the follow1ng investigations I

,A • The experimental study ot phe~omenon of secondary

nuel'estion trom vapor phase at low temperatur~s.

B. ,The experimental studY' of homogene~us nuoleation

from vapor phase at temperatures below 200oK.

C. The experimental study of thermal diffusion of

aerosols in air at low temperatures (at all temperatures

below 32°F).

D. ~he experimental study Of,. crystal growth from
. 0

vapor phase at the temperatures below -30. c.
E. .-The theo'ret1cal study of dendritic crystal growth

from vapor phase.



APPENDIX A

Instrumentation for the Apparatus ofFlp;ure III-AI

1. Temperature Measurements

Temperature measurements were made with both chromel

constantan and copper-constantan thermocouples. The various

temperature measurements carried out in the system of Figure

III-AI are described below.

A. Gas Temperatures

Gas temperatures were measured at the inlet and the

outlet of the duct and right above the copper plate. The

gas temperature above-the copper plate was measured with a.

movable thermocouple probe---- the same probe used to measure

the temperature of the frost surface. The gas temperatures

at the duct inlet and outlet were measured with 72 inches

long No. 24 gauge chromel-constantan thermocouples fixed in

the gas phase. (Thermocouples were made by Nonmac Corporation,

140, Crescent Road, Needham, Massachusetts; according to

their catalogue No. 40-E specification ). The long and thin

thermocouple wires were used to reduce the error in the

measurement due to heat conduction along the wires to toe

measuring junction.

B. Temperature Measurements on Copper Plate

The thermocouples located on the copper plate were made

of No. 24_ gauge copper-constantan w1re~ Two thermocouples

were silver soldered to the underside of the inner and the

outer section of the plate ~s shown in Figure A-I. One

thermocouple was used to chec~the reading of the other.



c. Calorimeter Temperature

The temperature of the gas space in the outer chamber

was 'measured with No. 24 gauge, copper-constantan

thermocouple. During normal operation of the calorimeter,

this temperature was usually within few degrees of the

liquid temperature (The liquid nitrogen' in the guard chamber

was essentially at the normal boiling point ). The location

of this thermocouple in the calorimeter 1s shown in Figure A-I.

D~ Temperature Measurements in the Frost Interior

Temperatures in the frost interior were measured with

No. 30 gauge (wire diameter = 0.005 inch) thermocouples

located at the fixed heights over the cold plate. The exact

distances between the "copper plate and the centre of thermo

couple beads were determined at the beginning and the end of

each experiment. The wires were kept taut and parallel to

the plate as shown in Figure A-2. The gas flowed in a direction

parallel to the length of the wire. The distance between the

two closest thermocouples and between the lowest thermocouple

and the plate was about 0.05 inch to 0.06 inch in most of the

experiments. The maximum thickness of the thermocouple bead

was about 0.02 inches. Since there is a large temperature

gradient eXisting in the frost interior, there could be

significant error in the temperature versus distance profile

due to inaccuracy involved in the determination of the exact

location for the thermocouple joint.

E. Movable Probe for Measurement of Frost Surface Temperature

A movable thermocouple probe ~as used to ~easure the
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surface temperature of the frost.- This probe. which could

move up and down in a vert,leal plane, was a loop type

thermocouple as shown in' Figure III-A2.

The maximum thickness of the measuring junction was

a.bout 0.02 inches. W1th the help of this thermocouple, the

frost surface temperature ~as measured by the method' descr'1bed

in Section III-A. The thE!rmocouple was made of No.' 30 gauge

copper-constantan wires.

F. Errors in the Surface Temperature Measurement-

A possible source of error in the measurement of the

frost Burfacetemperature was conduction to the junction

along the thermocouple wires. This error was madenegllg1ble

by taking two precautionsl first, thin thermocouple wire

was used; secondly, when a surface temperature measurement

was being made, a copper and a constantan wire, each two

inches long, extended from the junction and 'contacted the

frost surface. This ensured long isothermal paths on either

side of the junction and hence conduction to the bead was

minimized.

Another possible source of error was radiant heat transfe'r

from the warm duct to the bead in contact with the sqrface.

The magnitude of this error could not,be estimated accurately

as the contact thermal resistance between the thermocouple

junction and the frost itself was unknown. The error was

reduced by taking two precautions. First, when making a

surface temperature measurement, the thermocouple junction

was allowed to remain contact with the frost surface for a



relatively long length of time ('~bout one minute ). Thus,

presumably, a substanti-al portion of bead was covered by

the growing frost for a long time to minimize radiation

effect. Secondly, radiant heat transfer from the warm inside

of the duct to the colder ther~ocouple junction was minimized

by lining the inside of the Luclte section ~1ght above the

copper plate with aluminum foil.

The magnitude of the error caused by gas flow over the

thermocouple bead in cont~6t with the frost surface also

cannot be estimated accurately, since the thermal contact

reslsta~ce between bead and frost 1sunkn0'Wn.Aga1n. this

error was reduced by allowing a significant portion of the

thermocouple bead to become covered with the frost when a

surface temperature measurement was being made. Errors

caused by both radiation and gas flow over the thermocouple

bead would result in thermocouple readings which are too

high.

As mentioned earlier, the movable thermocouple probe

also measured the temperature of the gas stream over the

copper plate. The gas flow past the probe did not cause a

significant error in the gas stream temperature measurement.

2. Pressure Measurements

Pressure measurements for the orifice meter were carried

out with water-filled manometers. In the initial runs,

pres~ures at the inlet and the outlet of the duct were

measUred with low pressure gauges. "These pressure values are

not reported in this -thesis. It should be noted, though,
"::JI1Pr
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that the pressure in the gas stream over the copper plate

was essentially atmospheric for all the flow rates studied

- .~. .~ ..,"}
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in this thesis. Pressures in the inner and outer

cylinders of the calorimeter were also measured with

water-filled manometers.

3. Flow Measurement

As mentioned earlier the flow rate was measured with

an' o'rif1.ce meter. Three different orifice meters with the

("

hole diameters of 0.346",0.535" and 0.80" were llsed. The

meter was constructed according to the ~code described

in Reference 2;l. The centres of the upstream and the

downstream tap holes were located exactly at distances of

one tUbe diameter from the upstream and the downstream

faces of the orifice plate respectively. The tap lines

were i inch copper tubes soldered into the i inch tap holes.

For maxlmun accuracy the orifice hole was positioned

so that it wa.s concentric with the tube openings. To

further ensure accurate flow rate determination the

lengths of straight pipe upstream and downstream of the

orifice plate were mad,e longer than the recommended minimum

requirements (80).

Despite all the precautions taken in constructing

the orifice meter, it was still decided· to calibrate

(see Appendix B for details of the calibration procedure).

4. Measurement of Humidity

The humidity of the flowing gas w~s measured at a
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short distance upstream of, the duct by analyzing a sample

drawn· from the flowing stream. To be more specific, the

humidity was measured by determining the quantity of water

vaporcontalned in a measured volume of gas sample. A schematic

of the humidity measuring equipment is shown in Figure A-J.

The gas sample was flown through a tube containing molecular

sieve lOX and then through a wet test meter. The flow rate

of the gas sample was insignificant compared with the flow rate

of the flowing gas in the system.

The volume of gas bled off for analysis was measured

with a .wet test meter. The weight of water v~por contained in .

this gas sample was determined by weighing the tube containing

molecular sieve before and after the s~mple was passed

.through it. This method of measuring gas stream humidity was
-r

found. to be qui te reliable as the tUbe wa~ designed long

enough so that substantially all the moisture in the gas

sample was adsorbed by molecular sieve. Complete drying of

the air was also verified by changing the flow rate of the

gas. The reliability of the method was checked by measuring

the humidity of a gas stream which had been saturated with

water va.por at a known temperature. "Checks" were performed

at several humidities. In all the cases the humidity measured

by the method described above was withl-n 3% of the true

humidity.

D~ring a frosting run, the humidity of the floWing gas

was measured several times. Frequericles qf the measurement

depended upon the lengtff of the experiment. The measured



humid!ty varlat ion dur1:p.g a run was generally wi thin ± 2%

of the values given in column 4 of Table IV-A2. The humid'1ty

variation was usually random with time; i.e., it did not show

a consiatent trend during the course tif a run.

It should be noted that the observed humidity variation

and the error in the humidity' measureme'nt wereapprox1mately

equal. Thus, it is probable tha.t the observed random humidity

variation was due to errors in the measurement of the

humidity rather tha.n to variation in the perforl'Q.B.nce of the

drier and the humidifier ,system.

5. Pipings for the System

The majority of the pipings for the system consisted of

polyvinyl chloride tubing and the rest was made of metal and

rubber tUbing. The rna jority of tubings' w·ere one inch in

diameter. Smaller d1ameter tubings, however, were employed

for some'of the parallel and by-pass gas flow lines. The

section of the system after the heat exchanger was insulated

with fibreglass aircraft insulation in order to control the

gas temperature.

.:~" .~ i"'J
~ ~_.;~ - >~~~ ••• )
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APPENDIX L3

Calibration of Orifice Meters

The two orifice meters (0.346 inches and 0.535 lches

in inside diameters ) were calibrated over the entire range

of pressure m,easurements. Where-as ,-0.80 inches diameter

orifice meter was calibrated only for its lower 25% range

of the pressure measurements. These calibrations covered

the entire range of their application.

The calibrating device was a large gasometer. Constant

flow rates were produced by the d1sp~acement of gas from

an inverted vessel which fell with a constant v.eloc1ty

through a tank containing all. Gas flows up to about 60

std. ft 3 / minute were produced. The schematic of the set-up

for the calibration 1s shown in Figure B-1.

Agreement to within 2% was obtained between the actual

flow rates d.eterm1ned by measuring the displacement of

gasometer and the calculated rates. tlCalcula.ted" rates were

obtained using standard sharp edged orlf1cemeter equation (!tJ.
The error values at the various flow rates did not exhibit

any trend with flow rate.
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APPENDIX C

Calibration of Calorimeter

The details of the calorimeter construction and

operation have been presented in Section III-A. When

heat flux is measured by the method described in Section

III-A, errors can arise from various sources. For example',

one possible source .of error is the entrainment of liquid

droplets in the calorimeter boil-off and the.subsequent

vaporization of these droplets in the inner cylinder' outlet

line (see Figure III-A2). In addition, another source

of error is the superheating of the boil-off nitrogen vapor

in the inner stainless st~el calorimeter vessel. Thus

in order to have confidence in the heat flux measurements

the calorimeter had to be calibrated.

The source of heat for the calibration was an electrical

thick. The thickness of the lower slab varied from 2 to 3

The electrical energy

The top slab was approximately 3 inches

output of the heater could be varied by changing the voltage.

heater, which was well insulated.

slabs of cork.

This electrical heater was sandwiched betw~en two different

inches. Some experiments were also made without the lower

slab (i.e., by direct contact of heater with copper plate ).

The sides of the heater were insulated by 6 inches thick

fibre glass insulation. The complete heater assembly was

placed on the copper plate. The details of the experimental

"set-up" a"re shown in Figure C-l.

With the calibration set-up described above, substantially

all the electrical energy produced by the heater was passed



-
into the copper "plate through the lower slab of cork. The

following measurements were carried out during a calibration

experiment.

1. The current and the voltage across the heater were

measured to calculate energy output from the heater. (Direct

current was employed for all the calibration experiments).

2. Temperature d1fferenc~s across both lower and upper

cork slabs were measured by the thermocouples~ The thermal

conductivities of the cork slabs were obtained from the

literature (48, 54, 118)- - ~

3. The boil-off of liquid n1trogenwas measured by a

calibrated rotameter.

" The comparison between the heat fluxes cal·culated f'rom

as the agreement between known heat fluxes and the values

No calibration curve for the calorimeter was ~stabl1shed

flux into the calorimeter. In the worst case, the heat flux

values disagreed by 3.90%.

The brief descriptionsn1trogen 'boil-off measurement.

the liquid nitrogen boil-off measurement, electrical heat

input to the heater a~d the calculated heat flux through

the bottom 1 cork slab for three different calibration experiments

is shown in Table C-l. The close agreement among all of

them indicate that the measurement of the liquid nitrogen

boil-off 1s a reliable method for obtaining the true heat

determined from the boll-off measurements was quite good.

The reported heat flux values for the various frosting

runs were, therefore, determined solely from the liquid

'I
·f



of the electrical heater and the avatiable li~erature

information on the cork thermal conductivities are given

below.

A. Electrical Heater

, The heating element was Nichron replacement electrical

heating wire (maximum output 600 watts). It was wound in

a number of horizontal loops. These loops were all

located in the same plane and were sandwiched between two

1/8 inch stainless steel plates. The sta1nless steel

plates were' cemented to each other and the space between

the two plates was filled with glass wool to minimize heat

loss.

The measured electrical resistance of the heater was

19.437 ohms. This value was essentially independent of

w~re temperature or applied voltage over the range of the

conditions used in the calibration runs.

B. Cork Thermal Conductivities

In order to calculate the heat fluxes through the cork

slabs, it was important to know the accurate values of the

cork thermal conductivities. Cork conductivity data were

obtained from different sources (48,54,118).
~_.-

These

references furnished the data over a wide range of

temperature and cork density. These data indicated that

conductivity 1s a strong function of density. Th~ densities

of the various pieces of cork ~mployedin the calibration

experiments were therefore measured and these values were

used to obtain the approp1ate conductiv1tl·es.



...~

c. Sample Calculation 'for Calibration Experiment

CaSe 1 in Table C-l

1. Calculation of Electrical Heat Output

R = Resistance of electric heater = 19.437

v ='Voltage = 10 volts

Electrical heat input lQ.Q. =~ watts
19.437

= 4.87 x 10-3 Btu/sec.

Area of heater = 6"x6" = 0.25 ft2
144

2. Calculation of Heat Flux Through Upper Cork Slab.

The cork slab density = 0.1144 gms/cc

~T across the cork stab = 80~?2 = 80F

Thlc'kness of cork slab ;= 1.05 inches

k at density of 0.1144 gms./cc. and temperature
avg .

of -1230 F = 0.193 Btu/hr ft2oF/inch (54)

= 0.28 Btu/hr ft 2
OF/inch

(54)

0.28 x 8
3.08=

= 4.87 x 3.6 x 103 x 144 x 10-)
J6

= 70.2 Btu/hr ft2

heat flux through
the upper cork

slab
2= 0.736 Btu/hr ft

3. Calculation of Heat Flux Throul,h \-.ower Cork Slab

The cork slab density = 0.1144 gms./cc.

AT across the cork slab = 315 + 70 = 385°F

heat input/area

HaW!J at 760 F and density of 0.1144 gms/cc

Thickness of cork slab = 3.08 inch



heat flux through the lower

cork slab

k
= a:vg .o.T

S

,r ':i"Ct~' ·-'.f
C.. )(,.; .~.F

= 0.193 x .l§2
1.05

2=~ Btu/hr ft

4. Calculation of Heat Flux Through Calorimeter

Liquid nitrogen boil-off as measured by calibrated

rotameter =' 0.0053 ft)/mlnute

heat flux = 0.0053 x'2405 x 0.07245
0.0277 x 28

= 71.1 Btu/hr ft
2

,I



1 70.2 70.7 0.736 71.1 +2.33%

2 280.8 - 2.19 279.0 . +0.1385%

J' 631.8 - 3.19 604.0 ~i'" - -:3,.90%

,_ ...... ~.. ~-l-'\ <." ;"~.~~'I".:~ ~ .~" -

- --,.

"

.Heat Measured %Error.., .
By LN2-Bol1. (Heat by LN2 Boil orr

off + Heat Flow Through upper
(Btu/hr ft~) Cork-Electrical Heat} 100

Electrical Heat %

~--- ~ --- ~

Table C;'l .

Calibration of Calorimeter
\.c

Electrical 'Heat Flow Heat ·Plow
Heat Output Through Lower ThrQugh Upper

(Btu/hr. ft,2) Cork Cork'
. (Btu/hr ~t2) (Btu/hr rt2 )

Bun
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APPENDIX D

Computer Progra.m For the "Simple Model" of th~ Frosting

Process

The three basic equations of the "simple model" which

are solved on the computer can be summarized as follows.

Braz1nsky (~). The following Equations D-4 and D-5 show

these correlat1ons.
. 0

For ~f > 0.025 gms./oc. and T < 460 R
-6 1.441 -9 3.055

kr 3.875xlO T + 4.08xlO x (~f -O.025}x T (D-4)

For ~.> 0.025 gms./cc. and T > 4600 R
-17 5.44 - -14 4.84kr 8.49x~O xT + 6.86xlO x (ef - O.025)xT (D-5)

where, T is in oR, ~ is in gms/cc. and k( is in Btu/hr ft of

The following correlation for ~(Ts)=f(Ts) was obtalneda

and Internal Diffusion Equation,

and temperature was obtained from the experimental data of

For simplicity in programming, ~(Ts)= f(T s ) and

k f = f(T'~i) were obtained in the form of empirical equations.
I

The correlation among the frost thermal conductivity, density



where. T
s

= 3.42 exp (-4460.o/iT -140.0)) (D-6)
s

1s in C11 and units of (d (Ts) are 1bm/ft3 hr

It should be noted that s1-nee there 1s no thermal

conductivity correlation for the frost density below 0.025

gms./cc. included in the computer program, theoretical

ealeulationsfor~<0.025 gms./ee. can not be carried out

with this program. However. the following correlation for

fin1te difference equations were solved by a simple Euler's

(D-8)

(D-9)

(D-7)

same units as

:.
~N - [;0
A9

~".N - ~f.O
69

the thermal conductivity of water frost can be used when

~f <: 0.025 gms./ce.

For ~< 0.025 gms./ee., T< 460 0 R
-6 1.272 -6

k f = 6.58 x 10 x T ~ + 8.17xl0 x ~ x

whe're once again, T, ~:f and k f are in the

method.

D-3 were used for this purpose in the listed sequence. The

'th'C?se used in Equations D-4 a.nd D-5.

Method of Solution

At starting time, knowledge of &and ~ is required.

Starting with these, initial values of b and ~f'

tra.nscendental Equat1on.D-l was solved for T at starting
s

time using Newton-Raphson method. Equations D-2 and D-J

were then used to calculate a and ~f at new time. The

following finite difference analogues of Equations D-2 and

and

;
~-~~-~-_.- "



where~ L • tortuosity was as'sumed to be.I.IO (94)

The time variat1'ons of the avera.ge frost density, frost

th1ckhess and surface temperature were obtained by iterating'

the' above described calculations.

Convergehce Test for the Computer Results

In order to verify the convergence of the computer

solution for the frostdens1ty, thi~kness and surface

temperature, the final results were obtained for various

time increments. These results are: shown in Table D-l.

The computer results shown in Figures II-AI to II-.A12

and in Figures D-l to D-3 were obtained with time increment

of 1 minute. From "the results shown in Table D-l, therefore,

one can conclude that all the computer results of the "simple

model" presented in this th.esis are convergent.

Add!tlonal Comp,uter Results of the "sim:ple model"

Figures D-l to D-3 show the predictions of the "simple

model" regarding the effects of, gas temperature on the frost

density and thickness versus time profl1esfor the typical

sets of experimental conditions. The results shown in Figures

D-1 and D-2 indicate that at constant Reynoid~ number and

humidity, the frost densifies at a faster rate and the

thickness of the frost 1ncreases at a slower "rate as gas

temperature is increased.• Thus, the thermal res istance of

the deposited ~rost 1s higher at a higher gas temperature.

'Figure D-3 shows the effec-t ofa step change in gas temperature

on the average frost density and fr9st thickness. As expected,

the model predicts that a step decrease in gas temperature



at constant Reynolds number ~nd~humldity would decrease

the rate of frost denslflca~lon and increase the rate of

change of frost thickness. Thu~, the conclusions 'regarding

the effect·s of gas temperature on the frost density arid

thickness' versus time profiles one, can draw from the' Figures

D-l to D-3 are the 'same as th.ose stated in Section II-A.

A listing of the computer program written in Fortran

4 language 1s included in this appendix.

Application of the "simple model" to the Carbon Dioxide

Frost'1ng Process

In ord-er to a.pply the "simple 'model" to the carbon

dioxide frosting process, another similar computer program

was written. The·funct1onal correlation kff( ~f ,T} for this

program was obtained from Riemann,'s model for the frost

structure (see Appendix F),- and hence the program can be

used only for the carbon dioxide ·frostdenslty greater-than

0.85 gms./cc. Slncethis kjf( ~f ,T) correlation needs

experimental verification, the computer program has not

been used to obtain theoretical predictions. However, once

an'experimentally verified thermal conductivity correlation

1s obtained, a similar computer solution can be used to

apply the "simple model" to carbon dioxide frosting process.

A 11s~ing of·, this program wr.ltten in Fortran 2 language

1s included in this appendix.



Table D-l

Convergence Tests for the ComputerSolut1on of

Mathematical Equations of 'the "Simple Model"

A. Experimental Conditions

He= 5,600; Humidity= dew point at 29.2 oF;,T =70
oF

g

~'~) '7,'
. ~ .:, •..~."~.:..

e (m1ns. )

76

76

76

76

77

77

77

A9 (min.)

1/8

1/4

1/2

1

1/4

1/~

1

0.0582139

0.0582,125

0.0582127

0.0582152

0.0.589166

0.0589170

0.0589220

& (inches)

0.190055

0-.190052

0.190046

0.19.0033

0.190192

0.190182

0.190156

1).7810

13.7815

1J.7791

13~7769

13.5691

13.5657

13.5598

B. Experimental Conditions

4 . 4 00
He=l. ,500; Humidity= dew point at 0 F; Tg= 75 F

e (mlns ~ ) 68 (mlns. ) '?f (g~~:) b (inches) T s (oF)

.15

15

25

'25

35

35

45

45

1

5

1

5

1

5

1

5

0.0700815

0.0688806

0.0855971

0.0857849

0.0976174

0.0982676

0.1074.510

0.1083240

o. 08777·33

0.090)255

0.1141870

0.1158120

0.1348040

0.1362070.

0.1523850

0.1537150

-1.30444

0.709229

5.834230

6.441650

9.562260

9.826660

12.07890

12.21140



Table D-l (contd.)

e (mlns. ) 69 (m1ns. ) ~ (~) 6 ( inches) T( of)
l co. s

55 1 0."115824 0.167948 13.9622

55 5 0.116818 0.169263 14.0337

65 1 0.123149 0.182035 15.4556

65 5 0.124212 0.183357 15.4961

75 1 0.129679 0.194975 16.6855

75 5 0.130782 0.196313 16.7097

85 1 0.135586 0.206989 17.7258

85 5- 0.136712 0.208346 17.7407

95' 1 0.140988 0.2182)2 18.6235

95 5 0.142125 0.219611 18.63J3

105 1 0.145973 0.228821 19.4099

105 5 0.147114 0.230220 19.4170

"-'i:I f:> .......

~,), ~\.=j}
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,.C-omput·er Pp9gmm.. ·-f.or·,· ,f S lmple,.. ,Model •

(Water Frost1ngProcsss)
DIMENSION rLIJXC400l,FLUXPf401J

'5 (l Rr A0 (5, 1 (~ 'n) H ,'I-{ Hn F I , TG , P , FLU Xl, F 1
100 FOR~AT (6Ftn.5J

READ (S.lOl) TW.DELX,DELI,Tll,N
1~1 FOR~AT (4Fl'l.'5,11t

RHOFll=RHOFI
rJELO:OFLI

TS=46'1.Cf!
IJ=O
Tl=TZI

nrJ 1(') 1=1, N
rFel-l) 487,483,487

It A":J FLU X( I »= F 1_ UX1
481 IF(TI-460.·~J I.. S2,4A2,2H
2M DO 493 J=l,l~

Tl=TZ/I.80
p 1=8.2312*". 4'i43*ALnG( Tl)
p vp= E )( P ( C, - 24 ,.Ii • '5646/ T I I & P 1- ( 0 • J 1 6 , 7r 0 (,. T l » ~ ( I • 2 - 5 1 It * ( l~.• *~ (-:, • 0 )

1 ) *T Z• T l ) - n. 7C) 11 6 q J I «n • 4 .~ 't '.3 J J
Tl=TZ*l.RO
IFCI-LI ~11,~lO,511

511 FLLJXCI)=F*(P-PVPI
51 0 P ~ = ( ( ( 2445 • I) 646* 1 • H·) ) I ( T l *T l J J f.. (I • 't343" 8 • i' .~ 121 I T1- ( '"' •. l 1,17 -, (' 6/

11.80t&17.41C2R*(lo.**(-~.~t.rlIJ/(1.24Q»J/r0.41~1)

PVPP=PVP*P~

IFrl-lJ 33,34,l3
34 F =F 1
11 FlUXPC II=-(F*PVPP)

C 1= ( i I*"EI. 8* TG ) ~ ( 1 • 11 9 (( ( 1 ~ • ** (-1 7 •. ~. J )
1*( TS*. I 6. 44 I J I c: ( 1 • 1 75 *(R. H0 F LJ- r. •.C2. .~ J ~~ ( 1r • *~ I - 1 It • C J ) *(TS .. * f ~ • 8 4 ) J )
2 ~ r 1 • 5li 1;0: ( ·1 0 •.•• c - f, • C' J ) * (T~ '(c * (2 • 4 /.. 1 ).) ) &. ( 1 • "" r'" 5 *(1 (' • ~ ~ ( - q • r) l ¢

3 ( RHOF 11- .) .0 2 5 ) • ( T~** (4 • ~ 5 5 ) J )
FT 1=( 1 • ,3 1q * ( 1() • **( - 1 7 • tJ ) J'" ( TI f,r *(f- • ,~t+ ) ) ) f. fl. I 7., *(P Hrl r n- .... ("i 2 £) ) ~

1 ( 1() • oJ •• ( - 1 4 • a » ) *1r l ~* ( ') • a4) ) » t.. ( 'H *LJ ( llJ *T I I - C I -( ( r L J X « 1 }.~:JEL 0 1 *
1( 422. 5. ( Tz** (r • 1 71 2 ) ) J 1 ~ , ( 1 • ') d 1 -* ( 1 (1 • *~ (-f, • ,..., ) ) "/,t, TS **l2 .44 1 J l )
2&( L.1C5*( In ••*(-'-l.rJJ*'RHUFJ-f"'.C?t;'*fTS**(4.C55l)) I·

F PTZ= ( 6 • 4 4!1 $ 1 • ~ l g * r I I') • * * (- 1 ., • (".) ) * (T "1 .. ~ ( ') • I~ I. ) ) ) ~ f ., • A+n "* ( ~ H" F11-" • (' 2 s
1 ) • I 1 • 1 15*(1 J • 8 *.* (- 14 • 1 ) ) ) *( TI" * (4 • H4 ) ) J ~ ( ~ *' 0 E L 0 J - ( ~ LUX ( J ) .. a~ l. 0 *
? 1+ 2 i! • 5 ') *n • 1 7 1 2 *r TZ** (- n • H 2 ~ A) I) - ( .) ~ L] *('.. 2 ? • 'l " * ( , 1 ** ( '" . 1 'l 2 J » )
3*FLUXP( I J J

TZ=TZ-(FTIIFPTlJ
CA VG1=( (1 • 3 1q * ( 10 .... f -1 7 • 'J) ) *( (T l *$ ( I,:) • 1+4) ) _. ( r s** (b • It 4 ) ) ).) [.. (

11 • 1"75.1 1 () ...* (. - 1 4 • 0 J »« (~ Hr; F n -!" • n J 5 ) * ((T7 *- $ ( ') • fl4 J »- ( T ') # * ( :, • A4 I» ) )
CA VG? =((1. 5 8 7'" ( L0 •• *(- b • r J ) * I ( TS** (2. • 44 1 ) ) - (' T ~-I *-* ( ·2 • "'t 4 1 ) ) ) ) ~ ( I •.' ':' 5

t .. ( 10 ••• ( - 9 • r J ) .. rRHO F l) -,.., • r 21) 7,( ( ( T 5*b: ( Ii- • "'I 5 5) I - ( T ~ * 1lt ( 4 • ,:-' .., ") ) ) • ) J
CAVG=(CAVGl~CAVG2)/(TI-TW)

FUT=(CAVG·(Tl-TW)J/~ELn

FUPT=IH*fTG-TZ)J&fFLUXfl )*(422.5J*(Tl*~(~.1712)J)
EP=(FlJT/FUPT)-l.n

IF(ABS(EPI-(IO.**(-4.~J»)4~1,28,28

493 :ONTINUF
GO TO 4ql

4A2 DO 4~f") K:l,25
T1 =T lli. 80
Pl=8.23L2·~.4341*ALOG(TlJ

PVP=EXP(((-244S.5646/Tl)&Pl-(Q.01677Q~~*TZI&{1.2~514*(lO•• *(-5~n)
1 ) • T Z. T 1 J - 6. 75 11 69 II (0 • 4 34 3 » )

Tl=Tl*1.80
IF(I-1) 16,5~?,lA

16 FLUXC! J=F*(P-PVP)



502

1 1
19

PP=«(244~.5646*1.A~J/rTl*TZ))&(~.4341~R.2l12J/T1-(n.01671~r61

ll.801&C2.41Q2~·llC.**(-5.0)*rl)J/(3.24C)J(C.4143)

PVPP=PVp*pp
IFII-II 19.11,19
F=Fl
FLUXPII,=-(F*PVPPJ
C,J = '( H*f) t- l lJ (I: TG J ~~ ( I • ') q 7 * ( 1C • * * f - 6 • r J J*

1« T w•• ( 1 • 44 J. ) j I ~ ( 1 • C ~ 5 .(: ( In. **( - ') • ~) ) ':C ( RH il F !! - n •.~ ) 5 ) * (T.. *. l 4 • C 5 5 I 1 1
FT l = ( 1 • Ej 8 7~ ( In •• ~ C - 6 • r ) J *' ( T l :(( * (2 • 4 't 1 ) J J &( 1 • 'J r', ~ ~ ( t ~ • *~ (-9 • ,... , J

1 • ( RHO Fn- ('1 • , ? 5 I *(T I*'*' ( 4. ~i 5 5 ) ) ) ~ ( H. ~ f L11 *T I ) - ( J - ( F l t.I X r r J*n FLn*1.2 2 • 5.
l( TZ •• ( 0.1712) J J .

FPTl=C "3.015*( lC.**( -6.rl J*( Tl**1 1.441) J )&(l.t.("e*( 1".**(-9.'i»)
I • ( R Hfl F r ) -,..., • I' 2 5 ) * (T1** ( '3. r" 5 5 ) ) ) ~ ( H* ~ )l: L I J ) - ( r l U)( ( I ) * !J r L ~ 1* It 2 0' • tj

1• 0 • 1 7 L2 * (T Z• * C- C• 87. 8 8 J ) ) - ( DEL ()*(42 2 • 5 * ( r 1 **(~; •1 7 1 2) ) ) *r LUX P (1 J J
Tl=Tl-(FTz/rPTZ)

C A V G = ( ( 1 • 58 1 * ( 10. 1) *(-6 • ~ ) ) *( (T z* ~ ( I. • It It 1 ) ) - ( rw** ( ? • 441 J ) ) » f.. ( 1 • ,~. r 5
.1 * ( 1"".)) * (- q • n ) 1* (R Hf1F l1- ~ • ~ ?- C). ) * ( ( T l *te ( 1+ • '"' r;"5 J" 1 -( T W* ~ (" ./.... "" ';" ) ) ) ) , I
2(TZ-TW)

FUT= (CAVG"(I (T l- TW) ) IDEI. 0
F UP T = ( H. ( Tl~- T1 J J to ( F- lUX ( I ) *( 't22 • 5 J • ( r I :~ 1= Ie. 17 121 1 )
FP=(FUT/FUPTJ-l.n
IFIABS(EPJ-(lU.**C-4.rJIJ 4H1,482,4U2

It g n : 0"'1 T I "J U F
GO Tn 4(:11
WQ IT£: ( 6, 1" f)) F P , J
FUR~AT (c 16.6.12 J
CAS = ( ~ • 4 q n* ( L 0 • '*. (- 1 7. r I ) '* (r I ** ( ~j. 44 ) ) ) ~ ( ~ • ,9 I.> ~ ~~ ( 1 -, • **" (- 11• • !~ ) 1

I • ( T l .. * ( It • B4 ) J *(RH(lF u- ~ • '." 2 5 J )
C AVG 1= ( I 1 • II g * ( 1(' • * * (-1 7 • ('\ ) ) ::: ( I Tl ~ (: ( ~ .4 1, ) l - ( r S * ¢ ( /.) • t+ 4 » ) J ) "': (

1 L • 1 7 £) *C1 0 • $: :6: ( - 1 4 • r) )*(K H (II- ~_ J- '.1 2" ) * ( (T l ~~ * (tj • A4 J ) - (r s* ~«( ~. ~ '+ J ) ) ) )
:. AvG2 = ( ( 1 • '; 81* ( l". -.:r '* ( -I-, • f" ) J* ( (T S*~ (. J • It 't t ) ~ - ( T ?oJ It *(? • ',. 4 1 J ) ) ) [. ( 1 • r ,", 5

I * (10 • '* *' (- 4 .'1 ) ) '$ ( RHnr ()- 0 • ;"', 7. 5 ) ~ ( ( T5 ** (4 • ~ r; ., , ) - ( T w* ~ ('f •r ..., c:; ) ) ) ) )

CAVG=((AVG1~CAVG?)/(T7-TWJ

OFLC=(CAVG/C~SJ*(T7-TWJ

r;n Tn '.92
I F ( Tl- It 60 • ,) ) 11 t L) ,it A7
W~ITF(h,1'17) FP,K
FORM.\r ((16.6,12) ,
CA. S =, l. H 7?« ( 1 '; • *. (- A. r: I J .cr ( T l *' *' fl • 't't 1 ) J ) ~: r I • •. ~ H" * (t· • ** (- (} ...... ) )*

481
11
it) 7

1 ( RHnF 0- (). r, 2 ~ J *(T l ** (3.:1 c; 'i ) J.)

r: A VG = ( ( 1 .581* ( 1(' • ** (- h • (' ) ) -* ( ( T z* *(2 .44 I )" J - ( T W*t,t ( ) .1+ 4 1 ) ) ) ) fa ( I .",: I~ t)

~ • ( 1 (j • ** (- q .0') )« ( RHO F n- 0 • :"'l? 5 ) *((,z ..* (4 • !"'\ '5 5 ) J - ( T \til* f.' ( 4 •.:} '5 l'j ) t ) ) ) I
2(Tl-r~1

OElC=(CAVG/CAs,*rTl-TW)
49 7. B r=. T A =.3 • 42* f '( P ( - 44 6 C • r I I T 1 -1 4') • () J )

DELH=422.S*(TZ**(O.1712))
DELz=nEln~D[ln

FP=FLUX( I)
HF. AT=( H* I TG- T Z ) J ~ CF L IJ)( ( I ) ~ ( I, 22 • :, ) * (T Z.. <r ( (' • I 7 1 2") ) )
AS T: ~HnF(J*DEL 0 *62. 4fJ
Or-lO=fJEln*12.00
Tl=Tl-459.67
W~'TF (."l~?) RHrJr(J,nFL(),Tl,FP.HE.'\f,4c;r

1r" 2 F ~l RMAT (6 E 16 • 0 )
nF L f' =:) FLO/I 2 • t1 0
~ H0 F r-= ( ( 1 • 1 - r RH(J r [] I a .":.j 1 7 J ) *' (" HET A ) *J l L C) "/"( ~"? "It!" *' 1 • "l'~* Dt: L 2 )
Tl=Tl.€,45q.h7
IFcr-iI531,521,521

"21 F=F1
'j -i 1 RHO F N= RHO r 0 &DF.l )( *RH! JF T

R~~fT=RHOFT*~2.4~

RHO= (( RHOFI)&H.HflFN) 12.~ J*62.'.r:-
r)ElN=DElr)~ (OFLX. (FrUX( r) -( nFln*R.H1lCT»)) I( P-~-H))

RHOFO=RHOFN
10 I1ELo=ntLN

WRITE (6tl~41 H,F
104 FnRM~T (2[16.61

GO Tn 5Cl
E~O



Co·mpute;r ,P'rogram-. ··f;9:r··-}S,!mpl-e···MOde-J: ~ ..

(Carbon Dioxide Frosting Process)

[' I ~J'::: r--l SIC'" FLU X ( If- CC ) , FLU X ~ ( 4 0 0 )
L=l
G'! Try (~.2) 'L

~ i~ =: A[) (2, 1 CC) '-I, 1"'< Y 0 F.r , T G , ~ , F 1 , r~ (j

!0U FJRM~T (6FIO.~)

I~ E ,(j,. 0 (2, 1 G1) i lJ , DL L v t iJ ELI , T L I ,N
1~1 FQ~~AT (4FIU.J,13)

PHOFO=RHOFI
iJ~LO=DC:LI

Tl=TZI

815

82
816

42

41

D0 1 '~ I = 1 , 1\J

~O 493 J=1,25
T7=TZ/l.8'::
I~ (TZ-138.0) 41,41,42

PV!-'=t:XP( ((-1L.7::>.6i.O/TL)+(G.O~68.:)-,*TL)+<;.3011)/(C.4j43))

TZ=TZ*1.8J
p p = ( ( 1 2 7 5 • 6 2 U.* 1 • bu )/ ( I L* T L ) + ( v • U U6 2 j :3 I 1 • 0 C ) ) I ( G • 4 :3 4 3 )

GJ TO 815
PVP=~XP( ((-1367.344e/Tl)+9.~082)/(G.4343)

Tl=TZ*1.80
p~=( (1367.344d*1.du)1 (TL.lkfL) )/lU.4j41}
PVPP=PVP.,'1-PP

FLUX( 1 )=Fl*(P-P\lP)
FLUXP( I )=-(Fl*PVPP)
IF (RHOFO-l.O) 11,11,12
C I =(H* 0 EL 0 * TG ) + ( 3 • 5 5 8* ( TL * * (- 0 • :, 8 <+ ) ) * ( I~ H 0 FU** (2 3 • '-) 2 0 -;~ ( TZ"* * (

1- 0 • 2 3 9 ) ) ) ) * T\.oJ )

F I l = ( 3 • 5 5 3 * l r L ** (- u ., 5 8 4. ) ).l,t- ( RHO F()* it- ( 2 J • ') 2 0 ~- ( r l ** (- () .• 2 3 y) ) ) )* T Z )
1 + ( H * U c. L ~* T l ) - C I - ( ( F L I I X ( 1 J -~. L> t. L U ) 1( : 5 8 3 • :J O.* ( T Z ** (. - C. 1 4 6 9 ) ) ) }

F tJ T L = ( ( 3 • 5 5 8 ~ ( 'I L oX- * (- U • ) 0 4 } 'J * ( f~ d u Fu,( ,:- ( L ;) • ~ L 0 *" ( T L i-'"* ( - U • 2. :; '7 ) ) ) ) *
1(23.920*(-O.23~J*(Tlx*(-1.23Y») )*
1A L () G ( l~ H UFO) ) - ( j • :J 5 8.r,- l U • 5 8 4 ) * (1 l * -* ( - 1 • 5 8 4 ) ) -~!. ( F< H0 FO *~. (2 3 • c..; 2 0 * (
1 TL * .* ( - 0 • 2. 3 9 ) ) ) ) ) ) * ( I L - r w ) + ( j • ? :, d .~- ( r L * -it- ( -('; .• Sd 4 ) ) * ( f~ HU F \.J -~. '* (2 j • 9 2 0
1 * (T l ·H-"ir ( - 0 • 2 3 Ii ) ) ) ) ) + ( H * l) E L ~ ) - ( F L v X ( I J ~. j t. L \.) ~- :; b j • ~ C-;} ( - 0 • 1 4 0 9 ) -,to

1 ( T Z ~~.,f- ( - 1 • 1 4 6 "i ) ) ) - ( U t L U * ( 5 tj 3 • :> C -;t- ( r i. *"'k ( - (I • 1 4 6 9 ) ) J * r: LUX P ( I ) )
G0 TO 13
CJ -= ( Ii ~:-!J E L 0 ~f T.) ) + ( J • 5 , 8 1', ( TL * * (- (.J • 5 8 4 ) ) -;f- ( 1-; rl CJ F 0 * ~~ (2 • 2 2 L: *.( TL * ,'t

1(-J.~3445))))~TW)

F T L = ( '~.• 5 :, 8 -(- ( r L ** ( - Li • 5 c: 4 ) )':;t ( 1-< H U r~ lJ :;.. ~- ( 2. • 2 2 ( ~ ( 7 /, * ~~. (-0 • u 3- 445 ) ) ) ) * T l ,
1 + ( H ~~- u t. L :] * T Z ) - L .j - \ ( ~ L 0 A ( i ).J~ 0 t L0 ) 'n' ( ~ 0 ~.• oj >oJ ~~ ( I· L X. it- ( - \..J • 1 4 6 9 ) ) ) )

F I-J 'r L = ( ( 3. 5 58*" ( 1 L * 7.~ ( - I I • 5 d 4) ) .* ( i~ ri 'J FJ it- ~ ( 2. • 2 t:.. J ~ ( 1L ':;t if ( - G • (j 3 4 4 5 ) ) ) }
1* ( :~ • 2 2. 0 * (- c •u ~ LI- 4' ) * ( I Z. -*~:- ( - 1 • U3 4 4 S) ) )
1 i~.A LUG ( r< H(j F (]) ) + ( J • 5 ~ 8 1:' ( - U • :; b 4 ) ,..- ( I L -;f- * (. - 1 • ::> e4 ) ) '* (I' H v~ F U 4~_ -ri- ( t:. • 2 t: 0
1 -~- ( TL -:~ -;~- ( - () • 0 3 4 4 ~ ) ),) ) ) ) ~:- ( 1 L -' r\" J + ( j • :) :> tI ~~ ( TL -J(- .~- ( - CJ • .;: e Lt. ~ ) -;~ ( :"( nu F 0.,1- ~\ ( 2.. • t!.. c;. 0
1 * ( TL -)t- ~- ( - C • 8 3 4 4 j ) ) ) ) ).J4

( .i ~- ~) t:. L U ) - ( ~ LUX ( I ) -;; 0 CL ~ * j 0 ) • :J C ~ ( - 0 • 1 46 "i ) *
1 ( r L'} * (- 1 • 1 4 6 Y) } ) - ( U::: L G~(- (S· b .3 • 5u -J~ ( TL. -~ ~;' ( - 0 • 1 4 6 'j) ) ) ~( FL\...· X t-" ( 1 ) )

13 TL=TZ-(~T(/FO~l)

rl-=TL/1'.8'J
I~ (rZ-138.~) p.] ,Hl t.g?

~ V ~ = EX P ( ( (- 1 2 7 5 • 6 L. '0 I T L ) + ( l. • ~) 0 6 b 3 3 ~ TZ ) + B • j. 0 "/ 1 ) I ( (j • 4 3 £+ 3 ) )
r;~) Tn q16
~ V P = C. x p ( (( - 1 j ~i • J .:.... (+ U, I r L ) + '7 • ~ v 0 (' ) / ( u • 4 :5 4 j )

rL=rL-*1~80

F l_ U X ( I ) = F 1* (p - ~ v p )
I F ( ;.:< H J F 0 - 1 • 0) 6 1 , 6 1 ,6 2

CAV G=( 3. 5 5 8 ~- ( I i.. '* i~ ( - 0 • 5 b 4 ) ) {..(. ( J-< h u Fu ~- -;~ ( 2 j • ''/ L ~- ( TL .~ ~(- ( - 0 • 2 3 ~ ) ) ) ) )
F u T= ( CAVG* ( I Z- T"~ ) ) / L) t. L(j

1 1

12

Jl

61



F?

14
If 9 j

4El
192

64
66

67

6S
bB

69
818

1 u 8

1 ,'1
'.)

F UP T =' ( H * ( T G- T L ) ) + ( F L LJ X ( 1 ) i:- ( j 8 j • 5 (; ) * ( r Z -h- * ( - a• 14 G 'i ) ) )

~~P=(;::0T/FUPT )-1.0

G'J TO 14
CA \) G=( ~ ~ r::; I) A* ( T I.. ~~ * (- 0 • 5 A4 ) ) -~ ( r~ :--t GF0 .x- ~:- ( .~ • ~:2 G-;~ ( T l -~- * (- 0 • C 3 4 5 ) ) ) ) )
~ IJ T=(C AVG* (TZ...;. T 11'1,') ) I r1 ELa
~,J P T = ( H * (T.G - T L ) ) + ( Fl. U x ( 1 ) -:~- ( 5 8 3 • 5 U ) * ( '" L ~~- * (- 0 • 1-(+ 6 ') ) ) )

c~=(FuT/FUPT)-1.0

I F (A as (CP ) - ( l·J."* * (- 4 • 0 ) }) 4 8 1 , ,'+ b 1 , 4 'J j

CONTINUE
wRITE (3,192) ~~.J

FORMAT (E15.6,I3)
IF(RrlOFO-l.OJ ~4,64,65

IF (TZ-265.0) 66,66,67
CAS = ( 4 1 • 5 J' ~~ ( T L* * (- 1 • 0 8 l) )* ( J~ H 0 r- c;* "* (9 :, • 5 0 * ( TL ~~. .:f- ( - U • 5 I..J 7 S ) ).) ) )
G·') TO Rle
Cl\ S =(0 • 1 8 0 * (RHO F 0 ~_.l,} ~ 8. 0 6 J * ( Tl-~ -;(- ( - 3 • 3 8 0 ) ) i:- ( 1 C• * * (e. c ) ) ) ) )
Go. TO BIR
I I=" (T Z - 2 6 5 • 0) 6 8 , 6 8 , 6 9-
lAS =(4 1 • :J U* ( T L if- * (- .1. • U <:3 1 ) ) ~r ( J-.( H L; F u -)\- ~ ( 2. • j 6 i- , Ti. * ~~ (- J • 0 b b 2. ) ) ) } )
GO To 818
CfA S = ( 0 • 1 0 G* ( i-.( t-I U r u** \ 1. 17 j ~- ( 1 L. ~- -;~ ( - 1 • S 7 j u ). ) ~~ ( 1 \,; • -;~ ~:. ( 4 • 0 ) ) ).) )
CELC=(CAVG*(TL-T~})/CAS

Tl=TZ/l.8C
D I F = ( 2. 3 8 0 * ( l:J • *" * (-" •0) ) ~r ( t z* ~- 2 • '')0 d 77 ) )
T l =T Z -:,t 1 • 8 8

DEL2=DELO*DEL8
r~ H0 F T =( ( 1 • 0 - ( 1-< HGF 0 I 1 • 6 0 ) ) *DEL C* D I F* PV P P ) I ( 1 • 1 0 ~.i- 6 2 • ~ C*DEL 2* :'~ G* T Z )

.DELO=DELO*12.00
TZ=Tl-4S9.67
WRITE (3.108) RHOFO.DELO,TZ

FORMAT (3E16.6)
TZ=T~+459.6'1

DELO=l)ELO/IZ.OC
RHOFN=RHOFO+DELX*RHOFT

RHOFT=RHOFT*62.4G
RHO=( (RHOFO+RHOFN)/2.U)*62.4Q
DELN=DELO+(DELX*{FL~X(I)~(DELO*RHOFT» )/CRHO)'

RHOFO=RHOFN
DEL()=DELN
GO TO ~

CALL EXIT
END
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APPENDIX E

Computer Solution. of the Mathematical Equations of the

'Sophisticated Model'

The basic equations of the 'sophisticated model' in

the dimensionless form can be summarized as follows.

Hea.t Balance

q = ..2:L ...l.:L
6 ' dZ

Ivlass Balance

(E-l)

(E-2)

Boundary Conditions

I., At Cold Wall

A. ~eat BoundaKY Condition

TI - T at all time '
2::0 W

B. Mass Boundary Condition

(E-))

2. At Frost Surfaee
A. ~eat BoundaryCond1t1on
q". =h(T -T ]+K (p-p )6H=

z=l g z=l g g z=l

B. Mass Boundary Condition

(E-4)

(E-5)

~=o

M bH P l"dT
__....---...v...P_) - -- = 0

RT
2 ~ d Z

j
\

(
J

I
I
1

(E-6)

Finite difference analogues ,of EquationsE-2, E-4 and

E-6 used in the computer solution can be written as,



= (E-7)

I j

!

I

-:f
1 .

I
I

I

1

where, 2 0
D is in em /sec. and T is in K.

B
The brief description of the n:umer1cal method used in

this program to obtain T ( z). f?-f (z, e ) and b ( e ) prof iles

is shown below.

At starting time '~f (z, e ) and 0 ( e ) 'values were

assumed. In all the cases studied in the present thesis,

ini tlal values of ~f (z, 9 ) were assumed to be constant

across the frost laie~. Equations E-l, E-J and E-5 were

then used to solve the temperatur~ distribution in the frost

interior at the starting time. The fourth order Runga-Kutta

method was used for this purpose. A thorough description of

the fourth order Runga-Kutta method is given by Mickley

etal. (~).

Knowing T(z), \'.,:(z,e) ancl (, (9) at the starting time,

Equa.tions E-2,E-4 and E-6 were then used to obta.in ~f (z, e )

and 6 (e) at new time. rrhe schematic of a six point finite

difference scheme used to· solve these equations is shown in

Figure E-O. As shown in the figure, in the finite difference

sch~me. two levels in time and three levels in distance

(z-directlon ) were used. The weighing coefficients were

given equal values (a=b=c=d=1/2) •
. e 4~

Figure E-.Q: Schematic. of Six Points Finite Difference Method
Q



The boundary condition at the cold wall will be,
j: 0 j;.' J~2.

I1
COLO wA\..l.

(E-8)

be, -

(E- 9)

Method of Solution

Above described equations were solved by finite diffrence

techniques on co~puter. A listing of the computer program

wrltt~n for this purpose 1s shown at the end of this appendix.

This program 1s written in Fortran 4 language.

For simplicity in programming, the empirical correlation

among the frost thermal conductivity, density and temperature,

described. in the Appendix D was used in this program. Similarly,

an empirical correlation between molecular diffusivity and

the temperature was used in the program. This correlation

is shown in Equatlon'E~7 and described in Figure II-E10.
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Thus, the method of solution of mathematical equations

essentially involve the lte'rative procedure for ·the solution

of the Equations E-l,E-J and E-5 by Runga-Kutta method and

the solution of the finl~e difference Equations E-7 to E-9.

Stability and Convergence Tests for the Finite Difference

§..Qlution:

The stab1]. i ty and convergence of the computer results

were examined by varyl~g AZ and A9 values respectively.

Figures E-l to E-4 show the effects of variation in 6Z and

~e values on the "frost density at various points in the

,frost interior. The results of the figures indic~te that

the finite difference method used ih the computer solution

gave stable and conver:gent results.

Add.! t tonal Results 'of the • S oohisticated Model'

Figure E-5 shows the additional results for the time

variation of the density distribution within the frost and

the frost thickness for a set of system conditions (Re=5,600,

humidity= dew point at 29.2 oF and T = 70°F). These system
g

conditions were studied experimentally by Brazinsky (14).

The initial values for the theoretical calculations were

taken as uniform frost density (with depth) of 0.0575 gms./

co. and the frost thickness of 0.189 inches. Brazinsky(14)

showed experimentally that these values of frost density

and thickness are obtained in the quasi-steady state of

heat transfer. The results of Figu.re E-.5 convey the same

meaning as those obtained from the results of Figures II-Bl

and II-B).
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Modification of the' Sophisticated Model'

As an additional thought to the mathematical formulation

of the frosting process , a slight modifica.tionof the

'sophisticated model' was examin~d. The mathematical

equations of this modified "sophisticated model' were based on

model'. All other features of the mod~fled 'sophisticated

model' were 1dent1c~1 to those of 'sophisticated model'.

The cqmputer solution of the mathematical equations of

the modified 'sophis~icated model' by the same numerical

technique as described before was found to be stable and

convergent.

Figure E-6 shows the comparison between the predictions

of the 'sophisticated' and the 'modified sophisticated'

modelS for the time variation of the density distribution

in the frost interior and the frost thickness. It can

be seen that both the models predict almost identical

results for a set of experimental system conditions. The

modified 'sophisticated' model, however, predict a sli~htly

lower densification rate and a slightly higher rate of

change of thickness than those predicted by the 'sophisticated'

model.

The results of Figure E-6 also indicates th~t'the



•

simple model will also predict a little lower rate of the

frost dens1flcat1on and a little higher rate of change

of frost thickness, if the driving force for the

denslflcatlon rate is taken as;x (~p) instead of ;t;:vp
at the frost surface. This can be seen mathematically

by realizing that the driving force for the former case

is (~T~r - ~.l. ~~ ) ,which is smaller than the driving

f' "aTforce for the latter case by the quant1tyC" ~e.~--
C RT-- -ax

Since this difference 1s quite small at the frost surface,

the modification of the simple model was not examined.

It should be noted, however, that the results of Figures

II-AI to II-A12 ind1cate that the above-mentioned

modification of the simple model will give the results

in better agreement with the experlment~l facts.
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o 6Z • 0.04
~ ~z • 0.025

o 6Z • 0.02

_---------0- ~} ..20o mlns

Shaded Pointe - Values obtained with extended
precision

-i}e ll20
o mins.

o 62. 0.04
~ 6Z. 0.025

o 6Z • 0.02

I z.O.6Q

Unshaded Pointe - Values obtained wtth single
precision

_---------0

u.105

0.110

0.115
Shaded Points- Value. obtained witH

extended precision
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Computer ~rogram for 'Sophisticated Model'

Tl=T(K)+(DELZ*Gl)/Z.O
___I_F_(T_1-4 6 o.w .~,_)_5_1......,_5_1....;.,_5_2 ---._-,---.:.-~~~~~~~-.i,;,,;,,;;,""""~ ~____

G3= ( DE L O*H EAT) / ( ( 3. 87'5.* ( 10. **( -6. 0) J* ( T 2** ( 1 .441) ) ) + ( 4.080*(10.

G2=(DEL 0*HEA T ) I ( (3. 875 ~~( 10.* ~~ ( - 6. 0) J ;'c ( T 1** (1 .44 1) ) )+ ( 4. 080::: ( 10.

RHO F S=~{ H(l r- ( 'VI )
FLUX( l)=FLlJXl

T 1'"=T'( K )f-'( 0 EL Z*G1 )'I 2 • n
G2=. (, tJ EL U *HE l~ T) I ( ( K. L~9 rJ ~ ( 10. ** (- 1 7 • 0) ) *(T 1**(5 • 44 ) ) ) + ( 6 • B6 0 ~ ( 1 0 •

I F ( I 3-460. (j) 5 7 , :> ( , 58
G4=(DELO*HEAT)/((3.875*(lO.**(~6.0»*(T3**(lw441»)+(4.080*J10.

RH 0 F( 1 )= RHO F I ( I )
RHOFZ=RHDF(l)

Tr1 ) = nl _._.__ n_._ -

TZ=TPfI)
lft~11 42,43,42
TZ=TZ/1.8n

FdR~IAT (7F 16. 5)
o0 11 2 I =1 , loll .

DO 31 t =1, N
IF'{ 1-1 ) 5 3 , 54, 53

I F ( I - 1,) 3 6 , 1 2 (-; , 3 (~

I O=t~~l

T3=TI K)'" ( D·E [z:lSiG31
G4=(OELO*HEAT) I( (8.490::QlQ,I**f ..17.0»)*CT3**·(S.44» )+(6.8601,:( 10.

G[J T Cl (5 n, ~-!. ), L
k E I.\, D .( 2, 1 ()I) ). H, T, ~, P'9 F LLJ Xl, R G, P P ,":

D1:[ .0=0 EL 1
TZ=T ZI

FtUXrI~J =F*(P-PVP) '. '. . . '.' .' . .' '. '
HE AT-=1'"I *.{ TG - T Z ) + ( FLU X ( r )* (42 2.5 J *(T Z**(a• 171 2 ) ) }

THETA=THETA+OElX
MM=O

F 0 kJ~ A T (7 F 1 0 • ~ )
R·E AD( 2, 10 5) (T P ( I ) , I = 1 , 1\1 )

DO 10 K= 1, I [J

1-'-:.T1'1(.)-460.0) IEI,181,182

G1= (0 ELo*HeAr) 7( ( 3.'8'75".= (10. **(-6.0) .)*( It K) *~r: ('1.441 )') )+( 4'~ 08 Qt.:(
110 • ;":* (-9 • 0 J ) *(T ( K ) **(3. os 5 J l *(R HO Fe K ) - 0 • 025 ) ) )

G3=(DELo*HEAf) I( (8.490*( 10.**(~17•.0,) l*c T2**(5 .44» )+(6.860*( 1~.
1** (- 14. 0 1') *r T 2**(4. 84 f) *" (RHO F ( K J - 0 • 02 5 »)) . ,

t~ 1= (iJELiJ*HE A t ~ -I (t'L1.4'11)*(·lO.~~f -17. at) * tTl K )#*'(5.44) ) ) + (6.860*( 10.
1*~~ ( - 14 ~ 0 ) ) *(T ( 1<'. )~ [ 4 •.~ ~ l~) ) ~:~ ( j~ H[i F ( r~ )- 0 • 0 25 ) ., ) .

u IhEr\~s lC,:·~FLI i/(:)"'J),r<~f(~F (bn), T(tSrj
) ,RHcrFt"'(q~fl), F!!' (r, .) ! ,__. _

1 Fu r,il 1 ( l) 0 ) , RHilF I ( h' I ) , RH rJ Fn ( ~ 0 ) , FliT ( 1 f) () ) , T P ( 1 (; 0 )

L=l

1E(iS;C(-Y.O))#(12**l3.05S')#IRAOFlkJ 0.025')) " "
T3=T(K)+(OELZ*G3)

pr=8.Z312*O.4343*ALo~rTZ)

PvP=E XP ( (f - 2 445 • S(, 4 b / TZ )+ r' 1- ( n• 01 677 nOn*TZ)+ ( 1 • 2 05 1-4*(10.. ** t -5.0 ) J
1*TZ*TZ)~6.757169)/(6.4343)

TZ=TZ*1.80 '

52·

42

58

43

IH2

56

55

53
54

50

57

51

181

lOO

102

112

105

128

FnR:r.', A T (6 F 1 () • ~ , T: )
K EAD (2 ' ..~~! : ) t: LX, !~d: LZ ,IJ ~ L I , T Z I , THE T A , (~

-...."l,-O~.l"---F--O-R-t~""-d}.""""'lI::T=-- (tJ FIn. 5 , I 3 )
kEAD (2,102') (RHC:FI(!),!=l,h)



1**(-9.0»*(T2**t3.(}55)~UFtK)-O.o25 ))
1 8 T ( K+ 1) ='T ( K ) + 0 E L Z* (G 1+ 2 • O;~ G2+ 2 • 0 *G3+ G4 /6.0

10 CONTINUE
I F (M M- 2) 6 2, 126 9 62

62 IFll-l) 36,32,36
32 TZ=TZ/1.80

Pl=B.231z*O.4343*ALOGCTZ)
PV P=E XP ( ( ( - 2 44 5 • 5 646/ TZ )+ P1- ( 0 • 0 1 6 77006*T'Z )+( 1 • 2 05 14::q 10. *::~ (-5 • 0 ) )

1*(241 Z j -6 • '5 , 169 ) 7 ( (j • 4343 ) )
TZ=TZ*1.80
F=FLOxl/(P-PVPJ
GO TO 126

36 I.F (. TZ=460 • 0 J 39, 39 , 3 8
39 DELC=(DELO*HEATJ/«3.87S*CIO.**(-6.0»)*(TZ**(1.441»)+(4.0~O*

1 t 10.** t -t;J.. 0 J, l "t I Ze*(3. 0 55 J ) *(RAu F$- O. 02 5 J j )
GO TO 84 .

38 DEtt=IDELO*AEAT'/((B.490#(IO.**(-!I.OJ'.,Tz**(5.44»))+(6.860*(
110. ** (-14.0')') *( TZ** (4.84) ) * (RHOFS-O·. 025) ) )

84 TZ=fZ71.80
DIF1=(2.760*(io.**(-6.0»*(TZ**2.009»)
P'2=B• 231 29.20 • 4343 ~~ A[ 0G( I Z )

PVPl=EXP((-2445.5646/TZ)+P2-(O.01677006*TZ)+(1.20514*(10.**(-5.0)
IJ#IZ*rZ)-6.757169)!(o.4343) , .

TZ=TZ*1.80
rF ( M~1-1) , 119, 119, 120.

119 FLUXI!)=F*(P-PVPl)
12tJ YW=l.O-(PVPI/PP)

PP1=«(2445.5646*1.80)/(TZ*rZ)+(O.4343*8.231Z)/TZ-(O. U16770061
11 • 80 )-to- ( 2. 410 28;:: ( 10. *::: (- 5 • 0 ) )-* Tz) 7 ( 3. 240 ) ) / ( 0 • 43 43 )

. PvPP 1= PvP l::~ Pp 1
DIP - ( ( FLO x(1 ) - ( ( Ii rF1*(1. a- RH[J F57 o. <;) 1 7J ~~ PvPP1*DL-: [ C) 7 ( 1• 10 )~ yH:~ R(,*Tz

1 ~,:: DEL 0 ) ) ) / ( RHO F S~:~ (, 2 • L~ ()) )

I F ( 1'11'·1-1) 9 3 , 98 , Y3
93 DIPl=DIP

DEL N- DE( 0 ... ,) E[ X~:: IJ I P
9A MM=t~H+ 1

I F (JU·1 -1) 99 , 99 , 7 5
7 5' DEL r~J =0ELS+ 0 ELX~::( DIP 1+ f) I P ) / 2 • 0
99 DU 11 J - 1, 1tj

T ( J+ 1 ) = T ( J+ 1) / 1 • r~ 0
oI F 2= ( 2. 76 0 ~~ ( 10. *~.:( ~ • (J , , *(T ( J+ 1J::c * 2 • (, 0 9) )
P3=8.2312*O.4343*ALOG(~(J+l))

pV P2= EXP (, ( ( -2445. 5 6~· b·..-7.....T....,(r--JT":"+---..1,.....,)~);-:--~~P::-w3r----(-..,.O°--.---;-::o,......1---,6-7..-7,...".O,.....".O ......6-..,..:.:~-T........(--rJ-+-.-l........).........)-+---r-(........1-.-=2"="O--5.......1-r-4-;-::~"'T""(-
1 i 0 • ;~* (- '5 •0 ) ) :;: T ( J+ 1 ) *T ( J+ l.) )- 6. 75 716 9 ) I ( O~. 43 £. 3 ) )

YWl=1.O-(PVP2/PP)
T( J" 1 ) =T( J+ 1 )* 1 • 8 0
PP 2= ( ( ( 2 445 • 5 6 4 6 ::~ 1 • .s 0 ). I ( T ( J+ 1 ) *T ( J+ 1 ) ) ) + ( 0 • l~ 3 L~ 3~:~ H • 2 31 2 ) / T ( J + 1 )

1- ( 0~ 16 77 DO 6 /1 • 8 0 )+ ( 2 .41 0 2 8 i,~( 10. **(-5 • 0 ) ) ~~ T ( J + 1 ) ) / 3 • 2 40 ) / ( 0 • 4 3 43 )
PV p'p 2= PVP 2* PP 2
TCJ)=TtJ)/i.80
DIF3=i2.760*(lO.**(-6.0»)*(T(J)**Z.009»
P4=8.2312*O.4343*ALOG(T(J»
p \} p 3 =EXP ( ( ( - 2445 • 5 646/ T ( J ) ) + P4- ( 0 .'. 0 1 6 770 n6 :::: T ( ~I ) ) +( 1 • 205 14:::: ( 10. ::~ :.::

1(-5.0»)*T(J)*T(J»-6.757169)/(O.43~3»

YH2=1.O-(PVP3/PP)
T(J)-T(J)*1.80
p P 3 = ( ( ( 2445. 5 6 46* 1 • 80 ) 1 ( T ( J ) 1r T ( J) ) + ( [). ('·3 43 ;:: P • ? :' 1 2) / T ( J ) - ( 0 • 0 16 77

J



3!-:33 .

I t J 'Z i t J ); 45 Y• 6 1
RHOF S=RHOF ( "',)

\. -

END

DELS~OE[O

CONTINtJE J'

DELOIIDElO/lz.0
THETA=THETA/60.0

FORMAl tiIE13.6)
DO 113 J=l,M
T(j)=TrJJ-459.67
w~ITE (3,108) (T(J),J=l,_t~~) ~~~ ~ ~ ~~-

FoRMAT tl1E13.SJ
DO 114 J=l,i"

GO .0 50
CAt.L EXIT

kHOF S=RHOF ( 1\11)
IF(MM-2J 126,128,126

DELO=DELO*12.CJ
TRETA=tHETA*60.o
WRITE(3,103) THETA,OELO

1* t 10 ~** 1-17 • 0 ) )*(T ( J) ** ( 5 • 44) » + ( 6-. 860* (10.**(-1 4 • 0 ) ) * (T ( J ) **(4. A4
10)1* ( RHOF( J) -0.025» ) ) ) I ( 1. 10* Y~J2*RG*T (J ) *DE LO)

2

31

11 CONT INUE
.IF(MM-IJ 92,.89-992-

J F(T( J'" 1 ) - 460 • a ) . 292, 29 2 , 293
293 FUT ( J+o 1 ) =(0 I F2*(1 • O~ ( ~HnF ( '-'+ 1) (0. 9 1 7 ) *PVp P2 ~~ ( ( HE AT*DEL 0) / ( (

1 006/1 • H0 ) + ( ( 2. 4 10 Zg ::: ( 1 () • ~:: ::: (-:> • n ) ) ~:: T ( J) ) / 3. 2 L;_ 0) ) I (- 0 • 43 43 ) )
p V PP3 = PV P3;~ PP3

GO To 295 .. . ".... . .. .. .. .. _
292 F"U T ( J+o 1 ) :: ( 0 I F 2 ;:: ( 1. 0 - ( RHO F( J+ 11 /0 • 9 17) ) *p vPP·2 *((HtAT ~: DEL 0 ) / ( ( 3

DO 88 J =1 , I Q /' ,,>

RHOFN( J+ 1) =RHOF( j+ r")*62.40+0ELX~::FUM{J)

RHoFS=RHOF( r.-'I)
GOTD 128

85 RHo F t J flo 1 )=RHO FI'J ( J+ 1 J
DELO=.DELN

88 RHOFN (J+ 1) =RHQ,FNI J+ 1) 762. ~o
DO a5 J= 1, I (~)

114

113

DO 121 J=l,IQ
121 RHOFO{J+l)=RHOFfJ+l)

108

89 DO 111 J=l,Iij
111 FUM1(J)=FUMtJ~

104

92 DO iiB j=l,IQ . .. ,
RHO F ( J+ 1 ) =RHO F 0 ( J+ 1 ) *62 • 40+ DEL X* ( FUH1 ( J )+ FUM ( J J ) / 2 • 0 .

126

,295 ·IFITIJj-"460.0) 297,297,299
199 FUT(J)~CDIF3*(1.0-(RHOF(J)/O.917»*PVPP3*((HEAT*OELO)/((8.490

:7118 RHOF( J·i-!)=RHOF( J+ 1) 762.40
DELO=DElN "
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Appendix 'F

Empirlca~Correlat1on between Carbon Dioxide Frost Thermal

f-onductlvi ty, . ,Dens i ty and Temperature from the Frost Structure

Models.

As demonstrated in Section II of the thesis an

application of any theoretical model to the frosting process

requires an accurate knowledge of thermal conductivity of

frost. The thermal conductivity of the frost is usually

assumed to be the ~unction of fro~t density, temperature

and frost structure. For the purpose of theoretical

development of models for water frost formation process

this correlation was obtained from an empirical curve

fitting of the experimental data of Brazinsky (f4) and of

the present work. In order to use the successful models

of the present thesis to expla.,in the frostin,g process of

other materials (e.g. carbon dioxide), a similar thermal

conducti~1ty correlation 1s needed.

At, present there are no experimental data available

on properties or carbon tilaxlde ~rost. Hence, in the

l.

(
l
I

absence of experimental data, thermal conductivity correlation

for canbon dioxide frost can only be obtained by modelling

of the frost structure.

The heterogeneous frost struc~ure can be usually

class if ted- into three catagories; (1) d i spers ions, (2)

packed beds and. (3) continuous pa.irs.

Dispersions are .2-ef1ned as a discontinu.Qus phase



r
t

dispersed in a continuous phase. Continuous pairs

'.. )

refers to materials where both phases are significa.ntly

continllOllS. Packed beds are limiting cases between

dispersions and cbntlnuQus pairs, e.g. dispersions with

point contacts.

Usually low density structure 1s expected to be

of dispersion model and high density structure 1s expected

to be like the continuous pairs. The dlspers.ion frost

structure have been often successfully characterized by

'Woodside model (121). The continuous pairs structure,

on the other' hand, have been well chare,cterlzed by

Riemann's model (~). Hence in this appendix, the carbon

dioxide frost thermal conductivity at various density and

temperature are obtained with the help of these two

frost structure models. For low density frost (~f<O.85),

Woodside model is used for the thermal' conductivity

correlation and Riemann's model 1s assumed to represent

high dens! ty (~f ~ 0.85) frost structure.

The thermal conductivity values reported in this

appendix include the excess thermal conductivity componen.t

of carbon dioxide. In order to study the theoretical

models for the carbon dioxide frosting process, empirical

eq.uations of this a.ppendix could be used for thermal

conductivity calculations. The results, however, should

be checked with the help of experimental data in order to

verify the validity of each model.



Empirical Correlation for low Frost
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The low density canbon dioxide frost (~f(O.85gms/cc)

str1.1cttlre is modelled by Woodside model (121). This

model assumes that the heterogeneolls structure of f.rost

consists of a simple cubic array of ice spheres and that

conductivity islnfinite ina sidewise direction (see

Figure F-l fo~ a three dimensional view of the structure).

This is tantamount to assllm1ng that the l.sotherms are

parallel planes. The f 1nal express ion k{kg t e ·~;r,9.S derived

by considering the resistance of Zone I and II (see Figure

F-2) to be in series. The resistance of Zone I was a

parallel combination of the resistances of the solid and

gas in that zone. The derivation of an expression for

calculating the thermal conductivity of this array 1s

presented in Reference .2.9 ~ Jrhe f lnal results are

-4 = If1- ( 6 (~-El /'3 [1- (a2-1) In (a+l) ]t1.
kg,e 2a (a-l) U (F-l )

't' = Jli-!6, e

~Je

where 4
a = 1+ +77 [6(~;g)r'3

a.nd (1-1) = (~f - ~g)

( ~s _ S>g)

(F-2)

(F-J)

Here kg,e is the total conductivity of the gas phase

which includes ~, the intrinsic gas conductivity and kexcess,

the addition.al component of conductivity due to internal

mass trans.port.

An expression for kexcess can be obtained by considering

the total heat flux through the pore phase at some point



in the frost.

~ = K dT = kg
A g,e dx

dT +!2i. Mv
dx RT

dPvp
dx

OR (F-4)

where the second term in t-he right hand s ide of Eq llB*t ion

F_L~ is enthalpy transport due to mass transport.

From Equation F-4 aDd- the definition of kexcess

kexcess = kg,e -kg

Eq,lla t ion F-6 can he d.erived as

(F-5)

(F-6)

Combinl1~g Eqll.at i0l1F-6 with Clauss ius-Clapyson Equa.tion (80)

d l'--:...vp
dT

= Mv ~~~VP
RT (F-7)

The final expression for kexcess is obtained as

k D AH2 p (M'v)2excess =. t"1 vp
R2T 3

(F-8)

Computer Results

The computer results of solution of Equations F-l to

F-3 ~re shown in Table F-l. The following empirical

correlations for various properties of carbon dioxide and

air we~e used in the computer program

b H = 583.0 x T -0.1469

where T is in oR and AH is in Btu/lb

Ks = 325fT! .22

(F-9)

(F-IO)

where T is in oR Ks is in Btu/hr ri?- 0R/ft <.])

k, = 57.86x10-6 ( T O.773-0.57x10-
1
.j. t O.4x10-7 tz, (54)

, 273.16

where t = oc
{I' = oK B,nd Kg = _C_a__l _

em sec~ d.eg C

(F-Il)



= 18.3
~

T

1r.)'here T 1s In oR ano ~g is in 1 bm
cu ft

~s _. gms./cc.

(F-12)

(F-13)

(F-16)D
c02-ftla,

Details of the above Equations are shown in Figure II-BIG

and Reference 94

h T = okW __, ere

//1)1_2 := cm- sec.

kg = 0.0089 ( T ) .95JbU

TJJhere T = OR

kg = Btu/hr ftOR

for 1~38ok<T <216 .'3ok

(F-17)

(F-18)

Pvp (mm. Hg.) = -1367.,448
T

+ 9.9082

for 90 0 k <'r ('13Sok

logJ.O Pvp -= -12,t5. 62 + O.0068JJT +8.3071 (~) (F-20)

EmpiTicEtl Corre la t iOl1 for·. High DeY."lsity ,Frost.

rrhe high cleDslty carnJ)l1 dioxide frost structllre is



repres ent8d_ by a tYllTICa t·ed··--sphere moctel by R tern.ann (47).

This model is tested extensively by Gorring and Churchill

(~) . In this model the solid phase is assl1med. to be

cOJ!lposed. of spheres .of diameter 2R ~J'ith common intersecting

circles of diameter 2r (see Figure F-3). The deriV8.t ion

of the mathematical eq.ll.ation are sllmmarized in Beference L~7.

The f ina,l results are ·9S follo'tf.Ts" -

= ( li + 1 L~ ( 2R ) ) -1
'r n r (-F-21)

k f1 is the contribution to the frost conductivity due to

the solid sphere.

The ratio (H/r) is related to density parameter

S = (~f -~g) / (~s -~g) by a material balance

Eql1ation. F-17 is not 8·r)pllcable to d_ispersion models

(F-24)

Some heat flow will be due to the

kf2
~ = 2(1-8)/(2+S)

g,e

the solicl ph~lse.

interstitial gas (air) and this contribution k f2 is

est imated, approximately as (47)

i. e. r) R. Solving E' c111at io:n.s F-21 and F-22 s imv.l taneOllsly

or

kf1/kg,e as a function of S can be obtained.

Eqtlation F-2]. allo11TS only for the c-on.triblltion dl.1e to

s =

I
I,

I

I
~

I



where k = k + kg,e· g excess

k = dry gas conductivity
g

(F-25)

3bO

k = excess thermal eonduq,t1vlty due to
excess

evaporative transport as defined previously.

The total frost conductivity 1s defined as

k = kf1 + k
f f2

(F-26)

This model is appllo&ble for high density frost where

S ) 0.-524 but less than about 0.9.

The results of the oomputer solutl.on of the above

d.escr1bed equations are shown in Table F-2.
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Appendix G
\ I

Em~irlcal-forrelatlon~ for Starting Values of Frost Density

§ll1.d Thickness

As discussed in Section II~A, the success of the

'l"'~! "'J

predictions of the simple mod.el depends on judicious

choice of starting or initial values of frost density and

thickness. One of the judicious choices for the starting

values can be obtained from an empirical correlation

between the experimentally measured average frost density,

th~ckness and the independent system parameters at a

certa.in time. In this appendix such a correlation is

obtained from the experimental data of the present thesis

at the time of forty ~lnutes from the start of the

frosting process.

The three important parameters which affect the

starting values of frost density and thickness are

believed to be humidity, gas temperature and heat (hence

pick a starting time which could be used for the wide

time for a smooth layer of frost is found to be dependent

in order to app]~y the. emp!~r1cal correlation the complete

For these reasons,

This is because the

Hence empirical correlations

Since simple model applies only after a smooth layer

of frost is formed (see Section II-A), it is difficult to

mass) transfer coefficient.

between starting values of frost density, and frost

thickness and these three parameters are obtained.

upon independent system parameters.

range of experimental conditions.
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range of experimental conditfons studied in the present

thesis, it was obtained at forty minutes from the start

of frosting runs.

Method of Attack

The expirical correlations were obtained by assuming

polynomial relationships between frost density and frost

thickness and ·three independent system variables.

it was assumed that

'?f -< T~ ~

= a h. Pgg

and cS = b h"i T-+ p~g g

where ff = Frost density (gms/cc)

h = Heat transfer coefficient (Btu/hr ft 2oF)

Tg = Gas temperature (oR)

Pg = Dew point of gas (OF)

6 = Frost thickness (inches)

Thus

(G-l)

(G-2)

The constants in Equation G-l and G-2 were obtained

from the experimental data as follows:

The polynomials .CJ(,(3 and., were obtained from the

log-log plots of frost density versus heat transfer

coefficient (at constant Tg and Pg >, versus gas temperature

(at constant hand Pg > and versus dew point of gas (at

constant hand Tg > respectively. The polynomials of

Equation G-2 '1,~ and ~ were obtained similarly. Once all

the polynomials were calculated, the constants a and b

were obtained from the ex~erimental data point of frost

density and thickness at known heat transfer coefficient,

gas temperature and humidity. The experimental results



used for the correlation are~-'described in Tables G-l
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to G-4. The following correlations were obtained by

,~')

, ~...~
~. ~-: ..
........)f.c ..

this method.

a 3 0.933 0.2062
'f = 1.930xlO-)C h ~ Tg . x Pg 0.1511 (G-3)

-2.878
j( xp.g

0.779 (G-4)

As, shown in Tables G-l to G-4, the ranges of

i~dependent variables used to obtain above mentioned

~~~e h varying from 5.60 Btu/~r ft2 0F to 10.8 Btu/hr ft 2CF.

Tg varying from 4940 R to 5530fl andPg varying from dew

point of 14.30F to dew point of 33.3SoP.

It 1s the author's belief that the empirical

correlations G-J and G-4 shoul.d be apPlicable in predicting

frost density and thickness values at forty minutes from

the beginning of the frosting process for the system

conditions outside the ranges considered above, if the

criterion of smooth layer~ of frost is satisfied. It

should also be noted that these 6orrelations at~

independent of system's geometries as long as it 1s well

defined such that heat a.nd mass transfer coefficients

can be obtained accurately.

A comparison between the experimental valllesand the

values predicted from Equation G-3 and G-4 for various

system conditions are shown in Table G-5.
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Table G-l

Experimerltal. d.ata for. Ca1.clJlation oro( a.nd. 'I

'; g= 5J3°B. l !s= dew po int of JOop

h(Btu 20) ~.£'(2§.. ) 0 (inches)
hr ft F 1 GC.

5.80

7.20

10.80

0.0582

0.0620

0.1030

Table G-2

0.135

0.131

0.125

Experimental data foY Ca.lcula.tion off. and. +

,h: 5. 60 ~-ft20f .';;: Je1tl point at 27.l6°F

T g< On) C? (gms.) 6(inches)
.f cc.

553 0 R 0.0620 0.058

~~9L~oR 0.0606 0.080

Table G-J

Exp§rimental d.ata for CalClllation oftand§

h=5.87 Btu T =508 oR
br ft 2 0F __g _

.33.25

~f <.8l!!§... )
cc.

0.0555

O. 0-523

S(inches)

0.130

O. 0825
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Table G-l (Contd.)

.~ r ....: I

p (del~ ptOF) ~f (gros. ). o(inches)
g cc.

30. L~oF 0.0620 0.1)10

lL~. 1°F 0.0535 0.0750.,/

Table G-4

Exr:.e,rimenta,l data for Cal'Clllation of a. anil ~

h( Btll ~Q ) T (oR,') 'p (del,q pt) .~f (gms. ) 6(inches)hFTtt:'F g g. of CC~ • I

10.80 5,30°2 ~ 9. 8}~oF O.~O30 0 .. -125·

Table G-5

Experimental Data versus Values predicted from

Equations (d-J~ and ~G·_I~) for various

System Conditions

Be T
g

.5,100 93°F

8,000 73 0 P

6,100 48°F

Hl1midi ty ~f eXt \'f (gm.§.. ) cSexp
S(inch)

(d.'ew point) (gms •. cc. from
OF cc. from ( inch-)

Eq (G-!*)
Eq. (G-J)

27.16 0.0620 0.0612 O. 0 58~ 0.060

30.0 0.0620 0.0625 0.1)1 0., ].29

18.02 0,,0523 0.0.575 0.0825 0.0820



Literature Survey on Homogeneous Nucleation from-Vapor Phase

As seen in Section II, the transport of water in the
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Appendix H

colder. region of the frost 1s possible only by the thermal

diffusion of water or ice nuclei. Since 'homogeneous nuclea.tion

1s .expected to occur in the frost' interior, the available '

literature on thlsphenomenon 1s reviewed in this appendix.

Numerous literature is available on ,the subject of

hom~geneous nucleation from vapor phase. The critical reviews

of all the existing theories and the experimental facts 

ab~ut this process are given by Amelin (~) and Byers(21)~

Sander and Damkohler (9J) and Hinckley et al. (2) have also

given some discussion on themathematlcal ~spects of this

process .'

For the present purpose, the knowledge of nucleation

rate and the critical size of a nuclei under a set of

envlr,onmental cO,ndlt1ons are of considerable significance.

The critical nucleus size can be, calculated from Kelvin's

equation (60) shown below.'

p 2 cJ M
In(:p.) =

vp R T ~ r
(H-l)

I
I

. All the nomenclatures of Equation H-l are described

in AppendiX R.

Schaefer (100) calculated critical size of a nuclei

from his experimental data and found that it was in good

agreement with one computed from Equation H-l. These results

are shown in Figure H-l.
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The three significant theorErtlcal relationships for

the calculation of the homogeneous nucleatio~ rate are those

of Volmer's (112), Becker and Do r:tYlC3 S (8) and Frankel's

(9,40,42). All these relationships were obtained from Gibbs
~"""""""'-. .

stability criteria for formation of a stable aggregate of

nuclei (embryo). The mathematical formulations or all the

three theoretical models were ba~ed on the same assumptions.

The final expressions, 'however, were arrived at with increasing

degree of soph'1stlcatlon in the mathematical derivation, in

the order of the investigation listed above.

The experimental resul ts on nucleation rates -( 12 ,43)

have been found to be in better agreement with Beck~r and

Dori'Yl-S eqllation (.§) and Frankel equation (42) than with

Volmer equation (112). A comparison between the predictions

of nucleation rate as a function of supe'rsaturation ratio

and temperature obtained from Volmer and Becker-Doring

equations is shown in Figure H_l,J,.

Since Becker-Dori.nS equation has been proven to be

good with the help of experimental res.ults (12,~), it is

used for the preliminary'calculations described in Section

II-E. T'his equation is shown below.

. " ,,-")
(. ~i( ~_S

. 2
( p )
~

1/2
(Mer )

-2/3 -1-A(1-3g +2g)
e (H-2)

where, 35·.2 (..1L 2 0- )3
g = In3S

~-
) tr-

and 17.6 M 2 a- )3A =
1n2s ~

)
T
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All the 'nomenclatures of abov~ equation are described

in Appendix R.

The experimental measurements of the homogeneous

nucleation rate have been found to be an extremely difficult

task. The m~jor problems involved in the mea~urement are

the lnaccur~cy 1nvolvedin the counting of the nuclei and

the difficulties in complete removal of dust or other foreign

·.partlcle~ from air~,Most of the experimental studies are

carried out in Wilson's chamber (44,85,99,119) ,and in- - - -_.
sonic noz~les t( 73) •---. '

Wilson. (119) and POl-lell( 85) carried out some original
. -

experimental investigations of the process of homogeneous

nucleation. Their results, however, were qualitative in

n'ature. Their experlmen~al technique was elaborated and used

observation. The lowest system temperature they conside~ed

o
was 261 K, and the nucleation rate at that temperature was

observed to be increased rapidly at supersaturation ratio

greater than 5. Schaefer (100) and Maybankand Mason (71)

later on carried out the measurements of homogeneous

nucleation- rate at the system temperatures slightly lower

than that studied by Volmer and Flood (Ill). Both of them

arrived at the same conclusion that. in clean air, crystals'
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formed by spontaneous condensation followed by homogeneous

crystallization, appeared only when the supersaturation

exceed 400% and the terminal temperature fell below _40°C,

There was discrepancy, however, in crystal concentration

formed by both the investigators under these conditions •

.Maybank and Mas.on (71) reported nuclei concentration of
6 3 - 11 3

4.0 x 10 10m as opposed to 10 - fern, found by Schaefer (109).

They claimed th.at Schaefer's results were ~rrneous because

of maltechnique involved in their experimental measurements.

The flnalresults of these investigators are shown in ;Figures

H-2 and H-3.•

Sander and .Damkohler (93), Rau (87) and Pound et al.

(~) have also obtained quantitative measurements of nucleation
o

rate a,t the system temperature as low as -73C. Pound et ale

(84) suggested that because' homogeneous nucleation of liquid

water droplet at -40od had been well established, the
o

particles appearing between this temperature and -65 C were

frozen spher,es which had not developed crystalline faces.

Sander and pamkohler (21) correlated their d~ta for nucleation

rate of 1 nuclei/em) sec in a following way.

o p 780above -62 C In - = 1.521 (with ions 1 (H-.3)
Pvp T

0
L.. 1§.Labove -62 C In = - 1.537 (without 1ons) (H-4)
p T
vp

_62°C P 1,37} 3.748 (with orbelow In -- = - without
P 'T
vp ions) (H-5)
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Above empirical correlations are found to be in well

agreement with Becker-DoriY\~ Squation H-2 for predicting

supersaturation'ratios (piP ) and temperatures for
vp

nticleatlon rate of 1 nucl~1/cm3 sec.

At present, there are no quantitative experimental data

available for nucleation rate at the temperatu.res below
o --73 C. Some, observations, however, have been made regarding

the nature of ice crystals formed at temperatures below

o--73 C. Mason (§l.) observed the mother of pearl clouds at

temperature of about -80°C in the stratosphere. Blackman

and L1sgarten (10) have des'cribed the structure of ice

formed at temperatures below -73°C. Cwllong (~) has given

a good qual'1 tat1ve description of the nature of ice cloud

formed in the W'11son chamber at the temperatures as low
o

as -120 C. He also concluded that at that "low te~perature,

the nature of cloud formed would make the quantitative

measurement of nucleation rate extrem'elydifflcult.
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APPENDIX J

Literature Survey on Non-Equilibrium Growth of an Ice

~al from Vapor Phase

Since frost densification is essentially a result of

growth of ice crystal network, in this appendix, a very

brief description of the available literature on the non-

equilibrium growth of an ice crystal 1s presented.

In the usual case, diffusion, deg,ree of s'lpersatur~tlon,

kinetics of bonding and presence of impurities are the

factors which modify the crystal form and habit. Hence, in

order to obtain a theoretical model for the crystal growth

process, it is important to determine the factors which

control the growth under a given set of envlronmen,tal

conditions.

The probability for presence of impurities in the ice

crystals of frost is highly remote. The ice crystal growth

from a stagnant vapor phase 1s expected to be controlled

by the rate of diffusion and heat conduction since molecular

diffusional processes in this environmental condition are

uSl1ally small inmagnltudes. The calculations shown in

Section II-E describe one of the ways for q.etermining the

controlling factors for crystal growth. The results of these

calculations indicate that most likely,. the growth of ice

crystals from vapor phase in the present case would be

controlled by molecular diffusional mechanisms.

The first theoretical equation for the diffusion

controlled growth of ~ single crystal, which is at rest



relative to air and that the diffusion field around the

crystal has achieved a steady state, was given by Jeffrey'

('56) as follows,

.!!=,"") 1
(:~ - ::~ r..f ~

d.mas (J-l)

i
I

"I

Equation J-1 was later used by Houghton (53) to calculate

the growth rat~ of crystal by a trial and er~or method

based on a table of values of ~.s against. crystal surface

temperature.

Mason (68) carriedout first systematic mathematical
dm

approach to derive an analytical expres~ion for 16· in te~ms

of parameters which, for a·wa.ter saturated environment, are

determined only by the temperature and by the geometry of

the crystal. This significant contribution to the present

subject can be briefly summarized as follows:

If it is assumed that the vapor pressure Ps in the

vlsclnity of the crystal surface 1s the eqUilibrium vapor

pressure with respect to ice at the surface temperature T
s

of the crystal, 1.e. p = p (T ), Equation J-1 can be written
S e S

as,

P (T)
e

(J -·2 )

where, p (T) is the saturat~on vapor pressure over a plane
e

ice surface at the ambient- tempera.ture T, p is the ambient

vapor pressure and M- the molecular weight of ice.

While the crys~al is growing, the surface temperature Ts
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will be higher than that of tPie surrou.ndlng air •.If 1 t is

assumed that latent heat of sublimatlon~H lsdlspersed

solely by conduction through air, we have

6H drn.
-.-
de

= 4 1T C k~ (T is - T ) (J-3)

where, ~ls the thermal conductivity of air.

Now,

1 dp
e

-. 'dTp ,
e

=
AH M

R TZ! Clausius-Clapeyron) (J-4)

and integrating this equation from the crystal surface to

a boundary in the environment remote from the crystal gives

Adding Equations J-2 and J-6

(3-7)

(J-5)

(J-6)- 1
dm
de

RT dm

411C~Pe (T )M de
dm

) +
49

t\H
2

. M

exp ( 4ITC~Tz=

=In

p
=

P(T)
e

From Equation J-3

Pe (T s ).- p;(T)

p (T)
e .

I

1
I, I
I
J

I

i

When the exponent in Equation J-7 is small compared

with unity, one may wr1.te
2

6H M RTS -- 4rrc fr/ ( kHT:2 ...- *---,
~,. Dp MPe (T )

) = 4n C"a-If (T) (J -8 )

environment relative to .~~lce and the term in the brackets

where to-:: (Pip (T)) - 1. . . e is the supersaturation of the

~~.....".~-...



1sa function of temperature only at constant air pressure.

Electrostatic car~clty of crystal C, was calculated

by Houghton (53), for several geometries.- Retreated a

then hexago~al prism as a prolate spheroid of revolution

of large accentricity and obtained (53) the following area

terms.

.For circular disc C = 2r/rr

For sphere C = r (J-9)

(3-10)

and for prolate spheroid c = 2ae
In (l+e)/(l-e) (J-ll)

2 ~
Where, accentrlc1ty e = (1- b)2' and "a and b are major

az
and minor semi-axes respectively.

The Equa:t·lon J -8 ca.n be used to calculate growth

rate of c~ystal as long as crystal retains 1tsgeometrlcal

shape. In real1·ty, however, it has bee~foundthat after

the early stages of growth, the crystals generally loose

their simple geometrical shapes and develop into dendritic

struc~ures. Equation J-8 could not be applied for the

,dendritic crystal growth.

The growth rate Equation J-7 has been found to agree

wi th experimental results of Ma.son (68) and HOllghton (53)- ~

only in the early stages of growth. In both-the ~tudles,

the crystal developed into dendritic structure after a

short' duration. The criterion for this transition from

poly:hedral· to dendr·ltic gr.owth has been dertved. by Mason (68).

The experimental studies of Mason (~) and Hough.ton

(53) were carried out in the t~mperature range between



Mason'<61l also reported experimental as

~.

well as theoretical studies on growth rate of a spherical

droplet. Schaefer (98) and Bradley (13) have also reported

I .

1

1

some data on growth rate of a single ice crystal. At

present, however, no experimental data available for growth

of an ice crystal from vapor phase below -30oe.

As yet, no systematic theoretical or experimental

studies of dendritic crystal growth have been c~rried out.

This phenomenon was, however, correctly interpreted by

Kossel (19,63) as to be due to the 'ract tlmt the corners

of a growing crystal have a greater surface energy (because

of higher area to volume ratio) than the edges w~ich, in

turn, have a greater energy than the faces- of the crystal.

The .greater area to volume ra.tio provides more heat conduction

to the surrounding vapor, and makes the dissipation of the

hea.t of, crystallization take place at a smaller difference

in temperature between the crystal surfa~e and the vapor

p.hase, glvlng the 'corners and edges a higher effect 1ve

supersaturation than the faces of the crystal. The higher

effective supersaturation brings on an increase in the

growth rate at these locations, thus perpetrating and

intensifying the effect. The mathematical study of this

perpetrating and intensifying effect is ~n extremely

difficult task.



APPENDIX k

Literature Survey on Thermal Diffusion of Solid Particles

l.nStagnant Gas

A ra.diometric or thermal force 1s defined as a force

on a body suspended in gas which is not in thermal equilibrium."

The movement or diffusion of-this suspended body by thermal

force is called the process of thermal diffusion.

The strong possibility for an existence of fog or ice

nucle~ (see Section II-C) along with the existence of a

large temperature gradient (see Section IV) in the frost

interior suggests the occurrence of process of thermal

diffusion of ae~osols in gas within the frost. For the

sa.me"thermal force, the mass transport ofa material by

this process, as reported by'Mason (69), could be as high

as 106 times that due to thermal diffusion of the same

material in the gaseous phase.

In trying to seek an explanation for the phenomenon.

of uniform densif1cation of frost, one must find a

mechanism by which frost at extremely low temperature

densifies with time. Since at that low temperature one

nucleation and thermal diffusion of fog or ice nuclei in

would expect tha.t appreciable wat,er vapor could not exist

before nucleation takes place, the crystal growth from

the v~por phase may not be a sufficiently rapid process.

Under this situation, in the colder region of the frost,

densificat10n could occur only if, water vapor 1s

transported there in an other phase. Since both



gas are highly conceivable processes occurring in the

frost interior, it 1s possible that thermal diffusion

of nucleated fog or ice particles could transport water

vapor in the colder region of the frost. It is for these

reasons, that thermal diffusion of aerosols in gas may be

a very significant phenomenon in interpreting' and clarifying

results. The available literature on both theories as

well as some pertinent experimental facts are outlined below.

Poppoff (~) showed that the thermal force is not

appreciable for particle greater than 10 microns in diameter.

In fact, the efficiency with which particles can be'

separated from a gas by thermal diffusion have been found

to decrease rapidly when particle radius exceeds 2 microns

(46) • Hence this literature on thermal diffusion can

be meaningfully applied only to particles with a diameter

of less than 4 microns. Since the size of lee nuclei

is always smaller than this, the 11terature' information

would be meaningfully applied to the present purpose.

~heoret1cal treatments to the subject have been carried

out by several investigators. Since the gUide lines for

the development of the theoretical equations depended upon

the flow regimes (i.e. on the value of ratio )/rp ; where

~ is mean free bath and r p is particle radius) the

discussion of the process will be separated on that basis.

Al though Tyndall (.ill.l, Rayle 19h ( 88), Aitken (1) end

Lodge and Cla.rk (66) first conceived and performed some

earl.y pioneering experiments for the understanding of
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movement of aerosols under the effect of thermal force.

rrhe first sign.ificant theoretical treatment to 'the thermal

diffusion phenomenon in the free molecular regime ( ~ »1.0)
r p

was given by Cawood (gg).

Considering a cylinder of gas, of l.ength about twice

the mean free path of the gas, whose axis is perpendicular

to a hot surface and radius of the magnitude of the mean

free path of the gas, being 51tuated in a temperatu.re

gradient, dT/dx. Cawood concluded that a particle inside

this cylinder would experien~e bombardment due to the

motion of gas molecules parallel to the axis of the

cylinder but would experience no net lateral bombardment.

The net energy flow through the cylinder 1s given by

E=1/6(N2Vg2) (1Trp
2 ) (tmv~2) -1/6 (N1Vg1 ) (1Tr~) (tmVgf)

(K-l)

Where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to temperature

The flux of molecules

In one direction is equal to that in the opposlts

direction s~ that N1Vg1 = N2Vg2. Replacing t mV~l with

3/2 (RT~) Equation K-l simplifies to
No

E = -t(N1H/No ) (n r p2Vg2) ().. d T.'dx) (K-2)

The net force acting on a particle. can now be found

by dividing the net energy flow per unit time by the average

velocity of the gas molecules whereby

F t = E/Vg= -t (NtH/No) (rrr~) (,\ CT/dx) (K-3)

It is assumed here that ~ = Vg l+Vg2 Is very nearly
-"'2--



Vgl- Replacing NR/No by piT Equation (K-)) then becomes

F t = -~ (rrr2 ) (p~ IT) dT/dx (K-4)
. p

which 1s Cawood. 's eq11ation in the final form.

The values of thermal forces given by Cawood's

equation were within an order of magnitude of those found

by experiments.

The elementary treatment of Cawood (~) was later

improved by Derjaguin, Bakanov (35) and by Waldmenn(113).

The improved theory starts from the basic statement that

the velocity distribution of incoming gas molecules, as

they approach a suspe~ded particle, is not apprecia.blY

changed by the presence bf the particl~. The Chapman-

~nskog vel/oo1ty distribution function for a gas with an

imposed temperature gradient is used to describe the incoming

gas molecules. The rebounding molecules are considered

to have a velocity d1s'tributlon made up in part by a

fraction of molecules specularly reflected and in part

by those molecules which leave the particle stirface after"

having reache~ equilibrium with it. The expression

for thermal force in this case 1s given by:

dT

dx (K-5)

This equation can be shown to have the same form

as Cawood's equation qut to contain a different numerical

coefficient by making the following substitutions for the

monoatomic gases.



(K-6)lC= ~ ~ , II = €NmgVl k=R7No and pT=: Rn/V
g

Thus, assuming ideal gas behavior, eqllation K-6 becomes

F t = -J2r%X dT =: -4r~ (pA/T) .£! (K-7)
15Vg dx dx

The thermopheret1c velocity in this regime 1s given by,

Vt =: Ian (~).) dT (K-8)
1 "., T dx

where is dependent upon the nature of the gas particle

interaction. The velocity, V t does not depend on the size
t

of the particle at all, and only to a small degree on their

nature through -+' •

For slip region ( )/r « 1.0). when the size of a
p

particle becomes large compared to the mean free path, the

molecule particle interaction changes; the molecule no longer

sees the particle as another molecule, but sees the particle

as a solid surface. Hence a different approach must be taken

to define the thermal force. Epstein (95) was the first to.-
solve this problem a.nalytically. He considered both the

kinetic and hydrodynamic aspects of gas flow around a

spherical particle and took into account the fact that the

behavior of the particle in the gas would depend on the

ratio of heat transported through the interior of the

particle to the heat received on the sttrface from molecular

impacts. Therefore, the thermal conductivities of the gas

and the immersed material should come into the derivation

of the thermal stress. Three basic assumptions were made:

1. )../r « 1.0
p

2. A uniform temperature distribution exists in the gas



at a great distance from the particle.

3- Convective heat transfer to the particle is negligible

compared to heat transfer by conduction.

He then broke down the problem into two phases of

hydrodynamics and conduction which were treated independently

initially and later combined through the conoept of the

thermal creep. Epstein's procedure may be summarized as

follows:

Heat cond.nction probles was solved to obtain the

temperature gradient over the surface of the sphe!e.

Using the thermal creep velocity, defined by Maxwell (70),

as a boundary condition, the Navier-Stokes equations were

solved. By 'intergrating over the entire surface, the

total force on the pa.rticle was obtained. The therma.l

force was then calculated as a component of the total

force parallel to the direction of the tempera.tllre gradient.

Epstein's final equation for the thermal force 1s given by

F t = (-9TT) (rp ) (1'\2/~T) ( ~ ) dT
2kg+K p dx

Numerous experimental investigations have been carried

out which can test Epstein's equation. The data of

Rosenblatt and Lamer (91) showed satisfactory agreement

with the theory considering the assumptions used in its

development. Additional support for the theory was given

by the work of Saxon and Ra.ns (2,2). However, results

obtained by Schadt and Cadle (96,97) cast some doubt on

the Epstein theory p~rt1cularly for aerosole particles

l· , .. --~~.. _'_ .....•.~---



of high thermal conductivity. cH-Eqruation l~ -- 9 shows,

when kp becomes large the thermal force tends to zero.

Yet Schadt and Cadle found no such tendency in their

experimental observations while using particles where
- ?

thermal conquctivity ranged from 1.45 x lO-~ Btu/hr ftOF

to 39.4 Btu/hr ftOR. In fact, the thermal force on iron

and sodium chloride particles was from twenty to thirty

times greater than those predicted by Equation K-9.

Brock (12,16), has been able to account for these

differences by resolv~ng the steady state Navter-Stokes

equation subject to two corrections of the Epstein theory.

1. BOl1ndary condl tio-ns more suitable for the step flow

regime were used and 2. the continuous energy eq.uation

has been solved taking into account convective terms.

Brock's equation which 1s applicable into the slip flow

regime (~/r « 1.0) for thermal diffusive force of particlesp

in air has the form

F t ={ -911 ) (rp ) ( !t) {-zh} ( ~ +!2 ~/rp) dT
. ~T l+o>.,rp (l+2kg +15 >.. ') eli( (K-10)

k p 2" r p
Where ~ 1.8 calculated from Eqllation D-24 as follows,

(K-ll)

On the basis of coefficients obtained by these

eqllatlons .. the thermal force as calculated by Equation

K-IO has been shown in good agreement with the thermal

force found for liql1id aerosQ.J.. s by Jacobsen and Brock (-22).



A completely different approach to d.efining

thermophoresls of large particles has been taken by

Derjagiun and Bakanov (35). Their calculations give a

thermal slip coefficient which 1s 35 times smaller then

that obtaine~ by Maxwell (70), the latter being the basis

of boundary conditions used by Epstein and Brock.

Derjagiun and Bakanov use the Chapman-Enskog method of

solving the kinetic equation which make possible the

calculation of the 1sother~al heat transfer in a gas stream

when the space derivatives of the velocity gradient a.re

not equal to zero. This approach introduces a new turn

into the boundary condition for the component of the heat

fl11X norma.l. to the surface. Their result for the

thermophoretic force is,

(K-12 )F t =(-) Jn~rp (~~+kp) dT
(2kg+kp) dx

More recently Derjaguin and Yalamow(37) have taken the

temperature jump into account with the result

F t =(-) Jnq2rp

~T

(8kg+kp+2Ct~/rpkp ) dT

(2kg+kp+2CtX/rpkp) dx

(K-13)

been done to define the thermal force when the size of the

This equation, valid only for large particles, gives

theory infers that the thermal velocity 1s size independant

But theresults to within 20,% of experimental (~).

which does not agree with the data of Rosenblatt and Lamer

(91) or the results of this work.

Due to the complexity of the problem, no work has

I
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particle becomes comparaole to the mean free path (~ =1.0,
rp

the transition region) until recently. Brock (17) 1s the

first to give a description of the mechanism in this

.(1'""}1

t ..~"~ .•~-;

regime. In principle, the approach is similar to that

of the free molecular regime, that is, the calculation

is based on momentum transfer between the gas molecule

and the suspended particle•. The important difference

has to do with velocity distribution. of the incoming and

outgoing gas molecules. The qualitative description of

Brock's first attempt is given in Reference 17.



APPENDIX L

Heat and Mass Transfer Analysis of the Forced Flow in a

Smooth Pipe

As seen in Section II, a quantitative theoretical

analysis of the frosting process requires an accurate

knowledge of heat and mass transfer characteristics of the

system. This'appendix briefly describes the applicability

of various theoretical analysis for the evaluation of the

heat and mass transfer characteristics of the frosting

system of the present research. The theoretical studies are

carried out both in laminar and turbulent flow regimes.

A. Heat Transfe-r Characteristics of the Forced Flow in a

Smooth Pipe'

In the frosting sy~tem of the present research, a long

calming section was used to obtain a fully developed velocity

profile in gas before it passed over the heat transfer

section of the duct. Also, the measurements of heat flux

through the frost were carried out in the thermal entrance

region (where thermal boundary layer is being developed).

Hence, for the present purpose, heat transfer characteristics

of a fully developed flow through a duct (or pipe) in thermal

entrance region are of significance. The boundary condition

of constant wall temperature is assumed. to be valid one for

theoretical predictions. Since the flow is usually divided

into the turbulent, laminar and transition regimes, the

following discussion of forced convection heat transfer is

also separated on that~basis.

,-~,; '~<~'~ ',--)
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1. Turbulent Heat Transfer'

,"

as describ~d below~

(L-l)

for aSchematic of Heat

6T
u---

dX

Figure L-l

l..,.

Fully Developed Forced Flow through a Smooth

Boundary Conditions

T(x,r) = T x < 0 (L-2)
0

T(x,ro ) = T x > 0 (L-3)w

T(O,r ) = T r # r (L-4)
0 0 0

All the nomenclatures of Equations L-l to L-4 are

described in Appendix R.

The system satisfying the Equation L-l is subjected to

the following restrictions.

1. Fluid properties are constant.

2. Mean· velocity in axi.al direction is independent of

angular position.

3. Mean radial velocity 1s zero.

4. Mean temperature .at ~ny radius does not vary with time
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or· angular position.

5. 'Fr'ictlonal diss ipation of energy is negligible.'

6. Axial diffusion 1s negligible with respect to bulk

transport in the x-direction.

Several attempts have been made to obtain a mathematical

so~ution of Equation L-1 with varying degree of sophistication.

First, Latzko (64) obtained an approximate'solution of

Equation L-l for Pr = 1.0. His final resu.lt for heat t ..ransfer

, coefficient '1s as follows:

h(x)

-2.7x
R .25

= h_ ( 1 + 0.1 e e DR

(L-5)

where,
h", =

0.0]84 G c
P

0.25
He

(L-6)

All the 'nomenclatures of Equations L-5 and L-6 are

described in Appendix R.

Deissler (31,32,33) and Sl~lcher and Tribus (1Q2,106),

later on, carried out sophisticated ,mathematical analysis

of Equation L-l. The main difference in their sollltlons lies

in the estimation of €He

De issler (31, )2) used experlment~lly determ,ined velocity

and concentration distribution to obtain the following

.. correlations for EM. He,_ then, assumed EH = E.,~.

Near cold wall,

for y+ < 26



where,

E
M
= n2uy (1- e-(n2uY1(~/~»)

+ 1/2
y = y ( go ~ / ~ ) /y

for y+) 26

2 (du/dy)J
£~ k (dfU/dy2)2

(L-7)

(L-8)

..... i'-' .....
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The values of the constants ~=O.124 and k =0.36 in

above equations were obtained from th.e mass transfer

experiments in turbulent flow th.r'ough pipe.

Slelcher and Tribus (105,106) measured not only the

velocity distribution but also the temperature distribution

in pipe to calculate EH • They found .that the ratio of €H

and EM was 1.4 instead of upity as assumed by Delss1er

(31,32). The results of Slelcher and Tribus (1"05,106) for

agreawell with ones obtained by Corcoran et al. (27).

Their final result for heat transfer coefficient in thermal

entrance region can be given by the following mathematical

equation (105,106).

Nu(x) = (L-9)

wher~,

The constants A and A." are dependent on the Reynoldsn
and Prandtl numbers. Their values a.rereported in Reference

lO~. The heat transfer coefficients calculated from Equation

L-9 have been found to agree with the experimental data of

Boelter (11).



In order to evaluate the applicability of each of

the above described method for the present purpose, the heat

tra.nsfer coefficient at the centre of the test section under

"I

I
1

a set of system conditions are calculated using Equatlons

L-.5 and L-9 and Figures 6 and 8 of Reference 32. These values

are then compared with the experimental one. The final results

of these calculations are summarized below.

For system conditions:

Reynolds number = 6,100

Humidity = dew point at 14.30 F

Gas Temperature = 48°F

x = 2".77 inches

D = 0.8 inch
H

Method h (Btu/hr ft
2 OF)

Latzko 4.24

Delssler 5.61

Sleleher-Trlbus 5.95

Experi~ental(frosting) 6.92

From the above described results it can be concluded

that, as expected, Latzko method (64) predicts too low heat

tra.nsfer coefficient compare to the experimental value.

Both Sle1cher-Tribus method (105) and Delss1er method (~)

predict almost identical values of heat transfer coefficient.

These values are also in good agreement with the experimental

one. Since Sleicher-Tribus (105) uses the experimentally--.-.

measured values of Ew in solution of EquationL-l, their



theoretic~l analysis is believed t~·be more realistic than

that of Deissler (31,32). Hence, it is used for the purpose

of a comparison between theoretical and experimental v~lues

of the heat transfer coefficients in the frosting experiments.

It should be noted that in the present research, the

heat transfer coefficients were alsomeasur~d under n£n

frosting conditions (see Section IV-D). These results were

found to be in very good agreement with the pre~ictions of

Sleiche.r-Tribus Equ~tlon L-9.

2. Laminar Heat Transfer

Although, no frosting experiments were carried out to

obtain the properties of frost deposited from the gas in

laminar flow regime, It is believed that the theoretical

model~ for the frosting process are valid in this flow

regime. Thus, the application of the theoretical models~1n

the laminar flow regime also demands the accurate knowledge

of heat transfer coefficient.

Heat transfer characteristics of a laminar flow through

.a pipe or a duct are well studied by Graetz (61). Graetz

solution for the heat transfer. coefficient, however, can

'not be used when Reynolds number 1s less than about 130 (101)

because axial conduction then becomes significantly important~

Graetz solution, of course, does not take into account the

effect of axial (or b~ck) conduction on the heat tra.nsfer

coefficient. Schneider (121) has solved the problem of

heat transfer in laminar flow (with flat velocity profile)

when back conduction is important. The problem of heat



transfer in laminar flow, both with or without back

conduction and for ~oth flat and parabolic velocity profiles

is solved by the author and co-workers (10)). The effects

of back.conduction and of velocity profile on the lamina.r

heat transfer characteristics in a rectangular duct are

described in Figures L-2 and L-3 respectively for two

different Reynolds numbers of air. As shown in Figure

L-2 the back conduction at very low Reynolds number causes

the heat transfer coefficient to attain a finite value at

the entrance of the heat transfer regime. It ,should be

noted that 1n the absenc'e of back conduction heat transfer

cdefflcient is infinity at the entrance of the heat

transfer regime. The thermal boundary layer thickness (at

a.ny down.stream distan.ce) is higher hence heat transfer

c·oefflcient is lower in case oflam1narflow with parabolic

velocity profile than ones in case of flat velo·city profile

laminar flow as shown in Figure L-3~

). Heat Transfer in Transition Flow

The theoretical analysis of heat transfer in transition

flow regime is qlllte difficult. Usually" the correlation for

heat transfer coefficient in transition flow regime 1s

obtained by interpolating between the correlations for

laminar and turbulent flow regimes.

B. Mass Transfer Analysis of the Forced Fl'ow in a Rectangular

Duct

The process of frosting occurs with simultaneious

transfer of heat a.n~mass• Hence, the mass transfer



characteristics of the frosting process can be studied

with the help of heat transfer analysis of the process

and using an analogy between heat and mass transfer.

Two simple analogies between heat and mass transfer

are those of Lewis .( 39) and of Chilton and Colburn (104).

The experimental data of Coles (26) and Chung (~) for the

studies of heat and mass transfer analogies have been

found to agree well with Lewis relation (39,72). Hence,

for the present purpose of ,evaluating the ma.ss transfer

chara.cteristics of the fro_sting process, Lewis relation is

used.

Lewis Relation for Simultaneous Heat and Mass Transfer

The Lewis relation for simultaneous heat and mass

transfer can be used in all the flow regimes (turbulent,

transition and laminar).

it can be wrltted as (22)

For small vapor concentration

jn = jH (L-IO)

h = fCp (~:/.p~ )2/3 (L-ll)
Kg

or, h = pCp Le 2/) (L-12)
Kg

Thus, the ma.ss transfer coefficient in the frosting

process can be calculated from Equation L-12 with the

knowledge of h (heat transfer coeff ie,tent) and gas

properties •
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APPENDIX N

Sample Calculations- and Error Analysis,

1. Average Frost Density

All the frost density values reported in this thesis

are actually indirectly measured quantities, since they

were calculated fro~ the measured weight of the collected

frost samples and the correspondingly measured sample

thicknesses. A sample calculation for the frost density

is described below.

For Run number 30, at time of 104.36 minutes from

the start.

Mass of the frost collected by 0.866 cm2 cross section

(inside), cylindrical, hollow glass vial = .0372 gms.

Thickness of the frost = 0.226 inch (as measured by

depth micrometer)

Density of the frost =

=

.03~2

The error in the density measurement 1s related to

the errors involved in weighing the frost sample and in

measuring the frost thickness. The error in the density

(N-l)

measurement, Aff' can be estimated from, Equation N-l

(~) shown below •

.~'f = ~ omf , y + () ff AAy
gmf,v ~Av

since fr = mr,v!Av ' Equation N-J.. reduces to

A,Df = ~ t.mf v - mf,v 1 ~Ay mfl ! A6
or Av6 '6 AT AvO (N-))
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-It was estimated that in general the weight of the

collected frost sample could be determined to the nearest

0.002 gms., This limitation on the accuracy was due to loss

of material during the collection process. In the

measurements of density gradient in the frost interior (the

results described in Section IV-C), the weight of the

frost slice could be determined to the nearest 0.003 gms.

because of additional error involved during the slicing.

It was also estimated that the frost thickness could be

measured accurately to the nearest 0.005 inch (or 0.0127 em).

The primary cause of error in this measurement 1s the

difficulty involved in determining the actual location of

the frost surface.

The diameter of the vial used to collect the frost

sample could be estimated .to the nea.rest 0.002 inches

(0.00508 em). From Equation N-4 shown below

= Dv Tr
-2---

(N-4)

it was calculated that this uncertainty in the diameter

implied and error of 0.008)6 cm2 in the vial cross sectional

area. Thus, from the preceding discussion, the values

of AAv ' A mf •v and .6b chosen for this calculation were

and

=
/i, mf ,v =

0.008)6 cm. 2

0.002 gms.

0.0127 em •.

It should be noted that these error values are applicable

to all the frosting experiments.



Substituting in Equation ~-J the values of ~Av'

,~

,"':";", \t.)

and OS listed above, and the values of A" m
f

and S shown,v
earlier, Af£ was found to be 0.00644. Since '(ffor Run 30 is

equal to 0.0751 gms./cc., the maximum percenta.ge error in

density measurement is 0.00644 x 100 %
0.0751

or + 8.57.%

In the density gradient measurement, where 6mf~v

=0.003 gms., the maximum percentage error for a typical

experiment can be calculated as follows.

For Run number 37, the mass of the bottom 0.0625 inch

thick frost = 0.0146a (=mf,v)' Av = 0.714 cm2

Thus, 'f = 0.01468 = 0.1295 gms./cc.
2.54xo.0625xO.714

Since, once again,

AAv = 0.008)6 cm2

= 0.0042 em.and

= 0.001 gms.(since 0.003 gms for three slices)

Thus, the maximum percent~ge error in this kind of

measurement is calculated as follow,

maximum %error = .01582 xlOO h
.1295

It should be noted that the calculation of error

by Equation N-3 does not allow for compensating errors.

,. The true magnitude of the errors (maximUm) are most

certainly lower than the ones calculated above.

2. Thermal Conductiv1tieg

A. Average Frost Layer Conductivitl



The average frost layer thermal conductivity was

~J .~1

''I:'\~. '\,",

calculated from EquationN-5 shown below.

q = ~av~ (Ts - Tw)
6

(N-5)

From the experimental measurements of q, Ts,Tw and

k avg for a typical set of experimental conditions can be

calculated as follows.

For Run number 16,

q = 539 Btu/hr ft 2 (quasi-steady state value)

T s = 15°F (value in the quasi-steady :state of heat flux)

Tw= -)15 0 F

6= 0.1875 inch

hence,

k avg = 539xO.1875xl
330x12

~ 0.02784 Btu/hr ftOF

The method if determining the error in the conductivity

measurement is essentially the same as that used for

determining 6'(r.

The error in the conductivity measurement is given by

~kavg = 'dkavg 6& + ~~aQg 6Q + ~kr~g AA
"d"S

+ ~kavg ATs + Clkavg b"TwaTs oTw
(N-6)

where. Q/A = q

The combination of Equations N-5 and N-6 yields

(N-7)



The signs of all terms have-been taken as positive

as was done in estimating ~~f.

Due to thermocouple error, the plate temperature

could only be measured to about the nearest 20F. The

mea.surement of stlrface temperature, on the other hand,

may involve an error as large as 5°F. The reasons for an

error of such magnitude have been previously discussed in

section II-A and in Appendix A.

Based on the calorimeter calibration reSlllts, it was

estimated that the maximum error in the heat flux

measurement was 0.4 Btu/hr. In addition, the uncertainty

with which the area of the heat transfer test section is

known is about 0.0001228 ft 2 • This value of ~A was

obtained from Equation N-8 using a value of ~D equal to

0.000416 ft (i.e., 0.005 inches).

AA = nn
-r

6D (N-8)

The diameter of the inner copper plate was actually

known more accurately than to the nearest five thousandths

of an inch. However, th~ heat transfer test section

area. also included one-half the area of the epoxy ring',

as it was assumed that the heat transferred into the inner

half of the epoxy ring boiled off liquid nitrogen in the

inner stainless steel chamber, whereas the heat tra.nsferred

into the outer half of the epoxy ring boiled off liquid

involved in determin1·ng ha·lf the thicltness of the epoxy

nitrogen in the outer chamber. It is the difficulty
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ring which leads to an error estimate as large as 0.005

inches. The diameter of the actual copper inner plate

could be determined to the nearest 0.002 inches.

As mentioned earlier, the error in the frost thickness

measurement is five-thousandths of an inch or 0.000416 ft.

Based on the above-dispussion. the errors involved in the

various measured quantities were taken as follows:

6Q = 0.4 Btu/hr

~Tw = 2°F

bT s = 5°F
66 = 0.000416 ft

and, bA = 0.0001228 ft2

{Ising the data. of Ru.n number 16 for the calculation

one can write

Q = 14.92 Btu/hr

A = 0.0277 ft 2

6 = 0.01561 ft

Ts = 15°F

Tw = -)15°F

Substituting these values'

= + 7.24%-

into Equation N-7, Akavg was

calculated to be 0.0020J9. The measured kavg~or Run 16

is 0.02784 and, therefore, the estimated error is

O.002019xlOO %
0:02784

-,:.

I

I

1

I
j
1

Once again it should be noted that s1nc~ Equation N-7

does not allow for compensating errors, the true magnitude

of the me··xlmlJJtl error 1.8 most likely to be lower than one



calculated above.

3. Heat and Mass Transfer Coeffic·lents 1nthe :Erosting

EXJ2erlment~

A. Heat Transfer Coefficient
I

The heat transfer coefficients in the frosting experiments

for various system conditions were calculated fro~ Equation

N-9 .shown below.

h
= q-Ns 6H

(Tg-Ts)
(N-9)

For a typical set of experimental conditions, the.

heat. transfer coefficient can be calculated as cfollows.

For Run number 38, q = 8)& Btu/hr ft2

= 0.1125 Ibm (from mass deposition versus time
hr ft2 curve)

AH = 1,210 Btu/Ibm (54)

Tg = 73°F

Ts = 8°F

hence, from Equation N-9

h = 832-0.1·125x1210
65

= 10.71 Btu/hr ft2 0F

(N-10)

The errors involved in the calculation of heat transfer

coefficient by the above method can be obtained as follows.

From Equation N-9

N = Q/A- n/Av (4H)
(Tg-T s)

where, Q/A =q. and n/Av = Ns

The error (maximum) in hea.t tra.nsfer coefficient is

given by



+ "dh ~Av + dh IiA
dXV dA (N-ll)

Combining Equations N-10 and N-ll, following relation

for ~h can be obtained,

+"6h = AQ
A(Tg -Ts )

+ ~QlA-nLA,,~AH))
IT g-Ts )

+ n AAv
Av 2 (Tg-T s )

AH 6n +
Av(Tg-Ts )

(4T g +bT s ) +
• l

n/AvA(QH)
<Tg -'l's)

-2 Q

(N-12)

The errors involved in the various measured quantities

were taken as follows.

6Q = 0.4 Btu/hr

b.A = 0.0001228 ft 2

',An = 4.41xlO-6 Ibm/ft

6A = 9.0xlO-6 ft 2
v

6(~H) = 2.5 Btu/lb

6T g =lOF

and' boT s = 5°F

Again Run 38 is used to illustrate the following

calculation of h. For this run

Q = 23.2 Btu/hr

A = .0277 ft 2

n = 1.049xlO-41bm!hr

l.\H = 1210 Btu/1b

A = 9. 32xlO-4rt2
v



T = 73°Fg

T = SOF
s

Substituting all the above values into Equation N-12.,

Ah was calculated to be 1.36. The value of h for this run

is 10.71 Btu/hr ft2
of (as calculated before). Hence, the

1.36 6 ~estimated error is x 100 =±12. 9~.
10.71

The true error in the measurement of heat transfer

c6efflcient will be most likely less than one calculated

above because of preserice of compensating errors.

B. Mass Transfer Coefficient

The mass transfer coefficients for various system

conditions studied in the present thesis were calculated

from Equation N-13 shown below.

·K =
g

N
s

(p - p )
g s

(N-13)

For a typical set of experimental conditions, mass

transfer coefficient can be calculated as follows.
2

For Run number 38, N = 0.1125 Ibm/hr ft (from Figure
s

IV-A2)
-4 3

p = 2.542 x 10 Ibm/ft

g 0 x 10-4 Ibm/ft 3
T = 8 F, hence p = 1.03

s s

Thus, from Equation N-13

K =
g

= 744 ft/hr.

The method for determining the error in the mass
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transfer coefficient measurement is essentially the same

as that used for t\ k •
avg

The mass transfer coefficient· 1s given by

n

A (p _p )
v g s

(N-14)

Hence, the error in the mass transfer coefficient

measurement is given by

AK =~ an +!!g /j,A + d Kg AP + d Kg AP (N-15)
.g ) n (t Av v d P g d P S

g s

The combination of Equation N-14 and N-15 yields

Equa.tion N-16 sho~ln below

(N-16)

The signs of all the terms have been taken as positive

ir order to obtain the ma.ximum value of.6 Kge

The errors involved in'the measured quantities were

taken as follows.

An = 0.002 gms./hr or 4.41xlO-6 lbm/hr

dA = 9.0xlO-6 ft 2
.V

APg= .1007xlO-4 Ibm/ft 3

aps = .264xlO-4 Ibm/ftJ (since Ts=50F, as discussed

before)

Again, Run number 38-will be used to illustrate the

calcu.lation of l\Kge For this run

n = NsAv = 1.049xlO-4 Ibrn/hr

Av = 9.32xlO-4 tt2



Pg= 2.S42xlO-4 Ibm/ftJ

Ps= 1.OJxlO·4 Ibm/ft3

S1.1bstituting all these ~Talues in EquationN-16,

/~ .. :~
~~.[ .. J

6Kg was calculated to be 49.81. The measurement of Kg

for this run is 744 ( as calculated before), and therefore,

the estimated maximum error is 49.81xlOO% or + 6.7%."
744

The true error will be most likely less than one

calculated above because of .the presence of the compensating

errors.

4. Heat Transfer. Coefficienti·n N0rl.-frosting. Exp~riment

The heat transfer coefficient in the non-frosting

experiment ca.n be calcula.ted "from EquationN-17 shown below.

(N-17)

where all the nomencatures are the same as the ones

described before.

For a typical set of experimental conditions, heat

transfer coefficient in the non-frosting conditions can" be

=11.• 08 Btu/hr ft2 0F

The errors involved in the calculation of heat transfer

coefficient can be obtained as follows.

From· Equation N~17

(N-18)
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The maximum error in heat transfer coefficient 1s

given by

Ah = dh 6Q +
dQ (N-19)

Combining Equation N-18 and N-19, Equation N-20 can

be obtained as follows.

The errors involved in the variolls measured quantities

were taken as follows

and

AQ = 0.30 Btu/hr.

~A - 0.0001228 ft2

OT = 1°Fg

oT = 1°Fs

Again, Run number H-2 1s used to illustrate the following

calculation of bh. For this run

Q = 30.15 Btll/hr.

A = 0.0277 ft 2

Tg = 82.6°F

Ts = -11.5°F

Thus, substituting all these values into Equation N-20

Ah was calcl11ated to be 0.4124. The measured h for this

R. un is 11. 08 • Hence, the ma.ximum %error in the calculation

of heat transfer coefficient would be 0.4124 x lOO=±J.72%'
'11.08

Once again, it should be noted that compensating errors

will most likely cause the true error to be less than the

one calculated above.



5. Point Thermal Conductivities

The point thermal conductivity values shown in Table

IV-AS and in Figure IV-A22 were obtained from the heat flux

measurements and the graphical differentiation (with the

help of a mirror ) of the measured temperature distribution

within the frost. A sample calculation for the point thermal

conductivity 1s described below.

For Run number 35, at time 6f 79 minutes from the start
2

of frosting the .heat flux wa.s found to be 871 Btu/hr ft and

average frost density was found to be 0.1258 gms./cc. From

Figure IV-A21, the following values of dT/dx at various

temperatures were obtained.

-215

-14.5

-80

o

4.57 x 10
4

4
2.883 x 10

4
2.267 x 10

4
0.889 x 10

dTSince, k
f

= q/{dx ), the following values of point

thermal conductivities at various temperatures can be obtained.

Temperature (OF)

-215

-145

-80

o

k
f

(Btu/hr ft of)

0.01905

0.0)020

0.0)840

0.09800



Error Analys is

The error in .point thermal' conductiv.ity measurements

can be evaluated in the manner analogous to one described

previously. Thus,

.llk
f

= AQ

A(~)
+ -+

A (.-£rL)
dx

(N-21)

For a typical set of experimental conditions (Run

number 35 ),

for, T

6k can be evaluated as follows,
f

= OOF

Q = 24.13 Btu/hr

A = 0.0277 ft
2

(dT/dx) .~ 0.889 x 10
4

°R/ft

6Q = 0.40 Btu/hr

liA = 0.000128 ft
2

A(dT/dx)

Thus, substituting ~ll these values in Equation N-21,

one obtains,
-3 2

~kf = 9.70 x 10 Btu/hr ft °F/ft

or, the maximum % error = 0.978/0.0980 =±.2.!..2..5%
The actual error 1s likely to be lower than one calculated

above due to presence of compensating errors.

6. Temperature Gra.dient Measurements

In order to calculate point thermal conductiv1t·y

accurately, the precise determinations of temperature gradients

are required. In the present thesis, th~ temperature

gradients were measured with the help of a mirror. However,

an accuracy of this dJlfferentiati'on procedure was tested



-for a typical run by formulating a cubic equation which

passed through the measured temperatures in the frost

inte~ior and at the interface of gas and frost. Temperature

gradients were obtained by analytically differentiating

this equation.

Run number 35 was chosen as a typical run. The measured

temperature prof tIe in the frost interior for this run is

shown in Figure IV-A21. Temperature gradients calculated

by analytical and graphical differentiations at temperatures
000 0

of -215. F,-145 F, -80 F and 0 F are compared in Table N-l.

The agreement was found to be quite good. From these results,

it was concluded that the temperature gradient by the present

method can be measured with an accuracy of approximately

within + 4%.
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Table N-l

Comparison of' Temperature Gradlentsobta1ned by

Graphical and Analytical Dlfferent1atlonof the

Measured Frost Temperature Profiles.

Temperature (dT/dx) (OF/ft) (dT/dx) (Op/ft) %Error

(~)
Obtained by Graphioal Obtained ,by Analytical (dT/dx)-(dT/dX)A

Different1ation Differentiat10n G . x100
(dT/dx)G

~.215
4 4.635xlO4 -1.402%4.57xlO

-145 4 4
-0.996%,2.883xlO 2.912xlO

-80 4 4
+3.655%2.267xlO 2.187xlO

4 4
-0.675.%0 0.889:1:10 0.895x10

h,;:~

, '.

';r,':.'~:.~

d
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APPENDIX 0

Evaluation of the Possible Mechanisms for the Transfer

of Fog Particles from a Gas Stream to a Solid Surface

in Early Phases of a Frosting Experiment

As seen in Section V, in early phases of a frosting

experiment, transfer of fog part161es control the frost

deposition. The purpose of this appendix is to examine-the

various forces act.lng on a particle suspended in a gas

stream, and to determine which mechanisms are important

in ca.using the particles to be deposited. The concepts

regarding particle deposition mechanisms developed by

Owen (79), and by Friedlander and Johnstone (45), will be

utl1i~ed in examining the deposition of ice particles from

a gas stream onto a frost layer. These concepts are reviewed

below.

1. Previous Studz

The fog particles formed in a gas stream c,an be

transferred to a wall by one or more of the following

mechanisms.

A. turbulence in the gas stream (45,79)"

B. gravity, if deposition is from above,

c. force due to temperature gradient in the gas stream (95)

D. electrostatic forces (45)

E. flu1~ shear (79)

In their investlgat10nFriedler and Johnstone (~) as

well as Braz1nsky (lL~) concluded that it is gas phase

turbulence which 1s p~lmarl1y responsible for transporting



the particles to the wall.' -

To corroborate their thesis that the turbulent eddies

were responsible for transporting the particles to the wall,

I

Friedlander and Jonstone noted that no particle deposition

occurred in the inlet section of pipe where a relatively thick

boundary layer existed adjascent to the wall. However,

after a length of pipe corresponding to Re = 100,000, thex
position at which the laminar boundary layer 1s expected

to go turbulent (72), deposition of particles onto the pipe

wall was clearly observed.

Brazinsky (14) also made two experlments( at Reynolds

numbers of 600 and 1,800 ) in the laminar flow regime to

evaluate the effect of turbulence on the particle transfer.

He observed that even though there was a considerable amount

of fog pre-sent in the gas phase, substant tally no fog was

deposited on the cold wall for at least 37 minutes of the

frosting process. He concluded from these results that

turbulence in the gas stream plays-significant role in

the transfer of fog particles from gas to frost surface.

The process of transferring particles by turbulence

in a direction transverse to the direction of the gas stream

1s not completely understood. The investigations of References

45 and 79 have, however, provided some insight into this

phenomenon. The details of the mechanism for transporting

solid particles through a- turbulent gas stream, when

molecular transport in the lam1narboundary 1s not important,

is also shown in the same references.



Since the experimental set-up for the present thesis

is very similar to one used by Brazinsky (14), the

calculations similar to one described in References 14

indicate that, in the present study, turbulence in the

gas plays a significant role in the transfer of fog "particles

from gas to frost surface. The details of the calculations

is shown in Reference 14.
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APPENDIX ~ p

Contribution of Radiation to the Frost Thermal Conduct1vity

As mentioned 1n Section V-A, heat 1s not only

transferred through the frost by oonduction through the solid

gas network, but also by radiation between lee particles

and by water f~11X through the interior of the frost. In this

appendix, the contribut1on of rad1ation to the over-all frost

thermal conductiv1ty 1s br1efly evaluated.

The warmer ice particles, located at the top of the

frost layer, radiate heat to the colder particles located

below them •. Each layer, in this way, absorbs part of the

radiat10n striking it. and then re-emlt radiant heat to the

next ·lower layer. The exper1mentally measured thermal

conduct1vity, includes this radiation eomponentof thermal

oonductivitYe The value of this radiative component was

calculated from the Damkohler equation presented below (30).

This equat~on was obtained from the radiation studY'· 1n a

paeked bed onto which a large temperature gradient was

imposed.

0.684 T
k =. 100 E Dp ( 100 ) eH

r
(P-l)

where, D is in f't., T 1s in oR and k 1s in BTU/hr ft Op.
p r

In Equation P-l, k is the contribution to the over-
r

all frost conductivity made by radiation between the

particles. The values chosen for subst1tut1onlnto Equat10n

P-l were those which would yield the largest possible

contribution radiation could make to the frost thermal



conductivity.

The size of ice particles was chosen to be 100 microns

(14). Thus, D = 100 mioron was substituted into Equation- p

P-l. The void fraction ~ chosen forca:t~ulat1ng k wasr

-taken as 0.94, the largest frost Told traction encountered

in the experiments of present thesis. 32°F was the temper

ature chosen for substitution into Equation F-I as this

is the highest possible temperature that oan exist within,
the frost layer (In the experiments of the present thesis,

the frost surface temperature never reached 32°F).

Several values of frost emissivity are r~ported 1n the

l1terature (75, 82). Reported values generally vary between---- ---.

0.082 and 0.098. 0.098 was chosen, as this value represented

the upper limit of the reported emlsalvltles. Using the

values of (. D • T and eH presented above, the value ~f
. p

k was calculated to be 0.000122 Btu/hr ft OF. Assuming
r

Damkohler's equat10n and various assumed values (part1cul-

arly Dp ) are valid. this value of kris the highest

possible contribution that radiation can make to the frost

thermal conductiv1ty. Since 0.000122 Btu/hr ft OF is
neg11gible oompar'ed w1th 0.01 Btu/hr ft of. the lowest

measured thermal conductiv1ty, it is conoluded that

rad1ation makes a small contribution to the frost

conductivities. Radiant heat transferls, therefore,

neglected -in calculating theoretical values of conductivity.,



APPENDIX R

Table of Nomenolature

Concentration of air

Concentrat1on of water vapor

Cross sectional area of glass v1al

Cross sectional area for heat and mass transfer

Constant in Equation I-Bl

Constant in Equation G-l

Constants in Equation L-9

Constant in Equa.tion G-2

Constant in Equation I-Bl

Constant in Equation II-C)

Specific heat of gas

Total concentration of gas

Capac1ty factor as defined in Equat10n J-1

Constant in Equation K-13

Moleoular d1ffuslv1ty

Molecular d1ffuslv1ty in the free convection boundary

layers within the frost

a

a<.

A

Av
An

b

b

C1

c
A

c
P

c
w

°T
C

C
t

DB

D'
B

Deff Effective diffusivity

D Hydroll0 diameter
H

D P1pe diameter
o

Dp Particle diameter

D Moleoular d1ffuslv1ty of water vapor in a1r
w-A

D
l

_2 Molecular d1ffuslv1ty of oomponent 1 into 2

oR Emissivity

E Energy



f Friction factor

rep) Functionality relationship for ~

F Frictional dissipat10n of energy

Ft Thermal force

gc Gravitational constant

h Heat tran'sfer coefficient

1 Gr'1d number in direct10n as shown in Figure E~O

Grid number in z d1rection as shown 1n F1gure E-O

j-factor for mass transfer as shown 1n Equation I-C4

j-factor for heat transfer as shown 1n Equation I-C4

Grid number corresponding to the frost surface

Mass flux from bulk gas to the frost surface

Mass flux which diffuses-in the frost interior'

J
s

J s1

J Mass flux allo.cated to 1ncrease the frost thickness
so

k ,Thermal conductivity

k Boltzmann's oonstant

k Excess thermal conductivity
excess

k
fi

Intrinsic thermal conductivity or the frost

k' Thermal conductivity of air in the free convectiong

boundary layers within the frost

k Total gas thermal conductivity
g~e

k 1 Thermal conductivity of ice

k Thermal conductivity of iceice
k Radlatlv'e c-omponent of thermal conduotivity of the frost
·r

k
T

Thermal diffusion coefficient

k' Excess thermal conductivity of frost due to thermal
excess

d1ff11.s:\on of ice nuclei



Kg Mass transfer coeffieiene between bulk gas and the

frost surface

K Mass transfer ooeff1c1ent at the start of the frosting
g1

process

K Ice thermal conductivity
s

L Length of a tube (also width of a duct)

Le Lewis Number

~ Mass of a p~rt1ele

m Mass of a single ice crystal

M Molecular weight

n Mass rate of water vapor

n Mass oonoentratlon of ice nuclei

n' , Nuclei concentrat1o~ per unit volume

N Number of iee crystals per "unit volume

Nd Depletion rate of iee·nuelei due to impingement

(or trapping )

N Nucleation rate
r

Ns Mass flux of water vapor from bulk gas to the frost

surface

N Concentration of molecules

p Pressure

p Partial pressure at the cold wall (or cold surface)
w

P Total pressu~e

P Vapor Pressure
vp

Pr Praridtl Number

q Heat flux

q' Volumetric flow rate



Q Heat transfer rate

r Radius

R Thermal res1s·tance of a zone in a unltcel1 of the

frost structure model

R Gas eonstant

Re Reynolds Number

S Supersaturation ratio (p/Pvp )

Se Schmidt Number

t Time for the formation of a smooth frost layer

T Temperature

T
1

Temperature at the tube entrance

T2 Temperature at the tube outlet

u Velocity of the gas

Ua Apparent over-all heat transfer coefficient between

bulk gas and the cold wall in the frosting conditions

-v Mean average random velocity of a molecule

v .Volume,

V Velocity

V Thermal diffusive velocity of a solid particle
t

W Mass flow rate

x Dimensionless linear dimension of an ice cube in the

frost structure" model

Y Mole fractton of water vapor

x

x

x
*

y

Distance from the cold wall 1;;owards the bulk gas phase

Distance from the thermal e"ntranee (Appendix L)

2x/Re Pr DH

Distance from pipe wall (Appendix L)



z Dimensionless distance from the cold wall (x/6 )

z Dimensionless width of the square lee rod in the

frost structure model

Greek Letters

o(,~!l' Constants used in Equations G-I and G-2

~I'v. ~ .

~ Constant in Equation H-2

« Thermal diffusion factor
o
~ Boundary layer thickness

~ Surface tension

cr piP - 1
vp

..",



62, Grid size in z d1rection

~e Grid s1ze in e direction

6~) Differential variation (or increment) in an arbitrary

var1able 0(

e
.) 0

..
o
A

A

Time

Frost thiokness

Rate of change of frost th1ckness

Mean free path

Constants in Equation L-9

SUbscripts

g Gas

s Frost surface

w Cold wall

·f Frost

v Vapor

v Glass vial

f,a Frost surface

p Particle

b Bulk gas

avg Average

o Old value

N New value

o Total value

e Value at the prevailing equ1librium condition
. .
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